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Muscle contractility and cell motility play a vital role in various physiological and pathological processes, ranging from animal locomotion to cardiovascular function to myopathies and heart failure. Actin-activated myosin II motors power muscle contraction and non-muscle-cell motility. Actin-myosin-derived contractility has been most extensively studied in striated muscle (skeletal and cardiac muscles), but it is also the foundation for smooth muscle contraction and non-muscle-cell motility. Recent advances in biology and medicine have significantly enriched our understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying muscle contractility and cell motility.

The generation and regulation of contractility present a natural topic for a special issue of this Journal. Three centuries of scientific investigation since Leeuwenhoek and Croone has led to a detailed understanding of muscle function and the broader field of cell motility, which allows us to understand biological movements, their biochemical and mechanical underpinnings, and their effects on the integrity of muscle tissue in health and disease. Therefore, a challenge of the seemingly straightforward task of editing this special issue is the coverage of the vast areas of research on biological movement. With the enthusiasm of our outstanding contributing authors, this special issue comes with a nice collection of six review articles, 13 original research papers, and one methodology report, covering a broad range of topics in the current research of contractility and muscle function.

Among the six review articles, C.-Y. Tang and T.-Y. Chen discussed the CLC-1 chloride channel, a member of the CLC channel/transporter family, for its roles in the physiological function and diseases of skeletal muscle. The observation that mutations scattered throughout the entire CLC-1 protein result in myotonia congenita, with no clear relationship to the inheritance pattern or channel function, suggests that the pathophysiology of myotonia mutations may involve multiple molecular and cellular mechanisms including channel function or protein synthesis and membrane trafficking mechanisms.

G. Wu and colleagues presented a summary of the planar cell polarity signaling pathway in congenital heart diseases. This pathway, responsible for tissue polarity in Drosophila and gastrulation movements and cardiogenesis in vertebrates, plays multiple roles during cardiac differentiation. Knowledge gained in studies of planar cell polarity signaling has helped investigators understand the pathogenesis of congenital heart diseases.

The review by I. dela Pena and J. H. Cheong, on benzofuroindole analogues as smooth muscle relaxants, focused on the potential therapeutic implications of benzofuroindole compounds in disease states linked to smooth muscle hyperactivity caused by the potentiation of large conductance Ca^{2+}-activated K^+ channels. The authors also discussed the value of benzofuroindole compounds and the challenges that need to be overcome if they are to be considered as smooth muscle relaxant drugs.

J. Gumerson and D. Michele reviewed the role of the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex in the prevention of muscle damage. Although normally benign in healthy muscle, contractions in dystrophic muscle may contribute to a higher degree of muscle damage, which eventually overwhelms
the capacity of muscle to regenerate. The dystrophin-glycoprotein complex plays an important function in preventing muscle damage and, when impaired, may contribute to the pathogenesis of muscular dystrophy. It also plays potentially significant roles in signaling pathways that are essential to muscle health.

The review by M. Ackermann and A. Kontrogianni-Konstantopoulos on myosin-binding protein-C focuses on its role as a regulator of actomyosin interaction in striated muscle. The cardiac, slow skeletal, and fast skeletal muscle isoforms of myosin-binding protein-C contribute to the assembly and stabilization of thick filaments and regulate the formation of actomyosin cross-bridges via direct interactions with both thick myosin and thin actin filaments. Studies on the mutations in cardiac myosin-binding protein-C associated with familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy are summarized.

E. Kachaeva and B. S. Shenkman present a review on the functions of proteolytic enzymes in skeletal muscle during unloading. A shift of protein synthesis/proteolysis balance towards increased protein degradation is associated with disuse muscle atrophy. Disuse atrophy of postural muscles caused by unloading differs from that induced by denervation or other conditions. Maintaining of the balance, in which approaches lead to muscle adaptation to disuse rather than muscle degeneration, is discussed with recent data on the activity of related signaling systems.

The thirteen research papers collected in this special issue also covered a broad range of topics. For example, A. McMillan and colleagues studied diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging to assess damage in healthy and dystrophic muscle fibers in primary cultures of mouse intercostal muscle fibers for pharmacological studies. They described a system that allows for monitoring functional properties of living muscle fibers in culture, with or without electrical-field-stimulated fiber contraction, at physiological or pathological respiratory firing patterns. They also report initial characterization of these fibers, demonstrating several common techniques in this new model system in the context of the established flexor digitorum brevis muscle primary culture model.

I. Ogneva present a study on the transversal stiffness and beta-actin and alpha-actinin-4 content of rat soleus muscle fibers in 3-day reloading after 14-day gravitational unloading by hindlimb suspension. Analyzing the structural changes in different parts of the sarcolemma and contractile apparatus of muscle fibers by measuring their transversal stiffness by atomic force microscopy, the author showed that 14 days of disuse reduced the transverse stiffness of all points of the sarcolemma and contractile apparatus. Readaptation for 3 days led to complete or partial recovery of the values of the transverse stiffness of the sarcolemma and contractile apparatus, respectively.

P. Zhao and colleagues studied the equal force recovery in dysferlin-deficient and wild-type mouse muscles following saponin exposure. Their study found that dysferlin-deficient muscles recovered tetanic force production to the same extent as wild-type controls following a 5-min saponin exposure. The slow soleus muscle recovered significantly better than the fast extensor digitorum longus muscle. The results suggest that it is unlikely that dysferlin is involved in repairing saponin-induced membrane damage and that slow muscle is more efficient than fast muscle in repairing such damage.

A. L. Vega et al. report the dynamic changes in sarcoplasmic reticulum structure in ventricular cardiomyocytes. They tested the hypothesis that the sarcoplasmic reticulum is a structurally inert organelle in ventricular myocytes. The results suggest that, rather than being static, the sarcoplasmic reticulum undergoes frequent dynamic structural changes, which occurred in the absence of changes in $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]$. Microtubules and the molecular motors, dynein and kinesin 1 (Kif5b), were important regulators of the sarcoplasmic reticulum motility.

E. Spangenberg and colleagues studied the use of BOD-IPY (493/503) dye to visualize intramuscular lipid droplets in skeletal muscle. They found that this dye was a convenient and simple reagent to visualize lipid droplets in both sectioned skeletal muscle and cultured adult single fibers. The dye was effective in both fixed and unfixed cells and was unaffected by permeabilization and thus provides a simple method for visualizing lipid droplets in skeletal muscle.

M. Fiege et al. investigated the in vivo effects of theophylline on anesthetized malignant hyperthermia-susceptible pigs. The results showed that theophylline induced comparable clinical alterations in the anesthetized malignant hyperthermia-susceptible and control swine. No pig developed hypermetabolism and/or malignant hyperthermia. Even at cumulative doses much higher than the doses used therapeutically in humans, theophylline was thus not a trigger of malignant hyperthermia in genetically determined swine.

C. Paolini and coworkers studied the differential effect of calsequestrin ablation on the structure and function of fast and slow skeletal muscle fibers. They found that, in extensor digitorum longus and soleus muscles of adult mice lacking calsequestrin, the main sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca$^{2+}$-binding proteins induced ultrastructural alterations in ~30% of soleus fibers but not in extensor digitorum longus fibers. Twitch time parameters were prolonged in both muscles, although tension was not reduced. Calsequestrin is essential in extensor digitorum longus muscle to provide large amount of Ca$^{2+}$ released from the sarcoplasmic reticulum during tetanic stimulation, whereas soleus muscle tolerated better in the absence of calsequestrin.

L. Zhang and colleagues present a study of the synergistic effects between phosphorylation of phospholamban and cardiac troponin I on promoting cardiac muscle relaxation.
In isolated working rat hearts, less increases in cardiac output and relaxation rate were found in rapid pacing than that in isoproterenol treatment at the same increments of heart rates. Rapid pacing induced phosphorylation of phospholamban at Thr17, whereas isoproterenol induced phosphorylation of cardiac troponin I and phospholamban at Ser16 and Thr17. The results suggest synergistic effects of phospholamban and cardiac troponin I on diastolic cardiac function to facilitate filling at high heart rate.

The study presented by R. A. Zuellig et al. investigated the tissue expression and actin binding of a novel N-terminal utrophin isoform. Utrophin and dystrophin are two large proteins that link the intracellular actin cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix via the C-terminal-associated protein complex. The authors report a novel short N-terminal isoform of utrophin and its expression in various rat tissues. The short N-terminal utrophin bound actin with pronounced negative cooperativity and was Ca^{2+} insensitive. Recombinant short N-terminal utrophin associated to cell membranes, suggesting that it may be responsible for the anchoring of the cortical actin cytoskeleton to the membranes in muscle and other tissues.

S. B. Shah and colleagues present a paper on the influences of desmin and keratin 19 on passive biomechanical properties of mouse skeletal muscle. The authors examined the passive load-bearing response of single fibers from the extensor digitorum longus muscle of 3- and 10-month wild-type, desmin-null, K19-null, and desmin/K19 double-null mice. Though fibers are more compliant in all mutant genotypes compared to wildtype, the structural response of each genotype is distinct, suggesting multiple mechanisms by which desmin and keratin influence the biomechanical properties of myofibers and providing insights into the influences of intermediate filaments on the structure and function of skeletal muscle.

M. Raeker and M. Russell report that obscurin depletion impairs organization of skeletal muscle in developing zebrafish embryos. Using the developing zebrafish embryo as a model, they examined the relationship between new myofibril assembly and the organization of the membrane domains involved in cell-extracellular matrix interactions. The results showed that depletion of obscurin, a giant muscle protein, resulted in irregular cell morphology and disturbed extracellular matrix organization during skeletal muscle development. The impairment suggests that obscurin participates in organizing the internal structure of the myocyte and in regulating the ability of muscle cells to organize the surrounding matrix.

N. Fujita et al. studied the combined effect of electrical stimulation and high-load isometric contraction on protein degradation pathways in muscle atrophy induced by hindlimb unloading. Electrical stimulation alone resulted in slight attenuation of muscle atrophy. Combining electrical stimulation with high-load isometric contraction enhanced this effect. Electrical stimulation alone inhibited the overexpression of calpain 1, calpain 2, and MuRF-1 mRNA. Electrical stimulation with high-load isometric contraction further inhibited the overexpression of cathepsin L and atrogin-1. These findings suggest that the combination of electrical stimulation and high-load isometric contraction may be effective as a countermeasure against muscle atrophy.

To conclude this special issue, the methodology report by B. Biesiadecki and J.-P. Jin describes a high-throughput solid-phase microplate protein-binding assay with examples investigating interactions between myofilament proteins. This novel method assesses protein-protein interactions at physiological conditions, utilizes relatively small amounts of protein, is free of protein modification, and does not require specialized instrumentation. Detailed methodology is presented for quantitative studies. Optimization of the assay conditions and its broader application in studies of other protein-protein interactions are also presented.
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1. Introduction

Functional unloading caused by prolonged weightlessness or bed rest (after trauma, etc.) leads to sufficient physiological alterations of skeletal muscles, mainly postural, as soleus. Studies on animals [1] and volunteers [2] showed that unloading leads to changes at the molecular level, which manifest in muscle mass loss and deterioration of its function.

In this paper, we paid attention mainly to the atrophy caused by hindlimb suspension, since this is the most correct experimental disuse mode, while muscle denervation, for instance, leads not only to disuse, but also to impaired trophic regulation of the muscle, which complicates atrophy data interpretation.

To study molecular processes during disuse, special models are used for animals (hindlimb unloading) [3] and volunteers (bed rest, dry immersion). Each of the models leads to development of a complex of structural and functional changes, as decrease of cross-sectional area and contractile activity of muscle itself and its single fibers [4–7]. There are also changes in myosin phenotype observed [8, 9] as well as enzyme activity [1]. Such hypogravitational syndrome [10] is supposed to be caused by changes in concentration and activity of factors circulating in blood (glucocorticoids and anabolic steroids) [11]. At the same time, cortisol was shown to affect muscle under disuse indirectly [12]; while in muscle cytosol, quite high concentration of glucocorticoid receptors was observed [13]. Consequently, there are other mechanisms involved in muscle atrophy stimulation and development during unloading.

Muscle atrophy development under hypokinesia/hypogravity involves different signaling systems directed towards proteolysis activation and protein balance maintaining. Thus, an increase in content of components of the TGF-β/Smads (transforming growth factor-β) signaling pathway [14] and decrease of activity of phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3 K/Akt) cascade were shown. These changes reflect activation of both proteolytic and synthetic signaling pathways in skeletal muscle [15]. Therefore, we aimed at the analysis of the known pathways of proteolysis in postural muscles during functional unloading.

2. Main Systems of Proteolysis in Skeletal Muscles

Three catabolic pathways are known to be involved in the atrophy process during hypokinesia/hypogravity: Ca²⁺-dependent, lysosomal, and ATP-ubiquitin-dependent proteolytic pathways. However, these systems participate differ-
ently in muscle atrophy development caused by denervation and disuse. Thus, under disuse, activity of lysosomal proteases does not increase significantly [16].

Animals hindlimb suspension (HS) and human head-down bed-rest lead to an increase in mRNA of 14 kDa ubiquitin-binding enzyme, and 20S proteasome subunits [17, 18] and to an increment of ubiquitinated proteins [19], which proves significant contribution of ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) in muscle atrophy under unloading.

Besides, Ca$^{2+}$-dependent proteases (calpains) also play an important role in skeletal muscle atrophy under disuse [17, 20, 21], being a system of primary protein degradation, since they do not degrade proteins to amino acids or small peptides [22].

Complex effect of activation of different proteolytic systems results in loss of muscle structural proteins and, thus, in decrease of muscle functional properties. A number of results obtained showed that atrophic changes during a space flight or under head-down bed-rest are accompanied by decrease of total muscle protein [23] and myofibril proteins degradation [24].

We suppose that first stage of muscle protein degradation can be Ca$^{2+}$-dependent proteases, since Ca$^{2+}$ overloading is the first event observed in unloaded muscles, and it is calcium ions which stimulate primary myofibrils degradation. Stimuli inducing Ca$^{2+}$ accumulation are not studied well. Thus, we start our review of proteolytic systems from calcium-dependent system.

Further, we will discuss proteolytic systems in details.

### 3. Calcium-Dependent Pathways of Proteolysis

Looking for a trigger of proteolysis researchers paid attention to Ca$^{2+}$-dependent proteases. Calcium redistribution between cytoplasm and sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) during muscle atrophy caused by different diseases was first demonstrated about 30 years ago [25, 26]. Later, it was shown that 14 days of rat HS significantly increased induced by caffeine Ca$^{2+}$ efflux from soleus SR [27]. However, myoplasm overloading with calcium was demonstrated only in 2001 by Ingalls et al. [28] who registered Ca$^{2+}$ quantity increase at the 3rd day of rats functional unloading. Dihydropyridine-sensitive channels (DHPCs) and ryanodine receptors (RYRs) are main Ca$^{2+}$ channels. DHPCs are the L-type Ca$^{2+}$ channels, m.w. 165 kDa, specifically blocked by dihydropyridine [29]. They are localized predominantly in T-tubes of muscle fibers and are activated by depolarization of fiber membrane. At that, Ca$^{2+}$ enters myoplasm without consumption of ATP hydrolysis energy.

We demonstrated that DHPCs specific inhibitor, nifedipine, caused significant decrease of Ca$^{2+}$ in soleus fibers during unloading [30]. Since DHPCs are the voltage-dependent structures, they should be activated by changes of electrochemical potential at the myofiber membrane under disuse. Some authors showed membrane potential decrease in dispersed rat soleus [31, 32]. Six percent of decrease of membrane potential was observed at the 3rd day of animal hind limb suspension (HS) [32]. However, potential alteration was not significant, and there were no direct evidences of membrane potential influence to Ca$^{2+}$ accumulation, so the question of possible trigger of Ca$^{2+}$ accumulation remains unclear.

RYR is another source of Ca$^{2+}$, localized in terminal cisternae membrane near DHPCs. These channels efficacy significantly exceeds that of DHPCs. RYR main function is fast Ca$^{2+}$ influx to cytosol, where calcium ions interact with troponin C stimulating mechanism of fiber contraction. RYR and DHPC are known to be connected with each other structurally and functionally in fiber T-system. RYRs are activated when interact with Ca$^{2+}$-activated DHPC [29].

Ca$^{2+}$ accumulation in myoplasm stimulates Ca$^{2+}$-dependent proteolytic processes. Experiments with activators of Ca$^{2+}$ transport demonstrated the increase in protein degradation [33], while dantrolene (specific blocker of Ca$^{2+}$ exit from SR) decreased proteolysis rate [34].

However, Ca$^{2+}$-dependent proteolysis localization is not clear, since there are a number of data supporting [35] and contradicting [33] its lysosomal localization. Though, calcium can affect indirectly lysosomal proteases like cathepsin B [35], and nonlysosomal ones localized in cytosol of myofibers [33].

In myoplasm, Ca$^{2+}$ activates cystein proteases, calpains, which are divided into two groups according to their sensitivity to Ca$^{2+}$: $\mu$- and m-calpains (calpain 1 and calpain 2); they are activated by micromolar and millimolar calcium concentrations, correspondingly. Skeletal muscles contain also calpain 3 (p94), which has common structure with calpains 1 and 2. Ca$^{2+}$ dependence of p94 was proved only in 2006 [36]. At the early stages of functional unloading, calpains are activated and redistributed from cytoplasm fraction to the membrane in slow and fast muscles [37].

The fact that activity of soluble and membrane fractions significantly increased after 12 hours of animal hindlimb suspension and remains high till 9th day of disuse proves that calpains take part in muscle atrophy development under hypokinesia/hyopogravity [37]. Moreover, we found twofold increase in soluble calpain fraction activity and fivefold increment of membrane fraction activity after 3 days of animal disuse [38] and were first to show directly that increase in [Ca$^{2+}$] stimulates $\mu$-calpain activity, which in its turn activates m-calpains [20, 36]. Local application of Ca$^{2+}$ chelator 1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethyl-N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetate (BAPTA-AM) to soleus during unloading allowed us to demonstrate directly dependence of calpain activity on [Ca$^{2+}$] in vivo [38]. Importantly, techniques for determination of calpain activity used in the works [37] and [38] registered the enzymes activity at high millimolar concentration of calcium in the incubation medium, where higher activity of all calpain molecules was observed. Increase in calpains activity under disuse can be caused by their expression intensification or by other Ca$^{2+}$-independent regulators, as calpastatin. Thus, hindlimb suspension leads to pronounced decrement of calpastatin expression in soleus, while calpain 1 expression increases slightly [39]. Activity of calpains decreased in unloaded muscle under local application of calcium chelator [38] can be evidence of Ca$^{2+}$-dependence of regulation of calpastatin expression.
Calpains contribute about 10% to disuse muscle atrophy. Their key role was demonstrated in HS experiments with mice overexpressing calpastatin, in which no reduction of muscle fiber size was observed [21]. These results are in agreement with recent data on calpastatin expression decrement under HS [39]. Interestingly, hypokinesia/hypogravity caused decrease of NO content leading to calpains inhibition [40]. At that, content of neuronal NO-synthase in soleus fibers under functional unloading decreased [41, 42].

Calpains cannot degrade proteins to small peptides or amino acids and cause only withdrawal of proteins from myofibrils, making them accessible to ubiquitination. Recently, titin was found to bind calpain-3 (p94) through a p94-specific region, suggesting that titin can regulate calpain-3 activity [43]. Calpain-3 was shown to activate expression of components of ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) [44–46]. P94 blocked binding of ankyrin repeats with titin molecule [47]. Ankyrin repeats normally are translocated to the nucleus, where they activate NFkB binding with DNA, hence stimulating ubiquitin ligase expression [47].

Thus, calpains and UPS work jointly (Figure 1) [23]. At that UPS, most probably, realizes final protein degradation. Close interrelation between Ca^{2+}-dependent proteases and UPS complicates studies of their individual contribution into atrophy development under disuse.

Intracellular localization of calpains in association with titin molecule makes possible the interrelation between UPS and calpains. Calcium accumulation under disuse activates calpains, which partly degrade titin molecule or change its conformation [41, 48]. Titin not only is involved in fiber contractility, but also realizes its signaling function through phosphorylation of ubiquitin ligases (MuRF-1 and MuRF-2) localized near titin kinase domain (in M-line), which can affect the titin molecule itself [49, 50]. 14-day HS is known to significantly decrease relative content of titin in rat soleus (Table 1) [51–53]. The same decrease of titin content was observed in human soleus after 7 days of dry immersion experiment [10], interestingly, that titin molecule remains intact at the 3rd day of animal HS [7, 51]. These results prove that, at the early stage of disuse, titin remains intact in spite of myoplasm overloading with calcium [7, 28] and increase in calpain activity. Consequently, phosphorylation of titin bound UPS components and their low activity is maintained. Meanwhile, calpastatin overexpression in mice under disuse was shown to prevent slow-to-fast shift in myosin heavy chains (MHCs) [21]. Probably, degradation of one of the calpain targets under disuse impairs regulation of slow MHC expression, which determines MHC phenotype transformation. Moreover, calpain 2 under HS translocates into the nucleus, where it initiates apoptosis [54]. Thus,
4. Ubiquitin Proteasome System

Components of ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) [19, 55, 56] were shown to be actively synthesized under disuse [15, 17, 19, 57] and under muscle atrophy of other nature [55, 58]. Intensification of proteolytic activity is caused by increase in quantity of mRNA encoding main UPS members (polyubiquitin, ubiquitin binding enzymes, ubiquitin ligases, 20S proteasome subunits) and following synthesis of corresponding proteins [59]. The scheme of UPS-dependent degradation of proteins is shown at the Figure 2. Ubiquitination process needs activation of three UPS enzymes: ubiquitin-activating enzyme (E1), ubiquitin-binding enzyme (E2), and ubiquitin ligases (E3). At first ubiquitin binds to E1 (ATP-dependent process) and then translocates to E2. E3 ligases covalently bind protein substrate and then interact with E2, which carries activated ubiquitin. Ubiquitin in its turn translocates from E2 to the target protein. The process repeats till target protein binds a chain of 4-5 ubiquitin molecules. Then, the ubiquitinated protein degrades into peptides inside proteasome [60]. E3 ligases play an important role in recognition of proteins to be degraded. E2 enzyme and E3 ligase are tissue specific, individual E2 interacts with particular E3 ligase. Usually two main markers of UPS activity are studied, atrogin-1 or muscle atrophy F-box (MAFbx) and MuRF1 (muscle RING finger protein 1) [60]. MAFbx participates in formation of functional ligase complex. MuRF-1 conserves conservative domain of titin molecule localized between titin kinase domain and titin C-terminal (in M-line) [48, 61]. This interaction is supposed to regulate metabolism of myofibrils, their trophic state, and maintains entirety of M-line region [62].

MAFbx is supposed to ubiquitinate and degrade MyoD [63] and eukaryotic factor of translation initiation 3 (eIF3) [64], thus playing role in muscle protein synthesis inhibition rather than in proteolysis activation in wasting muscle. MuRF-1 ubiquitinates and degrades troponin I [65] and myosin heavy chains [66].

4.1. E3 Ubiquitin Ligases under Functional Unloading. Expression rate of E3 ubiquitin ligases genes increased after denervation, immobilization, hindlimb suspension, and

Table 1: Changes of titin and nebulin quantity in rat soleus under disuse [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Titin 1/MHC</th>
<th>Titin 2/MHC</th>
<th>Titin 2/titin 1</th>
<th>Nebulin/MHC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.162 ± 0.022</td>
<td>0.033 ± 0.011</td>
<td>0.190 ± 0.048</td>
<td>0.040 ± 0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 days of HS</td>
<td>0.090 ± 0.027</td>
<td>0.158 ± 0.037</td>
<td>1.890 ± 1.200</td>
<td>0.019 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 days of HS</td>
<td>0.081 ± 0.014</td>
<td>0.084 ± 0.010</td>
<td>1.020 ± 0.035</td>
<td>0.020 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Scheme of UPS activity.
after 11 days of animal space flight, which demonstrated MAFbx- and MuRF-1-dependent proteolysis under disuse [15, 58, 67]. Generally, MAFbx and MuRF-1 are universal proteases participating in skeletal muscle atrophy of different kinds [15].

Results of studies on volunteers using biopsy of vastus lateralis revealed difference between muscle atrophy development in animal and in human, because, in human biopsy significant decrement of protein synthesis and lack of proteolysis increase were observed [68]. At the same time, studies on volunteers during antioorthostatic head-down bed-rest showed increased MuRF-1 quantity in soleus (slow muscle), rather than in vastus lateralis (containing predominantly fast fibers) [69]. Later, expression intensification of MAFbx and ubiquitin ligase cbl-b was found in vastus lateralis after 20 days of disuse [70]. After 48 hours of unilateral lower limb suspension of volunteers, complete genomic analysis revealed increase in expression rate of mRNA of E3 ubiquitin ligases [71], also accumulation of 3-metilhistidine, product of degradation of myofibril proteins (actin and some myosin) was observed [72]. Ten days of immobilization caused threefold increase in MuRF-1 mRNA content in quadriceps femoris, which, however, was diminished to the control level to the 21st day of unloading [73]. We also observed changes in expression rate of ubiquitin ligases under HS of animals. Thus, we found that expression rate of MuRF-1 and MAFbx mRNA in rat soleus increased 3.3 and 2.1 times, correspondingly, at the 3rd day of disuse. To the 7th day of HS, this parameter decreased but was 1.27 and 1.52 times higher than in control (Figure 3) [74]. The 37% increase in total level of protein ubiquitination at the 4th day of functional unloading [75] confirms our data.

4.2. MuRF-2 and Signaling Role of E3 Ubiquitin Ligases. Recently, information appeared about functions of another E3 ubiquitin ligase, MuRF-2, which is splice variant of MuRF-1. MuRF-2 is usually found in embryonic muscle, while, in adult animals, its quantity decreased. In spite of its predominant localization in cytoplasm, partly MuRF-2 is bound to nbr1 and p62 proteins, which localize at titin molecule near M-line (Figure 4) [49, 76]. Normally, one of the main functions of this protein is stabilization of microtubules population and several proteins of sarcomeric cytoskeleton (desmin, vimentin) during myofibrillogenesis [62]. Besides, along with MuRF-1, MuRF-2 participates in ubiquitination of myofibril proteins [77]. It should be noticed that MuRF-2 is regulated, at least partly, by titin-dependent mechanism [62]. Changes in spatial arrangement of titin kinase domain after denervation can cause loss of its main function. Consequently, dephosphorylated MuRF-2 dissociates from titin and translocates into the nucleus, where it forces out serum response factor protein (SRF), which is responded for c-fos-mediated stimulation of protein synthesis, cytoskeletal molecules expression, and expression of several growth factors. Our preliminary data showed MuRF-2 translocation to the nucleus and its increased expression under disuse. Thus, 7 days of HS caused increase in MuRF-2 concentration as in myoplasm (from 32.2+5.2 r.u. to 291.9 + 58.5 r.u., according to western blot densitometry
data), so in nucleus (from 56.1 + 6.1 to 769.4 + 62.2 r.u.) (unpublished data). Increment of MuRF-2 protein quantity increased further being almost twice as higher at the 14th day of disuse in myoplasm and nucleus. Thus, disuse induces synthesis and translocation of MuRF-2 into the nucleus. According to the data of Lange et al. [49], it seems that titin conformational changes under unloading should cause degradation of signaling complex, associated with titin kinase domain, and allow MuRF-2 migration to the nucleus. Such change in protein conformation was observed after 2 days of unloading [53], while data of other authors did not reveal any changes in titin content at the 3rd day of disuse [7, 53]. MuRF-2 concentration in nucleus fraction of rat soleus did not change, as compared to control, at the 3rd day of HS. However, data exist, which demonstrate titin stability at the 3rd day of HS; only after 7 days of HS, titin was degraded noticeably (Table 1). These data confirm that at the early stage of unloading myoplasm overloading with calcium [7, 28] and calpains activation cannot stimulate titin proteolysis and, thus, ubiquitin ligases dephosphorylation. Therefore, two triggers of MuRF-1 and MuRF-2 dephosphorylation can exist: Ca$^{2+}$-dependent calpain activation, which initiates myofibril proteins disorganization, and titin conformational changes caused by titin sensitivity to mechanical strain. Further studies are necessary to answer the question.

Normally, MuRF-1 and MuRF-2 expression is more pronounced in fast fibers (II type), while, in mice MuRF-1 and MuRF-2 knockouts, and especially in double knockouts (MuRF-1 and MuRF-2), number of fast soleus fibers is significantly decreased. At that, lack of MuRF-1 noticeably prevented atrophy of II type fibers of tibialis anterior [79]. In double knockouts expression of myozoenin-1 (calsarcin-1), an endogenous inhibitor of calcineurin/NFAT signaling pathway was blocked. Obviously, nucleus localization of MuRF-1 and MuRF-2 stimulates calsarcin expression leading to stabilization of fast phenotype of muscle fiber. Mice MuRF-1 knockouts did not show significant atrophy of soleus after 10 days of HS, while fatigue characteristics were more pronounced, posttetanic potentiation was not as increased as in mice of wild type [80]. The authors suppose possible MuRF-1 influence on intensified processes of phosphorylation of regulatory myosin light chains [81, 82].

Signaling roles of E3 ligases and some of their targets are known now. Thus, MAFbx ubiquitinates MyoD and eIF3 [63, 64]. Taking part in eIF3 ubiquitination MAFbx plays important role in regulation of reciprocal interaction between anabolic and catabolic signaling pathways. Troponin I [65] and myosin heavy chains [66] are the targets of MuRF-1, playing an important role in deterioration of muscle contractility.

Interestingly, ubiquitination of histone deacetylase of II type is supposed to be one of the mechanisms of fast-to-slow transformation of myosin phenotype, which is supported by decrease of slow myosin expression under application of proteasome inhibitor MG132 [83]. At that, exact E3 ubiquitin ligase participating in this phenomenon remains unknown.

Data discussed above showed that direct ubiquitination and indirect participation of E3 ubiquitin ligases in signaling processes makes them important components of central signaling mechanisms in muscle fiber. Unfortunately, today, there is not enough information to understand completely role of E3 ligases in processes of transformation or stabilization of myosin phenotype and concomitant events.

4.3. Regulation of Ubiquitin Ligases Expression. In spite of some progress in understanding of activation and possible functions of ubiquitin proteasome system, trigger mechanism stimulating its activity, particularly activity of E3 ubiquitin ligases, remains to be determined.

5. NFkB

Transcription regulation factor NFkB, which is a mediator of cytokine TNFα (tumor necrosis factor α) during cachexia and inflammation, plays important role in skeletal muscle atrophy. TNFα, in its turn, induces muscle fibers apoptosis
and specific transcription mechanism, which blocks IGF-1-induced anabolic process [84]. Inactivated NFkB forms complex with IκB in myoplasm. TNFα stimulates IκB kinase, which phosphorylates IκB leading to ubiquitination and degradation of proteins of this family. NFkB then moves to the nucleus and binds to sense sequence of DNA, thus regulating transcription of NFkB-dependent genes. TNFα-induced NFkB activation is known to suppress regulatory muscle factor MyoD at posttranscriptional level [85]. In 2004, Cai and colleagues demonstrated at least partial relation of muscle atrophy caused by cachexia, with activation of MuRF-1, but not with MAFbx [86]. This discovery stimulated study of action mechanism of NFkB system in muscles under disuse.

It was found that atrophy caused by functional unloading in rodents can be partly explained by TNFα-independent activation of NFkB. Seven days of HS in soleus stimulated DNA-binding activity of NFkB and led to an increase of reporter proteins p-50, c-Rel, and nuclear IκB protein Bcl-3 [86, 87]. Akt activation and TNFα expression did not increase as it happened during cachexia. These facts proved mechanism of atypical activation of NFkB during atrophy caused by functional unloading. This mechanism was called trans-regulation [87]. Importantly, NFkB pathway was not activated under disuse in fast muscles [87]. Possible targets of trans-activation of NFkB under hypokinesia were found recently [88]. Disuse was shown to induce NFkB-dependent increase in expression rate of ubiquitin ligases MAFbx and Nedd4. Analysis of 5′-flanking sites of genes of these ligases allowed finding numerous potential binding sites of NFkB. Moreover, 4EBP1, FoxO3a, and cathepsin L (lysosomal enzyme, which degrades membrane proteins) are also possible targets of NFkB; their expression was increased under disuse atrophy [87]. At the same time, in mice overexpressing IKKβ, specific component of muscle signaling pathway, 15-fold increase in NFkB activity was shown to stimulate MuRF-1 activity. In the experiments with C2 C12 culture of myotubes, 4.6-fold rise of MuRF-1 promoter activity was found, which was blocked by IκBα-SR transfection. Thus, as opposed to disuse-stimulated atrophy, during TNF-α-dependent atrophy, induction of MuRF-1 transcription was observed [87]. These data reveal predominant NFkB-mediated activation of MAFbx under disuse, while MuRF-1 is stimulated by NFkB during other kinds of atrophy. Since MuRF-1 is known to be activated under muscle wasting, there must be other mechanisms which activate MuRF-1 expression. Thus, transcription regulators FoxO1 and FoxO3 were shown to activate MuRF-1 expression [89, 90].

6. FoxO and Myostatin

Fox factors of transcription regulation have got their name according to their structure (forkhead box) [91], and, in mammals, they are called FoxO (other), because of different structure of their DNA-binding domains; among them FoxO1, FoxO3a, FoxO4, and FoxO6 [92].

FoxO factors participate in a number of physiological and pathological processes, aging and cancer, for instance [92]. Proteins of this family being phosphorylated by Akt can bind chaperone 14-3-3 in cytoplasm, which leads to loss of their capacity for expression regulation [92]. Model of atrophy on myotube culture revealed decrease of activity of IGF-1/insulin/phosphatidilinositol-3-kinase (PI3 K/Akt) signaling pathway, which caused initiation of FoxO transcription factors and MAFbx induction (Figure 5) [93]. Importantly, FoxO3 directly interacts with MAFbx promoter stimulating expression of the proteases genes, which leads to atrophy of myotubes in culture and animal muscle fibers [93]. Since PI3 K/Akt is known to suppress MuRF-1 expression, so FoxO participates also in regulation of MuRF-1 activity [90]. Recently, FoxO1 was shown to negatively affect expression of myosin heavy chain of type I [94], which confirms important role of FoxO factors in skeletal muscle atrophy.

Balance between protein synthesis and proteolysis involves not only Akt signaling pathway, but also FoxO-dependent cascade, which includes activation of 4EBP1 (protein binding eukaryotic factors 4 E) and inhibition of mTOR. At that, FoxO is regulated by different posttranslational modifications, as phosphorylation, acetylation, mono- and polyubiquitination [94]. Some of these modifications are independent on Akt; hence, they also can be involved into muscle atrophy development under stress.

Akt-FoxO signaling pathway is known to interact with IKK-NFkB system during muscle atrophy development. Thus, inflammatory cytokine TNFα activating NFkB pathway blocks sensitivity to insulin and inhibits IGF-1 pathway [95–97]. Moreover, interaction between these two signaling systems was confirmed by the results of the study on IKKβ knockout mice, whose were insensitive to muscle atrophy induced by denervation, while demonstrated excessive Akt phosphorylation [98].

Search for triggering mechanism initiating dephosphorylation of Akt and FoxO and stimulating ubiquitin ligases expression under disuse allowed to find process of degradation of IRS-1 (insulin receptor-1), which is intermediate in IGF-1/PI3/Akt signaling cascade. IRS-1 content and its phosphorylation level in 6-639 and 7-789 sites decreased significantly after 14 days of HS [99]. Later, it was found that IRS-1 is degraded by ubiquitin ligase cbl-b, which expression is increased noticeably under disuse [100]. Cbl-b expression is regulated during membrane process of lipid peroxidation.

As was shown previously, FoxO factors mediate ubiquitin ligases activation also through myostatin [101]. The latter blocks IGF-1/PI3 K/Akt pathway, which activates FoxO1, thus stimulating MAFbx expression [101]. Data on regulation of myostatin expression by FoxO1 showed that myostatin signaling pathway is related to Akt-FoxO cascade [102]. Mature myostatin protein forms active dimers, which bind activin receptors on the cell surface stimulating phosphorylation of Smad2 and Smad3 and their interaction with Smad4. Such complex is a transcription regulation factor, which can penetrate the cell and induce expression of any gene flanked with corresponding sequence. In other words, myostatin blocks myoblasts growth in the cell, inhibiting thus the expression of myogenic factors as MyoD and p21 [102]. Myostatin negatively regulates activation and self-renewal of cells and, probably, participates in process of the satellite
cells silencing [103]. Thus, myostatin activity maintenance under disuse, possibly, promotes maintenance of low level of myofibers renewal and prevents potential increase in satellite cells proliferation and fusion.

At the same time, Smad proteins can recognize CAGAC DNA sequence but possess low affinity to it, so to interact with DNA Smad proteins need some DNA binding cofactors, which can help to recognize and regulate target genes [104]. Such mediators are proteins of the FoxO family [105]. Besides, Smads inhibitor, TGIF, was shown to be activated earlier than muscle mass loss becomes noticeable.

7. Autophagy: Lysosomal Proteins Degradation

Lysosomes are the cell organelles responsible for removal of other organelles and aggregated proteins. Autophagy is an integral property of muscle cells, which is confirmed by huge number of autophagosomes in humans with myopathies caused by different diseases or during pharmacological inhibition of lysosomal function by chloroquine, for instance [106]. However, lysosomal enzymes are differently activated during atrophy induced by denervation [107] and unloading [108]. According to biochemical and electron microscope data, lysosomal degradation of proteins is responsible mainly for denervation-induced atrophy [78, 107–109]. These results are in accordance with the data that chloroquine practically cannot block proteolysis during hypokinesia/hypogravity but inhibits it during soleus denervation [110]. Moreover, significant activation of Ca^{2+}-dependent carbothiolic proteases and decrease of total cathepsin B and D activity were observed under disuse stimulated by hindlimb unloading, while denervation-induced disuse caused the highest activity of the cathepsins [17]. At the same time, recently, catepsin L quantity was shown to be increased during HS [58, 111]. Role of catepsin L is unknown. Thus, increment of certain catepsins concentration proves some lysosomal system activation during denervation-induced atrophy but does not have significant contribution of lysosomes to HS-induced atrophy [111]. Catepsins are known to be inactivated at neutral pH in cytoplasm. Proteolysis with catepsins is carried out inside the lysosomes; thus, they cannot degrade myofibril proteins despite of their activation. Therefore, lysosomal system contribution into catabolism of myofibril proteins during atrophy is not sufficient [112].

mTOR and PI3 K/Akt signaling systems are also involved in microtubules autophagy [113]. Recently, the results were obtained demonstrating coordination between lysosomal system and UPS during atrophy [114, 115]. Therefore, some genes related with autophagy, as well as MAFbx gene, are controlled by FoxO3 regulatory factor, and thus expression of FoxO1 and FoxO3 can be necessary for lysosomal proteolysis.
induction mediated by activation of ubiquitin ligases MAFbx and MuRF-1 in cell culture and in vivo [91, 93]. At that, it is still unknown whether such interaction of these proteolytic systems takes place in skeletal muscles of animals under disuse.

8. Caspases

Caspases are known to cleave actomyosin to 14 kDa actin fragments, as was shown in culture of skeletal muscle cells on the model of serum deprivation [116]. Caspase-3 contribution to protein degradation by UPS in culture was 125%. The observed by Du et al. actomyosin cleavage was blocked by specific caspase-3 inhibitor. Cleaved actin fragments were also found in rat muscles after diabetes and chronic uremia [116]. Caspases were shown to be activated during rat hindlimb unloading [117, 118]. Interestingly, at the 5th day of HS, only caspase-3 content increased, while, at the 10th day of disuse, caspases-6 and 9 were activated. These data confirm that caspase-3 activates as through mitochondria-independent, so through mitochondria-dependent pathway during unloading caused by HS. However, the entire mechanism of mitochondria-independent caspase regulation needs further investigation. Physiological role of caspase content increment can be the myonuclei number regulation through apoptosis, which leads to synthesis activity decrease. Though, it was found that caspase-3 increase caused decrease in myonuclei number [119] and stimulated DNA fragmentation at the 14th day of HS [120]. Mechanisms of this phenomenon are also remained unclear.

9. Muscle Atrophy Is the Balance between Signaling Systems Involved in Regulation of Protein Synthesis and Proteolysis

Alterations of structure and function of skeletal muscle under functional unloading, so called, muscle plasticity, are caused not only by increment of muscle proteins degradation. It is better to say that disuse atrophy is the result of shift of the balance between protein synthesis and proteolysis towards increase in proteolysis and decrease of synthesis intensity. Main signaling system regulating protein synthesis in muscles is the Akt/mTOR pathway, which is activated when IGF-1 (insulin-like growth factor-1) binds to its receptor on myofiber membrane. This signaling cascade is responsible for stimulation of protein synthesis in skeletal muscle fibers realizing its effect particularly through stimulation of proliferation and fusion of satellite cells (Figure 5) [111]. mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin) is a part of two multiprotein complexes, one of which is mTORC1 (sensitive to rapamycin). mTORC1 activates S6 K and 4EBP, through which Akt-FoxO signal is realized. mTOR effect on translation process and protein synthesis is realized through TORC1-dependent phosphorylation of ribosomal S6 kinases (S6 K1 and S6 K2) and 4EBP, a repressor of a cap-binding protein eIF4E. S6 K1 is an important component of Akt cascade, which is confirmed by experiments on mice S6 K1 knockouts. Those mice had very small fibers, and could not respond to activated Akt and IGF-1 [121]. Thus, protein synthesis intensification through PI3 K/Akt/mTOR mechanism is realized by means of activation of S6 K1, eukaryotic factor of translation initiation 4 E (eIF4 E), and inhibition of translation regulator 4EBP1. At the same time, IGF-1/PI3 K/Akt pathway prevents atrophy development by inhibition (dephosphorylation by Akt) of transcription regulation factors FoxO1 -3, stimulating their transition from nucleus to cytoplasm [93]. Activity of IGF-1 plays an important role during functional unloading, as ability of muscle cells to bind insulin increased noticeably under disuse. At that, total quantity of insulin receptors did not change [122]. At the same time, activity of PI3 K/Akt signaling cascade, which plays role of central regulator between insulin and IGF-1 receptor, and activated synthetic pathways in muscle, were shown to be diminished significantly [123, 124]. Moreover, it was clearly demonstrated that c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) significantly increased after 10 days of rat HS, as in predominantly fast [125, 126], so in predominantly slow muscles [127], on the models of animal HS [125, 127], cast immobilization [126], and denervation [128]. Independently of the model used increment in JNK level evidences that IRS-1 protein is phosphorylated, Akt activity is suppressed, and insulin resistance develops in the wasting muscle. Therefore, activation of PI3 K/Akt signaling pathway is important for disused muscle reloading. Nevertheless, it is not the only way of protein synthesis intensification. Eukaryotic initiation factor 4 E (eIF4 E), one of the components of eIF4 F complex interacts with eIF3 complex, which regulates assembling of 43 S preinitiation complex (PIC) [129]. eIF3 directly captures 40 S ribosomal subunit stimulating its interaction with Met-tRNA-eIF2-GTP complex and with eIF1. Due to interaction of eIF3 and eIF4 E-mRNA, mRNA binds 43 S ribosomal complex forming 48 S complex, which initiates synthesis of muscle proteins. Studies revealed 13 different subunits of eIF3 complex with molecular mass varying from 170 to 25 kDa. Five of these subunits form the main nucleus of the complex, and others have regulatory function. Role of one of these subunits, eIF3-f, is not known well, though in yeasts and coronaviruses, decrease of eIF3-f quantity leads to significant reduction of total protein content in dividing cells and to decrement of cytokines IL-6 and IL-8 [130]. IL-6, in its turn, is an essential factor of development of skeletal muscle hypertrophy mediated by proliferating satellite cells [131]. In humans, eIF3-f decrease is related to tumor development, while its overexpression suppresses cell growth and leads to apoptosis stimulation [65].

Small quantity of eIF3-f is found in myoblasts of skeletal muscles. Its concentration increases significantly during terminal differentiation and remains at the same level in adult muscle. Interestingly, eIF3-f binds MAFbx in skeletal muscle, which explains, probably, protein synthesis decrease during muscle atrophy of different nature [129]. MAFbx is known to stimulate polyubiquitination of eIF3-f with its following degradation by 26 S proteasome. Therefore, decrease of MAFbx will lead to maintaining of eIF3-f level.

eIF3-f directly interacts with mTOR and S6 K1 stimulating assembling of preinitiation complex of translation of specific mRNA encoding proteins, which participate in...
muscle hypertrophy. According to Csibi's data [129], inactive hypophosphorylated form of S6 K1 is physically bound to eIF3-f in the site of MAFbx and ubiquitin binding. Hence, MAFbx-initiated eIF3-f degradation must lead to S6 K1 inhibition during atrophy. Though it is still unknown whether MAFbx interacts with free-eIF3-f molecule or with the molecule bound to S6 K1. Thus, it is difficult to suppose in which direction shifts the balance between eIF3-f binding with the two ligands under disuse and which factors can affect this balance.

MAFbx has been considered as active proteolytic system member under functional unloading, while recent data confirm predominant role of MAFbx in suppression of protein synthesis at the stage of mRNA translation in case of its interaction with eIF3-f, or at the level of FoxO and MyoD activity inhibition [64, 129]. Thus, MAFbx should be considered as muscle atrophy marker rather than an index of proteolysis.

10. Ways to Suppress Expression of Ubiquitin Ligases under Functional Unloading

Chronic passive stretch of the muscle is supposed to be one of the most effective experimental approaches to prevent muscle atrophy [132]. First experiments with stretch combined with HS revealed marked protein synthesis intensification, while proteolysis, at least, during first 7 days, remained unchanged [132]. Meanwhile, our study of stretch combined with HS for 7 days showed twofold (and after 14 days of disuse with stretch threefold) increase in MuRF-1 and MAFbx expression in soleus [75]. At the same time, these effects were accompanied by significant rise of IGF-1 expression in soleus, which allows maintaining of proteolysis-synthesis balance in the stretched unloaded muscle with high UPS expression level. IGF-1 expression activation itself can promote decrease in the expression rate of ubiquitin ligases through the induction of Akt phosphorylation, as was described in [90].

Moreover, it was shown also that the stretch-induced dynamic redistribution of p94 is dependent on its protease activity and essential to protect muscle from degeneration, particularly under physical stress [133], Though, we do not know whether the same phenomenon takes place during the unloaded muscle stretch.

Another possible way of protein synthesis maintaining in unloaded muscle can be injection of amino acids. Recently, it was shown that per oral administration of leucine amino acid during rat soleus immobilization significantly decreased expression rate of E3 ubiquitin ligases [134]. Mechanism of this phenomenon remains unclear.

Dependence of FoxO3 migration to the nucleus and inhibition of expression of E3 ubiquitin ligases on protective systems of myofibers was found in the experiments with plasmid transfection encoding heat shock protein 70 (HSP70). Four days of immobilization after such transfection revealed decrement of E3 ubiquitin ligases expression mediated by FoxO3 dephosphorylation [89]. We observed decrease of MuRF-1 and MAFbx expression in rat soleus under HS combined with application of NO donor, L-arginine. Evidently, experimental intensification of NO production inhibited ubiquitin ligases expression [40].

11. Conclusion: Hypogravitational Atrophy of Skeletal Muscle Is a Sustainable Adaptation of Signaling Systems

Signaling systems in the cell and in fibers of skeletal muscle, in particular, are joined into extremely complex net. Change of one of its components will certainly lead to alteration of many others. At that, activity of all chains involved in the net is directed differently; therefore, any imbalance of the system should initiate processes of homeostasis maintaining. Functional unloading leads to atrophy of skeletal muscles, which manifests in increased proteolysis leading to decrease of fiber size, muscle mass loss, function deterioration, loss of Ca2+ sensitivity, and so forth. However, under disuse, balance between protein synthesis and proteolysis shifts so that muscle adapts to the altered circumstances. This conclusion is supported by accumulated knowledge about activity of signaling systems, which take part in proteolysis and synthesis of muscle proteins, as NFkB, for instance. Thus, under disuse, NFkB is activated independently of TNFα (decreasing IGF-1-dependent pathway), which may be important, because, in this case, a number of factors blocking PI3 K/Akt pathway and protein synthesis are activated. Thus, unchanged Akt level allows keeping phosphorylation level of FoxO3 and restraining the latter in myoplasm.

At the same time, NFkB does not stimulate MuRF-1 activity during hypokinesia/hypogravity [89], which can limit in some way total level of ubiquitin ligases activity. Consequently, predominant role of MAFbx in suppression of synthetic processes in muscle and NFkB transactivation under disuse prove adaptation of the muscle to functional unloading, rather than its negative reaction to lack of basement.

Thus, it is clear now that skeletal muscles do not degrade under disuse, they adapt to altered circumstances in a way different from that of atrophy development caused by other stimuli. Mechanism of development of skeletal muscle adaptation is extremely complicated and needs further studies to reveal key regulators, which can be affected further in order to prevent development or decrease of muscle atrophy intensity.
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In skeletal muscle fibers, forces must be transmitted between the plasma membrane and the intracellular contractile lattice, and within this lattice between adjacent myofibrils. Based on their prevalence, biomechanical properties and localization, desmin and keratin intermediate filaments (IFs) are likely to participate in structural connectivity and force transmission. We examined the passive load-bearing response of single fibers from the extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles of young (3 months) and aged (10 months) wild-type, desmin-null, K19-null, and desmin/K19 double-null mice. Though fibers are more compliant in all mutant genotypes compared to wild-type, the structural response of each genotype is distinct, suggesting multiple mechanisms by which desmin and keratin influence the biomechanical properties of myofibers. This work provides additional insight into the influences of IFs on structure-function relationships in skeletal muscle. It may also have implications for understanding the progression of desminopathies and other IF-related myopathies.

1. Introduction

Lateral force transmission, both across the sarcolemma and within a single myofiber, is believed to be an important component of the biomechanical function of muscle [1–4]. Forces must be transmitted both between the plasma membrane and the intracellular myofibrillar lattice, and also within this lattice, from myofibril to myofibril. Based on their prevalence, biomechanical properties and localization, intermediate filaments (IFs) are strong candidates to regulate such lateral transmission. IFs composed of desmin and keratins 8 and 19 have been identified as key components of mature skeletal muscle [5–7]. Considerable evidence links these IFs to roles in structural connectivity and mechanical function.

Desmin, a type III IF expressed exclusively in striated muscle, localizes around Z-disks in the extramyofibrillar space, around mitochondria, at the periphery of cell nuclei, and at costameres, which are periodic sarcomemmal protein complexes lying over the Z-disks and M-bands of peripheral myofibrils [8–14]. Structurally, the loss of desmin results in misaligned myofibrils and disrupted costameres [15, 16]. Mechanically, muscles lacking desmin display reduced maximal isometric force, increased fatigability, poor transverse and longitudinal coupling, and slight increases in passive stiffness, particularly in older animals [17–19]. Although there are discrepancies regarding the susceptibility of desmin-null muscles to injury, these may be attributable to differences in the strains of desmin-null mice probed, the identity of muscles tested, or injury protocols imposed [17, 18].

Keratin 19 (K19) and keratin 8 (K8), type I and type II IF proteins, respectively, are the best characterized of the keratins expressed in mature striated muscle. At the sarcolemma, K8 and K19 colocalize with and specifically interact with costameric proteins, including dystrophin,
overlying both the Z-disks and M-bands of adjacent myofibrils [20, 21]. Within the myofibrillar lattice, K19 and K8 concentrate primarily around Z-disks [21]. Structurally, the absence of K19 results in the partial disruption of costameres and the dramatic separation of the sarcolemma from adjacent myofibrils by a large gap within which mitochondria accumulate [18, 22]. A small but significant shift in the lateral spacing between myofibrils is also observed in the absence of K19; however, myofibrillar desmin localization is undisturbed [18, 22]. Physiologically, the absence of K19 results in decreased maximal isometric force and increased plasma creatine kinase levels [18, 22]. Double-null muscles, lacking both K19 and desmin, display increased susceptibility to injury and significant increases in membrane instability. Decreases in specific tension are greater than that of K19-null muscles, but equal to those in desmin-null muscles [18].

Given the possibility that extracellular matrix remodeling could influence the mechanical properties of whole muscle [23–25], experiments on single fibers have been performed to examine structural connectivity during passive mechanical stretch [26, 27]. Analysis of desmin-null fibers confirmed the necessity of desmin for myofibrillar and nuclear alignment during mechanical loading. Unlike observations in whole muscle, however, isolated desmin-null fibers do not appear to display misaligned costameres, even in the presence of considerable shear force. In addition, desmin-null fibers are more compliant than their wild-type counterparts.

In this study, we have extended the examination of biomechanical roles for IFs in single fibers. We investigated the structural changes and tensile load-bearing response of passively loaded fibers harvested from the extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles of young (3 months) and middle-aged (10 months) wild-type, desmin-null, K19-null, and desmin/K19 double-null FVB mice. We observed that, although fibers are more compliant in both desmin and K19-null knockout mice, the structural changes that occur within the two types of fibers during loading are different. Our data suggest that IFs influence force transmission in myofibers through multiple biomechanical pathways.

2. Methods

2.1. Animals. Female FVB mice homozygous for the desmin-null (des−/−), K19-null (K19−/−), and desmin/K19 double-null genotypes were bred and genotyped as described previously [18] and compared to age- and sex-matched wild-type FVB mice (Taconic, Hudson, NY, USA). Mice were studied at two ages, 3 months and 10 months. They were euthanized by carbon dioxide inhalation immediately prior to tissue harvest. Institutional Animal Care and Usage (IACUC) Committees of the University of Maryland School of Medicine and the University of Maryland, College Park, approved all animal use protocols.

2.2. Fiber Dissection and Attachment to Mechanical Apparatus. Tissue harvest, muscle storage, and fiber dissection protocols have been described previously [27]. Briefly, EDL muscles were dissected from mouse hindlimbs, bathed in relaxing solution for 60 min and placed in a glycerol-based storage solution for a minimum of 24 h and a maximum of one week at −20°C. All solutions were made in the presence of the protease inhibitor leupeptin. Segments of single intact fibers were carefully dissected and transferred in relaxing solution to a chamber housed in a custom-made mechanical apparatus. This apparatus is similar to that previously used [26, 27], with the only difference being the modification of the structural frame and stage insert to be mounted on an inverted wide-field fluorescence microscope (Nikon TE-2000PFS, Melville, NY, USA). Within the chamber, the segment was securely tied with 10-0 monofilament suture to pins projecting from a force transducer (Aurora Scientific 405A, Aurora, Ontario, Canada) and a rotational bearing (Newport MTRS, Irvine, Calif, USA). This configuration enabled the high-resolution imaging of fiber and sarcomere geometry during passive loading. To minimize any experimental artifacts associated with glycerol-mediated skinning of fibers during storage, segments displaying abnormal discoloration, localized swelling, or otherwise irregular geometry or appearance were discarded.

2.3. Passive Mechanical Protocol and Imaging. The fiber segment was brought to its resting length, determined as the knot-to-knot segment length at which passive tension was just measurable above the noise level of the force transducer. The segment was preconditioned by three loading cycles of 15% fiber strain, resulting in a change in resting length of <3% from the resting length before preconditioning. The segment was then loaded in increments of ~10% of the segment length at a rate of 0.05 mm/s. At each length, after two minutes of stress relaxation, images of the fiber were captured in a middle region of the fiber, and steady-state force (within 5% of the final force value) was recorded. During the 2 min of stress relaxation, the imaging field was adjusted to visualize the same region and focal plane of the fiber at each strain. Phase-contrast imaging was performed on an inverted microscope (Nikon TE-2000PFS, Melville, NY), using 10x and 20x CFI Plan Apo objectives (Nikon). Exposure times were 5–20 ms; image acquisition was controlled by Elements software (Nikon, Melville, NY, USA). A custom built environmental chamber (Precision Plastics, Beltsville, Md, USA) maintained temperature (25°C) and humidity during imaging.

2.4. Calculation of Biomechanical Parameters. Image analysis was performed using Elements software and Micron software (Westover Scientific, Mill Creek, Wash, USA). Fiber cross-sectional area was calculated using a circular approximation, based on diameters measured from a phase contrast image of the fiber at each strain. Area was multiplied by fiber length to estimate fiber volume, assuming a cylindrical fiber. Cauchy (true) stress (σC) was calculated by dividing force by the current cross-sectional area at each strain, and LaGrangian stress (σLG) was calculated by dividing force by the cross-sectional area of the undeformed fiber. Fiber strain (εL) was calculated as the ratio of the imposed deformation to the resting knot-to-knot fiber length. Sarcomere length (SL)
was calculated based on the average spacing between 20 consecutive Z-disks, as measured from phase images of fibers at each fiber strain. SL in different regions of the fiber varied by less than 0.1 μm, and therefore SLs were measured at three locations per image and averaged. Sarcomere strain (εs) was calculated as the ratio of the change in SL to the SL at resting fiber length. Strain in the sarcolemmal plasma membrane in the vicinity of the imaged sarcomeres, or local membrane strain, was calculated based on changes in the spacing between membrane markers, or pieces of residual debris on the external surface of the fiber; local membrane strain (εl) was calculated as the ratio of the change in fiber diameter to the fiber diameter at resting fiber length. Radial strain (εr) was calculated as the ratio of the change in fiber diameter to the fiber diameter at resting fiber length. Poisson’s ratio (ν) was calculated based on the power-law relationship between longitudinal and radial strain. Biomechanical parameters and their relationships with each other are summarized in Table 1.

2.5. Statistics. Regression analysis was performed using Excel (Microsoft, Seattle, Wash, USA). One-way ANOVAs examining the effect of genotype were performed independently on mechanical data from young and aged mice, since an additional double-null group was evaluated in aged mice. Data from double-null mice were not considered for subsequent two-way ANOVA analysis, which examined effects and interactions of age and genotype on mechanical parameters. ANOVA and post hoc two-tailed t-tests assuming unequal variance were performed using Prism (Graph Pad Software, Inc., La Jolla, Calif, USA). Values are given as mean ± SEM.

3. Results

3.1. Intermediate Filament Influences on Passive Properties of Fibers from Aged Animals. We examined the response of EDL fibers harvested from 10-month-old wild-type, desmin-null, K19-null, and desmin/K19 double-null mice to tensile loading to examine the relative contributions of each intermediate filament to fiber passive mechanical properties. A summary and a brief description of measured and calculated parameters are provided in Table 1.

For stress-strain curves, regression coefficients were used to compare the relative compliance of fiber populations. Cauchy stress was plotted against fiber strain for each experiment and fit using quadratic regression (Figure 1(a), cf. [26]). Fibers from all genotypes displayed a strong quadratic relationship between stress and fiber strain (r² > 0.78 for all experiments), indicating an elastic modulus that varies linearly with strain. ANOVA revealed a significant effect of genotype on the quadratic regression coefficient (P < 0.0001). Post hoc comparison of the quadratic coefficients revealed that wild-type fibers were significantly stiffer than desmin-null (P < 0.002), K19-null (P < 0.006), and double-null (P < 0.002) fibers (Figure 1(b)). There were no significant differences in the quadratic regression coefficients of K19-null and desmin-null or desmin-null and double-null fibers. Interestingly, however, a significant difference (P < 0.03) was observed between K19-null and double-null fibers for Cauchy stress-strain curves.

To determine whether these differences in fiber populations were strictly a result of changes in fiber geometry or also inherent load-bearing ability, Lagrangian stress was plotted against strain (Figure 1(c)). Use of the undeformed area to calculate stress had the effect of flattening the curves, so linear regression was used (r² > 0.81 for all experiments) to describe the relationship between stress and fiber strain. ANOVA again revealed a significant effect of genotype on the regression coefficient (P < 0.0001). Comparison of linear coefficients confirmed that wild-type fibers were significantly stiffer than desmin-null (P < 0.005), K19-null (P < 0.007), and double-null (P < 0.004) fibers (Figure 1(d)). There were no significant differences in the linear regression coefficients of K19-null and desmin-null, desmin-null and double-null, or K19-null and double-null fibers. Consistent with results from Cauchy stress-strain relationships, though, a strong but nonsignificant trend (P < 0.09) was observed for the latter.

Analysis of radial strain revealed additional differences in the mechanical response of fibers from different genotypes (Figure 1(e)). First-order exponential functions were used to describe the relationship between radial and longitudinal strains (r² > 0.83 for all experiments). Although, as expected, ANOVA revealed a significant effect of genotype on the exponential decay constant (P < 0.04), post hoc comparison (Figure 1(f)) revealed that wild-type fibers exhibited tighter coupling between longitudinal and radial strains than desmin-null (P < 0.04), but not K19-null (P < 0.24) fibers. Wild-type fibers also trended towards a higher time constant (tighter coupling) than double-null fibers, but were not significantly different (P < 0.06). As was the case for stress-strain relationships, there was no difference between the relationship between radial and longitudinal strain for desmin-null and double-null fibers.

We further examined the coupling of longitudinal and radial strains in the context of fiber anisotropy, by calculating Poisson’s ratio. A power-law was used to fit the relationship between longitudinal and radial strain, with the exponent denoting Poisson’s ratio for each fiber. R² values for each experiment were reasonably high (r² > 0.62), though not as strong as an exponential regression fit. For all genotypes, Poisson’s ratios exceeded 0.5, indicating significant anisotropy. There were no significant differences in Poisson’s ratio between any of the genotypes (Mean ± SEM for wild-type: 0.81 ± 0.10; des−/−: 0.63 ± 0.08; ker−/−: 0.71 ± 0.05; double KO: 0.61 ± 0.04), though a trend towards a slightly higher Poisson’s ratio was observed for wild-type fibers compared to double-null fibers (P < 0.09).

Consistent with the high Poisson’s ratios, when changes in fiber volume were plotted against longitudinal strain, each genotype displayed a decrease in volume with increasing strain, indicating that loading was not isotonic. This decrease was usually linear, and therefore linear regression was used to fit this data (r² > 0.68). Wild-type fibers displayed the most dramatic decrease in volume (Mean slope ± SEM: −0.38 ± 0.11), though there were no significant differences in first-order regression slopes between any of the genotypes (des−/−: −0.16 ± 0.05; ker−/−: −0.22 ± 0.04; ker−/+: −0.27 ± 0.05).
Figure 1: Mechanical response of fibers from aged animals. Raw data (a, c, e) and regression coefficients (b, d, f) for (a-b) Cauchy stress-fiber strain (quadratic regression); (c-d) LaGrangian stress-fiber strain (linear regression); (e-f) radial strain-fiber strain (exponential regression) for fibers from 10-month-old wild-type (blue), desmin-null (red), K19-null (orange), and double-null (green) animals (n = 7 fibers/genotype). Different symbols within a color group represent data from individual experiments. Displayed regression lines in (a), (c), and (e) represent averaged coefficients for individual experiments reported in (b), (d), and (f). * Indicates significant difference from wild-type; § indicates significant difference from K19-null; ¥ indicates significant difference from corresponding genotype in younger animals. P values are reported in the text.
3.2. Intermediate Filament Influences on Passive Properties of Fibers from Young Animals. Passive biomechanical analysis was then performed on EDL fibers harvested from 3-month-old wild-type, desmin-null, and K19-null mice, to probe whether phenotypes observed in the older 10-month-old animals originate at earlier time points. As was observed for older animals, fibers from all genotypes displayed a strong quadratic relationship between Cauchy stress and fiber strain ($r^2 > 0.82$ for all experiments; Figure 2(a)) and a linear relationship between LaGrangian stress and fiber strain ($r^2 > 0.86$ for all experiments; Figure 2(c)). For both Cauchy and LaGrangian stress-strain, ANOVA revealed a significant effect of genotype on regression coefficients (quadratic: $P < 0.002$; linear: $P < 0.0002$, resp.). Post hoc comparison of the quadratic coefficients revealed that wild-type fibers were significantly stiffer than desmin-null ($P < 0.01$) and K19-null ($P < 0.01$) fibers (Figure 2(b)). Similarly, comparison of linear coefficients confirmed that wild-type fibers were significantly stiffer than desmin-null ($P < 0.01$) and K19-null ($P < 0.01$) fibers (Figure 2(d)).

Analysis of radial strain in fibers from younger animals, in contrast to observations in fibers from older animals, also did not reveal any differences between desmin-null and K19-null genotypes (Figure 2(e)). First-order exponential functions were again used to describe the relationship between radial and longitudinal strain ($r^2 > 0.78$ for all experiments). ANOVA revealed a significant effect of genotype on the exponential decay constant ($P < 0.0003$). Post hoc comparison of the time constants revealed that wild-type fibers exhibited a stronger inverse relationship, and...
Figure 2: Mechanical response of fibers from young animals. Raw data (a, c, e) and regression coefficients (b, d, f) for (a-b) Cauchy stress-fiber strain (quadratic regression); (c-d) LaGrangian stress-fiber strain (linear regression); (e-f) radial strain-fiber strain (exponential regression) for fibers from 3-month-old wild-type (blue), desmin-null (red), and K19-null (orange) animals (n = 5 fibers/genotype). Different symbols within a color group represent data from individual experiments. Displayed regression lines in (a), (c), and (e) represent averaged coefficients for individual experiments reported in (b), (d), and (f). * indicates significant difference from wild-type. P values are reported in the text.
thus tighter coupling, between longitudinal and radial strains than desmin-null (P < 0.01) and K19-null (P < 0.01) fibers (Figure 1(f)).

This finding was consistent with our analysis of Poisson’s ratio. As for fibers from older animals, regression revealed a power-law relationship between longitudinal and radial strains (r² > 0.61), and Poisson’s ratios for all genotypes far exceeded 0.5, indicating considerable anisotropy. There were no significant differences in Poisson’s ratio between desmin-null and K19-null genotypes (Mean ± SEM for des /−/−: 1.08 ± 0.12; ker /−/−: 1.19 ± 0.08), but the Poisson’s ratio of wild-type fibers (2.43 ± 0.33) was significantly higher than those of both desmin-null and K19-null fibers (P < 0.02). With respect to changes in volume in response to loading, as for older animals, all genotypes decreased in volume with increased deformation, and wild-type fibers displayed the most dramatic decrease in volume (Mean slope ± SEM: −1.08 ± 0.19). This decrease was significantly greater (P < 0.01) than that in both desmin-null and K19-null fibers (des /−/−: 0.24 ± 0.05; ker /−/−: 0.24 ± 0.02). Significant differences between parameters are summarized in Table 3.

 Though we have not yet compared the properties of fibers in 10-month-old to 3-month-old double-null mice, we confirmed differences in passive mechanical parameters between young and aged wild-type, desmin-null, and K19-null mice using two-way ANOVA. Effects of genotype (P < 0.0001), but no effect of age and no interaction were found on stress-strain and volume-strain relationships. However, a significant effect of genotype (P < 0.0001) and age (P < 0.0001) and an interaction between genotype and age (P < 0.0001) were observed for the coupling between radial strain and longitudinal strain as indicated by both exponential and power-law relationships. Post hoc analysis revealed a significant reduction in the exponential time constant and Poisson’s ratio of longitudinal and radial strain for wild-type (exp: P < 0.008; Poisson’s ratio: P < 0.006), desmin-null (exp: P < 0.005; Poisson’s ratio: P < 0.02), and K19-null (exp: P < 0.001; Poisson’s ratio: P < 0.001) fibers from aged mice compared to their younger counterparts (Figures 1(e) and 1(f) versus Figures 2(e) and 2(f)).

### Table 3: Summary of parameters that display significant post hoc differences (P < 0.05) between genotypes for fibers harvested from young mice. Raw data, means, and standard errors are provided in Figure 2. NS: no significant difference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>des /−/−</th>
<th>K19 /−/−</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+/+</td>
<td>σLG, σC, εf, γ, Vf</td>
<td>σLG, σC, εf, γ, Vf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Des /−/−</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Structural Bases for Differences in Biomechanical Properties. In an effort to elucidate potential structural bases for differences in passive mechanical function between genotypes, we used phase-contrast microscopy to image the response of fibers from 10-month-old animals of each genotype at higher resolution (Figures 3–7). Wild-type fibers displayed well aligned Z-disks, even at high fiber strains (Figure 4). In contrast, desmin-null fibers displayed the characteristic “basket-weave” pattern of misaligned myofibrils (Figure 5). Despite the misalignment of myofibrils in desmin-null mice, local sarcomere strain scaled consistently with fiber strain in both wild-type and desmin-null fibers (Figures 3(a), 3(b), 4, and 5). Additionally, membrane strain was also tightly correlated with sarcomere strain in both wild-type and desmin-null fibers, indicating continuity between the sarcolemma and myofibrillar lattice (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)).

In contrast, K19-null fibers appeared to have well aligned myofibrils, even in the presence of considerable shear (Figure 6). Though differences did not reach statistical significance due to the small sample size, there was considerable discontinuity between fiber strain and sarcomere strain for K19-null fibers compared to wild-type or desmin-null fibers (variability of each genotype in Figures 3(a) and 3(b); examples in Figures 4–6). Examination of the entire length of the fiber at multiple time points during experimentation suggested that this was not simply an artifact of fiber slippage at the knots or visible damage outside of the imaging window (Figures 6(b) and 6(c)). Additionally, similar to findings in desmin-null fibers, the absence of K19 did not appear to disrupt coupling between the sarcolemma and the contractile apparatus significantly, based on the strong correlation between local membrane strain and sarcomere strain (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)).

Double-null fibers, as expected, displayed phenotypes from both desmin-null and K19-null fibers. Visually, a lack of Z-disk alignment similar to that in desmin-null fibers was observed (Figure 7). As in K19-null fibers, however, there was also considerable discontinuity between fiber strain and sarcomere strain in double-null fibers (Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 7). As for all genotypes, there was no apparent decoupling between the sarcolemma and underlying myofibrils (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)).

4. Discussion

We characterized the mechanical response of skeletal muscle fibers from wild-type, desmin-null, K19-null, and desmin/K19 double-null mice to passive tensile loading. Using a mechanical testing device that also enabled high-resolution imaging, we also characterized structural changes in fibers from each genotype during deformation. Our study extends previous work describing the roles of IFs in skeletal muscle morphology and function [15, 17–22, 26] by showing that IFs comprised of desmin and of keratins each contribute to the biomechanical integrity of myofibrils in the sarcoplasm and their links to the sarcolemma. Our work also demonstrates that the weakening of these links in myofibers null for either of these proteins becomes more pronounced in older mice.

Experiments on wild-type and desmin-null fibers from 3-month-old and 10-month-old FVB mice confirmed and extended our previous characterization of fibers of these genotypes from 129/SVJ mice [26]. Reported regression coefficients and magnitudes for Cauchy stresses, LaGrangian...
stresses, and radial strains are consistent with those previously reported, suggesting that the murine strain does not influence passive mechanical properties in skeletal muscle. Differences in elastic moduli between wild-type and desmin-null fibers, reported for both LaGrangian and Cauchy stress-strain curves, indicate a role for desmin in both defining inherent load-bearing capabilities within the muscle fiber and regulating changes in fiber geometry that further influence force transmission (Figures 1(a)–1(d), and 2(a)–2(d)). The latter finding is also consistent with significantly decreased coupling between longitudinal and radial strains and reduced changes in volume following loading in desmin-null fibers compared to wild-type (Figures 1(e), 1(f), 2(e), and 2(f), Poisson’s ratios).

Figure 3: Relationships between global fiber strain and local membrane and sarcomere strain. Raw data (a, c) and regression coefficients (b, d) for (a-b) fiber strain-sarcomere strain; (c-d) membrane strain-sarcomere strain for fibers from 10-month-old wild-type (blue), desmin-null (red), K19-null (orange), and double-null (green) animals (n = 3 fibers genotype). Different symbols within a color group represent data from individual experiments. Displayed regression lines in (a) and (c) represent averaged coefficients for individual experiments reported in (b) and (d).

Given the misalignment of Z-disks observed in single fibers and in whole muscle (Figure 5; [15, 16, 18, 26]), it is likely that a major site of desmin’s influence on force transmission is within the myofibrillar lattice. Within this region, desmin enhances the effectiveness in transmission of shear loads and coordinates tensile load-bearing between myofibrils. However, it remains an open question whether desmin also influences force transmission at the sarcolemma. On one hand, this study reports a strong correlation of membrane strain and sarcomere strain (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)). This would suggest limited influence of desmin at the sarcolemma, consistent with the tight coupling between Z-disks and costameric proteins observed in single desmin-null EDL fibers [26], and intact costameres in quadriceps muscle
from desmin-null mice [15]. On the other hand, significant costamere disruption is seen in tibialis anterior and EDL muscle [15], suggesting that desmin does, in fact, influence costamere, and thus membrane, coupling to the underlying myofibrillar lattice.

Examination of K19-null fibers from three-month-old FVB mice indicated, for the first time, a role for keratins in regulating the passive mechanical properties of muscle. Similar to desmin-null fibers, K19-null fibers are more compliant than wild-type fibers, based on LaGrangian and Cauchy stress-strain curves (Figures 1(a)–1(d), and 2(a)–2(d)). In addition, K19-null fibers from younger mice exhibit poor coupling between longitudinal and radial strain (Figures 2(e) and 2(f), Poisson’s ratios). Interestingly, coupling between longitudinal and radial strain, and thus perhaps the efficiency of lateral force transmission, decreases for all genotypes with aging (Figures 1(e), 1(f), 2(e), and 2(f), Poisson’s ratios). This may be a result of myofibril loss and a consequent increase in intramyofibrillar space [28, 29]. In contrast to desmin-null fibers, though, coupling between longitudinal and radial strain was not significantly decreased in 10-month-old K19-null fibers compared to wild-type fibers (Figures 1(e) and 1(f)), and Z-disks appeared to remain well aligned, suggesting different mechanisms by which K19 and desmin influence passive biomechanical properties. Taken together, these results raise the possibility that genotypic differences in longitudinal and radial coupling may in part be a result of differences in Z-disk connectivity, both longitudinally and laterally [16, 18, 22, 26].

Also unlike desmin-null fibers, K19-null fibers reveal a poor correlation between fiber strain and sarcomere strain (Figures 3(a), 3(b), 5, and 6). The reason for this lack of correlation remains unclear. Based on disrupted costameres and the dramatic accumulation of mitochondria in some subsarcolemmal regions of K19-null muscle [22], decoupling between the membrane and myofibrillar response to deformation was predicted; however, coupling between the plasma membrane and the contractile apparatus does not appear to be dramatically disrupted, at least over a length scale of 100–200 μm (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)). There are at least two reasonable explanations for this paradox, which are also applicable to understanding desmin-mediated connectivity at the costameres. First, when disrupted costameres have been observed in whole muscle sections [15, 22], there appear to be at least a few costameres in a given fiber that are intact. This limited connectivity may be sufficient to
tether the membrane to the underlying cytoskeleton, though not necessarily strongly or effectively. The fraction of intact costameres is likely to be even higher in successfully teased (i.e., more robust) single fibers from IF-null muscles (this study, [26]), further enhancing apparent connectivity. The second explanation arises from the fact that multiple structural proteins, including other intermediate filaments such as K8, localize to costameres and thus likely contribute to the mechanical properties of the connection between individual costameres and underlying Z-disks (cf. [30, 31]). In this case, costameres may still be weakly coupled to myofibrils via remaining or compensatory structural proteins. Examination of more subtle differences in connectivity at the scale of individual or a few sarcomeres under conditions of radial tensile loading (e.g., [30]) may reveal differences in local compliance that could then underlie differences in the efficiency of lateral force transmission.

Additional insight into the different roles of desmin and keratin emerged from the examination of desmin/K19 double-null fibers in 10-month-old mice. The similar fiber compliance of double-null fibers and desmin-null fibers, but increased compliance compared to K19-null fibers (Figures 1(a)–1(d)) parallels decreased myofibrillar organization within desmin-null and double-null fibers compared to K19-null fibers (Figures 5–7). Our findings in single myofibers are also consistent with biomechanical results in whole muscle, where deficits in specific tension are similar and more severe in desmin-null and double-null tibialis anterior muscle than in K19-null muscle [18]. These data support the hypothesis that myofibrils must be engaged and coordinated to maximally support mechanical loads. It will be interesting to continue the characterization of double-null fibers in younger mice, where phenotypic differences between desmin-null and K19-null fibers were not significant, to address developmental differences in IF function. Collectively, integration of mechanical and structural data from this work and previous studies support a model in which membrane-myofibril connectivity, guided by two sets of IFs, composed of keratins and of desmin, dictates the radial transmission of tensile and shear loads into and out of the cell. In an outside-in model, this connectivity would enable the recruitment of longitudinal load-bearing
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structures, predominantly coordinated by desmin, within the myofibrillar lattice. Conversely, in an inside-out model, connectivity between myofibrils and the membrane would enable the reliable transmission of myofibrillar forces, again coordinated by desmin, to the extracellular matrix.

Finally, this work illustrates the importance of studying single muscle fibers to the interpretation of biomechanical data from knockout models. Increased passive compliance measured in desmin-null fibers (Figures 1 and 2; [26]) is contrary to the increased passive stiffness reported in desmin-null muscles [17, 32]. These differences are most likely due to secondary remodeling of extracellular matrix, though this remains to be tested directly. Given the increasing relevance of extracellular matrix remodeling to our understanding of myopathies and muscular dystrophies [23–25], comparative studies between single fibers and whole muscle or fiber bundles may reveal interesting and important details regarding roles of intermediate filaments in initiating physiologically relevant extracellular signaling pathways.

5. Conclusions

We have characterized the structural and mechanical response of single fibers from wild-type, desmin-null, K19-null, and desmin/K19 double-null mice to passive tensile loading. Through this work, we provide the first direct evidence, in an experimental system free from influences of the extracellular matrix, that desmin and keratin 19 differentially influence passive force transmission in single muscle fibers. Our work has strong implications for our understanding of the role of intermediate filaments on structure-function relationships in skeletal muscle. In addition, our work is important for interpreting structural and biomechanical changes resulting from desminopathies and other myopathies linked to intermediate filaments and their associated proteins [33–37].
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The CLC-1 chloride channel, a member of the CLC-channel/transporter family, plays important roles for the physiological functions of skeletal muscles. The opening of this chloride channel is voltage dependent and is also regulated by protons and chloride ions. Mutations of the gene encoding CLC-1 result in a genetic disease, myotonia congenita, which can be inherited as an autosomal dominant (Thomsen type) or an autosomal recessive (Becker type) pattern. These mutations are scattered throughout the entire protein sequence, and no clear relationship exists between the inheritance pattern of the mutation and the location of the mutation in the channel protein. The inheritance pattern of some but not all myotonia mutants can be explained by a working hypothesis that these mutations may exert a “dominant negative” effect on the gating function of the channel. However, other mutations may be due to different pathophysiological mechanisms, such as the defect of protein trafficking to membranes. Thus, the underlying mechanisms of myotonia are likely to be quite diverse, and elucidating the pathophysiology of myotonia mutations will require the understanding of multiple molecular/cellular mechanisms of CLC-1 channels in skeletal muscles, including molecular operation, protein synthesis, and membrane trafficking mechanisms.

1. Introduction

Chloride (Cl−) channels are membrane proteins that consist of Cl−-permeation pores. Different types of human cells express Cl− channels in the cell membrane for various physiological purposes. In the last several decades, ion channels that conduct cations, such as sodium (Na+), potassium (K+) or calcium (Ca2+) channels, have been studied more extensively than anion channels. Nonetheless, Cl− channels are as abundant as cation channels, and they also participate in many important physiological tasks, including the maintainence of normal cellular excitability, the control of neurotransmitter release, and the transport of ions across epithelial cells, to name a few. The aim of this paper is to provide an up-to-date overview of the mechanism and the consequence of the disruption of Cl− channel function. We will focus on the physiology and pathophysiology of a Cl− channel critical for the function of skeletal muscles, the CLC-1 Cl− channel.

Cl− is the most abundant anion in most organisms. In adult mammalian cells, the extracellular concentration of Cl− is significantly higher than its intracellular counterpart, resulting in a negative Cl− equilibrium potential (ECl) that is exquisitely determined by an intracellular Cl− concentration. Two secondary active transport systems contribute the most to the regulation of the cytoplasmic Cl− level. The Na+-K+-Cl− cotransporter (NKCC) normally accumulates Cl− in the cell [1], whereas the K+-Cl− co-transporter (KCC) usually transports Cl− out of the cell [2]. Most epithelial cells express predominantly NKCC and display an ECl positive to the resting potential [3, 4]. In contrast, the majority of mature neurons have an enhanced expression of KCC, and therefore manifest a quite negative ECl—sometimes even more negative than the resting potential [3, 5]. In skeletal muscle, despite the presence of both NKCC and KCC, the contribution of secondary active transporters to ECl is rather small, mainly due to the presence of an extraordinarily high Cl− permeability that is virtually impossible to be counteracted.
by active transporters [6–9]. The $E_{\text{Cl}}$ in skeletal muscle is thus mainly set by passive electrochemical equilibrium of $\text{Cl}^-$ according to the resting membrane potential which is primarily determined by $K^+$ equilibrium potential ($E_K$). Recent evidence, however, supports the idea that the secondary active transporter NKCC may modulate the membrane potential of skeletal muscle via its $\text{Cl}^-$ import function [10–12]. Indeed, the muscle resting potential is never the same as the value of $E_K$ while the $E_{\text{Cl}}$ has been shown to be slightly more positive than the resting membrane potential [13]. Furthermore, the value of the intracellular $\text{Cl}^-$ activity has been shown to be slightly higher than would be expected for a passive $\text{Cl}^-$ distribution [13]. These observations underscore the contribution of the chloride conductance in determining the resting membrane potential of skeletal muscles.

### 2. Physiological Roles of CLC-1 Channels in Skeletal Muscles

Because of a large membrane $\text{Cl}^-$ conductance, up to 80% of the resting sarcolemmal conductance [14–16], a relatively negative $E_{\text{Cl}}$ explains the physiological role of $\text{Cl}^-$ channels in the cell membrane of skeletal muscles (sarcolemma). For example, activation of $\text{Cl}^-$ channels is essential for ensuring the electrical stability of skeletal muscle by resetting its membrane excitability to the resting state after firing an action potential. Furthermore, a significant $\text{Cl}^-$ conductance is also located in the transverse-tubule system [15, 17–19], indicating that the presence of an effective $\text{Cl}^-$ homeostasis system is crucial for the generation and propagation of action potential in both the sarcolemmal and the transverse-tubule system. Finally, emerging evidence suggests that disruptions of the balance of ion channel functions in sarcolemma may contribute to skeletal muscle fatigue [19–21]. During intensive firing of muscle action potentials, $K^+$ ions tend to accumulate in the extracellular space up to 10 mM as the extracellular volume of skeletal muscles is limited. The increase of extracellular $K^+$ concentration results in depolarization of membrane potential, and, consequently, a partial inactivation of voltage-gated $Na^+$ channels. If the $Na^+$ channels that remain active fail to generate a sufficient $Na^+$ inward current to overcome the shunting currents mediated by the resting sarcolemmal $\text{Cl}^-$ conductance, the firing of action potential is not possible, thereby leading to muscle fatigue.

Although various types of $\text{Cl}^-$ channels are expressed in skeletal muscles, the most abundant $\text{Cl}^-$ channel in the sarcolemma is CLC-1 [4, 22], which is a member of the CLC-channel/transporter family. The mammalian CLC family consists of nine members: CLC-1, CLC-2, CLC-3, CLC-4, CLC-5, CLC-6, CLC-Ka, and CLC-Kb [22–24]. Among these members, CLC-1, CLC-2, CLC-Ka, and CLC-Kb are $\text{Cl}^-$ channels, predominantly residing in the plasma membrane. The rest of the CLC members (CLC-3 to CLC-7) are thought to be transporters, mostly located in intracellular organelles. Like bacterial CLC proteins [25], these mammalian CLC transporters are thought to mediate the counter transport of $H^+$ and $\text{Cl}^-$; that is, they are $\text{Cl}^-/H^+$ antiporters [26, 27].

Among the four plasma membrane CLC-channels, CLC-Ka and CLC-Kb channels are involved in transepithelial transport in the kidney and the inner ear [4, 28]. CLC-2 channels can be activated by hyperpolarization, cell swelling, and extracellular acidification [29, 30]. Northern analysis indicates that brain, kidney, and intestine express relatively high levels of CLC-2 channels, although these channel are broadly expressed in various tissues as well [31]. In contrast, CLC-1 channels are most abundantly expressed in the skeletal muscle [32]. A very low level of CLC-1 expression, however, has been reported in kidney, heart, smooth muscle, and, more recently, glial cells [32, 33]. Since the CLC-1 channel is the major sarcolemmal $\text{Cl}^-$ conductance, mutations of the gene encoding this $\text{Cl}^-$ channel lead to a significant muscle hyperexcitability in humans, mice, and other animals [34–38], a situation known as “myotonia” [32, 39]. Myotonia is a muscle disease due to hyper-excitability of skeletal muscles. Therefore, this disease can be caused either by the gain of function of $Na^+$ channels or a loss of function of $\text{Cl}^-$ channels in the sarcolemma of skeletal muscles. In the following sections we will focus on the defect of CLC-1, starting with the CLC-1’s molecular properties.

### 3. Molecular Biophysics of CLC-1 Channels

CLC-1 is a voltage-gated channel, and the open probability of CLC-1 channels increases with membrane depolarization. The functional study of CLC-1 at the single-channel level is challenging due to the small single-channel conductance of this channel. Therefore, many functional properties of CLC-1 are inferred from those found in its fish homologue, the *Torpedo* CLC-0 $\text{Cl}^-$ channel [23]. One unique functional feature in CLC-channels is that the channel opens to two current levels separated by equidistance in the single-channel recording trace (Figure 1). This feature has been identified as the consequence of a “double-barreled” channel opening, first found in CLC-0 in early 1980s [40, 41]. Later single-channel recordings confirmed that the opening of CLC-1 channels also fluctuates between three different conductance levels (Figure 1(a)), corresponding to the three functional states: two pores closed; one open and one closed; and, finally, both pores open [42]. These functional recordings of CLC-0 and CLC-1 channels foretold the recent structural findings from bacterial CLC proteins in which two identical $\text{Cl}^-$-transport pathways were found in one CLC functional unit [43, 44].

The opening and closure of the two pores in CLC-0 and CLC-1 channels are controlled by two distinct gating mechanisms [23]. One of these gating mechanisms controls the opening and closure of two pores simultaneously, and is therefore called “common gate”. In addition, each pore is also controlled by a “fast gate” that operates independently from the partner fast-gate. Thus, the activation of the $\text{Cl}^-$ conducting pathway of CLC-1 channels requires the opening of both the common gate and the fast gate. The open-close transition of the fast gate operates at a time scale of
milliseconds at negative membrane potentials. At the peak of the action potential, the opening kinetics of CLC-1 can be in the submillisecond range. Thus, the opening of CLC-1’s fast-gate can counteract the depolarization generated by the opening of Na⁺ channels during an action potential. This gating mechanism is thus important for CLC-1 channels to control the action potential in skeletal muscles. Mutations that reverse the voltage dependence of CLC-1 channels result in certain forms of myotonia (see below) because these mutant channels are unable to open after membrane depolarization. In addition to the control by membrane potentials, the fast-gating is also regulated by Cl⁻ and H⁺ [46, 47]. The regulation of CLC-1 and CLC-0 channels by Cl⁻ and H⁺ is thought to bear an evolutionary relationship to the Cl⁻/H⁺ counter transport function of their CLC transporter counterparts [48], although the exact link between the channel-gating mechanism and the Cl⁻/H⁺-antiporter mechanism is not known. Interestingly, a recent crystallographic study of a prokaryotic CLC protein provided a potential mechanism for the exchange stoichiometry of 2 Cl⁻ for 1 H⁺ [49]. The voltage dependence of the fast gating is similar to that found in voltage-gated cation channels; namely, the open probability (Pₒ) is higher at more depolarized membrane potentials [40, 41, 45, 50, 51]. However, unlike voltage-gated cation channels with the “S4” transmembrane segment serving as the “voltage sensor” [52], there is no such structure in CLC-0 and CLC-1 channels. The voltage-dependent activation of the fast gate of CLC-0 and CLC-1 is likely to arise from the coupling of Cl⁻ transport with the gating process [45, 46, 53].

Figure 1: Molecular functions of CLC-channels. (a) Single-channel recordings of CLC-1 showing the “double-barreled” behavior. Dotted lines depict the three current levels: C: closed state, O1: one protopore open, and O2: both protopores open. Horizontal and vertical scale bars represent 200 ms and 0.2 pA, respectively. Notice that the three current levels are separated in equi-distance. Figure, taken from Saviane et al. [42] (© Rockefeller University Press, 1999). (b) Effects of extracellular Cl⁻ on the fast-gate open probability of the Torpedo CLC-0 Cl⁻ channel. Left panel shows single-channel recordings of CLC-0 at different extracellular Cl⁻ concentrations indicated on the left. The calculated open probabilities of the fast gate in each Cl⁻ concentration are shown on the right. Membrane potentials in all recordings are −60 mV. Right panel shows a summarized result for the Cl⁻ effect on the fast-gate Pₒ-V curve. The extracellular Cl⁻ concentrations are 300 mM and those indicated in the left panel. As the extracellular Cl⁻ concentration is reduced (from 300 mM to 1 mM), the fast-gate Pₒ-V curve is shifted to the more depolarized membrane potential. A similar Cl⁻ effect on the fast-gate Pₒ-V curve has been observed in CLC-1. Figures, taken from Chen and Miller [45] (© Rockefeller University Press, 1996).
4. Structural/Functional Relationship of CLC-1 Channels

The gene of the human CLC-1 channel encodes a transmembrane protein consisting of 991 amino acids (AA). The protein can be roughly divided into two parts, the amino (N)-terminal transmembrane portion (up to ~590 AA) and the carboxyl (C)-terminal cytoplasmic portion (Figure 2).

Although the molecular structure of CLC-1 has not been solved, recent breakthroughs in obtaining the crystal structure of bacteria CLC proteins [43, 44] and the crystal structures of the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain of several vertebrate CLC molecules, such as CLC-0 [54], CLC-5 [55] and CLC-K [56], have provided insightful structural information for other homologous CLC molecules. The CLC protein from E. coli (CLC-ec1) consists of only ~460 AA, which form a structure corresponding to the N-terminal transmembrane portion of CLC-1 [44] (Figure 2(a), upper panel). This part of the channel protein is composed of eighteen α-helices (helices 1 to 18, or helices A to R), seventeen of which being membrane associated (helix A is not inserted into the membrane). Most of these helices are not perpendicular to the membrane, but severely tilted. Moreover, many of these helices do not span the entire width of the lipid membrane (Figure 2(a), upper panel). The most interesting feature of the transmembrane portion of CLC molecules is that a glutamate residue located at the beginning of helix N (helix 14) protrudes its negatively charged side chain into the Cl⁻-permeation pathway (Figure 2(a), red residues in the upper panel). With the glutamate side chain blocking the Cl⁻-permeation pore, Cl⁻ permeation is not possible [44]. Mutation of this glutamate residue to a neutral amino acid in CLC-channels results in channels that appear to have a fully open pore. The side chain of this glutamate residue is therefore thought to be the gate that controls each individual protopore. It is also thought that the competition of Cl⁻ with this glutamate side-chain may underlie the aforementioned gating permeation mechanism thoroughly characterized for CLC-0 and CLC-1 channels [23, 57–59].

Figure 2: Molecular architecture of mammalian CLC molecules. (a) The composite structure of a generic CLC molecule consists of two parts: the membrane region, represented by the crystal structure of E. coli CLC molecule (CLC-ec1) (top), and the cytoplasmic domain represented by the crystal structure of the cytoplasmic domain of CLC-5. The two subunits are colored in green and blue, respectively. The two curve lines in the membrane portion roughly depict the transport pathways of Cl⁻ ions (purple spheres). Red residues are Glu 148 of CLC-ec1, which correspond to Glu 232 of CLC-1. The negatively charged side chain of this residue obstructs the ion-transport pathway, and therefore is hypothesized to be the fast gate of CLC-channels. The two space-filled molecules in orange color in the cytoplasmic domains (one in each subunit) are ATP molecules seen in the crystal structure of the CLC-5’s cytoplasmic domain. Binding of ATP to CLC-1 inhibits the common gating of CLC-1. (b) X-ray crystal structure of CmCLC, a CLC protein from a thermophilic red alga Cyanidioschyzon merolae. Orange arrows point to the ATP-binding sites.
The C-terminal half of CLC-1 (from AA 591 to the C-terminus) is believed to be entirely located in the cytoplasmic side of the membrane (Figure 2(a), lower panel). This structure of the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain was initially solved in several mammalian CLC molecules independent of the transmembrane domain. A most recent crystallographic study revealed the structure of CmCLC, a CLC protein from thermophilic alga that consists of a transmembrane region and a C-terminal cytoplasmic domain [49]. The transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains of the CmCLC structure are similar to those solved previously in other CLC proteins, including the extensive helical architecture in the transmembrane region and the characteristic cystathionine β-synthase (CBS) domains in the cytoplasmic region (Figure 2(b)). Thus, it is very likely that the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain of CLC-1, like those in other mammalian CLC molecules, also contains two tandem CBS domains that are folded into a potential ATP-binding site. It has been shown that cytoplasmic ATP can inhibit the current of CLC-1 channels in acidic pH conditions [60–62], and the crystal structure of the C-terminal region of the CLC-5 protein revealed an ATP molecule bound to the predicted ATP-binding site formed by the two tandem CBS domains [55] (Figure 2(a), lower panel). The inhibition of CLC-1 channels by ATP is therefore thought to be due to a direct ATP binding to the C-terminus of protonated CLC-1 channels. Experimental evidence shows that the effect of intracellular ATP is to make the opening of the common gate more difficult [61]. The mechanism of common gating of CLC-channels is not clear, but it has been proposed that this gating mechanism may involve the relative motion of the two channel subunits, including the movement of the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain [63]. The inhibition of the common gating by cytoplasmic ATP is consistent with the structural feature that the ATP-binding site is located in the C-terminal cytoplasmic region of CLC-1 channels.

During vigorous muscle activities, ATP level in fast-twitch muscle fibers is significantly lowered [64], which in turn reduces ATP inhibition of CLC-1 channels. This enhanced activation of CLC-1 channels is expected to decrease muscle excitability, a potential cell protection mechanism during metabolic stress that may contribute to the development of muscle fatigue [65]. As discussed above, muscle fatigue may also be caused by partial Na⁺ channel inactivation as a result of the accumulation of extracellular K⁺ ions after multiple action potentials. Moreover, intensive exercise leads to muscle acidosis [66, 67], which in the presence of ATP, may result in CLC-1 channel inhibition [60]. This down regulation of membrane Cl⁻ conductance will notably reduce the input conductance of sarcolemma and consequently increase the likelihood of spike induction for the Na⁺ channels that remain active, and may therefore serve as a physiological response to prevent the development of muscle fatigue.

5. Pathophysiology of Myotonia Congenita

In humans, mutations in the skeletal muscle CLC-1 gene (CLCN1) on chromosome 7 have been linked to a hereditary muscle disease, myotonia congenita [68]. Myotonia can be defined as a hyperexcitability of the plasma membrane of skeletal muscle fibers. Myotonia is due to an electrical instability of the muscle membrane itself, leading to repetitive action potentials with a single stimulus (“myotonic runs”). Myotonia congenita was one of the first human diseases proven to be caused by an ion-channel defect (channelopathy). This discovery was based on studies in goats with hereditary myotonia that closely resembled myotonia congenita in humans [69–71]. Subsequent studies also demonstrated that there was indeed a reduced Cl⁻ conductance in goat and human myotonic muscle fibers and that normal muscle fibers exhibited myotonic features when Cl⁻ was replaced with an impermeant anion [14, 72]. This myotonia-like phenomenon induced by low concentrations of Cl⁻ can be accounted for by the aforementioned Cl⁻-dependent gating mechanism for CLC-1 channels.

Human myotonia congenita can be inherited in an autosomal recessive (Becker type) or autosomal dominant (Thomsen type) manner [73]. By now, more than 100 different mutations in the CLCN1 gene have been identified in patients with myotonia congenita [74–76]. Myotonia-causing mutations are scattered over the entire sequence of the channel protein, both in the transmembrane region and in the cytosolic N-terminal and C-terminal parts. They include nonsense, splice-site, and frameshift mutations that truncate the channel protein. Truncation mutations are always associated with recessive myotonia, except when they are very close to the C-terminus. Missense mutations can be associated with either recessive or dominant inheritance. Mutations with dominant inheritance are less frequent. With the exception of truncations very close to the C-terminus of CLC-1 channels, all dominant mutations are missense mutations. Recessive mutations are more diverse; they can be associated with truncations, insertions, splice defects, missense, or nonsense/stop errors. Therefore, it is not possible to predict on the basis of the mutation location or the mutation type whether the inheritance will be dominant or recessive.

For the autosomal dominant form of myotonia, patients are expected to carry the heterozygous CLCN1 genotype: one copy each of the wild-type and the mutant allele. Regarding the molecular mechanism of myotonia congenita, a loss-of-function phenotype of the mutant CLCN1 gene certainly supports haploinsufficiency as a reasonable mechanism causing the malfunction of muscles. For many other cases of disease-related mutations, however, a total loss of functional CLC-1 channels on only one allele does not lead to myotonia [32, 36]. It has been suggested that dominant myotonia is due to dominant-negative effects of the mutant subunit on the wild-type subunit coexpressed in the muscles of heterozygous patients. On the other hand, lots of CLCN1 gene mutations result in recessive myotonia, and the mutant proteins do not have dominant negative effects. A likely reason for a lack of dominant negative effects for these recessive mutants is the inability of truncated proteins to associate with the wild-type subunit [74].

Therefore, a current working hypothesis on the molecular basis for the inheritance of myotonia congenita is that
the inheritance pattern of a mutation is predominantly determined by the functional consequence of the mutation on the gating of CLC-1 channels: those mutations that affect the common gate lead to an autosomal-dominant inheritance pattern, whereas those affecting individual protopores only result in a recessive pattern [42, 77]. As described above, a functional CLC-1 channel is a homodimer. With the exception of truncations very close to the C-terminus of CLC-1 channels, all dominant mutations are missense mutations. Almost all these mutations shift the voltage-dependence of gating of the channel towards positive voltages so that the activity of the mutant channels is insufficient to cause membrane repolarization [53]. The dominant-negative effect of these mutations on the homodimeric channel is due to the fact that the common gate controlling both protopores is affected by the mutation in the mutant subunit [42]. Indeed, many, but not all, mutations in dominant myotonia are due to mutations of residues close to the subunit interface [74, 75, 78]. Consistent with this observation, site-directed mutagenesis of residues lining subunit interface affects the common gate of CLC-1 [79, 80]. On the other hand, as the ion-conducting pore of CLC-1 is entirely contained within each subunit of the dimer [43, 81], mutations affecting the function of one protopore are unlikely to affect the conductance of the second subunit in wild-type/mutant hetero dimeric channels and therefore will generally lack dominant-negative effects. For example, the equivalent residue of CLC-1’s M485 in bacterial CLC proteins is located in the ion-transport pathway. In heterologous expression systems, the mutation M485V in CLC-1 drastically changed the single-channel conductance and the voltage-dependent gating of homodimeric mutant CLC-1 channels [82]. This mutation, however, displays a recessive inheritance pattern. As both alleles are mutated in patients with recessive myotonia, a total loss of CLC-1 channel function may ensue. In contrast, by assuming equal association affinity for both wild-type and mutant subunits in the dimeric channel architecture, at least 25% of wild-type currents will still remain in heterozygous patients carrying dominant-negative mutations. Accordingly, recessive myotonia is clinically more severe than the dominant Thomsen form.

In addition to faulty channel gating, other mechanisms may also contribute to the pathophysiology of myotonia congenita [83]. For example, several recessive CLCN1 mutations (e.g., Y150C, V165G, F167L, V236L, Y261C, V327I, and F413C) have been shown to yield functional CLC-1 channels with biophysical properties either only slightly different or virtually indistinguishable from those of wild-type channels [75]. Similarly, some dominant CLCN1 mutations (e.g., R338Q, F428S, and T550M) have been shown to display no detectable gating defects upon forming heterodimers with their wild-type counterparts [84, 85]. By no means can the foregoing dominant negative mechanism explain the inheritance patterns of these mutations. These examples clearly demonstrate that the effect of myotonia-related mutations cannot be simply attributed to the disruption of the gating of CLC-1 channels. Several novel mutations in the CLCN1 gene have recently been identified in Taiwanese patients suffering from myotonia congenita [86, 87]. Interestingly, one of the detected mutations, fs793X, was found in a Taiwanese family with dominant inheritance pattern [87]. However, the same mutation was previously found in an recessive Italian pedigree [88]. This is only one of the several examples showing that the same mutations are associated with recessive myotonia in some families, but with dominant myotonia in others [77, 89, 90]. This dual inheritance pattern again demonstrates the inadequacy of the gating hypothesis and further highlights the importance of other pathophysiological mechanisms of myotonia congenita. It is likely that some myotonia congenita-related mutations may (i) result in aberrant biogenesis and subunit assembly and/or (ii) lead to a defective membrane targeting subcellular localization patterns of CLC-1 channels. Indeed, three myotonia-related mutations in the distal C-terminus of CLC-1 channels have been shown to have a reduction of protein expression in the surface membrane [83]. Thus, the underlying mechanisms of myotonia due to CLC-1 channelopathy are likely to be quite diverse.

6. Clinical Correlation

Myotonia is characterized by the impaired relaxation of skeletal muscle following sudden voluntary contraction. As discussed above, CLC-1 conductance contributes up to 80% of the resting membrane conductance in normal skeletal muscle. Myotonia-causing mutations in the CLCN1 gene therefore lead to a significant reduction in resting membrane conductance, thereby increasing the input resistance of skeletal muscle [72, 91]. Consequently, a smaller membrane depolarization (threshold potential) will be sufficient to trigger an action potential, that is, muscle excitability will be enhanced. This scenario explains why a single nerve stimulus elicited a train of action potentials in muscle fibers from myotonic goats; in contrast, the same stimulus only induced a single action potential in normal muscle fibers [70].

Another important role of CLC-1 conductance in muscle is to counteract the depolarizing effect of tubular K+ accumulation during intensive firing of action potentials [70]. As the extracellular volume in the transverse-tubule system of skeletal muscles is limited, K+ ions tend to accumulate in the extracellular space during intensive firing of muscle action potentials. This increase in extracellular K+ normally has little effect on the membrane potential due to the presence of high CLC-1 conductance. In myotonic muscle, however, a small accumulation of tubular K+ will result in a significant membrane depolarization. In the presence of rapid successions of action potentials, summation of these K+ accumulation-induced membrane depolarization may trigger spontaneous muscle action potentials, thereby manifesting myotonia symptoms such as muscle stiffness after voluntary contraction. Hence, the medication of choice for myotonic patients usually involves drugs that suppress muscle excitability via inhibition of voltage-gated Na+ channels [92].

The muscle stiffness of myotonia can gradually be relieved by exercise (the so-called “warm-up” phenomenon) [93]. One plausible mechanism of the warm-up is the
enhanced activity of the muscle Na⁺/K⁺-ATPase induced by exercise, which facilitates the clearance of extracellular K⁺ from transverse-tubules. A recent study in myotonic patients, however, failed to support this hypothesis [94], indicating that the precise mechanism of warm-up is still unclear.

Also elusive are the rationales for several other clinical manifestations of myotonia congenita. For example, the recessive myotonia is usually more common in men than in women, and for female patients of dominant myotonia, the symptoms become worse during pregnancy [75]. It has been suggested that the observed gender difference may arise from the modulation of CLC-1 channel function by sex hormones [95]. In addition, recessive but not dominant myotonia is often associated with transient muscle weakness on the initiation of movement [75, 96], a defect that is not predicted by enhanced muscle excitability. Obviously, a combination of biophysical and cell biological studies in both in vitro and in vivo models will be required for better understanding of the clinical symptoms of myotonia congenita.

7. Concluding Remarks

CLC-1 channels play a crucial role in setting membrane excitability in skeletal muscle. Despite of the numerous documentations of the association between CLCN1 mutations and myotonia congenita, elucidation of the mechanistic link between genetic defects and pathogenesis is still at the primitive stage. One major limitation to our better understanding of this issue lies in the fact that protein biosynthetic pathways as well as subcellular localization patterns of CLC-1 channels in situ remain obscure. For example, even though a significant Cl⁻ conductance has been identified in the transverse-tubule system, it remains conclusive whether CLC-1 channels are actually expressed in the transverse-tubule system. In the ADR (arrested development of righting response) mouse that has been used as a model for recessive myotonia [34, 69], immunohistochemistry of muscle cryosection located CLC-1 channels primarily in the outer, sarcolemmal membrane, but not in the transverse-tubule of skeletal muscle [97]. A similar conclusion on sarcolemmal localization of CLC-1 channels was recently reported in flexor digitorum brevis muscle fibers of wild-type mice as well [98]. Biophysical and pharmacological studies in a skinned rat skeletal muscle, however, demonstrated that the transverse-tubule Cl⁻ channel conductance was blocked by 9-AC, low intracellular pH, and protein kinase C activators [18, 19, 96], all of which are known to affect the properties of CLC-1 channels observed in the heterologous expression system [32, 60, 61, 99]. As has been previously proposed [19, 100], this apparent discrepancy may arise from the possibility that the transverse-tubule system expresses certain splice variants of CLC-1 channels that lack the epitope for the antibody used in the immunofluorescence study, or that the surrounding microenvironment in the transverse-tubule system prevents the antibody from properly recognizing the epitope in CLC-1 channels in situ. The field thus requires more extensive studies on not only the gating mechanisms but also the biosynthetic process and subcellular localization of CLC-1 channels.

Myotonia congenita, therefore, is still in lack of a standard, effective treatment. The field thus begs for further research efforts in multiple directions. At the molecular level, the mechanistic principles underlying the operation of CLC-1 need to be further examined. At the cellular level, the protein biosynthesis mechanisms of CLC-1 (protein biogenesis, membrane trafficking, as well as subcellular localization patterns in situ), although drawing much research attention recently, remain obscure and need more in-depth investigations. At the clinical level, many myotonia-associated symptoms require better understanding of their pathophysiological mechanisms. Through elucidations of the physiological roles of CLC-1 and the pathophysiological mechanisms of the CLC-1 channelopathy, the therapeutic strategies for myotonia congenita will eventually be illuminated.
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During development, skeletal myoblasts differentiate into myocytes and skeletal myotubes with mature contractile structures that are precisely oriented with respect to surrounding cells and tissues. Establishment of this highly ordered structure requires reciprocal interactions between the differentiating myocytes and the surrounding extracellular matrix to form correctly positioned and well-organized attachments from the skeletal muscle to the bony skeleton. Using the developing zebrafish embryo as a model, we examined the relationship between new myofibril assembly and the organization of the membrane domains involved in cell-extracellular matrix interactions. We determined that depletion of obscurin, a giant muscle protein, resulted in irregular cell morphology and disturbed extracellular matrix organization during skeletal muscle development. The resulting impairment of myocyte organization was associated with disturbance of the internal architecture of the myocyte suggesting that obscurin participates in organizing the internal structure of the myocyte and translating those structural cues to surrounding cells and tissues.

1. Introduction

Skeletal muscle function is dependent upon stable connections from the contractile elements that generate force to the bony skeleton that translates that force into movement. Efficient transmission of that contractile force is enabled by a highly organized arrangement of support structures both within and around the actin-myosin array. Through these supporting elements, the actin-myosin array within the cell is directly connected to the extracellular matrix (ECM). These connections occur both along the axis of contraction at the myotendinous junction (MTJ), where the muscle inserts into a fibrous tendon that attaches to the bony skeleton, and radially at specialized membrane domains like the costameres [1, 2], where the muscle attaches to surrounding fibrous sheaths called the endomysium and the perimysium. The importance of muscle-ECM connections to muscle structure and function is evident from the number of myopathies and muscular dystrophies, including Duchenne muscular dystrophy, that result from disturbance of the multiprotein complexes that support the linkage [3].

The primary site of force transmission from the muscle to the ECM, and ultimately to the bony skeleton, occurs at the myotendinous junctions. Despite the importance of the MTJ to muscle function, relatively little is known about how it is formed. What is known has been derived from studies in zebrafish where visualization of embryos during development has allowed direct observation of the dynamic process of MTJ formation and skeletal muscle development [4]. As with other vertebrates, truncal skeletal muscle in the zebrafish is primarily derived from repeating structures called somites. The mesenchymal cells of the somite give rise to the myotome, which will differentiate into skeletal myocytes that span the length of the somite and insert into the fibrous sheaths that form at the anterior and posterior somite boundaries [5]. These muscle-matrix connections are the structural and functional equivalents of the MTJs that form in higher vertebrates [6].

Previous studies have determined that Eph/Ephrin signaling initiates integrin clustering along the nascent somite border concomitant with the earliest indication of border
formation and shortly after that fibronectin matrix is assembled. Integrins are cell-matrix adhesion molecules that form heterodimeric transmembrane protein complexes which bind to components of the extracellular matrix including collagen and fibronectin. Laminin is secondarily deposited at the somite boundary where it serves as a ligand for α-dystroglycan of the dystrophin-associated glycoprotein complex during progressive maturation of the MTJ [7]. A zebrafish model of Duchenne muscular dystrophy, the sappej mutant which has a truncating mutation of dystrophin, forms MTJs at the somite boundary but these attachments are unstable, leading to muscle detachment and myocyte death [8].

The finding of MTJ instability in the zebrafish model of DMD suggested that this may be an important mechanism of muscle injury in patients with this disorder. This was a somewhat unexpected finding as MTJs had been difficult to study in DMD patients or mammalian animal models which had focused on the effects of dystrophin loss on the composition and function of lateral muscle-ECM attachments within the costameres [9]. It also indicated that the formation and composition of myofibril-membrane attachments may be similar whether they form along the longitudinal axis of the cell at the MTJ or along the lateral aspect of the myocyte, where dystrophin and the dystrophin-associated glycoprotein complex are enriched. The lateral connections occur primarily at the costameres overlying the sarcomere at the level of the Z disk [2]. As with the MTJ, the transmembrane adhesive contacts at the costameres include the integrin-based and dystrophin-associated glycoprotein complexes. These transmembrane systems are linked to each other and to the actin cytoskeleton by an array of cytoskeletal adaptors including vinculin, talin, ILK, and filamin. The adaptor proteins regulate the adhesive properties of the connections and allow the scaffolding of signaling molecules at these sites.

What is not well understood is how these myocyte-ECM attachments are positioned and assembled relative to the underlying myofibrils, and whether or not these processes are similar for axial (MTJ) and radial (costameric) connections. In this paper, we used a zebrafish morphant phenotype with a truncating mutation of dystrophin, forms MTJs at the somite boundary but these attachments are unstable, leading to muscle detachment and myocyte death [8].

2. Methods

2.1. Zebrafish Maintenance and Breeding. Wild-type adult zebrafish were maintained as described previously [10, 11].
cDNA using the iScript One-Step RT-PCR kit with SYBR green (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, Calif, USA). Due to a very low RNA concentration in the isolate, about 15 ng of RNA was used in the reaction mix for 8 hpf time point. A 350 bp (forward primer, 5′-GCCTGACCTGCGCGATTGTGA; reverse primer, 5′-GAGCCTGGGAGAGGAGGAGG) and a 250 bp (forward primer, 5′-GCACAAACCCACAAATCCA; reverse primer, 5′-GGGCCCTCCTCATCACCAGCCTCA-TCCACAG), zebrafish obscurin A cDNA fragments were amplified by PCR. As a control, two reactions were prepared: one without RNA and one without reverse transcriptase. Zebrafish β-Actin (forward primer, 5′-CCGTGAACATACTGGAGAAGCT; reverse primer, 5′-TCGTGGATACCGAAGATTCC) was used as an internal control.

2.6. Electron Microscopy. Electron microscopy was performed as previously described [10]. Briefly, embryos at 72 hpf were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 2.0% paraformaldehyde and postfix in 1% osmium tetroxide. After washing, they were stained with saturated uranyl acetate and embedded in Epon 812. Ultrathin sections were prepared and stained with saturated uranyl acetate and lead citrate. The sections were examined with a Philips CM100 transmission electron microscope, at an accelerating voltage of 60 kV. The distance between the myofibrils in adjacent myocytes was measured from the transverse sections at the minimal distance between the two myofibrils. Z disk offset was measured in superficial myofibrils from two adjacent myocytes. In both control- and obscurin-depleted embryos, a minimum of 30 myocyte pairs were measured at 24 and 72 hpf.

3. Results

3.1. Obscurin A Depletion Phenotype. To examine the relationship between the myofibril and the organization of specialized membrane compartments during muscle development, we used a previously described morphant model [10] in which depletion of a myofibrillar protein, obscurin [13, 14], led to the impairment of the organization of the myotendinous junction, which is formed through the interactions of specialized membrane domain of the myocyte with the extracellular matrix. As previously noted, obscurin A morphant embryos were shorter, with marked abnormalities in tail and skeletal muscle morphology (Figure 1). These included both abnormalities of tissue architecture (irregular and deficient somite boundaries) and cellular organization (impaired SR organization, increased incidence of breaks in the transverse alignment of adjacent myofibrils, and irregularities of myofibril bundling) [10].

In obscurin morphant embryos, defects were noted in the developing myotome prior to the onset of myofibrillogenesis. Somite markers MyoD, Notch5, and Notch6 were expressed in both the control and obscurin-A-depleted embryos, but the periodicity of their expression, namely, the absence of expression at the future somite boundaries, was impaired in the obscurin A morphants (Figure 1). Since this defect in myotome organization would suggest an important role
for obscurin A very early in skeletal muscle development, prior to the onset of myofibrillogenesis, we sought to precisely define the onset and localization of obscurin A expression very early in embryogenesis. Using RT-PCR, RNA in situ hybridization and whole mount immunostaining, we determined that obscurin A is expressed very early during somitogenesis and that it first localizes to the newly forming somite boundaries, see supplementary materials available at doi:10.1155/2011/479135 (Supplemental Figure 1).

To examine the role of obscurin A in promoting the changes in cell morphology that permit the formation of the somite boundary, control and obscurin A morphant embryos were injected with lyn-GFP mRNA and fixed at 18, 24, and 48 hpf. Lyn is a member of the Src family of receptor tyrosine kinases that is associated with cell surface receptors [15] and has been used to help track changes in cell morphology during development [16]. Lyn localized to the cell membranes of the developing myoblasts and accumulated at the nascent somite boundaries (Figure 2(a)). In the younger somites, myoblasts (future fast-twitch skeletal muscle) were rounded and began to elongate after the development of the somite boundary (Figure 2(b)), eventually spanning the rounded and began to elongate after the development of somite boundaries, see supplementary materials. In the more severely affected embryos, fewer nascent boundaries could be identified (Figure 2(d)). In the more severely affected embryos, the cells remained rounded and no defined boundaries were noted (Figure 2(g)). In the mildly affected embryos, irregular boundaries did form (Figure 2(e)) and were associated with local elongation of the adjacent cells. In the absence of a defined boundary, cells initially remained rounded (Figures 2(e) and 2(h)), eventually elongating in the more mature somites (Figures 2(e) and 2(f)). This suggests that somite boundary formation (and the associated extracellular matrix organization) promotes cell elongation but that cell elongation can progress in the absence of the somite boundaries potentially as a result of positional cues from surrounding cells.

3.2. Clustering of Integrins. Previous studies have noted that integrin clustering precedes fibronectin matrix accumulation at the nascent somite boundary [17] and helps facilitate tissue remodeling during development by translating cell contact-mediated signals into cellular cytoskeletal reorganization. Therefore, we examined the localization of α5-integrin, which participates in somite boundary formation [18, 19] during early skeletal muscle differentiation. Using a GFP-tagged α5-integrin expression construct, we noted that α5-integrin clustering at the nascent somite boundary closely preceded organization of the fibronectin matrix and elongation of the cells at the developing boundary (Figure 3). As noted previously, depletion of the giant protein obscurin with a morpholino targeting the 5′ untranslated region of the obscurin A isoform resulted in marked abnormalities of somite boundary and MTJ formation [10]. This provided unique opportunity to observe the progression of MTJ maturation and define the elements required for the process. Depletion of obscurin revealed that integrin clustering, fibronectin organization, and cellular remodeling are closely interrelated processes. In response to obscurin depletion, integrin clustering was impaired resulting in diminished fibronectin matrix organization and abnormalities of cell morphology. In those regions with preserved integrin clustering, a fibronectin matrix was organized and cells began to elongate. In the absence of integrin clustering, there was no organization of a fibronectin matrix and cells remained rounded. This is consistent with prior studies which have proposed that cytoskeletal actin reorganization and cellular remodeling during myoblast differentiation are dependent on the organization of the fibronectin matrix [20]. The findings also suggest that obscurin, which is expressed at very low levels prior to myoblast differentiation, may have a role in supporting the early cellular events that lead to apical clustering of integrins.

3.3. Organization of the Fibronectin Matrix and Its Relationship to Nascent Myofibrils. Given the potential role of fibronectin in determining myocyte morphology and skeletal muscle organization [20], the relationship between fibronectin organization and new myofibril assembly was examined during early skeletal muscle differentiation. Fibronectin was organized first immediately adjacent to the notochord, prior to the appearance of a clear striated pattern of myosin heavy chain or α-actinin immunostaining in assembling myofibrils of slow-twitch skeletal muscle. Alpha-actinin appeared first as closely and irregularly spaced punctuate spots that were gradually organized into distinct Z disk structures in the more mature somites (data not shown). In contrast, very early in myofibrillogenesis, myosin heavy chain II (sarcomeric myosin) was diffusely distributed along the length of the myofibril (Figure 4). As myofibril assembly progressed, myosin becomes restricted to nascent A bands before demonstrating the double-banded pattern with mid-A-band clearing characteristic of mature F59 antibody-staining pattern which recognizes an epitope within the myosin motor domain. In response to obscurin depletion, there was a normal progression of M band organization despite the noted irregularities of fibronectin matrix deposition and myocyte morphology. Of note, in response to obscurin depletion, there was delayed bundling of nascent myofibrils into larger units even at relatively advanced stages of myofibrillogenesis, A bands from adjacent myofibrils remained spatially distinct. The delayed structural integration of adjacent myofibrils is consistent with the abnormalities in the lateral alignment of myofibrils that was previously noted in response to obscurin depletion [10]. Therefore, fibronectin matrix organization precedes the formation of mature, striated myofibrils, and despite the effects of obscurin on the fibronectin matrix, the progression of thick filament organization proceeds to structural maturity.

3.4. Deposition of Laminin. Laminin deposition at the MTJ closely followed fibronectin organization and persisted after fibronectin downregulation (Figure 5). In embryos subject to obscurin depletion, fibronectin matrix organization was severely reduced. In contrast, while laminin deposition was irregular, it did accumulate normally in those regions where fibronectin was detected. This indicates that fibronectin
matrix organization supports and may be required for laminin deposition as has been previously suggested [5]. Furthermore, although obscurin participates in integrin clustering and fibronectin matrix organization, the subsequent recruitment of laminin to areas of fibronectin accumulation is likely to be independent of obscurin A function. Laminin deposition preceded formation of striated myofibrils in fast-twitch skeletal muscle. In the regions of reduced,
Figure 3: Integrin clustering is impaired in zebrafish embryos depleted of obscurin A. Zebrafish embryos were injected with GFP-α5-integrin mRNA and then immunolabeled with anti-GFP (green: (a), (c), (e)) and antifibronectin (red: (b), (d), (f)) antibodies at 18 hours after fertilization (hpf). (a), (b) In control embryos, fibronectin matrix is organized at sites where α5-integrin has clustered along a nascent somite boundaries (arrows). (c)–(e) In mildly affected (c), (d) and more markedly affected (e), (f) obscurin-A-depleted embryos, there is reduced apical clustering of integrins along nascent boundaries, although in the few instances where there is significant integrin clustering, fibronectin is organized ((c), (d): arrows). Scale bars are 50 μm.

fibronectin/laminin deposition, myofibrillogenesis appeared to be delayed, as regions with more abundant laminin deposition demonstrated more rapid development of mature myofibrils. However, by 72 hours, even those regions with markedly reduced laminin deposition demonstrated mature myofibril development.

3.5. Recruitment of Intracellular Adaptors to the Cell-ECM Adhesion Complex. To determine the order of incorporation of other components of the adhesion complex and examine their relative distribution to MTJ and costameric sites, immunolocalization of talin and vinculin, components of the adherens junctions, was performed. Both talin and vinculin localized to the MTJ nearly concurrently with the timing of laminin deposition (Figure 6). However, as skeletal muscle differentiation proceeded their localization, patterns were distinct. Talin was noted to localize very early to membrane domains, and potentially to cytoskeletal structures,
Figure 4: Organization of the fibronectin matrix precedes new myofibril assembly. Zebrafish embryos at 14 (a), 20 (b)–(e), (g), 24 (f), (h)–(j) hpf were immunolabeled for fibronectin (red) and slow-twitch myosin heavy chain (F59 antibody) (green). (a) Fibronectin organizes next to the notochord (NC) at nascent somite boundaries (arrowheads). Myosin heavy chain is still diffusely localized (arrows: (a) and inset) as the fibronectin matrix is organizing. (b) In a control embryo, the fibronectin matrix (arrowhead) is organized at the somite boundary before assembly of mature myofibrils in slow-twitch skeletal muscle of the younger somites at the right of the panel. (c) At higher magnification, continuous bands of myosin staining (arrow) are noted extending between the organized fibronectin matrix at either end of the myocytes before organizing into a striated pattern (arrowhead). (d)–(f) As development proceeds, MHC localization transitions from a diffuse distribution (arrows) along new myofibrils to a distinct restriction to the A band (arrowheads) and finally to a mature “double-banded” pattern ((f): arrowhead) with central clearing in the region of the future M band. By comparison, obscurin A depletion (g)–(j) affects fibronectin matrix organization and results in reduced organization of the MHC filaments. (g)–(j) Myofibril maturation can progress from immature myofibrils ((g), (h): arrowheads) to mature myofibrils ((h): arrow) even with a reduced and poorly organized fibronectin matrix (i). However, myofibrillogenesis proceeds more rapidly in regions with preserved fibronectin deposition ((j): arrowhead). Note the fibronectin organization at the terminal ends of the myofibrils (j). Lateral bundling of myofibrils appeared to be delayed in response to obscurin depletion as noted by the gaps between the A bands of neighboring but not yet fused myofibrils (inset of (j)). Scale bars are 50 μm (b), (h), 20 μm (a), and 10 μm (c), (d), (e), (f), (i), (j). Inserts in (a) and (j) are 3x magnification of the larger image.
overlying the Z disk. In contrast, vinculin did not demonstrate significant striated patterning by 72 hours after fertilization and instead became progressively more concentrated at the MTJ. Vinculin patterning in the obscurin morphant embryos was irregular in distribution but normal in its accumulation at the MTJ. Likewise, talin localized normally to domains overlying the Z disk and to the MTJ in obscurin morphant embryos. However, there were areas of laminin deposition that lacked significant talin accumulation suggesting a potential delay or irregularity in adhesion complex assembly in response to obscurin A depletion.

3.6. Localization of Dystrophin and α-Dystroglycan Is Obscurin A Dependent. Dystrophin is a cytoskeletal protein that links the actin cytoskeleton to the membrane-bound dystrophin-associated glycoprotein complex (DGC). α-DG, a member of DGC, is a cell surface receptor for various ECM molecules including laminins, agrin, and perlecan. Previous studies indicate that the DGC participates in the organization of, and attachment of the myocyte to, laminin on the cell surface. Since dystrophin and α-DG are important components of the costameres and the myotendinous junctions, we examined their localization in control and obscurin A morphant embryos at 24 hpf (Figure 7). In control morpholino-injected embryos, both dystrophin and α-DG localized to the MTJ as has been previously noted [21, 22]. In obscurin-A-depleted embryos, however, the localization of dystrophin is less distinct and α-DG could not be detected at the somite boundaries. Since even the most severely affected obscurin A morphant embryos form irregular somite boundaries, the marked decrease in α-DG staining suggested a specific destabilization of the DGC in the obscurin morphants.

3.7. Obscurin A Depletion Results in Impaired Relationships between the Myofibril and Overlying Sarcolemma. It has been postulated that ankyrin within the sarcolemma and the subsarcolemmal spectrin cytoskeleton are involved in establishing the membrane microdomains overlying the superficial myofibrils [23]. Since obscurin A interacts with both ankyrin within the sarcolemma [12, 24, 25] and titin within the sarcomere [14, 26], it was a good candidate to link
Figure 6: Overlapping localization of talin and vinculin during early skeletal muscle development. Control (a), (b), (e), (h)–(j) and obscurin A morphant (c), (d), (f), (g), (k)–(m) embryos were immunostained for talin ((a)–(g): green) and laminin ((b), (d): red) or vinculin ((h)–(m): green) at 24 (a)–(h), (k), 48 (i), (l), or 72 (j), (m) hpf. (a) In a control embryo, talin localizes to the MTJ and overlying the myofibrils at 24 hpf. (b) At the MTJ, talin localizes immediately adjacent to laminin. (c), (d) In obscurin A morphant embryos at 24 hpf, talin does localize to the irregularly organized MTJs but there are regions in which laminin has been deposited where talin has not yet accumulated (arrow). (e), (f) In control and obscurin A morphant embryos, talin localizes overlying the Z disk (arrowheads) although there are regions of diffuse talin localization in the morphant (asterisk) that were not noted in the control. (g) In newly forming myofibrils talin localizes along the myofibril (arrowhead) before achieving a striated pattern overlying the Z disk. No talin localization was noted overlying the mid-A-band. (h), (k) Like talin, vinculin localized to the somite boundary/MTJ ((h): arrowhead) at 24 hpf in both control (h) and morphant (k) embryos. (i), (l), (j), (m) By 48 hpf, there is progressive accumulation of vinculin at the MTJ in control (i) and morphant (l) embryos with nearly exclusive localization to the MTJ by 72 hpf in both control (j) and morphant (m) embryos. Scale bars are 50 μm. Panels (e)–(g) are 3x magnifications of the corresponding regions of (a), (c), and (d).

these two cellular compartments during early myofibril assembly. If obscurin A was required for this process, then its depletion might result in aberrant patterning of the sarcolemma overlying the myofibril and reduced association of the myofibril with the membrane. Examination of transverse sections of zebrafish skeletal muscle by transmission electron microscopy revealed that, as in control embryos (Figure 8(a)), new myofibril assembly in obscurin-A-depleted embryos occurred adjacent to the sarcolemma, preferentially at sites where three cells were in direct contact (Figure 8(b)). However, there appeared to be reduced association of the myofibrils with the membrane, as new myofibril bundles were noted at a distance from the sarcolemma (Figures 8(c) and 8(d)). Patterning of internal membranes was also affected, as the sarcoplasmic reticulum was deficient, irregularly patterned and not consistently closely associated with the myofibrils in obscurin-depleted embryos.

Similar findings were noted on longitudinal sections. In control embryos, new myofibril assembly occurred in the subsarcolemmal space. Interestingly, there was a relatively
Figure 7: Obscurin depletion leads to marked reduction in localization of α-dystroglycan and dystrophin to the myotendinous junction. α-dystroglycan (α-DG) (a), (b) and dystrophin (c), (d) are abundant at the myotendinous junctions (MTJ) in control (a), (c) but not obscurin morphant (b), (d). Note that in the obscurin-depleted embryos, α-DG and dystrophin are not noted even in the disorganized MTJs of the targeted embryos suggesting a specific destabilization of dystrophin-associated glycoprotein complex (DGC) in response to decreased obscurin expression.

Figure 8: Obscurin depletion affects membrane-myofibril interactions. Skeletal muscle from 24 hpf zebrafish embryos were evaluated by transmission electron microscopy. (a) New myofibril assembly (arrowheads) occurs along the sarcolemma (arrows), preferentially at the intersection of three myocytes. Note the well-formed sarcomplasmatic reticulum that encircles the new myofibrils. (b)–(e) In obscurin A morphant embryos, the sarcomplasmatic reticulum is less well developed and less closely associated with the myofibril (b). Myofibril assembly still preferentially occurs at the sarcomembral intersections ((c): arrowheads). However, frequent “internal myofibrils” form ((d): arrowheads) and distances between superficial myofibrils and the membrane increase ((e): arrowheads). Scale bars are 100 nm (a), (b) and 500 nm (c), (d).

consistent relationship between the superficial myofibrils of two adjacent cells. Although the distance from the myofibril to the membrane was variable, the distance between myofibrils in adjoining myocytes was within a relatively narrow range in control embryos (Figures 9(a) and 10(a)). In obscurin-depleted embryos, the relationship was much more variable (Figures 9(b)–9(d)). By 72 hpf, myofibrils filled the sarcoplasm and the distance between the superficial myofibrils in adjoining cells had decreased in both control and obscurin-depleted embryos, although remained more variable in obscurin-depleted embryos (Figure 10(b)).

The coordination of myofibril assembly across myocytes included a consistent relationship between the level of the Z disks. While the myofibrils were not aligned precisely in
register, the offset in the level of Z disks was within a relatively narrow range in control embryos but much more variable in obscurin-depleted muscle (Figures 9(a) and 10(c)). By 72 hpf, the Z disk offset had decreased in both control and obscurin-depleted embryos but remained more variable in the setting of diminished obscurin expression (Figure 10(d)).

Impairment of the coordination of myofibrillar architecture across myocytes also resulted in an inconsistent relationship between the axis of contraction in adjacent myocytes (Figure 11). In control embryos, the axis of contraction in adjacent myocytes was essentially parallel; the difference in axis of orientation between two adjacent myocytes (a myocyte pair) was 1.7 ± 1.8° in control embryos and 7.6 ± 7.7° in obscurin-depleted embryos (t-test; \( P < 0.01 \)). The impaired myocyte-myocyte relationships resulted in significant myocyte and myofibril disorganization across the muscle unit (Figures 11(b) and 11(c)).

4. Discussion
The assembly of new myofibrils within myocytes and the organization of the extracellular matrix surrounding the myocyte are dynamic and closely interrelated processes. Using a morphant phenotype with impaired MTJ formation and myofibril disarray, we examined the relationship between these processes during skeletal muscle development. We demonstrated that the organization of skeletal muscle during development is a highly orchestrated process that involves both outside-in and inside-out signals between the cell and the extracellular environment. Outside-in signals from the extracellular environment result in changes to myocyte morphology and promote new myofibril assembly; in return, inside-out signals organize the extracellular matrix and coordinate the assembly and organization of myofibrils across cells and tissues. Obscurin A appears to have an important role in these processes in zebrafish skeletal muscle, potentially mediating interactions between integrins and the ECM that regulate transmembrane communication and translate internal cellular structure into tissue organization.

Obscurin A is expressed early in the development, before somitogenesis begins, and our data indicate that it is required for the initial somite boundary morphogenesis. In the developing myotome, it initially localizes to the future somite boundary before localizing to newly assembling myofibrils that is form in the subsarcolemmal space. Expression patterns of MyoD, Notch5, and Notch6 indicate that loss of obscurin A disrupts somite segmentation but does not affect myotome specification or myoblast commitment. Co-localization of integrins and obscurin A at the future somite boundary, where myofibril assembly initiates, and along the sarcolemma, where the initiation and propagation of new myofibril assembly occurs, suggests that there may be an important relationships between integrins and obscurin A in promoting new myofibril assembly and organization. It has been proposed that integrin adhesion complexes along the lateral sarcolemma help nucleate new myofibril assembly. These early integrin-myoﬁbril connections have been termed “protocostameres,” since they will ultimately develop into the multicomponent linkage complexes characteristic of mature costameres [27]. Integrin signaling may be capable of coordinating the assembly process in neighboring cells, as suggested by the consistent relationship of Z disks on either side of apposed sarcolemmal membranes very early in myofibrillogenesis. A coordinated patterning of the newly assembling myofibrils in neighboring cells mediated by integrin transmembrane contacts within the sarcolemma would account for consistent relationship of the sarcomeres from one myocyte to the next. The offset of the Z disks in adjacent myocytes was more evident early in development and could not be correlated with distance to the MTJ indicating that it was more likely to be an inherent property of the myocyte. The reason for the offset and the molecular mechanism that supports it is not known but integrins may have a role in their inhibition by integrins have been demonstrated to inhibit integrin clustering on neighboring cells [17]. This transinhibition may inhibit integrin clustering overlying the Z disk if it is at exactly the same level as the superficial Z disk of the myofibril in the neighboring myocyte.
Figure 10: Obscurin depletion results in greater variability in the relationship between superficial myofibrils in adjacent myocytes. (a) At 24 hpf, obscurin morphant embryos (red bars) demonstrate a greater variability in Z disk alignment than control embryos (blue bars). Note that in the majority of myocyte pairs evaluated, the superficial myofibrils demonstrate a Z disk offset of approximately 250–500 nm in control embryos. (b) By 72 hpf, the Z disk offset has been significantly reduced in control embryos but was still quite variable in obscurin morphant embryos. (c) Similarly, at 24 hpf in control embryos (blue bars), there was a consistent distance between the superficial myofibrils in adjacent myocytes. However, in obscurin morphant embryos, the distance is significantly greater and more variable. (d) By 72 hpf, the distance between superficial myofibrils has been reduced in control and obscurin morphant embryos but remains more variable in the obscurin morphants.

The potential role of obscurin A in regulating integrin-based adhesion complexes is supported by studies on Unc-89. C. elegans mutants lacking Unc-89 have defects in M band assembly, thick filament organization and locomotion (leading to its classification as one of the uncoordinated family of proteins) [28, 29]. It has been noted to participate in the recruitment of actopaxin, a binding partner of the adherens junction adapter protein paxillin [30], to the sarcolemma [31]. More recently, the kinase domains of Unc-89 were determined to interact with SCPL-1 [32, 33] which in turn has been demonstrated to complex with Lim-9 to interact with Unc-96 and Unc-97 (PINCH) [34], components of a cytoskeletal network that links integrin adhesion complex assembly [35] to thick filament organization [34] in C. elegans. That these integrin-based adhesion complexes participate in the transmission of force from the sarcomere
to the extracellular environment to elicit movement has been supported by the genetic characterization of *C. elegans* mutant embryos, known as *pat* (for paralyzed arrested at twofold) mutants, with a paralyzed phenotype [36]. Mutations of beta integrin (*pat-3*), alpha integrin (*pat-2*), integrin-linked kinase (*pat-4*), and actopaxin (*pat-6*) all impair the assembly of integrin adhesion complexes and all result in a paralyzed phenotype [37]. In *C. elegans*, integrin complexes are found at the cytoplasmic interface of the dense bodies (corresponding to vertebrate Z disks) and the M bands [38]. In vertebrates, integrins are localized to the myotendinous junctions and to the costameres, sites of force transmission and signaling between the myocyte and the ECM. It is important to note that, although obscurin is primarily considered an M band protein, it localizes overlapping the Z disk early in myofibril assembly [14] and some isoforms are noted at the Z disk or Z/I junction in mature myofibrils [39].

The importance of the integrin-fibronectin attachments to myofibril organization was demonstrated in two zebrafish models. In zebrafish embryos depleted of TGFBI, an extracellular matrix protein that binds to integrins and is expressed in response to TGF-beta signaling [16], skeletal muscle formed normal appearing MTJs and myofibrils assembled in the subsarcomemmal space but the myofibrils did not remain closely attached to the sarcolemma, and there was markedly reduced myofibril content. Similarly, zebrafish depleted of fibronectin demonstrated reduced myofibril content and organization [20] further supporting the role of integrin-mediated ECM adhesion as an important regulator of myofibril organization. The obscurin-A-depleted embryos demonstrated very similar findings, consistent with disturbance of the fibronectin-integrin-TGFBI axis. As with the TGFBI embryos, obscurin-depleted myofibrils formed but did not consistently remain closely associated with the membrane, and the resulting myocyte/myofibril disorder was reminiscent of embryos lacking fibronectin.

### 5. Conclusions

Our studies are consistent with the previously described models of new myofibril assembly which have proposed a multistep process by which myofibrils organize along the sarcolemma [40–42]. Our studies suggest that formation of new myofibrils in the subsarcolemmal space promotes coordinated organization of the myofibril, the overlying sarcolemma, and surrounding extracellular matrix. These interactions, which depend in part on obscurin, facilitate organization of myofibrils and myocytes across the muscle permitting efficient muscle contraction and striated muscle function. Such coordinate changes in myofilibrillar and ECM remodeling will be important not only during development but in the adaptation of muscle (both cardiac and skeletal) to tissue injury or increases in physiologic demand. Therefore, the role of obscurin in facilitating interactions between the myofibril and the ECM through the sarcolemma indicates that it may be an important therapeutic target in preventing muscle injury and promoting muscle repair.
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1. Introduction

The muscular dystrophies (MDs) are a heterogeneous group of inherited disorders characterized by progressive weakness and degeneration of skeletal muscles. Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), the most common form of MD, is an X-linked disorder that was first described over a century ago [1]. DMD is caused by the absence of dystrophin, a 427 kDa protein found on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane of muscle fibers (the sarcolemma) in skeletal and cardiac muscle. It is well established that the absence of dystrophin leads to the impaired linkage between the cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix protein laminin, which is thought to result in fragility of the sarcolemma and a disruption in the proper transmission of force during contraction.

Muscle strains are one of the most common complaints treated by physicians [2]. When an activated muscle lengthens because the external load exceeds the tension generated by the muscle contraction, this is termed a lengthening (“eccentric”) contraction. The force generated during a maximal lengthening contraction is at least twofold the force developed during a maximal isometric contraction; therefore lengthening contractions are more likely to produce damage than either isometric or concentric contractions [3]. Eccentric contractions are especially harmful to dystrophic muscle [4, 5].

Plain films, or X-rays, are not very useful for imaging muscle pathology, unless heterotopic bone formation has occurred within the muscle. Diagnosis of acute muscle strains is still typically made based on physical examination and patient history, but muscle injuries can be detected with MR imaging methods [6]. As noninvasive technology continues to improve and imaging, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), becomes more commonplace, these tools will play a greater role in diagnosis, prognosis, and in rehabilitation planning [7]. Unlike X-rays, MRI offers superb tissue contrast and has high sensitivity to the hemorrhage and edema that follow muscle injuries. This, together with the capability to evaluate multiple arbitrary anatomic planes, make it the ideal technique to evaluate muscle injuries. Because of the similarities between muscle injury and muscle...
disease, MRI may yield useful information for both of these conditions.

Conventionally, muscle strains are revealed best by T2-weighted MRI images, which optimize contrast between injured muscles with edema (increased signal intensity) and normal uninjured muscles. More recently, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been explored as a more accurate marker for muscle damage compared to T2-weighted MRI [8]. The variables obtained with DTI, at least in other tissues such as the brain [9], show a strong and rapid response to damage, whereas the T2 signal can take a prolonged period to change. DTI is based on measurement of the apparent diffusion of water in tissues. Self-diffusion of water in tissue is restricted by membranes, resulting in an apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) that is lower than the free diffusion coefficient and is orientation dependent for elongated structures. In short, DTI can be used to determine the three-dimensional architecture of skeletal muscle [10, 11] as well as provide useful information regarding muscle damage [12].

The purpose of this study was to determine if measurements obtained from DTI would serve as a reliable marker of damage after a muscle strain injury in dystrophic (mdx) and control mice. We hypothesize that DTI biomarkers would provide a more informative assessment of muscle injury than T2 and that these measures will further elucidate the increased susceptibility to injury of the mdx model.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Injury. All protocols were approved by the University of Maryland Institutional Animal Care & Use Committee (IACUC). The injury model results in a significant and reproducible injury and has been described in detail previously [13–16]. Briefly, 5 adult healthy (C57BL/10ScSn) and 5 dystrophic (C57BLScSn-DMDmdx) male mice were purchased (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Me) and were approximately 8 weeks old at the start of experiments. Before each injury protocol, mice were anesthetized (~4-5% isoflurane in an induction chamber, then ~2% isoflurane via a nosecone for maintenance) using a precision vaporizer (cat no. 91103, Vet Equip, Inc, Pleasanton, Calif). Sterile ophthalmic cream (Paralube Vet Ointment, PharmaDerm, Floham Park, NJ) was applied to each eye to protect the corneas from drying. During the procedure, the animal was kept warm by use of a heat lamp.

With the animal supine, the hindlimb was stabilized, and the foot was secured onto a plate, the axis of which was attached to a stepper motor (model T8904, NMB Technologies, Chatsworth, Calif) and a torque sensor (QWFK-8M, Sensotec) to measure torque. The fibular nerve was stimulated via subcutaneous needle electrodes (J05 Needle Electrode Needles, 36BTP, Jari Electrode Supply, Gilroy, Calif), and proper electrode position was determined by a series of isometric twitches. Impulses generated by an S48 square pulse stimulator (Grass Instruments, West Warwick, RI) were 1 ms in duration and passed through a PSIU6 stimulator isolation unit (Grass Instruments, West Warwick, RI). In addition to visual confirmation of isolated dorsiflexion, an increase in twitch torque in response to increasing voltage indicated that opposing plantarflexor muscles were not being simultaneously stimulated [17].

The majority of torque produced by the dorsiflexors is from the tibialis anterior muscle (TA) [18], and we have shown previously that this model results in injury to this muscle [15, 16, 19, 20]. A custom program based on commercial software (Labview version 8.5, National Instruments, Austin, Tex) was used to synchronize contractile activation and the onset of ankle rotation. Injury resulted from 10 forced lengthening (plantarflexion) contractions through a 0°–70° arc of motion (with the foot orthogonal to the tibia, considered 0°). A sham procedure was performed whereby the identical protocol was performed (including stimulation), but without lengthening.

2.2. Outcome Measures. A maximal isometric contraction (200 ms duration) of the dorsiflexors was used to measure maximal torque before injury. For each animal, maximal isometric torque was also measured 5 minutes after injury (to measure force lost due to injury). All isometric contractions were performed with the ankle at 20° into plantarflexion, a position that results in optimal force production.

2.3. In Vivo Imaging. High resolution MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) was performed on a Bruker Biospin (Billerica, Mass) 7.0 Tesla MR system equipped with a 12 cm gradient insert (660 mT/m maximum gradient, 4570 T/m/s maximum slew rate) running Paravision 5.0 software to assess muscle damage on the day of injury. An MR-compatible small-animal monitoring and gating system (SA Instruments, Inc.) was used to monitor respiration rate and body temperature. Body temperature was maintained at 36-37°C using a warm water circulator. A custom-made holder was used to position the mouse in the supine position with both legs parallel to the bore of the magnet from knee to foot. Two hours after injury [21], animals were placed inside the scanner, with a four-channel receive-only surface coil placed anterior to the TA. Anesthesia was maintained using 2% isoflurane and was adjusted to maintain a safe respiration rate.

After imaging localizers, the following MR scans were performed: T1-weighted rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE) with the following parameters: TE = 9.52 ms, TR = 1800, echo train length = 4, NA = 8, in-plane resolution 100 × 100 μm, and slice thickness = 750 μm; dual echo PD/T2 RARE: TE = 19.0/57.1 ms, TR = 5000 ms, echo train length = 4, NA = 1, in-plane resolution 100 × 100 μm, and slice thickness = 750 μm. Spin echo (SE) diffusion tensor image data was acquired using 12 noncolinear directions: b-value = 350 s/mm², TE = 26 ms, TR = 4500 ms, NA = 1, in-plane resolution 150 × 150 μm, and slice thickness = 750 μm. Multislice multiecho (MSME) T2 mapping image data was acquired in the same slice positions as the DTI data using 16 TEs = 11.4 ms to 182.5 ms with ATE = 11.4 ms, TR = 10000 ms, NA = 1, in-plane resolution 150 × 150 μm, and slice thickness = 750 μm.

T2 mapping was performed using custom software written in MATLAB (The Mathworks; Natick, Mass) using
nonlinear least squares to fit the measured data at each pixel to the canonical T2 signal equation. Diffusion tensor reconstruction and tractography was performed using TrackVis (Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging; Massachusetts General Hospital; Boston, Mass) and MATLAB to calculate mean diffusivity (MD), fractional anisotropy (FA), radial diffusivity (RD), and axial diffusivity (AD) images. A region of interest (ROI) in the TA and tractography was used to guide bilateral segmentation of the TA. Diffusion tensor tractography was calculated using the fiber assignment by continuous tracking (FACT) method [22] with a termination criteria of an angle greater than 35°, followed by subsequent spline filtering. Tracts were restricted to those traveling through several transverse slices of manually traced regions of interest within each of the left and right TAs. This was used to create an image mask for each muscle, which was then divided into proximal, middle, and distal sections of approximately equal length. Finally, the masks were used to calculate average measurements of MD, FA, RD, AD, and T2 within each section of the injured and uninjured muscle. These measurements were compared between normal and dystrophic mice for both the uninjured and the injured side using a Wilcoxon Rank Sum test.

2.4. Histology. After MR and functional data were collected, anesthetized animals were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde via perfusion through the left ventricle to preserve tissue morphology. TAs were harvested, weighed, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then stored at −80°C. Animals not perfused fixed were euthanized by carbon dioxide inhalation followed by decapitation. To study the integrity of the muscle fiber membrane, additional mice (n = 3 each group) received an intraperitoneal injection of 1% Evans blue dye (EBD; Sigma, St. Louis, Mo) (wt/vol) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) at a volume of 1% body mass (BM) (1 mg EBD/0.1 mL PBS/10 g BM). This solution was sterilized by passage through a Millex-GP 0.22 μm filter (Millipore, Bedford, Mass) and administered 24 h before tissue evaluation. Sections were randomized and viewed at 100x magnification in a Zeiss Axioskop light microscope, and pictures were taken with a digital camera (AxioCam HR using AxioVision 3.0). Each optical field contained an average of 38 ± 7 fibers, and more than 45 fields were counted per muscle.

3. Results

To induce injury in the tibialis anterior muscle (TA), we superimposed a lengthening contraction onto a maximal isometric contraction (Figure 1(a)). To assess the amount of injury, we measured maximal torque before and after
injury (Figure 1(b)). While the mechanism of injury was identical between animals, the injury was much more severe in dystrophic mice, with an average force loss of 85%, compared to 42% ($P < 0.05$) in normal mice.

Histological changes paralleled functional changes to some extent. For H&E staining, there was only minimal evidence of perivascular inflammation in the wild-type tissue after injury (Figure 2(b)) compared to undisturbed healthy muscle (Figure 2(a)). Even without injury, centrally nucleated fibers, fiber size variation, mild inflammation, and slight increases in endomysial connective tissue in the uninjured mdx mice are all consistent with ongoing muscle damage and regeneration (Figure 2(c)). In contrast, the myonecrosis, myophagocytosis, and foci of inflammation surrounding individual muscle fibers seen in the injured mdx muscle (Figure 2(d)) are all consistent with acute muscle injury. The amount of membrane damage, as evidenced by the number of fibers with intracellular EBD, also reflected the magnitude of functional injury (Figures 3(a)–3(e)). In wild-type tissue sections (Figure 3(a)), there were few fibers that could be found to have intracellular EBD (1%); however after the relatively mild injury protocol (Figure 3(b)), the number of fibers with membrane damage did not increase significantly ($13 \pm 2\%$, $P < 0.06$). The uninjured mdx tissue (Figure 3(c)) already had a small amount of EBD-positive fibers ($11 \pm 4\%$, $P < 0.05$), but there was almost a 5-fold increase in the number of fibers with membrane damage after injury ($49 \pm 8\%$, $P < 0.05$, Figure 3(d)).

MRI revealed a clear increase on the T2 signal after injury (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). Quantitative changes in T2 are apparent in Figures 4(c) and 4(d), where the expected T2 signal was fit across multiple echo times in T2-weighted images [25]. There was no significant difference in parameters between the injured and uninjured leg in the normal mice. Further, there were no significant differences in any of the measured parameters for the TA between normal and dystrophic mice in the uninjured side. However, there were marked differences in parameters in the injured side between normal and dystrophic mice and between the injured and uninjured leg in the dystrophic mice (Table 1). As in prior studies [14], the sham animals did not have an increase in T2 signal by the time imaging was performed.

Figure 5 shows a representative picture of 3D tractography. When comparing parameter of diffusion on the injured side, dystrophic mice showed significantly increased MD and AD and decreased FA ($P < 0.05$) in the proximal and middle TA compared to wild-type uninjured mice. These differences were much more marked than the more limited differences we measured with T2. While not significant, RD trended toward increased values. These data are plotted against force loss in Figure 6. DTI tractography (see Figure 5, e.g.) was used to visualize the TAs.
**Figure 3:** Membrane stability in muscle fibers before and after injury. Evans Blue Dye (EBD) was used to evaluate sarcolemmal integrity within the TA muscles of mice after injury. EBD is detected under fluorescence microscopy (568 nm, insets show high magnification) and the presence of the protein-bound dye inside the muscle fiber indicates damage to the sarcolemma. (a) Cryosection of an uninjured wild-type TA muscle from animals injected with EBD. (b) Cryosection of an injured wild-type TA; the injury protocol used here was not enough to cause significant membrane damage in wild-type muscle. (c) Cryosection of an uninjured mdx TA from animals injected with EBD. (d) Cryosection of an injured wild-type TA; intracellular EBD indicates damage to the sarcolemma, which occurred frequently in the mdx injured muscles. (e) Histogram showing quantification of EBD-positive fibers. Without injury, the number of EBD-positive (EBD+) fibers was not significantly different between wild type and mdx. Only the mdx animals showed a significant increase in the number of positively labeled fibers after injury. Scale bar = 200 μm. *: significant difference from noninjured, P < 0.05.

**Figure 4:** Representative T2-weighted and T2-parametric images. (a) Example of a T2-weighted image (T2) after injury in the wild-type (WT) mouse. The injured TA (dotted red circle) is easily discerned from the TA on the control side (dotted white circle) based on the increased T2 signal, presumably due to edema. (b) Even in noninjured mdx muscle, there are regions of hyperintensity (arrow), a characteristic finding in dystrophic muscle. (c-d) Example of a T2 parametric image (T2-p) after injury in the wild-type and mdx mouse.

**4. Discussion**

Since X-rays reveal little regarding skeletal muscle anatomy or function, muscle injury is still typically diagnosed by taking a history and performing a physical examination. However, modalities such as MRI are becoming more affordable and more commonplace, and there is a surge of interest in using them to learn more about both muscle injury and muscle disease. Acute muscle strain injury is a stochastic event, and that would not be ethical or desirable to induce in human subjects; therefore most human studies involve imaging after “eccentric exercise” or “exertional muscle injury” (i.e., overuse type injuries). By using an established animal model to induce an acute contraction-induced injury, we were able to compare changes in muscle function, *in vivo* imaging, and histology shortly after injury. Our injury method clearly resulted in muscle damage, as indicated by the measurable loss of force, changes in H&E staining, and an uptake of EBD by injured muscle fibers, as well as marked changes in MRI parameters, especially DTI.
There is a growing number of animal studies that use MRI to assess muscle injury; however, these include such methods as overuse (running downhill), myotoxins, denervation, hindlimb suspension reloading, and ischemia-reperfusion [8, 12, 26–31], rather than by acute muscle strain injury. This can make reproducibility and even relevance to functional outcome difficult to determine. Our in vivo animal model of injury provides several advantages, such as the ability to study exclusively one type of contraction (eccentric), to measure force directly from an individual muscle, and to characterize the biochemical and morphological state of the muscle at defined times following injury and during recovery. Because the animal is anesthetized, we can reliably induce damage to a single muscle group with a known velocity, arc of motion, and contractile level. Effort, such as in a maximal voluntary contraction (MVC), and pain are not confounding factors when assessing changes in function. Downhill treadmill running is an exercise that is sometimes used as an injury model, but there are problems with compliance [32]. The in vivo injury model provides a known dose of injury to a specific muscle group in all animals.

Regardless of the method used to induce damage, the T2 signal in MRI is typically increased significantly after muscle injury, but after some protocols there is a long-term persistence of this signal [33, 34], with a time scale that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mdx noninjured versus wt noninjured</th>
<th>wt injured versus wt noninjured</th>
<th>mdx injured versus mdx noninjured</th>
<th>mdx injured versus wt noninjured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole MD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (0.00163 ± 0.000012 versus 0.00143 ± 0.000087)</td>
<td>1 (0.00163 ± 0.000012 versus 0.00140 ± 0.000013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal MD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (0.00165 ± 0.000111 versus 0.00143 ± 0.00012)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle MD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (0.00161 ± 0.00013 versus 0.00140 ± 0.00011)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal MD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole AD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (0.00139 ± 0.00010 versus 0.00118 ± 0.000056)</td>
<td>1 (0.00139 ± 0.00010 versus 0.00113 ± 0.000011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal AD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (0.00140 ± 0.000082 versus 0.00117 ± 0.000097)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle AD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (0.00137 ± 0.00011 versus 0.00116 ± 0.000076)</td>
<td>1 (0.00137 ± 0.00011 versus 0.00113 ± 0.00010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal AD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole FA</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (0.287 ± 0.013 versus 0.329 ± 0.031)</td>
<td>1 (0.287 ± 0.013 versus 0.349 ± 0.021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal FA</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (0.282 ± 0.017 versus 0.333 ± 0.015)</td>
<td>1 (0.282 ± 0.017 versus 0.348 ± 0.040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle FA</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (0.287 ± 0.018 versus 0.330 ± 0.027)</td>
<td>1 (0.287 ± 0.018 versus 0.341 ± 0.022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal FA</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole RD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal RD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle RD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal RD (mm²/s)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole T2 (ms)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal T2 (ms)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (38.93 ± 2.57 versus 29.93 ± 5.35)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle T2 (ms)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal T2 (ms)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation of DTI parameters (apply to all but the last 4 lines, which report data for T2): MD: mean diffusivity; measure of total diffusion within a voxel; AD: axial diffusivity; diffusion along the longitudinal axis; FA: fractional anisotropy; the fraction of unidirectional diffusion; RD: radial diffusivity; diffusion occurring perpendicular to a track; T2: a time constant describing the exponential decay of signal.
T2 image shows regions of hyperintensity, as seen in Figure 4. The regions of interest were drawn to outline the TA. Note that fiber indicators of muscles but less so after injury. The colored bands are just where the T2 signal, the injured TA is readily identified by an apparent interruption in the vertical orientation of the tracks (arrows). Tractography is only a visual depiction of the DTI parameters. It is useful in providing accurate representation of the true anatomy of muscles but less so after injury. The colored bands are just where the regions of interest were drawn to outline the TA. Note that the mdx T2 image shows regions of hyperintensity, as seen in Figure 4.

Injured side

(a)

Injured side
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Figure 5: Muscle fiber tracking of the tibialis anterior (TA) muscle in vivo. Examples of “fiber tracking” from processed diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). The image shows modeling of fiber tracks based on the DTI data in the TA muscles of a wild-type (wt) mouse and an mdx mouse in the noninjured and injured sides. Even with this mild injury protocol that shows only minimal change in the T2 signal, the injured TA is readily identified by an apparent interruption in the vertical orientation of the tracks (arrows). Tractography is only a visual depiction of the DTI parameters. It is useful in providing accurate representation of the true anatomy of muscles but less so after injury. The colored bands are just where the regions of interest were drawn to outline the TA. Note that the mdx T2 image shows regions of hyperintensity, as seen in Figure 4.

is not in line with the temporal changes of inflammation and edema [28]. Although some studies have shown that T2 values gradually peak hours or days after injury [26, 30], these employed a myotoxin to injure the muscle. Myotoxins provide a model to study necrosis, inflammation, and massive degeneration and regeneration but do not provide a physiological model of injury. In a recent paper, Mathur et al. [32] used downhill running to study the changes in T2 after eccentric exercise of mdx mice. They used older animals (5–15 months) but still found that mdx mice were more susceptible to damage, with T2 returning to preexercise levels 10 days after exertion. Interestingly, they noted a strong relationship between the percent of EBD-positive area and the percentage of pixels with elevated T2 ($r = 0.79$). EBD binds to albumin, a blood plasma protein, and is detected by fluorescence microscopy in the extracellular space. Presence of the protein-bound dye inside a muscle fiber indicates damage to the sarcolemma. Since albumin is a relatively large protein (~67 kDa), their findings suggest that downhill running results in relatively large sarcolemmal tears of damaged myofibers.

McIntosh et al. [35] provided one of the first studies to use MRI to assess skeletal muscle in mdx mice. These authors noted heterogeneous signal intensity on T2-weighted images in mdx hindlimb muscles. These foci of high intensity were subsequently confirmed by Walter et al. [36], who used more advanced techniques to obtain higher resolution images as well to quantify the changes in the T2 signal that occurred in the mdx (and ysg−/−) mice compared to controls. Walter et al. also showed that delivery of ysg by AAV (adeno-associated virus) into hindlimb muscles was not only able to rescue to phenotype (i.e., return of normal histology) but also restored the T2 properties of skeletal muscle.

DTI parameters have been compared to longitudinal sections of the rat TA, the results of which show that DTI directions actually represent the local orientation of fibers in the rat TA muscle [37]. Damon et al. have used DTI fiber tracking successfully to measure pennation angles of myofibers in human skeletal muscle [10, 11, 38, 39], and subsequent studies have also used DTI in mice, both for three-dimensional reconstruction of fiber tracks [40] and as a measure of damage induced by ischemia reperfusion [8]. Heemskerk et al. provide an excellent description of measured changes in DTI parameters after ischemia-reperfusion type of injury in mouse skeletal muscle [12]. They found that DTI indices changed in response to ischemia-reperfusion and that the indices correlated with histopathology, although they caution against overinterpretation since their study was not designed to achieve exact correlation. Such correlation requires optimal MRI protocols, an exact spatial correspondence between histology and MRI slices, and specific immunohistochemical labeling to identify specific cell types.

One can use DTI to compare muscle architecture of dystrophic and healthy hindlimb muscles of mice in vivo. This could be extremely valuable to muscle physiologists who need to obtain the cross-sectional area (CSA) of a muscle to calculate the “specific force” (force normalized to CSA) without removing the muscles. In addition to the computer-generated models of fiber tracks, we were able to collect quantifiable data. Using our injury model, the diffusion parameters (decrease in FA and increases in MD and AD) and T2 findings are consistent with increased edema. However, the lack of significant changes in RD may suggest increased diffusion along the sarcoplasm as a result of cell swelling. Interestingly, significant changes in DTI parameters were evident in the middle and proximal sections of the TA, and significant T2 changes were evident in the proximal TA. Such findings support earlier work suggesting that damage to the myofibers is not limited to the muscle-tendon junction, where soreness often occurs [14].

There are certain limitations to any study of muscle injury and disease. In addition to technical issues involved with imaging [41], position of the limb [42], and the lack of any single biological marker to explain the loss of force after injury [43, 44], one must still use caution when interpreting T2 intensity or DTI findings. The exact meaning of T2 changes are still to be elucidated [28, 32, 45]. While tractography corresponds to normal anatomy, there is a tendency after injury for the more superficial fascicles to appear abnormal (Figure 5, arrows). This three-dimensional reconstruction can appear to have fibers that “punch through” the strong connective tissue (epimysium) that surrounds that muscle and enter into the space occupied...
by another muscle, when indeed this is not the case. This is likely to be even more of a problem when using DTI on patients with DMD, as they have significant progressive damage over time and a gradual replacement of muscle tissue by fat, something that does not occur in the mdx mouse model of DMD. Such issues are still being worked on and can hopefully be resolved. However, this change in normal direction of myofibers is clearly indicative of damage, and tractography in healthy muscle is still a useful tool to obtain volume in order to calculate “specific force” (force per unit cross-sectional area).

In summary, we have used MRI to study injured muscle by observing edema and muscle fiber diffusion changes with T2 and DTI sequences, respectively. DTI exhibited significant changes in both the middle and proximal sections of the TA, whereas T2 changes were only significant in the proximal section. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first animal study to use DTI in a reliable and valid animal model of eccentric injury. The results suggest that DTI is a reliable marker in the assessment of acute muscle injury, even at early time points where the MR signal changes are dominated by local edema.
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Utrophin and dystrophin present two large proteins that link the intracellular actin cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix via the C-terminal-associated protein complex. Here we describe a novel short N-terminal isoform of utrophin and its protein product in various rat tissues (N-utro, 62 kDa, amino acids 1–539, comprising the actin-binding domain plus the first two spectrin repeats). Using different N-terminal recombinant utrophin fragments, we show that actin binding exhibits pronounced negative cooperativity (affinity constants $K_1 \approx 5 \times 10^6$ and $K_2 \approx 1 \times 10^5$ M$^{-1}$) and is Ca$^{2+}$-insensitive. Expression of the different fragments in COS7 cells and in myotubes indicates that the actin-binding domain alone binds exclusively to actin filaments. The recombinant N-utro analogue binds in vitro to actin and in the cells associates to the membranes. The results indicate that N-utro may be responsible for the anchoring of the cortical actin cytoskeleton to the membranes in muscle and other tissues.

1. Introduction

Utrophin and dystrophin are large (395 and 427 kDa, resp.) modular proteins that link the cytoskeletal F-actin filaments to the plasmalemma. The C-terminal portion including the cysteine-rich domain associates with over a dozen of different scaffold and signaling proteins (utrophin-/dystrophin-associated protein complexes, UAPC and DAPC). These complexes are coupled via the transmembranous beta-dystroglycan to alpha-dystroglycan and to the extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins. At their N-terminus, both proteins contain a homologous actin-binding domain composed of a pair of calponin homology motifs (CH1 and CH2 in tandem) that are connected to the long sequence of spectrin-like triple helical repeats, 22 in utrophin and 24 in dystrophin. The spectrin repeat sequences are interspersed by hinges (H1–H5) giving these structural molecules flexibility (Figure 1). Thus, these two cytoskeletal proteins directly link the intracellular cytoskeleton to the ECM in muscle and nonmuscle tissues.

In striated muscle, full-length dystrophin (Dp427) localises to the inner side of the plasma membrane (sarcolemma) with its N-terminus binding to nonmuscle beta- and gamma-actin in the costameres which physically couple to the Z-disc of force-generating myofibres [1]. Dp427 is thought to provide mechanical stability for the muscle fibre and the necessary flexibility of its anchoring to the surrounding ECM during contraction and extension; in fact, it may act as a cellular “shock-absorber” [2, 3]. Loss of functional Dp427 causes severe muscle wasting in the fatal Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy (DMD). The muscle symptoms can be improved, at least in the dystrophic mdx mouse model, by transgenic expression of Dp427 or by expression of engineered shorter versions of dystrophin comprising the essential constituents for binding to actin and the sarcolemma [4–6]. In addition, overexpression of full-length
utrophin (Up395) in Fiona mice lacking Dp427 localises along the sarcolemma resulting in complete recovery of normal mechanical functions and prevents the occurrence of muscular dystrophy [7, 8]. The Fiona mouse line overexpresses Up395 under a human alpha-actin promoter in skeletal muscle, but not in the heart, over 20 times compared to control mice.

Based on the homologous domain structure (Figure 1) and the high amino acid (aa) sequence similarity, utrophin and dystrophin are expected to serve comparable functions. In fact, in fetal animals utrophin prevails and localises to the sarcolemma like dystrophin in the adult. During postnatal maturation of striated muscle, Up395 disappears from the sarcolemma and becomes restricted to the neuromuscular (NMJ) and myotendinous junctions [9]. Thus, utrophin can functionally replace dystrophin. Nevertheless, there are significant differences between the two during spatiotemporal development, in tissue and subcellular localisation, in isoform complement, and, on a molecular level, in actin-binding properties [4, 10–12]. DMD (X-linked recessive disorder) is the most common lethal disease in childhood concerning 1 in 3500 boys. In addition, about one-third of DMD patients display mental retardation related to alterations in integrated brain circuits [13]. This points to vital functions of these skeletal proteins other than muscle membrane stability.

The DMD gene localises to human chromosome Xp21 and comprises 79 exons and at least 7 internal promoters [14]. The protein Dp427 is mainly expressed in skeletal and cardiac muscle and to a lesser extent in the nervous system. It derives from three independent promoters (M: muscle; B: brain; P: cerebellar Purkinje cells) consisting of spliced unique first exons that regulate specific expression. In adult skeletal muscle, Dp427 is located at the sarcolemma and in the troughs of the postsynaptic membrane. Its N-terminal actin-binding domain contains aa 1–246 (Figure 1). Four shorter nonmuscle products harboring the cysteine-rich and C-terminal domains, but lacking the N-terminal actin binding domain, are expressed from downstream promoters and have been named according to their molecular weights, Dp260, Dp140, Dp116, and Dp71 [14, 15]. Dp71 has been detected in cardiac muscle and most nonmuscle tissues including brain, retina, kidney, liver, and lung [11, 12, 16, 17].

The gene of utrophin, paralogous to DMD, is located on human chromosome 6q24 containing 75 exons and 6 internal promoters [18, 19]. Up395 is named utrophin because of its ubiquitous tissue distribution in comparison to Dp427. Expression of Up395 is driven by two independent promoters UtrnA and UtrnB [20]. The UtrnA protein is the main isoform in adult skeletal muscle and appears in the NMJ at the crests of the postsynaptic membrane folds in association with the nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (AchR). The UtrnB isoform is found in brain structures and in many other tissues as well [11, 20]. As for the DMD gene, the internal utrophin promoters give rise to several shorter C-terminal isoforms with preservation of the cysteine-rich and the C-terminal domains, which correspond to the similar short isoforms from dystrophin and thus also lack the N-terminal actin-binding domain [14, 19, 21]. Up140 corresponds to DP140, Up113 (also called G-utrophin) to Dp116, and Up71 to Dp71.

While no short N-terminal dystrophin isoform is known, we have described the cloning of a transcript from the utrophin locus in rat C6 glioma cells which codes for a short N-terminal utrophin isoform (N-utro). N-Utro aa 1–539 comprises the actin-binding domain (Ch1 and CH2) plus the first two spectrin-like repeats (Figure 1) [22].
By immunoblotting with monoclonal antibodies (mABs) against aa 1–261 (N-terminal actin-binding domain) of utrophin, a 62 kDa fragment was earlier detected in rat C6 glioma cells [23]. This finding suggested the existence of a truncated N-terminal form of utrophin that was confined to the glioma cells. Indeed, its apparent molecular mass in sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) precisely matches that of N-utro. Here we confirm the expression of mRNA for N-utro in all rat tissues examined including skeletal and cardiac muscle, brain, kidney, and liver. The expression of the N-utro protein could be verified in cardiac muscle and kidney.

Recombinant utrophin fragments aa 2–594 (corresponding to N-utro), aa 2–261 (actin-binding domain), aa 262–543 (first two spectrin repeats), aa 1754–2091 (spectrin repeats in eukaryotic cells (Figure 1, black domains)). These fragments were used for production of polyclonal antibodies (pABs) and for testing actin-binding function. Transfection of COS7 cells and myoblasts allowed to follow intracellular localisation by immunostaining. As this novel N-terminal fragment (N-utro) is added to the panoply of the short utrophin isoform family, it is important to characterise its genetics and functional potential.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Recombinant Protein Expression. Three fragments from rat utrophin (UT11, UT12, and UT31) and two from human muscular dystrophin (DYS11 and DYS12) were cloned into pQE vectors (Qiagen) for expression in *Escherichia coli* M15[pREP4] (Figure 1). This provides a MRGSH6 tag at the Nterminus of the proteins. In order to maintain the correct reading frame, one to two additional amino acids (aa) appeared between the tag and the in-frame proteins (see below). For DYS12, the DNA coding for aa 1–246 was cloned into the blunted BamHI site of pQE-32 after PCR amplification from a human dystrophin minigene with the following sense and antisense primers 5′-ATGCTTTGGTTGGGAAAGAAGTA-3′ and 5′-TATTCATGCCACTTGTTGAGGC-3′, respectively. The dystrophin minigene in pUC18 (44) was kindly provided by Dr. S. J. Winder. The other four pQE expression plasmids contain DNA fragments obtained by restriction digestion. For the DYS11 plasmid which codes for aa 1–617, the minigene was digested with Ncol, bluntended, and digested with NarI, and the resulting NarI-Ncol-fragment was ligated into the NarI HindIII-site of the DYS12 plasmid; the UT11 plasmid coding for aa 2–594 is a blunt-ended EaeL-EaeL-fragment of clone α-213 ligated into the blunted BamHI site of pQE-30; for production of the UT12 plasmid coding for aa 2–261, clone α-213 was digested with BsaHI, bluntended, and ligated into the Stul-NotI site of the UT11 plasmid; for the UT31 plasmid coding for aa 1754–2091, the clone α-215 was first digested with BamHI to produce a 2.7 kb fragment that was subcloned into a pBluescript II SK vector (Stratagene Ltd) from which a BamHI-HindIII fragment was ligated into the BamHI-HindIII site of pBluescript II SK again from which a BamHI-KpnI fragment was ligated into the BamHI-KpnI site of pQE-31. All ligation junctions were sequenced for checking the correct reading frame. Due to restriction cloning, a variable number of vector-derived aa were attached to the C-terminus of the proteins. The following final expression constructs were obtained (numbers in brackets refer to the rat utrophin or human dystrophin primary structure):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UT11: MRGSH6GS-(2–594)-RSACELGTP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPRAAKLN,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT12: MRGSH6GS-(2–261)-GPAAKLN,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT31: MRGSH6T-(1754–2091)-SRGGPVPVRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLQPSLIS,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYS11: MRGSH6GI-(1–617)-DLQPSLIS,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYS12: MRGSH6GI-(1–246).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All five described plasmids could be expressed in *Escherichia coli* by induction with isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and purified by affinity chromatography on Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid agarose (Qiagen). UT11, UT12, and DYS12 were purified under native conditions by elution with 200 mM imidazole (example given in Figure 2). UT31 and DYS11 could only be extracted and purified under denaturing condition in 8 M urea with elution from the affinity column at pH 4.5. All protein preparations were tested by SDS-PAGE. Protein concentrations were determined by the Bradford test [24] with BSA as standard and by UV absorption at E280 with extinction coefficients of 87580 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ for UT11, 39620 for UT12, 52040 for DYS12, and 106700 for DYS11 as derived from GCG software.

2.2. RNA Isolation. RNA was isolated from different rat tissues, brain, heart, kidney, liver, skeletal muscle, and C6 glioma cells [25] and passed twice over an oligo(dT) cellulose column (New England Biolabs) for preparation of poly(A)⁺ RNA [26].

2.3. RT-PCR. 1 μg poly(A)⁺ RNA was mixed with 1 μg pd(N)₆ or with 0.86 μg oligo(dT)₁₂–₁₈ primers, in water and incubated for 5 min at 70°C. The reverse transcription was done according to manufacturer manual; in brief, the RNA-primer complex was mixed with 200 U M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega, USA), 500 μM dNTPs each, 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.3, 75 mM KCl, 3 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM DTT, 25 μL reaction volume. First strand cDNA was synthesized at 37°C for 2 h, stopped with 45 μL 77 mM EDTA/0.23 M NaOH, and heated to 95°C for 5 min. After mixing with 18 μL 1 M Tris-Cl pH 8.0, the first strand cDNA was extracted with equal volumes of phenol, phenol/chloroform, and chloroform, precipitated with ethanol/NH₄Ac and resolved in 50 μL TE.

PCR was performed in a volume of 50 μL containing 1 U Taq polymerase (HotStar, Qiagen), 200 μM dNTPs each, 0.3 μM primer each, 1x PCR buffer (Qiagen), 1 μL first strand cDNA. Cycles were 95°C 10 min, followed by 40 cycles 30 sec 94°C, 30 sec 60°C, 60 sec 72°C. PCR products were analysed on a 1% agarose gel (see Table 1).
2.4. Western Blots. Rat tissues from liver, brain, kidney, heart, skeletal muscle, aorta, and uterus were collected, immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, and crushed to powder using a mortar. 100 μL tissue lysis buffer per 10 mg tissue was added (62.5 mM Tris-Cl pH 6.8, 5% sucrose, 5 mM EDTA, 2% SDS and protease inhibitor (Complete Mini, Roche)), and the lysate was homogenised three times for 20 sec with a polytron (Kinematica) and centrifuged at 20,000 g for 5 min at 4°C. The supernatant was collected and used for analysis.

Lysates were boiled in 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 5% glycerol, 10 mM DTT and run on 4–15% gradient SDS-PAGE [27]. Blotting of the gel was performed in 7 mM Tris, 87.5 mM glycine, pH 8.3 (without methanol) using a Mini Trans-Blot Cell (BioRad). After staining with Ponceau-S, the membranes were cut into appropriate lanes for incubations with different antibodies and antisera (see legends of Figure 3). After incubation with the primary antibodies and a horseradish-peroxidase- (HRP-) labelled secondary antibody

**Figure 2:** Detection of the mRNA for the N-utrophin isoform and for full-length Up395 in rat tissues by RT-PCR and electrophoresis in 1% agarose with ethidium bromide. (a) Organisation of mRNA for full-length utrophin (upper line) and for N-utrophin (lower line) with direction of primers (lettered arrows) and exon borders (dashed lines). Sequence homology breaks down at nucleotide (nt) 1803. Nondiscriminating primers (A, B, C, D) recognise both isoforms, while primers (E, F, G) are specific for N-utrophin, and primers (H, J) are specific for full-length utrophin. The genomic DNA contains intron-13 of 1.2 kilobases (kb) between exon-13 and 14. Exon numbering is in homology to that of dystrophin. (b) RT-PCR (40 cycles) products ranging in size from 100 to 500 base pairs (bp) from poly(A) + RNA of rat kidney primed with either oligo(dT) or pd(N)6. (c) RT-PCR (40 cycles) products (AF and AG) from genomic rat liver DNA display sizes of 1.5 and 1.7 kb containing intron-13 which adds 1.2 kb to each fragment. Product (EG) of 0.28 kb is specific for N-utrophin as control. The three black lanes between EG and the markers (M) are controls with the same primer pairs but without DNA. (d) RT-PCR (30 cycles) products (EG specific for N-utrophin and HJ specific for full-length utrophin) in different tissues. Black lanes are negative controls without reverse transcriptase. Note the larger amount of N-utrophin message in skeletal muscle of young rats (postnatal day 8) as compared to adult (arrow). Pairs of letters denote primer pairs; M stands for DNA markers.
Table 1: Primer used for PCR (for localisation of primers along the cDNA, see Figure 2(a)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward primer</th>
<th>Backward primer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Rut13F</td>
<td>B Rut23B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Rut14F</td>
<td>D Rut24B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Rut18F</td>
<td>F Rut25B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Rut19F</td>
<td>J Rut41B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Rut28B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR product size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A–B: 110 bp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A–D: 215 bp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A–F: 326 bp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A–G: 499 bp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C–D: 96 bp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C–F: 207 bp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C–G: 380 bp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E–F: 103 bp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E–G: 276 bp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–J: 104 bp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Primer sequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward primer</th>
<th>Primer sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUT 13F</td>
<td>5′ CAA AGT GAC CTC GAA GCT GAG C 3′ rat utrophin 1587–1608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUT 14F</td>
<td>5′ GGG TGA GCC GTG GAC AGC TG 3′ rat utrophin 1706–1725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUT 18F</td>
<td>5′ GTG CAA CGA CCA ATC AAG G 3′ rat N-utrophin 1810–1831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUT 19F</td>
<td>5′ GTC TTT TGG AAG CTT GCA CC 3′ rat utrophin 1804–1826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backward primer</th>
<th>Primer sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUT 23B</td>
<td>5′ AAC TGA TCT TCC AAA ACA GCT GTG 3′ rat utrophin 1673–1696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUT 24B</td>
<td>5′ TGT TCT TCC AAT AAT TCC TGC CAC 3′ rat N-utrophin 1778–1801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUT 25B</td>
<td>5′ TTC CAG AGC TCT TAC TAC AGA AG 3′ rat N-utrophin 1890–1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUT 28B</td>
<td>5′ CCC CAG AAT TAC GAA GGT CAC AC 3′ rat N-utrophin 2063–2085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUT 41B</td>
<td>5′ CAG ACG CCG GAC ACT GAC ACC 3′ rat utrophin 1887–1907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

detection was performed by SuperSignal chemiluminescence (Pierce). The different membrane lanes were precisely rejoined together and exposed to Fuji’s medical X-ray film (Fuji Photo Film). Controls were done by omission of the first antibody, by using preimmune serum (not shown) and by competition with the appropriate antigen, 10 μg/mL (Figure 3). Molecular weight markers spanning the range from 14.4 kDa lysozyme up to 200 kDa myosin were used (BioRad, broad-range markers).

2.5. Antibodies and Antisera. Antibodies used were monoclonal Abs (mAb) NCL-DYS1 (Novocastra Laboratories), anti-actin monoclonal IgM (Amersham Life Science), goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (Pierce) and goat anti-mouse IgM-HRP (Pierce). New Zealand white rabbits and guinea pigs were immunised with purified recombinant UT11 and UT31 together with Freund’s adjuvant [22]. Prior to immunisation the 26 N-terminal aa of recombinant UT11 and UT31, were sequenced for confirmation. The recombinant proteins were run on 10% SDS-PAGE and eluted for sequencing after electroblotting onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes.

2.6. Actin-Binding Assay. Actin-binding assays were done according to Zuellig et al. [22]. Binding results are given as affinity constant K which corresponds to the reciprocal value of the dissociation constant K_D. In brief, varying concentrations of the recombinant protein fragments UT11, UT12, DYS12, or BSA in actin-binding buffer (50 mM Tris-maleate pH 7.4, 0.1 M NaCl, 1 mM ATP, 1 mM DTT, and either 0.5 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2 or 5 mM EGTA, 6 mM MgCl2) were dialysed for 15 hours with one buffer change at 4°C. Purified F-actin (6 μM) [28] from rabbit fast skeletal muscle was added and the samples incubated for 30 min at 25°C in 100 μL volume. Cosedimentation was carried out in a Beckman TLA-100 tabletop ultracentrifuge for 30 min at 100,000 g at 25°C. Equal amounts of supernatant and pellet were run on 10% SDS-PAGE, stained with Coomassie Blue R250, and analysed with the Image Analysis System MCID/M2 (Imaging Research) integrating the area of the protein bands.

For the EGTA studies, the fragments (all 10 μM) were dialysed at 4°C for 40 h with three buffer changes into a buffer containing 50 mM HEPES/NaOH pH 7.4, 0.1 M NaCl,
Figure 3: Immunoblots of rat tissues for full-length utrophin and N-utrophin (4–10% SDS-PAGE). (a) Adult tissues with protein loads of ~45 μg (1x), ~90 μg (2x), and ~90 μg for C. All lanes stem from one gel blotted onto nitrocellulose membrane. After staining with Ponceau-S, the membrane was cut for separate immunostaining (1x and 2x together plus lane C separate). Lanes 1x and 2x were incubated with anti-UT11. Anti-UT11 recognizes full-length (~395 kDa) and N-utrophin (~65 kDa). C Lanes present competition by preincubation of the serum with recombinant UT11 antigen (10 μL/mL serum) before loading onto the blot. In addition, actin (~44 kDa) was visualized in brain tissue by mixing anti-actin antibody with anti-UT11. Finally, the differently incubated membrane lanes were precisely joined together for exposure on X-ray films. Full-length utrophin is seen in all tissues and N-utrophin in kidney and heart. Competition with UT11 antigen removes full-length and N-utrophin. The second lower band underneath the full-length utrophin may represent a degradation product which is, however, only partially removed by antigen competition. (b) The same approach was employed with the gel comprising H, M, and C, except that anti-actin antibody was added to all lanes for loading control and as internal molecular size marker. Protein load was ~90 μg protein of heart (H) and muscle (M) from young (8 days postnatal) and adult tissues. N-Utrophin can only be seen as a faint band in young heart tissue (arrow). The band of full-length utrophin is greatly reduced in adult muscle (double arrow) and abolished by competition in all samples labeled with C. For comparison, C6 rat glioma cells stained with anti-UT11 displaying full-length and N-utrophin as well as adult muscle stained with anti-DYS12 (a) and NCL-DYS1 (b) derived from different gels are included.

1 mM ATP, 1 mM DTT, 6 mM MgCl2, and the corresponding combination of EGTA/CaCl2 (in mM) 0/0.5, 0.5/1.0, 1.0/1.5, 5.0/6.0. Purified F-actin (10 μM) was added and processed as described above.

For the calmodulin (Sigma-Aldrich) studies, the procedure was as described above except the actin and UT11 or UT12 concentrations were kept constant at 10 μM, and the buffer for dialysis and binding contained the following combinations of EGTA/CaCl2/calmodulin (all in mM) 0/1/0, 1/0/0.5, 0/1/0.2, 0/1/0.2, 1/0/0.2.

2.7. Circular Dichroism. Five mM dithiothreitol was added to the purified recombinant proteins before dialysis into 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4, plus either 0.5 mM CaCl2 or 1 mM EGTA plus 1.5 mM CaCl2 for 40 hours with three buffer changes at 4°C. Samples were analysed by circular dichroism at 25°C in a Jasco J 715 spectropolarimeter with a path length of 1 mm. Samples from two different preparations were analysed at a concentration range of 1.5–3.1 μM with scanning from 260 to 190 nm. Data was processed according to [29] and the alpha-helix content derived by infinite analysis.

2.8. Eukaryotic Expression Vectors. pBSGFP was constructed by cutting pEGFP-N1 (Clontech Laboratories, Inc.) with EcoRI and NotI, isolating the 0.7 kb EGFP-coding sequence, and ligating it into the EcoRI-NotI site of pBluescript II SK+ (Stratagene Ltd). pBKΔlacI was generated by cutting pBK-CMV (Stratagene Ltd) with the restriction enzymes NheI-XbaI and religating the 4.27 kb fragment. pEUT11-Flag contains the rat utrophin sequence from aa 1 to 543 followed by the Flag peptide (DYKDDDDK). The resulting product was ligated into the NcoI-NotI site of pBSGFP resulting in pBSxEUT11-Flag. This vector was cut with Bsp120I and NotI, the resulting 1.7 kb fragment with part of the 5′ UTR, the utrophin sequence, and the FlagTag was ligated into the Bsp120I and NotI site of pBKΔlacI vector pEUT2 Flag contains the rat utrophin sequence 1–261 followed by the Flag peptide and was constructed the same
way as pEUT11 Flag with the primer Rut15F and Rut27B: 5′-ATGGGCCGCTACTTATCGTCATCCTGTGGTATACTGTCTATAGTGACTTGCTGAGG-3′ (Ncol, FlagTag, nt 971–>951) pEUT21 Flag contains the rat utrophin sequence 262–543 followed by the Flag peptide and was constructed the same way as pEUT11-Flag with the primer Rut16F: 5′-TACCATGTCATTCGGAGGTGGAGACG-3′ (Ncol, nt 972–>992) and Rut26B.

2.9. Cell Culture. COS7 cells (ATCC-Nr: CRL 1651) were cultivated at 37°C/5%CO2 in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% FCS (Sera-Tech), nonessential amino acids (Sigma-Aldrich), and freshly added L-glutamine (complete DMEM).

Primary cultures of mammalian skeletal muscle cells were initiated from neonatal myogenic cells obtained by trypsinisation of muscle pieces from hind limbs of 1- to 3-day-old neonatal rats. For three days following plating, cells were maintained in growth medium (300 μM Ca2+), consisting of HAM F12 (Invitrogen SARL, Cergy Pontoise/France) with 10% heat-inactivated horse serum (Invitrogen SARL), 10% fetal calf serum (Invitrogen SARL), and 1% antibiotics.

Myoblasts underwent myogenin differentiation in medium (1.8 mM Ca2+), containing DMEM (Invitrogen SARL) supplemented with 5% heat-inactivated horse serum. After 48 h of culture, this control medium (DMEM + serum) was used to promote the formation of myotubes, which occur within 15 to 18 h. The fusion-promoting conditions were provided by the presence of a higher calcium concentration (1.8 mM) and horse serum. This medium exchange was used as time zero for the differentiation.

2.10. Transfections. COS7 cells were seeded at 2 × 10⁵ cells per dish (4 cm diameter) and grown over night. The next day, they were used for transfections. 3 μg plasmid DNA in 75 μL DMEM were mixed with 6 μL Superfect Transfection Reagent (Qiagen) vortexed and incubated for 7 min at 37°C. After washing the cells once with PBS, 0.5 mL DMEM mixed with the DNA-Superfect complex was added and the cells incubated for 3 h at 37°C/5%CO2. The cell were washed twice with PBS, and 2 mL complete DMEM per dish was added and the cells cultivated for 24–48 h. After 48 h of culture, myotube formation was induced which occurs within 15–18 h. Two days later, the cells were used for immunocytochemistry.

Proliferating myoblasts were transfected with the plasmid cDNA by the Effectene Reagent kit (Qiagen, Courtaboeuf, France). Cells were cultured for 36 hours on glass coverslips (50 × 10⁴ cells) in proliferating medium. Cells were rinsed twice in fresh culture medium, and transfection of 1 μg of plasmid cDNA per 35 mm plastic dish was performed in the presence of 8 μL enhancer for compacting cDNA and 10 μL of the effectene cationic lipid. Following a 16 hour incubation, the transfection mixture was replaced with fresh complete proliferating medium.

2.11. Immunocytochemistry. COS7 cells were washed 3 times for 2 min with PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.15 M sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4 for 15 min, washed 3 times 2 min with PBS, and permeabilised with 0.1% Triton-X-100 in 10% normal goat serum (Sera-Tech) in PBS for 10 min. Primary antibodies were applied in PBS, 10% normal goat serum for 1 h at RT. Cells were washed 3 times 2 min with PBS, then the secondary antibodies were added in PBS, 10% normal goat serum for 1 h at RT. Cells were washed 3 times 2 min with PBS, then they were covered with glycerol gelatine (Merck) and viewed with a Carl Zeiss Axioplan2 microscope. Antibodies used were anti-FLAG-M2 mouse monoclonal antibody (Stratagene Ltd.), rabbit anti-UT11, rabbit anti-UT31, goat anti-mouse IgM conjugated to Oregon green (Molecular Probes Inc.) goat anti-rabbit conjugated to Cy3 (Jackson Immunoresearch Lab.) F-actin was visualised with rhodamine-phalloidin (Molecular Probes Inc.).

Myoblasts and myotubes were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in TBS (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2) for 20 min at room temperature, washed three times with TBS, and incubated with 0.5% Triton X-100/TBS for 10 min to improve permeability to the reagents. After 10 min of exposure to a blocking solution (TBS containing 1% bovine serum albumin; Sigma), fixed cells were incubated 1 h with an anti-Flag-M2 monoclonal mouse antibody (1:1000). Samples were then exposed 1 h in the dark to a 1:200 diluted FITC-conjugated goat antimouse antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch, West Grove, Pa, USA) altogether with TRITC-conjugated phalloidin (Sigma) for directly staining F-actin microfilaments. Samples were mounted using Vectashield mounting medium (Vector, Burlingame, Calif, USA). The immunolabelled samples were examined by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) using a BioRad MRC 1024 ES (BioRad, Hemel Hempstead, UK) equipped with an argon-krypton gas laser. The TRITC fluorochrome was excited with the 568 nm yellow line, and the emission of the dye was collected via a photomultiplier through a 585 nm long pass filter. The FITC fluorochrome was excited with the 488 nm blue line, and the emission of the dye was collected via a photomultiplier through a 522 nm band pass filter. Data were acquired using an inverted microscope (Olympus IX70, Tokyo, Japan) through a ×60 oil immersion lens and processed with the Laser Sharp software, version 3.0 (BioRad). All the images were performed at equal excitation intensities (10% of the laser power) with a variable confocal aperture, a gain of 1500 and a black level of –3.

2.12. Statistics. Data evaluation was done using nonlinear regression analyses with GraphPad Prism version 2 (GraphPad Software). Values are mean ± standard error of the mean. Statistical analysis was performed using ANOVA and unpaired Student’s t-test. Significance was accepted at P < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. mRNA of N-Terminal Utrophin Isoform (N-Utro, aa 1–539) in Different Tissues. We previously described the message and protein of the short isoform N-utro in C6 rat glioma cells [22]. Here, we identify its presence in different rat tissues. 1st strand cDNA prepared from tissue
poly(A)^+ RNA served as template for specific probing for the occurrence of N-uro mRNA by PCR. The schematic cDNA structures for full-length utrophin (Up395) and N-uro in the region of interest around nucleotide 1803 are given in Figure 2(a). The two sequences are identical down to nt 1802 where the deviation from Up395 begins in N-uro with GTA, immediately followed by the stop codon TGA. The protein sequence of N-uro is thus identical to that of Up395 except for the last residue which in N-uro is Val instead of Cys in Up395. N-Utro comprises the two calponin homology domains, CH1 and CH2, followed by the first two spectrin-like repeats and ends with amino acid (aa) residue 539 (Figure 1). The GT motif at the start of the sequence diversion could represent an unused splice donor site, followed by intron material that is completely different from the sequence in Up395 [22]. This allowed the construction of forward and backward primers specific for either the N-uro or the Up395 sequence in order to identify the respective molecular species by PCR (Figure 2(a)). Putative exon-intron boundaries (dashed lines) are given in analogy to their positions in the dystrophin gene.

The 1st strand cDNA was obtained from rat kidney poly(A)^+ RNA, primed with either oligo(dT) or pd(N)6. As oligo(dT) priming starts at the 3’ end and might some times stop within the sequence, we also employed pd(N)6 random hexadeoxynucleotide for priming which starts at corresponding sites along the sequence [30]. On agarose gels, all primer pairs yielded the same distinct bands with both methods in RT-PCR (Figure 2(b)). The AB product is a 110 bp fragment encoded by exon-13, AD comprises exon-13 plus exon-14, and CD only exon-14. All three fragments are shared by Up395 and N-uro. In contrast, the products AF, AG, CF, and CG comprising exon-13 and/or exon-14 plus different lengths of intron-14 are specific for N-uro. EF and EG derive from the N-uro-specific intron-14. To rule out possible transcription artefacts and to confirm correctly spliced N-uro RNA, genomic rat liver DNA was directly subjected to PCR with the following primer pairs, AF, AG, and EG, (Figure 2(c)). Both the AF and AG products comprise now the 1.2 kb intron-13 (see Figure 2(a)) increasing their size with a corresponding slower electrophoretic migration in the agarose gel (from 0.3 kb to 1.5 kb for AF and from 0.5 kb to 1.7 kb for AG). The size of EG remains unchanged since it derives entirely from intron-14. Thus, splicing N-uro from genomic DNA does not alter fragment size.

For detection of the N-uro splice variant poly(A)^+ RNA was isolated from different tissues and pd(N)6-primed for production of 1st strand cDNAs. These were subjected to RT-PCR with primers yielding the products EG (276 bp) specific for N-uro and HJ (104 bp) specific for full-length Up395 (Figure 2(d)). Both species are seen in all tissues examined, brain, heart, kidney, liver, and skeletal muscle. The message for N-uro (EG) appeared in all tissues lower than for those Up395 (HJ). Different primer pairs do, however, not allow comparative quantification since expression efficacy may vary between different primer pairs. On the other hand, the N-uro message (primer pair EG) was clearly fainter in adult skeletal muscle than in muscle from 8 days old rats or in adult heart. The same holds for the full-length-utrophin Up395-specific primer pair HJ. Quantitative comparison between one primer pair from the same gel under identical conditions is valid.

3.2. Urophin and N-Utro Protein in Different Tissues. Western blots on 4–15% gradient SDS-PAGE were performed with all tissues where the mRNAs for Up395 and N-uro have been analysed (Figure 3). The polyclonal antibodies (pAbs) raised against the recombinant utrophin fragments and DYS12 proved specific and did not cross-react. Probing with anti-UT11 clearly revealed Up395 in all tissues (Figures 3(a) and 3(b)) including C6 rat glioma cells which was added for comparison (Figure 3(b)). As expected, Up395 was drastically reduced in adult (double arrowhead) skeletal muscle when compared to muscle from 8 days old rats (P8). The protein bands migrating at ~62 kDa indicated by arrows in heart and kidney may represent the N-uro protein as they coincide in position with the N-uro band in C6 cells. Furthermore, the disappearance of the bands of Up395 and N-uro by competition with an excess of UT11 antigen (columns headed by C) supports the suggestion that the band at ~62 kDa indeed represents the N-uro protein. Together with the fact that the message for the N-uro isoform is well expressed in these tissues (kidney and heart in Figure 2(d)), the corresponding protein we observed seems to represent N-uro. The higher molecular weight bands between Up395 and N-uro in heart and kidney are only partially outcompeted by UT11 antigen and may thus represent utrophin degradation products comprising the N-terminal portion or nonspecific cross-reactions by the primary antiserum or the secondary antibodies. For positioning of full-length dystrophin (Dp427) in relation to Up395 adult muscle, samples were immunostained by anti-DYS12 (a, in Figure 3(b)) and by the commercial monoclonal NCL-DYS1 antibody stemming from aa 1181–1388 in the spectrin repeats 8 and 9 of the rod (b, in Figure 3(b)). The actin stained with a monoclonal IgM antibody in brain (Figure 3(a)), muscle, and heart (Figure 3(b)), was used for loading control and as intrinsic molecular weight marker.

In general, the levels of mRNAs need not necessarily correspond to the amount of protein expression. Nevertheless, it was reported that in human NCL-60 cancer cells 65% of the genes showed statistically significant transcript-protein correlation [31]. We, thus, estimated the relative content of Up395 by semiquantitative immunoblot densitometry in the various tissues from 2 to 8 days young and 6 to 8 weeks adult rats (Table 2). Staining intensities (±SEM) were all expressed in relation to that of adult liver tissue which was taken as 100. For calibration, liver and/or adult heart tissue was included in all electrophoretic runs. The results indicate that young and adult liver and brain tissue comprise similar amounts of Up395 protein, while young and adult kidney and heart as well as young skeletal muscle display significantly higher values. In adult muscle, Up395 is down to 10% of that found in young muscle as expected. The high Up395 content in adult aortic and uterine tissue is given for comparison. The content of N-uro was generally too low for
Table 2: Content of full-length utrophin in tissues from young (2–8 days of age) and adult (6–8 weeks old) rats. Averages of densitometric evaluation of immunoblots (SEM is given for averages from 5 experiments or more; number n of experiments in brackets). Values of adult liver are set at 100. For comparison, averages of 3 experiments are given for aorta and uterus. Relative band intensities are always determined in runs together with adult liver and/or heart for calibration. For experimental details, see the Methods section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Young</th>
<th>Adult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liver (5)</td>
<td>117 ± 24*</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain (5)</td>
<td>139 ± 22*</td>
<td>105 ± 13*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney (5)</td>
<td>229 ± 29</td>
<td>278 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart (8)</td>
<td>362 ± 38</td>
<td>299 ± 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeletal muscle (12)</td>
<td>211 ± 18</td>
<td>21.0 ± 1.5**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aorta (3)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uterus (3)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Significantly lower (P < 0.002) than young and adult heart and adult kidney. (**) Significantly lower (P < 0.0001) than any other tissue with n of 5 or higher.

quantitative assessment (Figure 3). The relatively high Up395 content in adult heart and kidney and in young muscle coincides with the brightest transcript bands for Up395 in the agarose gels (HJ product in Figure 2(d)) pointing to a correlation between message and protein expression. An absolute protein content for Up395 of 0.0006% of total protein was determined in adult mouse skeletal muscle [2, 32]. This is around 30 times less than dystrophin in adult muscle (~0.02%) and would allow to translate the relative values from Table 2 into approximate protein content in the different tissues.

3.3. Actin Binding of N-Terminal Fragments of Utrophin and Dystrophin. Two types of recombinant N-terminal fragments were prepared from utrophin and dystrophin for in vitro actin-binding studies (Figure 1). UT12 (coding for aa 2–261 = 31.6 kDa) and DYS12 (aa 1–246 = 29.9 kDa) comprise the actin-binding domain (CH1 and CH2) alone. Second, UT11 (aa 2–594 = 71.1 kDa) contains in addition the first hinge region followed by two spectrin-like repeats plus 13 aa of repeat-3. This fragment is taken as analogue to the N-terminal utrophin isoform (N-utto) earlier isolated from C6 rat glioma cells which comprises the two spectrin-like repeats plus 13 aa of repeat-3. As mentioned above, its primary sequence is identical to that of rat utrophin except for the last residue of Cys instead of Val. All three recombinant fragments bearing a His-tag (MRGSH6GS-) at their N-terminus for affinity purification on Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) agarose column could be eluted with 200 mM imidazole under native conditions. The affinity purification from expression in E. coli is shown in SDS-PAGE (Figure 4). The electrophoretic mobility of the purified protein fragments is also revealed by immunoreaction with a mAB against the His-tag. Despite its calculated molecular mass of 71.1 kDa, UT11 persistently migrated at a somewhat lower position (with an apparent molecular mass of ~62 kDa) in SDS-PAGE. The DYS11 plasmid coding for aa 1–617 (74.0 kDa) presents the homologue to UT11 in utrophin. Unfortunately, the protein could only be extracted and eluted from Ni-NTA agarose under denaturing conditions in 8M urea and pH 4.5. DYS11 could, therefore, not be used for actin-binding studies. Renaturation by dialysis gradually approaching “native” conditions without urea and pH 7 was unsuccessful. Actin binding was assessed for UT11 (aa 2–594), UT12 (aa 2–261), and DYS12 (1–246) by high-speed (30 min at 10000 g and 25°C) cosedimentation with fast rabbit skeletal muscle actin filaments (see Material and Methods section). SDS-PAGE was performed by loading equal volumes of supernatant and resuspended pellet. Densitometric evaluation was executed after rigorously controlled staining and destaining conditions yielding a linear relationship from 0.2 to 10 μg of protein under the assumption that all proteins stained with equal intensity. Actin concentration was always kept constant and thus served as internal loading standard, while the potential ligand was varied. BSA (~67 kDa) and tropomyosin (subunit chain ∼33 kDa) were run with all series in parallel for negative and positive controls of the binding as well as control sedimentation of the ligands in the absence of actin. The electrophoretic runs of an example of UT12 binding to actin together with BSA as a control are given in Figure 5. While BSA at all concentrations occurs unbound in the supernatant (Figure 5(b)), the bound as well as the unbound portion of UT12 increase with ascending ligand concentration (Figure 5(a)). Traces of probably non-polymerised actin were occasionally seen in the supernatants, never, however, exceeding 2% of total actin.

Binding data and Scatchard plots of all experiments with UT11, UT12, and DYS12 are given in Figure 6. All three protein fragments exhibit saturation binding independent of Ca2+ with UT11 and UT12, while Dys12 binding was Ca2+-sensitive (inhibition with EGTA). UT11 and UT12 both display a concave curve in the Scatchard plot indicating a

![Figure 4: Expression and purification of the recombinant utrophin (UT11 and UT12) and dystrophin (DYS12) fragments used for in vitro actin-binding studies. Fragments were expressed in E. coli by induction with isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), subsequently purified by Ni-NTA (Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid) affinity chromatography, and finally checked on 10% SDS-PAGE. Protein staining with Coomassie brilliant blue R250 of bacterial expression (lanes 1) and purified fragments (lanes 2). The fragments were also immunostained with an anti-His-tag mAB.](image-url)
Table 3: Actin binding of recombinant protein fragments of utrophin and dystrophin. Parameters are derived from the binding data given in Figure 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recombinant protein</th>
<th>Amino acids</th>
<th>Affinity constants (M⁻¹)</th>
<th>Binding sites per actin monomer</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient (r)</th>
<th>Total actin monomers per ligand at high affinity</th>
<th>Total actin monomer per ligand at saturation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UT11</td>
<td>2–594</td>
<td>6.3 × 10⁶ 9.3 × 10⁴</td>
<td>0.04 0.28</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT12</td>
<td>2–261</td>
<td>4.6 × 10⁶ 2.5 × 10⁵</td>
<td>0.14 0.62</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYS12 1–246</td>
<td>1–246</td>
<td>1.3 × 10⁵ 3.7 × 10⁵</td>
<td>1.90 (n1 plus n2)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Binding assay by cosedimentation of F-actin with UT12 and BSA for control. 10% SDS-PAGE with protein staining by Coomassie brilliant blue R250. Pellet (P) and supernatant (S) fractions with different molar ratios of UT12 (a) or BSA (b) to actin in the presence of 2 mM MgCl₂ and 0.5 mM CaCl₂. UT12 and BSA varied from 0.6 up to 19 μM. Actin was held constant at 6 μM. The positions of UT12, BSA, and actin are indicated at the left. Arrows point to unbound UT12 in the supernatant. At all concentrations, no BSA was bound to actin.

Figure 6: The apparent Ca²⁺ sensitivity of DYS12 binding to actin (inhibited by EGTA) concealed a peculiarity we first were not aware of. In order to evaluate the free Ca²⁺ ion concentration critical for the actin binding of DYS12, cosedimentation assays were performed in a Ca²⁺-EGTA buffer system with 5 mM EGTA and varying amounts of Ca²⁺. Surprisingly, at all free Ca²⁺ ion concentrations up to 1 mM, the binding of high affinity and a second lower affinity (Figures 6(b) and 6(d)). The binding parameters derived from Figure 6 are summarised in Table 2. The affinity constant K corresponds to the reciprocal value of the dissociation constant KD. The higher affinity constant K₁ is for both UT fragments around 5·6 × 10⁶ M⁻¹. The second lower K₂ is for UT11 about 70 times lower and for UT12 about 20 times lower. Concave Scatchard curves imply either the existence of two types of binding sites on filamentous actin (F-actin), or ligand-induced negative cooperativity. The two parts of the Scatchard curves for UT11 and UT12 are sufficiently distinct to allow separate evaluation. One molecule of UT11 binds with high affinity per 25 actin monomers, while UT12 binds per 7 actin monomers with high affinity (Table 3). This high stoichiometric relation is greatly reduced at full saturation binding involving the two affinities together. Then one molecule of UT11 binds per 3.1 actin monomers, and UT12 binds per ~1.3 actin monomers. The lower binding stoichiometry for UT12 conforms to that reported for the recombinant utrophin fragment (aa 1–261) which corresponds to UT12 [33]. Winder and coworkers [34] have reported an affinity of ~5 × 10⁴ M⁻¹ for the binding of the N-terminal utrophin fragment (aa 1–261) to muscle F-actin with a stoichiometry of almost 1:2. Its affinity is, however, ~100 times lower than that reported here for K₁ and still 5 times lower than that of K₂.

In contrast to the utrophin fragments, DYS12 (aa 1–246 = actin binding domain) binding to F-actin in the absence of EGTA displays a sigmoidal saturation curve with a lower slope at the beginning that increases with rising ligand concentration before saturation sets (Figure 6(e)). Such a sigmoidal binding curve is characteristic for positive cooperativity and yields a typical convex Scatchard’s plot (Figure 6(f)) with a Hill coefficient of 1.52. The combined binding constant for DYS12 is 2·3 × 10⁴ M⁻¹, and one DYS12 molecule binds per 2 actin monomers. Reported stoichiometries for recombinant N-terminal protein fragments from utrophin (aa 1–261) and dystrophin (aa 1–246) are 1:1 and 2:1, respectively, [10, 33] which agrees with our results given here. Affinities around 8 × 10⁴ M⁻¹ have been published for several in vitro actin-binding studies with fragments from utrophin and dystrophin [33]. Our K₁ values for UT11 and UT12 are definitely higher by more than an order of magnitude (Table 3). On the other hand, the binding affinity of our DYS12 with a His-tag at its N-terminus is close to 7.3 × 10⁴ M⁻¹ reported [35] for a corresponding N-terminal dystrophin peptide (aa 1–246) with the His-tag at its C-terminus and also close to 5.3 × 10⁴ M⁻¹ published for an untagged N-terminal peptide (aa 1–246) [36]. It may, therefore, be concluded that an attached His-tag does not grossly affect actin binding.
Figure 6: Binding of utrophin and dystrophin fragments to actin by cosedimentation. Assays were carried out in 2 mM MgCl₂ and 0.5 mM CaCl₂ (O) or 6 mM MgCl₂ and 5 mM EGTA (●). Saturation curves for binding of UT11 (a), UT12 (c), and DYS12 (e) at the left side with the corresponding Scatchard plots at the right (b, d, f). The binding curves resulted from 7 separate experiments each. All data points (●) are incorporated in the Scatchard plots except for DYS12 in the presence of EGTA. The concave Scatchard curves (b, d) indicate the presence of a higher and a lower affinity due to either two classes of binding sites or, alternatively, negative cooperativity. The convex curve (f) suggests positive cooperativity of DYS12 binding. Binding of DYS12 to actin was also measured with increasing concentrations of EGTA (g) in the presence of 1 mM CaCl₂ in excess over the EGTA. Numbers at data points refer to the number of experiments. Error bars indicate SEM with \( P < 0.001 \) for 0 and 0.5 versus 1.0 and 5.0 mM EGTA. The small differences between 0 versus 0.5 and 1.0 versus 5.0 mM EGTA were not significant. For further explanation, see the text.

DYS12 never exceeded 30% of the maximal level obtained in the absence of EGTA (data not shown). Therefore, in further series of experiments, the EGTA concentration was varied with always 0.5 mM CaCl₂ in excess over EGTA. The results in Figure 6(g) indicate that the actin binding decreases significantly at EGTA concentrations higher than 0.5 mM. No recovery of the actin binding was observed after removal of EGTA by dialysis in the presence of 0.5 mM CaCl₂. Actin sedimentation was not affected by the presence of EGTA at any concentration used. EGTA up to 5 mM never had an affect on actin binding either of UT11 nor UT12. For a rough estimation of possible protein structural changes, circular dichroism (CD) measurements were performed on UT12 and DYS12 in the absence of EGTA but with 0.5 mM Ca²⁺ and in the presence of 1.0 mM EGTA plus 1.5 mM Ca²⁺ (spectra not shown). Both fragments exhibited a double minimum under both conditions typical for proteins with a high alpha-helical content. The results revealed a decrease of alpha helix content by 16% for UT12 and by 18% for DYS12 in the presence of EGTA with CaCl₂ in excess (Table 4).
Table 4: Circular dichroism parameters of UT12 and DYS12 in the presence and the absence of EGTA each with an excess of 0.5 mM CaCl₂ (spectrum analysis from 190 to 260 nm, for details see the Method section).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UT12</th>
<th>UT12/EGTA</th>
<th>DYS12</th>
<th>DYS12/EGTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha helix</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta sheet</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*RMS: root mean square for performance quality.

Figure 7: Effects of calmodulin and calcium on binding of UT11 and UT12 to actin. Calmodulin plus EGTA does not inhibit actin binding (open symbols). Calmodulin plus Ca²⁺ (black symbols) does not inhibit actin binding of UT11 (a), but binding of UT12 is inhibited (b). Incubation conditions: (O) Ca²⁺ 1 mM; (△) calmodulin 0.2 mM plus EGTA 1 mM; (●) calmodulin 0.2 mM plus Ca²⁺ 1 mM; (▲) calmodulin 0.2 mM, Ca²⁺ 2 mM plus EGTA 1 mM (for further explanation see the text).

The reduction of alpha-helix was compensated for by an increase in turns. The decrease in alpha-helix is of similar magnitude in the two proteins and does not explain the selective impairment of EGTA on the actin-binding function of DYS12.

Winder and Kendrick-Jones [37] reported that actin binding of recombinant UTR261 (aa 1–261) was inhibited by calmodulin in the presence of Ca²⁺, but not in its absence. We reproduced this result with the corresponding UT12 (aa 2–261) without and with additional EGTA (Figure 7(b)). Surprisingly, calmodulin plus Ca²⁺ and also calmodulin, 2 mM Ca²⁺ plus 1 mM EGTA, which both inhibited binding of UT12 did not affect actin binding of UT11 bearing two spectrin repeats (Figure 7(a)).

3.4. Immunolocalisation of UT11, UT12, and UT21 in COS7 Cells and Myotubes. For evaluation of intracellular localisation of the actin binding domain alone (EUT12, aa 1–261), the actin-binding domain plus the first two spectrin repeats (EUT11, aa 1–543) and the two first spectrin repeats R1 and R2 alone (EUT21, aa 262–543) were inserted into eukaryotic plasmids for transfection to COS7 cells (Figure 8) as well as to myoblasts (Figure 9). For unambiguous recognition, all three recombinant fragments were fused to the “FLAG” peptide (-DYKDDDDK) at their C-terminus which can be detected by anti-Flag M2 mAB. Actin was visualised in double staining with rhodamine-phalloidin. Transfection efficiency was directly assessed by fluorescence microscopy in a number of experiments in which a GFP containing second plasmid was included. The transfected cells displayed unaltered shape and growth compared to nontransfected cells in phase contrast analysis.

COS7 cells are derived from monkey’s kidney and immortalised by an origin-defective mutant of SV40 [38]. These cells are often used for transfection with recombinant plasmids, and during growth they readily adhere to glass and plastic surfaces. Spread on the substratum the cells display a fibroblast-like appearance (Figures 8(a), 8(c), and 8(e) at the right). The cytoskeletal actin (probably beta- and gamma-actin) appears in stress fibre structures and in densely organised cortical cytoskeleton along the cell surface membrane. In the left vertical row (a–f), anti-FLAG staining reveals the recombinant utrophin proteins. EUT12 (actin-binding domain) follows the same pattern by staining all actin structures outside the cell nucleus (Figures 8(c) and 8(d)), EUT21 (first two spectrin repeats) localises in the cell nucleus and does not associate with actin (Figures 8(e) and 8(f)). Anti-UT31 (against the rod) faintly stains endogenous full-length
Figure 8: Intracellular sorting of utrophin fragments by expression of eukaryotic vectors in COS7 cells (EUT11, EUT12, and EUT21, all carrying the FLAG-tag at the C-terminus). Cells in the vertical row at the left are all stained with the anti-Flag M2 mAB ((a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f)). Rhodamine-phalloidin staining for actin displays stress fibres and a dense cortical actin cytoskeleton along the cell membranes in the COS7 cells spreading on the substratum ((a), (c), (e) at the right). Anti-UT11 recognises full-length utrophin and N-utrophin giving intensive staining in and around the nucleus that results from the heterologously expressed EUT11 plus the endogenous utrophin ((b) at the right). Anti-UT31 (spectrin 14–16 in the rod) stains COS7 cells diffusely throughout the cytoplasm without marking any defined actin structures ((d), (f) at the right). EUT21 (first two spectrin domains) exclusively concentrates in the nuclei ((e), (f)). EUT12 (actin-binding domain alone) precisely traces the actin microfilaments and the cortical cytoskeletal structures ((c), (d)). For further explanation see the text.

utrophin (Up395) in the entire cell (d the at right). EUT11 (actin-binding plus two spectrin domains) is found in and around the cell nucleus but also throughout the cell body and faintly along the membrane (Figures 8(a) and 8(b)). This distribution of the FLAG-labeled EUT11 is underlined by anti-UT11 (b the at right) that intensely stains EUT11 plus the endogenous utrophin. Taken together, only the isolated actin-binding domain of utrophin (EUT12) clearly associates with stress fibres and submembranous cortical actin structures. The relatively diffuse staining of Up395 with anti-UT11 and anti-UT31 throughout the cells lets assume that additional portions of the intact molecule other than the actin and the first two spectrin domains must be involved in specific target sorting.

Transfection with the cDNA plasmids encoding the utrophin fragments EUT11, EUT12, and EUT21 fused to the FLAG Tag was performed on myoblasts from neonatal rat hindleg muscle in primary cell cultures. After 48 h of culture, myotube formation was induced, and two days later the fixed cells were immunostained for the utrophin fragments with FITC-conjugated AB and with TRITC-conjugated phalloidin for F-actin microfilaments. Staining patterns were assessed by confocal laser scanning microscopy (Figure 9). The anti-Flag stained utrophin fragments are displayed in the left
vertical row in green, while F-actin is stained in red in the right vertical row. In all cases there appears only one transfected green cell (Figures 9(b)–9(e)). Evidently the transfected myoblasts often fuse to myotubes together with nontransfected cells. In the spindle-shaped myoblasts (Figures 9(a) and 9(f)), staining for EUT11 and EUT21 fills the entire cell including the nucleus. The myotubes (Figures 9(b)–9(e)) display a rich filamentous actin structural network, probably mostly nonmuscle beta- and gamma-isoforms of the cortical cytoskeleton. Sarcomere structures are not yet visible except for just a beginning in the nontransfected myotube in red at the top of Figure 9(b). EUT12 (actin-binding domain alone) staining precisely follows the actin structures throughout the myotubes and becomes especially dense at the ends where the cells adhere to the substratum (Figures 9(c) and 9(d)). EUT11 staining does not follow the actin filaments but remains diffuse and punctate, sparing out the nuclei. Its staining pattern suggests that EUT11 may attach to the
myotube surface membrane. EUT21 seems almost entirely confined to a row of nuclei in Figure 9(e).

The general staining patterns of the three recombinant fragments from the N-terminal utrophin region in myotubes and in COS7 cells are similar in kind. The isolated actin-binding domain (EUT12) clearly associates with F-actin structures in both cell types, while the other two protein fragments more variably appear in the cytoplasm, along the membranes or in the cell nuclei.

4. Discussion

4.1. mRNA and N-Utro Protein in Rat Tissues. The occurrence of message and protein of a novel N-terminal short utrophin isoform (N-utro) in different rat tissues is reported here for the first time. In addition, its intracellular sorting as well as in vitro actin-binding properties was examined. The message for full-length utrophin (Up395) is the highest in cardiac muscle, in skeletal muscle of early postnatal animals, and in kidney. It is apparently lower in adult skeletal muscle, brain, and liver (product HJ in Figure 2(d)). Although a quantitative correlation between protein and message can often not be demonstrated, in this case the Up395 content (expressed relative to that in adult liver) was significantly higher in those tissues where the message was also higher (Table 1). This correlation between message and protein is remarkable in view of the notorious difficulties encountered with quantitative immunoblotting involving transfer of large proteins such as Up395 to nitrocellulose membranes for electrophoresis. Correspondingly, the protein N-utro could be only visualised by immunoblots in those tissues with the highest message levels for kidney and cardiac muscle (Figure 3). In the other, tissues its content was too low for detection.

4.2. Actin Binding. Since N-utro is the only N-terminal short isoform possessing the actin-binding domain known so far, extensive binding studies were done with the recombinant analogue UT11 (aa 2–594, actin-binding domain plus two spectrin repeats) in comparison to UT12 (aa 2–261) and DYS12 (1–246), the latter two comprising the actin-binding domain alone (Figures 6 and 7 plus Table 3). Several of the findings presented here shed light on fundamental differences in actin-binding function between these N-terminal fragments of utrophin and dystrophin.

First, the high- and low-binding affinities for UT11 and UT12 greatly affect the stoichiometric relation of ligand to actin. With the high affinity, UT11 binds to every 25th actin and UT12 to every 7th actin. The two additional spectrin repeats in UT11 differentiate the two utrophin fragments from one another. These two motifs of UT11 must be responsible for the more extended spacing of this ligand as compared to UT12. With saturation binding the second lower affinity reduces the spacing of the ligands along the F-actin filament to ~3 actin per UT11 and close to one actin per UT12. In our experiments, there were no additional proteins present such a tropomyosin or troponin components that could impart a defined spacing periodicity. Thus, the high affinity binding results suggest that UT11 with two spectrin repeats affects the actin filament binding properties over a distance of 25 actin monomers. But on increasing ligand saturation, additional UT11 molecules seem able to associate with actin at lower affinity in between those already bound with high affinity. The overall stoichiometry is, thus, reduced to three actin monomers per UT11. A similar deliberation applies to the shorter UT12 without spectrin repeats.

With high affinity, the actin-binding domain alone affects the accessibility of 7 actins in the filament, while on saturation including low-affinity binding, the stoichiometry drops to ~1:1. Taken together, our results suggest, under the assumption of indistinguishable binding sites of the individual actin monomers in the filament, that the distinct lower affinity is induced by the binding of the ligands UT11 and UT12 with high affinity. Furthermore, in view of the different spacing induced by UT11 or UT12 binding with high affinity, it seems most unlikely that a second class of defined binding sites with lower intrinsic affinity exists along the actin filament. Several reports on N-terminal utrophin and dystrophin fragments mention similar actin-binding affinities in the range of ~10^5 M^-1 and similar stoichiometries for binding saturation as given here [33–35, 39]. However, these published binding affinities may routinely represent the lower values at full saturation, while the higher values at low ligand concentrations of utrophin fragments may have been overlooked. Actin-binding studies have mostly been performed with skeletal muscle alpha-actin. Yet the cytoskeletal Up395 and Dp427 primarily interact in vivo with cytosolic beta- and gamma-actin which are ubiquitously expressed. Even in striated muscle, the cortical gamma cytoskeletal actin in the costameres between the sarcolemma and the Z-disks presents the interaction partner for Up395 and Dp427 [40]. Nevertheless, the different actin isoforms share over 93% sequence identity and can replace each other to a large extent [40]. Reassuringly, it was reported that the binding characteristics of utrophin and dystrophin and their fragments to nonmuscle actin are almost identical to those with skeletal muscle actin [8, 33–35]. The binding affinities are in some cases slightly higher for cytoplasmic than for skeletal muscle actin.

Second, in stark contrast to the negative cooperativity in the binding of the utrophin N-terminal fragments, DYS12 binds to actin filaments with moderately positive cooperativity (Hill coefficient of 1.5) and a stoichiometry at saturation of one ligand per two actin monomers. Positive cooperativity with a Hill coefficient of 3.5 was also reported for actin binding of the dystrophin fragment (aa 1–246) that corresponds to UT12 [6, 36]. Tropomyosin was reported to affect neither affinity nor stoichiometry in the binding of dystrophin in vitro [39, 41]. Curious enough, Up395 and Dp427 both bind to actin by lateral association along the actin filament but do not compete in their binding with one another [2]. Dp427 comprises 5 basic spectrin repeats within the stretch of R11 to R17 in the middle of the rod. This spectrin repeat stretch firmly associates with F-actin and reinforces the binding of the N-terminal domain to actin. The actin interaction of the spectrin repeat region is salt dependent pointing to its electrostatic nature. The two actin-binding regions in dystrophin are separated by ~1200 aa. Ervasti has presented a
model for dystrophin as molecular shock absorber during muscle contraction. On stretch the electrostatic interaction of the positively charged spectrin repeats would slide along the negative surface of the actin filament and, thus, dampen elastic recoil [2]. This is not the case with Up395. Up395 lacks the basic nature of the corresponding spectrin repeats in the middle of the rod, and, consequently, this stretch does not interact with actin [42]. Instead, the 10 spectrin repeats immediately following the N-terminal actin-binding domain firmly interact with actin and stabilise the binding. This interaction is not salt dependent and, thus, may be of hydrophobic nature. The N-terminal domain and the following spectrin repeats function as a single contiguous unit [43]. This is compatible with the notion that UT11 with the two first spectrin repeats occupies more actin monomers than UT12. Consequently, it may be speculated that intact Up395, because of its contiguous binding region from the N-terminus through to spectrin repeat R10, does not function as molecular shock absorber but rather as stabiliser of cortical actin filaments in costameres and in the postsynaptic membranes of NMJs [2, 4]. Finally, we assessed potential regulation by Ca\textsuperscript{2+} and calmodulin of fragment binding to actin. The actin binding of UT11 and UT12 proved to be independent of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} and not affected by EGTA. However, the interaction of DYS12 with actin is virtually abolished in the presence of more than 0.5 mM EGTA even in the simultaneous presence of 0.5 mM CaCl\textsubscript{2} in excess. It was not possible to restore the binding function to DYS12 by gradually removing EGTA in dialysis. Molecular parameters derived from circular dichroism measurements indicated a reduction of alpha-helix content by around 17% for both fragments in the presence of 5 mM EGTA plus 6 mM CaCl\textsubscript{2}. This does not explain the selective abolition of DYS12 actin binding by EGTA. The inhibition of actin binding of UTR261 (or UT12) by calmodulin in the presence of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} was suggested to be due to its competitive binding to the CH1 domain [37]. Immediately upstream of the actin-binding sequence-2 (ABS2) near the C-terminus of CH1 localises a highly hydrophobic stretch of 15 aa that may accommodate calmodulin complexed to Ca\textsuperscript{2+}. It is speculated that this represents a mode of regulation in vivo for the interaction of the N-terminal utrophin with actin. Our results indicate, however, that the two spectrin-like repeats in UT12 are sufficient to prevent such a calmodulin/Ca\textsuperscript{2+} mode of regulation. In vivo with Up395 running along the actin filament firmly bound from its N-terminal actin-binding domain through to spectrin repeat R10, it is unlikely that this part of the molecule responds to subtle Ca-calmodulin regulation. Furthermore, these findings are of particular interest in relation to the novel N-uro isoform.

4.3. Intracellular Sorting of N-Terminal Utrophin Fragments. To define their intracellular localization, COS7 cells and skeletal muscle myoblasts were transfected with the eukaryotic vectors of N-terminal utrophin fragments bearing the FLAG-Tag at their C-terminus for immunodetection:

EUT11 (aa 1–543, CH1-CH2 actin-binding domain alone);

EUT12 (aa 1–261, CH1-CH2 actin-binding domain alone);

EUT21 (aa 262–543, the first two spectrin repeats alone).

After spreading on the substratum, the COS7 cells display a fibroblast-like appearance as revealed by staining of the actin cytoskeleton with rhodamine-phalloidin (Figure 8). Differentiation and myotube formation were induced in the myoblasts by adding 1.8 mM CaCl\textsubscript{2} and horse serum (Figure 9). As soon as the spindle-shaped diffusely staining myoblasts fuse to myotubes, an intensely stained cytoskeleton develops with cytoplasmic actin filaments filling the entire tubes. Only in one nontransfected myotube an early expression of sarcomeric striation can be seen (Figure 9(b)). In both types of cells, the transfected EUT12 neatly tracks the actin cytoskeleton and accumulates at the edges where the myotubes attach to the substratum. In the myotubes, the actin fibres could serve as scaffold for the nascent myofilibrils as we have described earlier for the remodeling of rat cardiomyocytes in long-term culture [44]. Recombinant UTR261-GST (glutathione S-transferase) fusion-protein microinjected into chick embryo fibroblasts was shown to label stress fibres and focal contacts [34]. The diffuse staining for EUT11 comes as a surprise. Its repartition extends throughout the cells. In the myotube, it leaves the nuclei unstained and probably lines the membranes. Intact Up395 recognised by anti-UT31 against the rod domain (spectrin repeats R14–R16) presents a discrete, diffuse staining throughout the COS7 cells (Figures 8(d) and 8(f)). This indicates that Up395 probably also lines the cell membrane attached to the cortical actin cytoskeleton, but it does not mark any stress fibre-like structures. Yet another feature holds for EUT21 which distinctly marks the nuclei, probably invading them.

Taken together, the staining pattern of EUT12 for actin filaments and of EUT11 for membranes may be interpreted as follows. The actin-binding domain alone (UT12 and EUT12) binds to actin filaments with high affinity in a Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-independent manner. The actin binding plus first two spectrin domains (UT11 and EUT11) associate with membranes preventing the N-terminus to bind to actin stress fibre-like structures, though the N-terminus may still bind strongly to the cortical actin network lining the membranes. In other words, the two spectrin repeats associated with membranes, prevent the N-terminus from going astray by following the actin filaments throughout the cell body. UT11 and EUT11 correspond to the N-uro isoform, whose genomic derivation and protein we have described here. Thus, N-uro (1–539) may function as an ultrashort linker between cortical actin and the membranes. These properties may gain functional significance when N-uro was present in sufficiently high concentration. In molecular terms, N-uro is ~6 times smaller than full-length Up395 and could represent a significant molecular fraction. Moreover, its repartition in different tissues could be concentrated at specific subcellular structures such as neural synapses or in epithelial and endothelial cell systems involved in barrier, secretory, and resorptive function as in kidney nephrons,
vasculature, or blood-brain barrier. In all these cases, scaffold and signaling platforms require highly specialised subcellular localisation for interaction with myriads of proteins and other components [11, 12, 16, 17, 45].

5. Conclusions

We describe here a novel type of utrophin isoform that derives from its N-terminus (N-utro). The various C-terminal isoforms of utrophin and dystrophin correspond to each other except for Dp260 which has no analogue in utrophin. N-Utro also presents an exception as no analogous N-terminal isoform from dystrophin is known so far. N-Utro has no relation to the utrophin/dystrophin-associated protein complex. Consequently, the function of N-Utro seems to differ from that of the full-length or C-terminal isoforms. Our immunocytochemical results indicate that N-Utro could be responsible for the anchoring of the cortical actin cytoskeleton to the membranes. Possible association of N-Utro with additional proteins other than actin needs further exploration.
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To understand the structure-function relationship of muscle-regulatory-protein isoforms, mutations, and posttranslational modifications, it is necessary to probe functional effects at the level of the protein-protein interaction. Traditional methodologies assessing such protein-protein interactions are laborious and require significant amounts of purified protein, while many current methodologies require costly and specialized equipment or modification of the proteins, which may affect their interaction. To address these issues, we developed a novel method of microplate-based solid-phase protein-binding assay over the recent years. This method assesses specific protein-protein interactions at physiological conditions, utilizes relatively small amounts of protein, is free of protein modification, and does not require specialized instrumentation. Here we present detailed methodology for the solid-phase protein-binding assay with examples that we have successfully applied to quantify interactions of myofilament-regulatory proteins. We further provide considerations for optimization of the assay conditions and its broader application in studies of other protein-protein interactions.

1. Introduction

To ultimately understand the structure-function relationship resulting from protein isoform variation, mutation, and posttranslational modification, one must be able to quantify the functional effect of the structural alteration on the interaction of the protein with its binding proteins. Traditional methodologies used to investigate these interactions, such as equilibrium dialysis and affinity chromatography, rely on large amounts of proteins, are time consuming, and are labor intensive. While newer methodologies such as Förster resonance energy transfer or surface plasmon resonance utilize less protein and can be of high throughput, they rely on specialized, costly equipment and/or modification of the target protein with labeling that by itself may alter the protein-protein interaction to be investigated.

Over the past number of years, we have developed a novel microplate-based solid-phase protein-protein binding assay. This assay requires no specialized equipment, uses a minimal amount of protein, is rapid throughput, does not rely on modification of the target protein, and results in quantitative measurements. In this assay one of the proteins of interest is noncovalently immobilized to a solid phase followed by incubation with a soluble binding partner protein dissolved in a physiological solution. Binding is then detected via an antibody against the soluble partner protein using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Here we present the detailed methodology for this novel high-throughput protein-binding assay that we have successfully employed for investigating myofilament protein binding, including troponin T to tropomyosin [1–3] and troponin T to troponin I [1, 2, 4]. The assay is also highly effective in revealing the functional effects of muscle myofilament protein alternative splicing variants [1, 2], phosphorylation [5], restrictive proteolysis [4, 6], point mutations [7], as well as the effects of solution salt, metal ions, or pH on myofilament protein binding [8–11]. In addition, this methodology has also been used to study the binding of calponin [12, 13] and titin motifs [14] to F-actin. Beyond these applications this assay can readily be extended to study...
the interactions of nonmuscle proteins. Any protein binding pair can be analyzed provided that a specific antibody against one of the proteins is available.

In this paper we first discuss traditional protein-binding assays and use this background to present the general concepts of the microplate ELISA-based solid-phase protein-binding assay. We then provide detailed methodology to conduct a simple binary solid-phase binding assay. Finally, we will discuss modifications expanding on the simple binary binding experiment and optimization of the assay conditions.

2. Traditional Protein-Protein Binding Assays

Classical assays to measure the interaction and binding of one protein to another largely consist of two main methodologies: (1) equilibrium dialysis and (2) affinity chromatography. These two methodologies rely on different principals to separate bound from nonbound interacting proteins.

To determine the affinity of two proteins for each other by equilibrium dialysis, the experimental proteins of known concentration are placed in two chambers separated from each other by a membrane permeable to only one of the proteins. The permeable protein is then allowed to diffuse across the membrane and bind the nonpermeable protein. Once the permeable protein achieves equilibrium between the two chambers, its free concentration is determined in the chamber lacking the impermeable protein. Following dialysis of the protein pair at appropriate concentrations, the binding affinity of the pair can be determined. The dialysis can be conducted with one or more variants of one of the two proteins for comparison. Equilibrium dialysis, thus, provides the affinity of one protein for another at equilibrium between association and disassociation in solution. Although the data generated by equilibrium dialysis is quantitatively informative, a major limitation of this method is that it requires a size difference between the two binding proteins to be distinguishable by the dialysis membrane. The downfall of this method also includes its labor-intensive nature and its requirement for large amounts of the proteins.

The other commonly used traditional protein binding assay is affinity chromatography. Affinity chromatography requires immobilization of one protein to a support resin that is usually packed into a column for chromatographic analysis. The binding partner protein in solution is then incubated with the protein-resin conjugate at sufficient concentration and contact time to saturate its binding to the immobilized protein. The binding affinity between the two proteins is then assessed by step or continuous gradient elution with a buffer condition that weakens the protein-protein interaction and the strength of elution necessary to achieve peak dissociation of the bound protein determined. Once the bound protein is completely eluted, the column can be reequilibrated and a similar measurement conducted for another or variant partner protein. Unlike the solution steady-state binding measured in the equilibrium dialysis method, affinity chromatography measures a nonequilibrium disassociation rate from a maximally bound state. Therefore, by its nature this assay only investigates the disassociation characteristic of the two proteins. Further drawbacks of this methodology include the measurement of only relative affinity and the necessity of chemically coupling one of the proteins to a support resin, which by itself may affect the structure and function of the immobilized protein.

3. The Microplate Solid-Phase Protein-Binding Assay

The solid-phase protein-binding assay was developed as an alternate methodology to assess association and disassociation of protein-protein interactions using relatively small amounts of protein without specialized equipment [9]. The basis for the solid-phase protein-binding assay is derived from ELISA-based methodology. The rationale for designing the protein-binding assay based on ELISA, a well-established immunological assay, is that the antibody-antigen interaction measured by various immunological detection methods is basically a protein-protein interaction. The assay consists of three main components. The first is immobilization of a protein to the wells of an assay plate by noncovalent coating. The second is the protein-protein interaction. The third is detection of the bound protein. As a basis for our discussion, we will first describe details of a standard solid-phase protein-binding assay followed by variants of the assay for extending its applications.

The simplest and most widely used format is the binary binding assay that measures the interaction between two proteins, one immobilized and the other free in solution. This assay format is commonly used to compare the binding interactions between an immobilized protein to two or more variants of a soluble partner protein. However, the assay can be designed such that the variant proteins are either in the solution or immobilized position.

Although simple in its design, the binary assay format (Figure 1(a)) demonstrates the basis of the solid phase protein binding assay. In this experimental system a single protein is noncovalently coated through absorption to the well surface of a 96-well polystyrene (not polypropylene) assay plate. Excess free protein in solution is subsequently removed and the wells are washed. The remaining available binding surfaces of the wells are blocked with a noninteracting protein such as bovine serum albumin (BSA) often together with a nonionic detergent. The plate is then washed again followed by adding serial dilutions of the binding partner protein to the wells and incubated allowing equilibrium binding with the immobilized protein to be reached. Remaining free protein in solution is then removed followed by washes, and the portion of the partner protein bound to the immobilized protein is quantified through detection via an antibody specific to the binding partner protein.

The detection employs an enzyme-linked antibody approach. The enzyme, for example, horse radish peroxidase (HRP), can be directly conjugated to the detecting antibody; however, it is more convenient to use an enzyme-conjugated second antibody. In this setting a primary antibody specifically recognizing the bound protein is used as the detecting
Figure 1: Solid-phase protein-binding assay method. (a) Binary binding assay to quantify the interaction between an immobilized protein and an interacting soluble protein. (1) The immobilized protein of interest is maximally coated into the wells of a 96 well assay plate. (2) Unbound protein is removed by washing, and remaining surfaces blocked with a nonspecific protein. (3) The plate is washed, and binding is evaluated by incubation with serial dilutions of a soluble interacting protein. (4) Following another wash to remove unbound interacting protein, bound protein is detected by ELISA with a primary antibody against the interacting protein, a HRP-conjugated second antibody and substrate development to quantify bound protein by absorbance. (b) Multilayer binding assay to quantify the interaction between an immobilized protein and two related interacting soluble proteins. The multilayer protein binding is conducted similar to the binary binding assay in (a) with the exception that, following binding of the first soluble protein and washes, the wells are incubated with another protein that binds the first protein bound to the immobilized protein followed by ELISA quantification. (c) Competitive binding assay to quantify the interaction between an immobilized protein and an interacting soluble binding protein in the presence of varied amounts of a second binding protein. Protein coating and blocking are conducted as in (a) and (b) with the exception that during the soluble protein binding step, addition of the first interacting protein of interest is conducted at a constant concentration in the presence of serial concentrations of a competitive binding protein. Resultant binding of the constant concentration of the first binding protein of interest to the immobilized protein is then quantified by ELISA with a specific antibody. ELISA quantification of the degree of competition will be detected by decreases in the final reading of absorbance.
result of this direct relationship between the bound protein and enzyme-linked secondary antibody, the intensity of the color or fluorescence product produced from the substrate reaction is quantitatively dependent on the amount of the soluble protein remaining bound to the immobilized protein. By plotting the microplate readings against the concentration of the free protein used in the equilibrium binding step, the association AND disassociation features can be compared between two or more variants of the proteins studied.

4. Experimental Procedure

As outlined above, Figure 1(a) shows the basic design of the solid-phase protein-protein binding assay consisting of a binary protein-binding experiment. The design of the binary binding experiment investigates the binding characteristics between two proteins, one of which is immobilized in the wells of microplate and allowed to incubate with the binding partner protein in solution. A thorough understanding of this basic experimental setting will provide the foundation for understanding more sophisticated designs derived from it. For this reason we will first present the binary binding assay protocol and then the application of this methodology to other designs.

As routinely employed in our laboratories, the binary protein-binding experiment consists of coating the immobilized protein through noncovalent absorption, binding of the partner protein, and indirect ELISA detection of the protein binding. This section will describe the detailed protocol to conduct the binary binding assay similar to that described in our previous publications [2, 9, 15].

4.1. Specific Materials

(i) 96-well polystyrene microtitering plates.
(ii) Multichannel pipette in the 100–200 μL range.
(iii) Squishing wash bottle. A standard 500 mL laboratory wash bottle that can be used to provide a consistent stream of wash buffer from a spout to fill the wells of the assay plate.
(iv) Buffer A (Buf A; 100 mM KCl, 3 mM MgCl₂, and 10 mM PIPES, pH 7.0) can be made as a 5x stock, stable at room temperature. This buffer is used for the study of myofilament proteins. It should be modified according to the proteins to be studied. Neutral or alkaline pH is required for proper coating of the immobilized protein to the plate. A concentration of 3–6 M urea can be included for the coating of less soluble proteins. Neutral pH should be used for the urea-coating buffer to avoid carbamylation of the protein. Most proteins will refold well following immobilization during the blocking step after urea is removed.
(v) Buffer T (Buf T; buffer A + 0.1% Tween-20).
(vi) Buffer B (Buf B; buffer T + 0.1% BSA).
(vii) Substrate solution (2,2’-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzo-thiazoline-6-sulfonic acid (ABTS)/H₂O₂ is used for horseradish peroxidase-conjugated first or second antibody). 0.04% ABTS diazomiammonium is dissolved in 65.7 mM citric acid monohydrate, 34 mM sodium citrate dihydrate, pH 4.0, adjusted with sodium citrate dihydrate. The substrate stock should be made in autoclaved, deionized water with autoclaved tools to avoid peroxidase contamination and stored at −20°C in aliquots of the volume for individual experiments. Before use the substrate solution is brought to room temperature and immediately prior to its application, 0.03% H₂O₂ added.
(viii) Microplate reader capable of reading absorbance at 415 nm or 405 nm (for the ABTS substrate).
(ix) Primary antibody against the soluble protein to be studied. Although it is necessary to have a specific antibody against one of the proteins to be studied, current methods of generating recombinant fusion proteins with a tag, such as FLAG or His₆–₈, and the availability of antibodies against such tags allow this approach to be applied to a wide range of protein interactions, overcoming the restriction from the availability of a specific antibody.
(x) Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody that recognizes the primary antibody species (e.g., goat anti-mouse IgG horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody) was used in our studies employing mouse monoclonal primary antibodies.

4.2. Assay Design. A practical binary protein-binding assay design consists of eight dilutions of the soluble binding protein in triplicate. The 8 × 12 well format of the 96-well microplate should be considered in the assay design. For example, the immobilized protein can be arranged in columns (A to H) and incubated with eight serial dilutions of the soluble variant proteins. The assay design should also include control columns for each variant protein consisting of the serial diluted soluble protein incubated in triplicate wells without immobilized protein. Figure 2 illustrates the 96-well microplate layout of a typical binary binding experiment conducted in triplicate for two variant soluble proteins.

4.3. Immobilization of Protein to the Microplate. It is preferred that the single partner protein is selected to be the immobilized protein with the two or more variant binding proteins incubated in the soluble phase. This strategy will ensure a uniform level of the coated protein for the comparison among the variants of the binding protein. However, multiple variants of the proteins to be studied may be coated under similar conditions for incubation with a single soluble partner protein as well. Standard coating of the immobilized protein occurs through absorption to the wells of the assay plate based on hydrophobic interactions between the plastic surface of the assay plate and the nonpolar amino acid residues of the protein to be immobilized.

The coating of the immobilized protein onto the wells of a microtiter plate is performed at 100 μL/well with 2–5 μg/mL.
4.5. Protein Binding. Following emting of the blocking solution from the wells and tapping, the plate is washed three times with Buf T to remove free protein (see Section 4.6). Serial dilutions of the binding partner protein solution in Buf B are then added to the wells at 100 μL/well and incubated with the immobilized protein at room temperature for 2 hrs sealed. A typical binding assay designed for myofilament proteins consists of free protein concentrations starting from 0.5–1 μM and eight 3-fold serial dilutions (Figure 2).

4.6. Washing. Following protein-binding incubation, the plate is washed as follows. The well contents are emptied by shaking into the sink, the remaining solution is removed by tapping onto paper towels, and the plate is washed a total of three times with Buf T in a total period of 10 min. The lag time between emptying the well to filling with Buf T should be as short as possible to avoid drying of the binding protein on the plate resulting in high background.

Washing is conducted using a squishing bottle by applying a consistent stream of Buf T to sequentially fill the wells without overfilling. Accurate filling is critical for the first wash to avoid spilling over trace amount of the binding protein between wells, especially from high to low concentration and from positive to negative control wells. It is useful to start the wash stream outside of the plate and then move sequentially through the wells delivering a continuing stream of wash solution while moving from well to well. It is helpful to hold the plate slightly tilted, beginning filling from the lower-side rows. This will help avoid spillover from entering into empty wells without further dilution. After the first filling, the washing buffer is immediately removed followed by the second wash. This will limit the time for any spillover protein to interact at a significant concentration with the immobilized protein in unwanted wells. The plate is then allowed to incubate at room temperature for approximately 3 min. The wash procedure is repeated for the 3rd time and allowed to incubate approximately 4 min before final removal of the washing buffer as above.

The washing condition is an important factor in determining the effectiveness and stringency of the assay by eliminating nonspecific binding while quantitatively evaluating the dissociation of specific binding between the protein pair. Using appropriate washing conditions will allow evaluating the coupling strength of the two proteins studied. More stringent separation by increasing the number of buffer changes, duration of the washes, and/or the detergent concentration will differentially affect weak and strong bindings as a sensitive method to reveal differences among protein variants of interest. It is worth noting that no single washing condition fits all protein-protein interactions, and the wash strength should be evaluated empirically.

4.7. ELISA Detection. The partner protein specifically bound to the immobilized protein is detected using an ELISA procedure in which an antibody recognizing the partner

---

**Figure 2:** Representative design of a 96-well microtitering plate assay for binary binding consisting of an immobilized protein incubated with two variant soluble interacting proteins in 8 serial concentrations of triplicate wells. Immobilized protein is equally and maximally coated in the experimental wells, rows A to H and columns 1 to 6 are incubated with serial dilutions, one dilution per row, of one of the soluble proteins, and wells in columns 7 to 12 are incubated with serial dilutions of the other soluble protein variant. All wells are then processed uniformly for ELISA detection.

protein in Buf A by incubation at 4°C sealed overnight. Coating conducted at these protein concentrations is in excess of the amount able to bind the plate well for most proteins of 10–200 kDa in size. The use of excess amount of protein for coating exploits conditions to ensure saturated coating to minimize variation of the assay.

Most small proteins or peptide fragments are sufficiently immobilized to the plate well to allow a robust assay. In the case that simple hydrophobic absorption does not result in a sufficient amount and strength of coating; microplates with added reactive groups for covalent conjugation may be considered (see Section 4.10).

4.4. Blocking of the Coated Plate. To begin protein binding, the well contents of the microplate are emptied by shaking into a sink, and the remaining solution removed by tapping onto a stack of paper towels. The plate is then washed once rapidly to avoid protein drying by the addition of a volume of Buf T sufficient to fill each well using a squishing bottle (see Section 4.6). Following filling of the wells, the washing buffer is emptied as above, tapped dry, and the wells are blocked with 150 μL/well 1% BSA in Buf T by incubation at room temperature for 1 hr sealed. When dealing with limited protein material, the coating protein solution may be recovered for reuse, although the resulting coating capacity may decrease.
protein is the primary reagent (Figure 1(a)). Following the final wash to remove unbound partner protein a predetermined, constant dilution of the primary antibody in Buf B is added to all the wells at 100 μL/well using a multi-channel pipette and incubated sealed at room temperature for 1 hr. The working concentration of the primary antibody should be predetermined to give a final absorbance of around 1.0 by ELISA titration against the partner protein directly coated to a microplate in the same buffer system, incubation, and washing conditions. The antibody solution should be added quickly such that the well contents do not dry out. The plate is then washed 3 times in 10 min as described in the Washing Section. A constant dilution of HRP-conjugated second antibody against the primary antibody in Buf B is added to all the wells at 100 μL/well and incubated at room temperature for 45 min. Similar to that of the primary antibody, the second antibody’s working concentration should be determined empirically. The plate is then washed 3 times in 10 min as described in the Washing Section (see Section 4.10) prior to adding 100 μL/well of the ABTS-H2O2 substrate solution.

The substrate reaction is incubated at room temperature with periodic mixing (e.g., 2-3 seconds shaking in the plate reader) and the color development monitored by absorbance reading at 415 nm or 405 nm using a microplate reader at several time intervals (e.g., 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 min). The well of highest absorbance is then plotted against time and a time point chosen for analysis before deviation from linear color development. Under typical assay conditions, this will be between 10 to 20 minutes of development. The time of development should also be such that the absorbance reading remains within the reliable reading range of the microplate reader, less than 2.0 for most instruments. If the color development is too quick and the absorbances too high, the concentration of the primary and/or second antibody should be decreased.

4.8. Data Analysis. Background absorbance for each serial dilution of the binding protein is determined from 3 control wells not coated with immobilized protein but processed the same as the assays wells. Absorbance of the 3 control wells is averaged, and this value is subtracted from data readings for that dilution. Resultant absorbance values at the highest concentration of each binding protein are averaged as the maximum (100%) binding for that protein. It is important to only compare the absolute values of the maximal binding from experiments conducted at the same time to avoid the effect of day-to-day variations. Background-subtracted absorbance values for each dilution of the binding protein are then normalized to the average maximal binding value and the titration curve plotted against a log scale of the dilution concentrations. The curve is then fit to determine the soluble protein concentration required to reach 50% maximal binding. Although it is best to compare the 50% maximal binding values of protein variants from the same assay, it is possible to compare day-to-day results as long as the reagents, incubation times, washing stringency, and room temperature remain consistent (Figure 3).

The above procedure provides relative comparisons between two or more binding protein variants for their interaction with the immobilized protein. With a standard curve produced with known concentrations of the binding partner protein, this approach can be employed to gain quantification of the partner in an unknown sample of purified protein, body fluid, or tissue homogenate.

4.9. Data Interpretation. The molar concentration required for 50% maximal binding of the soluble partner protein to the immobilized protein reflects the on-rate of their association at equilibrium and is a representative of the binding affinity (Kd). Although the strength and time of washing will affect the nonequilibrium dissociation of the binding protein, these conditions affect all samples similarly. Thus, the initial binding between the immobilized and free proteins during equilibrium incubation is determined by the intrinsic affinity between the protein pair.

On the other hand, the level of maximal binding of the soluble partner protein to a given amount of the immobilized protein represents their coupling strength or resistance to the washes. In contrast to the maximally saturated binding achieved during the equilibrium incubation step, during washes the absence of free soluble binding protein produces nonequilibrium dissociation. Thus, this coupling strength determined in the solid-phase protein-binding assay employing stringent washing-separation steps reflects the off-rate of the protein pair’s binding. In the assay system,
immobilized protein coating is conditioned to a maximum, and binding of the partner protein at high concentration reflects saturated binding. Therefore, similar to that in affinity chromatography, the dissociation resulting from wash separation conditions is a highly sensitive measure to provide information of the dissociation rate (K_d) of the protein pair studied. Washing strength can, therefore, be altered to exploit coupling strength differences between protein variants.

4.10. Optimizing Assay Conditions. A number of conditions can be modified to optimize the solid-phase protein-binding assay allowing investigation of a number of specific protein-protein interactions, including nonmuscle proteins. Unlike most traditional protein binding assays, a unique advantage of the microplat-based protein binding assay is that it allows different buffer conditions during the incubation and washing steps. For example, one may coat a low-solubility protein to the plate by dissolving it in a modified coating buffer containing high salt and/or 3–6 M urea. The salt and urea will then be washed away, and the following binding assay can be performed in physiological buffers. Another example is that reducing agents may be included for coating and protein-binding steps but removed before the antibody incubation steps (reducing agents will dissociate the quaternary structure of immunoglobulins). Further examples include the use of different buffer conditions for the equilibration protein-binding step and the washing steps that determine the stringency for separately investigating association and dissociation rates.

Other optimizations include adaptations for small peptides. Small peptides that are weak in hydrophobic absorption may be immobilized as a conjugate with a carrier protein. Small peptides may also be immobilized through a specific interaction such as the use of biotin-streptavidin system. Microtiter assay plates of varied surface chemistry can be used to enhance the coating of the immobilized protein. For example, covalent bonding of peptides can be achieved via precoating the plate with a hydrophilic polymer such as soluble dextran treated with 2,2,2-trifluoroethanesulphonyl chloride (tresa chloride) to activate hydroxyl groups [16].

As discussed above, separation strength can be varied by altering the number, time, or stringency of the washes to exploit the properties of the interaction between the protein pair studied. Issues of low amounts of protein binding can be overcome by employing detection methods of increased sensitivity. For example, higher concentrations of the primary and/or secondary antibodies may be used. Alternatively, instead of ABTS, o-phenylenediamine (OPD) or 3,3′,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) can be employed as the substrate to increase detection sensitivity of weaker binding protein pairs. If labeling a protein does not interfere with its binding, the binding partner protein can directly be labeled by conjugation to a fluorescent tag and its binding to the immobilized protein detected by measuring fluorescence of the bound protein.

Taken together the adaptability of the solid-phase protein-binding assay offers significant flexibility to develop specifically optimized experiments allowing for the investigation of a wide range of proteins under varied conditions.

5. Extended Assay Configurations

As presented above, the simple binary protein-binding assay can provide significant information regarding differences in the interaction of one protein with another. Additionally the solid-phase protein-binding assay is amendable to provide information on more than binary protein-protein interactions. With appropriate optimization, other protein-protein interactions of increased complexity can be studied using this approach. One or both of the binding partners may be a protein complex as long as a suitable antibody is available for the ELISA detection [17]. This methodology can also be readily applied to multilayer binding assays and competition assays. In the multilayer binding assay an additional protein binding step can be added to evaluate the binding among the subunits of a multiprotein complex (Figure 1(b)). We have successfully employed a similar multilayer assay in our laboratory investigating the binding of tropomyosin and troponin T in the presence of filamentous actin (unpublished data). Likewise, other multi-protein complexes or binding cofactors could similarly be investigated.

In the competition assay, binding of a partner protein at a constant concentration to the immobilized protein is carried out in the presence of serial concentrations of a competitive protein (Figure 1(c)). Using a specific primary antibody to detect the partner protein, its affinity to the immobilized protein relative to that of the competitive protein can be assessed. The competition assay design can be modified to study the blocking effect of a protein, a peptide, or a small-molecule ligand on the binding of the partner protein to the immobilized protein. The competition assay is also applicable not only to two proteins but also to two isoforms of the same protein [18] or different posttranslational modifications [19] to assess the effect of the modification on binding.

The competition assay is also amendable to study the spatial relationship between a protein-binding site and an antibody-binding site [19]. Using a monoclonal or anti-peptide antibody against a known epitope of structural and/or functional interests, the assay can be extended to identify binding partners of the protein in a complex mixture through competitive blocking of the antibody epitope by protein binding. Likewise, substrate-enzyme interactions could be investigated using a similar competitive approach by employing an antibody against the catalytic site. When an antibody probe is available, the competitive assay configuration is likewise applicable to study the interactions between proteins and cofactors.

6. Special Cautions

Although the solid-phase protein-binding assay is readily amendable to a number of different situations, a few key points must be observed to ensure success. Importantly, reducing agents must be excluded from all buffers for the primary antibody incubation and subsequent steps. The
inclusion of reducing agents in these steps will disrupt immunoglobulin disulfide bonds destroying the ability of the antibody to detect the bound protein and, thus, rendering no signal. Furthermore, although employing methods of increased sensitivity can help with detection of low-affinity binding, this methodology, applying high stringent washes, is most effective in studying high-affinity binding events.

7. Conclusions

We have presented detailed methodology of a novel solid-phase binding assay to assess protein-protein interactions emphasizing examples using muscle regulatory proteins. This assay expands on previous methodologies to provide a simple and high-throughput assay to assess protein-protein interactions in solution. In contrast to many other current methods that process a few samples a time, this approach readily handles hundreds of assay wells by a single operator in a day's time using common laboratory equipment. By employing the adaptations and optimizations discussed, this assay should be readily applicable to the quantitative assessment of other nonmuscle proteins interactions.
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The fidelity of excitation-contraction (EC) coupling in ventricular myocytes is remarkable, with each action potential evoking a \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) transient. The prevalent model is that the consistency in EC coupling in ventricular myocytes is due to the formation of fixed, tight junctions between the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and the sarcolemma where Ca\(^{2+}\) release is activated. Here, we tested the hypothesis that the SR is a structurally inert organelle in ventricular myocytes. Our data suggest that rather than being static, the SR undergoes frequent dynamic structural changes. SR boutons expressing functional ryanodine receptors moved throughout the cell, approaching or moving away from the sarcolemma of ventricular myocytes. These changes in SR structure occurred in the absence of changes in \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) during EC coupling. Microtubules and the molecular motors dynein and kinesin 1(Kif5b) were important regulators of SR motility. These findings support a model in which the SR is a motile organelle capable of molecular motor protein-driven structural changes.

1. Introduction

The sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) is an intracellular organelle that forms an intricate tubular network throughout ventricular myocytes. A critical function of the SR is to store and release Ca\(^{2+}\). The SR is a structurally diverse organelle that consists of junctional, corbular, and network SR. The network SR is formed by a series of interconnected tubules that span the region between the transverse-tubules (T-tubules). The junctional SR is where this organelle forms specialized junctions with the sarcolemmal T-tubules, which result in the close juxtaposition (\(\approx 15\) nm) of ryanodine-sensitive Ca\(^{2+}\) channels (RyRs) in the SR and sarcolemmal voltage-gated L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) channels [1, 2]. Corbular SR is a protrusion from the SR network that expresses RyRs but does not make junctions with the sarcolemma.

During excitation-contraction (EC) coupling, membrane depolarization opens L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) channels near the junctional SR. This allows a small amount of Ca\(^{2+}\) to enter the small cytosolic volume that separates the SR and the T-tubule sarcolemma, rising local \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\); beyond a threshold for RyRs activation via the mechanism of Ca\(^{2+}\)-induced Ca\(^{2+}\) release (CICR) [3]. Local \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\), elevations resulting from the activation of a small cluster of RyRs are called “Ca\(^{2+}\) sparks” [4]. Synchronous activation of multiple Ca\(^{2+}\) sparks by L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) channels produces a global rise in \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) that initiates myocardial contraction. The coupling strength between L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) channels and RyRs is critically dependent on the proximity and stability of the T-tubule/sarcolemmal-SR junction [5, 6].

EC coupling in ventricular myocytes is remarkably reliable. That is, an action potential invariably evokes a whole-cell \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) transient that results in contraction. Under steady-state conditions, the amplitude of the whole-cell \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) transient and contraction remains virtually unchanged for long periods of time. A recent study examined the biophysical basis for the fidelity of action potential-evoked \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) transient and contraction [7]. This study suggested that the probability of Ca\(^{2+}\) spark activation \(P_S\) by nearby L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) channels is very high (\(\approx 1\)) during the plateau of the ventricular action potential. Because the \(P_S\) during EC coupling is dependent on the separation between
L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) channels and RyRs, these findings suggest that the T-tubule sarcolemma-SR junction is a functionally stable structure at least over relatively short periods of time (i.e., minutes). At present, however, the SR structural dynamics in living ventricular myocytes have not been examined.

In this study, we used electron, confocal, and total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy to address this fundamental issue. Our data suggest that the SR in neonatal and adult cardiac myocytes forms a vast, yet dynamic network with mobile SR elements that contain functional RyRs. The microtubule network and the molecular motors dynein and kinesin 1 (referred as Kif5b) regulate SR motility. Interestingly, rearrangements in SR structure were more pronounced in neonatal than in adult myocytes. These findings support a model in which the SR is a motile organelle capable of undergoing rapid microtubule-associated molecular motor protein-driven structural reorganization.

2. Methods

2.1. Isolation of Ventricular Myocytes. Animals were handled according to the guidelines of the University of Washington Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Hearts were obtained from adult male Sprague Dawley rats or neonatal mice (<72 hours postpartum) euthanized by a lethal intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital or decapitation, respectively. Single adult and neonatal ventricular myocytes were enzymatically isolated and kept in short-term culture as previously described [8–10].

2.2. Plasmid Construction and Production of Adenovirus Expressing tRFP-SR and Kif5b. The tagged red fluorescent protein (tRFP) was genetically modified to contain an N-terminal calreticulin signal sequence and a C-terminal ER retention signal, KDEL [11]. A cartoon of our tRFP-SR construct is presented in Figure 2(a). Human Kif5b was a generous gift of Dr. Ronald Vale (University of San Francisco, CA, USA). We constructed a dominant version of Kif5b as previously described [12] and fused blue fluorescent protein (BFP) to the N-terminus of Kif5b-WT and Kif5b-DN. Adenoviruses expressing tRFP-SR, Kif5b-WT, and Kif5b-DN were generated using the ViraPower Adenoviral Expression System kit in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Isolated neonatal and adult cardiac ventricular myocytes were infected with tRFP-SR, Kif5b-WT, or Kif5b-DN, and experiments were conducted 48 hours postinfection unless otherwise indicated.

2.3. Confocal, Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Imaging and Analysis. For all experiments, cells were perfused with a physiological saline solution containing in mM: KCl 5, NaCl 140, MgCl\(_2\) 1, Glucose 10, HEPES, 10 and CaCl\(_2\) 2, pH 7.4 with NaOH. All experiments were performed at room temperature (22–25°C). Images were acquired using a confocal or total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope. Confocal imaging was performed using a Bio-Rad Radiance 2000, Nikon Swept Field, or Nikon A1R-S1 confocal microscopes with a Nikon 60× oil immersion lens (NA = 1.4). The TIRF microscope has a PlanApo (60×; NA = 1.45) oil immersion lens, an Andor iXON CCD camera, and a TILL photonics TIRF illuminator. Images were collected every 10 seconds, unless otherwise indicated. The potential for focus drift during time-lapse microscopy was minimized using Nikon’s Perfect Focus System, which provides continuous, real-time focus drift correction caused by thermal and mechanical conditions. Analysis was performed on cells that showed no signs of focus drift.

Confocal and TIRF images were quantitatively analyzed using National Institutes of Health ImageJ software. Cardiac SR bouton distances, velocities, and trajectory mapping were performed using the Manualtracking plug-in. To measure change in SR fluorescence we identified prominent peaks using a top-hat filter with a 5×5 pixel window. Thresholds for the top-hat filter were determined per image to generate a full cell profile. A site was counted as having changed if at least one of the frames of a trace exceeded 3 standard deviations (SD) above or below the mean. To measure SR structural change of adult ventricular myocytes, we used an analysis for quantifying change in transverse-tubule structure [13]. Briefly, tRFP-SR myocytes were processed using fast Fourier transform (FFT) to convert two-dimensional images into frequency domain and its corresponding power spectrum (Figure 7(b)) allowing us to determine the spatial regularity of SR structure and the absolute value of the magnitude of the first harmonic (SR\(_{Power}\)) via Gaussian fitting with pCLAMP 10 software (Axon Instruments). The graphs shown in Figure 7(c) were fit with either a single Gaussian or sum of two Gaussian functions using Graphpad Prism v5.0a (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA, USA).

To measure changes in [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\), ventricular myocytes were loaded with the free-acid or AM form of the fluorescent Ca\(^{2+}\) indicator Fluo-4 as previously described [4]. [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) signals were imaged using confocal or TIRF microscopy. For the experiments in which a TIRF microscope was used, the perforated patch-clamp technique was used to control membrane potential. The patch pipette solution was composed in mM: amphotericin B (30 μg/mL), penta-potassium form of fluo-4 (100 μM), CaCl\(_2\) 20, Aspartic acid 110, MgCl\(_2\) 1, HEPES 10, MgATP5, CaCl\(_2\) 2.94, EGTA 10, and pH 7.2 with CsOH. TIRF images were acquired at 30–60 Hz using TILL Image software. Confocal images were acquired using a Nikon swept field or Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope.

TIRF and confocal images were analyzed with custom software written in IDL language (Research Systems, Boulder, CO, USA). Briefly, background-subtracted fluorescence signals were normalized by dividing the fluorescence (F) intensity at each time point by the resting fluorescence (F\(_0\)) intensity. Fluorescent signals were calibrated using the “pseudo-ratio” equation [4]:

\[
[Ca^{2+}]_i = \frac{K_d(F/F_0)}{(K_d/[Ca^{2+}]_{i,rest}) + 1 - (F/F_0)},
\]

where F is the fluorescence intensity, F\(_0\) is the resting fluorescence, K\(_d\) is the dissociation constant of Fluo4 (1100 nM), and [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_{i,rest}\) is resting Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration (150 nM).
2.4. Ryanoide Labeling. Live-cell labeling of ryanodine receptors was accomplished by incubating neonatal myocytes with 100 nM BODIPY-FL-X ryanodine (Invitrogen) for 10 minutes at room temperature in Hanks Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS; Invitrogen). Excess BODIPY-FL-X ryanodine was removed by washing cells 3 times, 10 minutes each, with HBSS prior to imaging. For adult ventricular myocytes, the concentration of BODIPY-FL-X-ryanodine was reduced to 50 nM, and the incubation period was reduced to 5 minutes at room temperature.

2.4.1. Electron Microscopy and Immunogold Labeling. Neontal ventricular myocytes infected with tRFP-SR were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS (10 mM phosphate buffer/150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) for 30 minutes followed with 0.1% NaBH4 in 0.1 M PB (phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) for 15 minutes to inactivate aldehydes. Cells were then fixed with 0.5% osmium tetroxide in PB for 15 minutes, subjected to graded dehydration and flat embedded in a mixture of Spur resin and Eponate 12 resin (Ted Pella, Redding, CA, USA). Ultrathin sections (70 nm) were poststained in 4% uranyl acetate and lead citrate. The samples were viewed on a JEOL JSM 6300F scanning electron microscope with ultrasmall gold-conjugated F(ab)2 fragment of goat anti-rabbit IgG (Aurion, Electron Microscopy Services, Hatfield, PA, USA) was used in a 1 : 100 dilution.

2.4.2. Statistics. Statistical significance was assessed by ANOVA analysis of all data points with pairwise comparisons completed as a posttest, with significance defined as P value less than 0.05. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. The asterisk (*) symbol is used in the figures to illustrate a significant difference between groups.

3. Results

3.1. SR Ca2+ Release Is the Principal Contributor to [Ca2+]i Variance during EC Coupling. We imaged action potential-evoked [Ca2+]i transients in adult and neonatal ventricular myocytes loaded with the fluorescent indicator fluo-4 AM (Figure 1). Action potentials were evoked via field stimulation at a frequency of 1 Hz. The mean [Ca2+]i transient amplitude was 508 ± 28 and 705 ± 67 nM in adult (n = 9) and neonatal (n = 12) ventricular myocytes, respectively. The amplitude of these [Ca2+]i transients did not change over a 5-minute period (Figure 1(a), left panel). Indeed, the coefficient of variation (i.e., standard deviation ÷ mean) of the [Ca2+]i transient peak amplitude over this period of time was 0.12 ± 0.2 and 0.18 ± 0.03 in adult and neonatal ventricular myocytes, respectively (P < 0.05) (Figure 1(a), right panel).

To determine the time course and origin of beat-to-beat variations in [Ca2+]i, we generated signal-averaged [Ca2+]i records (Figure 1(b)) and their associated variance (σ2 transient) from neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes before and after the application of the SERCA pump inhibitor thapsigargin (1 μM). The variance of the [Ca2+]i transient under control conditions (σ2 transient) is defined by the following equation:

\[
\sigma_{\text{transient}}^2 = \sigma_{\text{SR}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{influx}}^2
\]

where \(\sigma_{\text{SR}}^2\) and \(\sigma_{\text{influx}}^2\) are the variance of SR Ca2+ release and Ca2+ influx, respectively. \(\sigma_{\text{transient}}^2\) and \(\sigma_{\text{influx}}^2\) can be experimentally determined from the [Ca2+]i transient before and after application of thapsigargin. Thus, \(\sigma_{\text{SR}}^2 = \sigma_{\text{transient}}^2 - \sigma_{\text{influx}}^2\). Our analysis indicate that \(\sigma_{\text{transient}}^2\) increased during the onset of the [Ca2+]i transient. Consistent with the coefficient of variation data above, peak \(\sigma_{\text{transient}}^2\) was larger in neonatal (20,111 ± 234 nM2) than in adult (5066 ± 74 nM2) ventricular myocytes. Thapsigargin significantly reduced mean peak [Ca2+]i transient amplitude to 225 ± 9 and 420 ± 39 nM of adult and neonatal ventricular myocytes. Furthermore, \(\sigma_{\text{influx}}^2\) was 8963 ± 39 nM2 and 509 ± 9.01 nM2 in neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes. Thus, \(\sigma_{\text{SR}}^2\) is 4557 nM2 in adult myocytes and 11148 nM2 in neonatal myocytes. These data suggest that the majority of the \(\sigma_{\text{transient}}^2\) in adult (≈90%) and neonatal myocytes (≈55%) originates from variations in Ca2+ release from the SR.

3.2. Network, Junctional, and SR Boutons in Living Ventricular Myocytes. Changes in the spatial organization of the SR could be a potential contributor to variations in Ca2+ release from this organelle during EC coupling. To investigate this issue, we infected ventricular myocytes with an adenoviral vector expressing the tag red fluorescent protein (tRFP-SR) [16] with a calreticulin entrance sequence in its N-terminal and a four-amino-acid sequence (KDEL) in its C-terminal that signals its retention in the SR lumen [11] (Figure 2(a)).

Confocal imaging revealed that tRFP-SR fluorescence was confined to the nuclear envelope and a vast, seemingly interconnected tubular SR network that extended throughout neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes (Figures 2(b)-2(c)). In neonatal ventricular myocytes, the width of these SR tubules at 50% fluorescence amplitude ranged from 0.6 to 3 μm with a mean of 0.8 ± 0.1 μm (n = 120 sites) (Figure 2(b), green). In contrast, adult ventricular myocytes expressing tRFP-SR did not show the convoluted, irregular reticular pattern observed in neonatal myocytes (Figures 2(b)-2(c)). Instead, as previously reported by others [1, 17], the SR forms terminals (i.e., junctional SR) with a periodic distribution of about 1.8 μm along the longitudinal axis of the cell. The diameter of these terminals ranged from 0.8 to 1.2 μM (Figure 2(c), green). The junctional SR at opposite ends of each sarcomere was interconnected by “network” SR.

We observed multiple bright structures protruding from the SR network of neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes (Figures 2(b)-2(c)). We refer to these structures as corbular SR boutons [1, 18]. Corbular SR boutons varied in length.
Figure 1: Beat-to-beat fidelity of EC coupling in ventricular myocytes. (a) Average peak amplitude of action potential evoked (1 Hz) global Ca^{2+} transients (nM) from adult (closed circles) and neonatal (open circles) ventricular myocytes measured at 1 minute interval for five minutes and corresponding coefficient of variation among the adult and neonatal myocyte population. Dashed line represents average peak [Ca^{2+}] signal over 5 minutes. (b) Representative [Ca^{2+}] transient of adult and neonatal myocytes. (c) Representative [Ca^{2+}] signal variance of adult and neonatal ventricular myocytes and the distribution of peak amplitude [Ca^{2+}] variance (nM^2) of adult ventricular myocytes in the presence and absence of the SR Ca^{2+} pump inhibitor thapsigargin (1 μM).

Consistent with our confocal data, EM images showed multiple Ω-shaped boutons within the SR and rough ER of non-permeabilized myocytes (boxes in Figure 2(d)). tRFP-SR-associated immunogold particles were also found to be broadly distributed through the perinuclear, network, and junctional, corbular SR of permeabilized myocytes (Figure 2(e) inset; arrows indicate immunogold particles).
Figure 2: Imaging of network, junctional, and corbular SR boutons in living and fixed ventricular myocytes. (a) A cartoon of the tRFP-SR construct. (b) Confocal image of representative living neonatal ventricular myocyte expressing tRFP-SR. (c) Confocal images of representative living adult ventricular myocyte. Insets show zooms of a corbular SR bouton (red box) and SR network (green box) in these cells. Graphs show fluorescence intensity profile in the region in the image marked by arrows. (d) Electron microscopy image of non-permeabilized neonatal ventricular myocytes infected with tRFP-SR (scale bar = 1 μm; N = nucleus). Insets depict invaginations of the endoplasmic/sarcoplasmic reticulum (scale bar = 100 nm). Panel Dii shows an example of how the dimensions of SR boutons were made. (e) Immunogold labeling of tRFP-SR (arrows of insets) from a permeabilized neonatal ventricular myocyte infected with tRFP-SR depicting invaginations of the endoplasmic/sarcoplasmic reticulum (scale bar = 500 nm and 100 nm (insets); N = nucleus).
Analysis of these EM images indicated that corbular SR had a height and maximum width of 25 ± 5 nm and 1.1 ± 0.1 μm (n = 50), respectively. The diameter at the “neck” of the corbular SR, where they connect to the SR network, was 156 ± 5 nm. Figure 2(d)ii shows the location of these structures in an electron micrograph from a representative myocyte.

3.3. The SR of Ventricular Myocytes Is Motile. Having found a strategy to monitor SR ultrastructure in living ventricular myocytes, we tested the hypothesis that the SR of neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes is a structurally inert organelle. To do this, time-lapse confocal microscopy was performed using neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes expressing tRFP-SR (Figures 3 and 4). Contrary to our hypothesis, we found a significant level of mobility and reorganization within the SR of ventricular myocytes. Corbular SR boutons moved frequently and for relatively long distances (see Movie 1 in Supplementary Material available online at doi: 10.1155/2011/382586).

Figures 3(a)–3(d) shows two-dimensional confocal images from representative neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes expressing tRFP-SR at various time points after the beginning of imaging. Motile corbular SR boutons are identified in each image with circles of varied colors. We tracked the position of the epicenter of each corbular SR bouton over time. The lines connected to each circle illustrate the trajectories of each of the corbular SR boutons in these images. We found that corbular SR boutons moved exclusively within the SR network of neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes. Furthermore, our analysis suggests that the trajectories and velocities of corbular SR boutons were highly variable. Accordingly, individual corbular SR boutons did not move at a constant speed, with periods of rapid mobility often followed by periods of slowed movements or even stasis (Figures 3(b)–3(d)). For example, while the corbular SR bouton i (green) in the neonatal myocyte in Figures 3(a)–3(b) only moved 0.8 μm at a maximum velocity of 0.06 μm/s, corbular SR bouton ii (orange) in the same cell moved a total of ≈10 μm at a maximum velocity of 0.18 μm/s over a period of 300 seconds.

Motile corbular SR boutons were also observed in the SR of adult ventricular myocytes, albeit with a lower frequency than in neonatal myocytes (Figures 3(c)–3(d)). An example of a motile corbular SR bouton in an adult myocyte is shown in Figure 3(c). The green line shows the trajectory of this specific corbular SR bouton. Like neonatal corbular SR boutons, the velocity and distance traveled by this adult corbular SR bouton was variable. It moved with a maximum velocity of 0.06 μm/s and traveled ≈8 μm over a period of 300 seconds (Figure 3(d)).

Motile corbular SR boutons moved faster in neonatal (0.045 ± 0.01 μm/s, n = 250) than in adult ventricular myocytes (0.020 ± 0.004 μm/s, n = 50; P < 0.05) (Figure 3(e)). The maximum velocity reached by corbular SR boutons was 0.6 μm/s. Neonatal and adult neonatal SR boutons traveled distances of up to 30 μm in a period of 300 seconds (Figure 3(f)). The distance traveled for a corbular SR bouton in a continuous movement event (called “step distance”) in adult and neonatal myocytes ranged from 0.3 to 4.2 μm (Figure 3(g)).

We found that changes in SR structure were not limited to motile SR boutons but included changes in the structure of the SR network of neonatal and ventricular myocytes. An example of this is shown in Figures 4(a)–4(b) and Movie 2 in Supplemental Material. Site i in Figure 4(a) is an area of the SR network of a neonatal ventricular myocyte, where an SR tubule bifurcates into two branches. Time-lapse confocal microscopy of this site showed the formation of a new connection between two adjacent SR branches. In site ii, we were able to capture the sequence of events that likely lead to the formation of these SR connections. The corbular SR bouton marked by the red arrow elongated finally fusing with a neighboring section of SR network. Figure 4(b) shows a similar set of events, but in an adult ventricular myocyte.

We also detected fluctuations of tRFP-SR fluorescence presumably resulting from changes in SR structure in these cells. An example of this type of phenomenon is shown in Figure 4(c) (see also Movie 3 in Supplementary Material). Surface plots of sites i and ii in this adult ventricular myocyte revealed dynamic fluctuations in tRFP-SR fluorescent suggesting structural changes in the junctional SR.

We used TIRF microscopy to resolve subtle changes in SR morphology within the subsarcolemmal space of neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes (Figure 5). In our TIRF microscope, excitation is limited to an evanescent field of about 100 nm from the coverslip. Thus, the axial resolution of the TIRF microscope (≈0.1 μm) is nearly an order of magnitude higher than our confocal microscope (≈1.1 μm). In neonatal myocytes, we observed multiple motile SR projections into the subsarcolemmal space per cell (Figure 5(a); see also Movie 4 in Supplementary Material). Interestingly, these SR structures moved laterally as well as in and out of the evanescent field, suggesting that in neonatal myocytes the SR is forming and dissolving SR-sarcolemma junctions on a regular basis. A similar observation was made using adult ventricular myocytes (Figure 5(b)). Collectively, these confocal and TIRF data suggest that the SR is a dynamic organelle that frequently forms and dissolves SR-sarcolemmal junctions in neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes.

3.4. Motile Corbular SR Boutons Express Functional Ryanodine Receptors. We investigated whether the corbular SR boutons and junctional SR observed with confocal and TIRF microscopy contained functional RyRs (Figure 6). To do this, we labeled living neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes expressing tRFP-SR with BODIPY-Ryanodine (100 nM neonatal, 50 nM adult) (Figures 6(a) and 6(c)). The Pearson’s coefficient between tRFP-SR with BODIPY-Ryanodine signals in neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes was 0.69 and 0.80, respectively. We preformed simultaneous time-lapse confocal microscopy imaging of our neonatal ventricular myocytes labeled with BODIPY-RyR. The representative two-dimensional confocal images of the cell presented in Figure 6(a) are shown at various time points (Figure 6(b), see also Movie 5 in Supplementary Material). We found
that BODIPY-RyR labeled structures moved with corbular SR boutons and along the tracks of the tRFP-SR labeled SR network at varying speeds over time. As described previously, we tracked the position and distance traveled of the epicenter of each corbular SR bouton labeled with BODIPY-RyR and compared them to unlabeled control cells. Labeled and unlabeled SR boutons traveled similar distances over a period of 300 seconds. These data suggest that tRFP-SR with BODIPY-Ryanodine colocalize in neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes and ryanodine receptors are expressed in diverse structures (i.e., network, junctional, and boutons) and are mobile within the SR of ventricular myocytes.

Next, we tested the hypothesis that motile SR boutons express functional RyRs. Consistent with this, we recorded spontaneous Ca\(^{2+}\) sparks from motile SR boutons (Figures 6(d)-6(e)). For example, the corbular SR bouton marked with a green dot in Figure 6(d) moved at a velocity of up to 0.004 \(\mu\)m/s and multiple Ca\(^{2+}\) sparks were recorded from this site. As shown in Figure 6(e), Ca\(^{2+}\) sparks were also recorded from corbular SR boutons in adult myocytes. In combination with the data above, these findings suggest that mobile corbular SR boutons express functional ryanodine receptors in ventricular myocytes.

3.5. The Microtubule Network and Microtubule-Associated Motors Dynein and Kif5b Regulate SR Motility in Ventricular Myocytes. We investigated the mechanisms underlying SR...
motility in ventricular myocytes. Previous studies have implicated the microtubule network and the molecular motor dynein in the regulation of ER structure and motility in nonmuscle cells [19–22]. Thus, we examined the effects of the microtubule disruptor nocodazole (10 μM) on the SR of neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes expressing tRFP-SR. We found that incubation with 10 μM nocodazole for 2 hours induced significant SR fragmentation in neonatal ventricular myocytes (Figure 7(a)). Nocodazole also seemed to alter SR organization in adult ventricular myocytes (Figures 7(b) and 7(c)). To quantify changes in SR-structure in adult ventricular myocytes, where the SR is organized in a well-defined periodic pattern, we implemented an analysis similar to the one used by Wei et al. [13], to monitor transverse tubule periodicity in ventricular myocytes. Briefly, this analysis involves a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis of tRFP-SR images, which are converted into a frequency domain that quantifies periodicity. The first harmonic, which centers at 1.7 μm, is the strongest periodicity of the SR-network based upon the spacing between each harmonic (Figure 7(b)). The magnitude of the 1st harmonic, or SR\textsubscript{Power}, provides a quantitative index for SR structural periodicity. In this analysis, a decrease in SR\textsubscript{Power} would represent a decrease in SR periodicity and hence its structural integrity. We found that under control conditions the histogram of SR\textsubscript{Power} values could be fit with a single Gaussian function with a center at 1.70 μm (n = 17). However, in nocodazole-treated cells the SR\textsubscript{Power} was shifted towards lower SR\textsubscript{Power} values than under control conditions. Indeed, the SR\textsubscript{Power} of nocodazole treated cells could be fit with the sum of two Gaussian functions with centers at 0.88 and 1.53 μm (n = 30) (Figure 7(c)). These data suggest that microtubules play a critical role in the maintenance of the structural integrity of the SR network in ventricular myocytes.

Next, we tested the hypothesis that inhibition of the microtubule-associated molecular motor proteins dynein and Kif5b would decrease SR motility. We investigated whether inhibition of the retrograde molecular motor, dynein with erythro-9-(2-hydroxy-3-nonyl) adenine (EHNA) [23] would decrease SR motility in neonatal ventricular myocytes (Figures 8(a) and 8(c)). Confocal images were collected at
Figure 5: TIRF imaging of submembrane SR motility in neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes. (a) TIRF images of representative neonatal ventricular myocyte expressing tRFP-SR. (b) TIRF image of representative adult ventricular myocyte expressing tRFP-SR. Images to the right are two dimensional images (top row) and surface plots of the region delineated by the white.

various time points over a period of 120 minutes in the presence or absence of 30 μM EHNA. Figure 8(a) shows a representative neonatal myocytes before (control) and after the application of EHNA. We mapped the trajectories of corbular SR boutons under control conditions and in the presence of EHNA with colored lines. Note that although corbular SR boutons were observed after incubation with EHNA, motility was significantly reduced (Figure 8(a)). Indeed, EHNA significantly decreased the total distance traveled by neonatal corbular SR boutons by ≈57% from 6.27 ± 0.44 μm (control, n = 6) to 2.69 ± 0.34 μm (EHNA, n = 16) (P < 0.05) (Figure 8(c)).

To examine whether the anterograde microtubule-associated molecular motor protein Kif5b alters SR dynamics, we generated two adenovirus constructs of wild type and a dominant-negative form of Kif5b lacking the motor domain [12] fused to BFP at the N-terminus (Kif5b-WT and Kif5b-DN) and infected ventricular myocytes simultaneously with Kif5b-BFP and tRFP-SR adenoviruses (Figure 8(b)). The Pearson’s coefficient between tRFP-SR and Kif5b-WT-BFP or Kif5b-DN-BFP was 0.82 and 0.81, respectively (Figure 8(b)). These data suggest that the molecular motor Kif5b associates with the diverse structures of the SR network (i.e., network, junctional, and boutons) in ventricular myocytes. Importantly, we found that expression of Kif5b-DN-BFP significantly decreased the total distance traveled by neonatal corbular SR boutons by ≈60% from 7.01 ± 0.31 μm (control, n = 6) to 2.78 ± 0.2 μm (Kif5b-DN-BFP, n = 6) (P < 0.05) (Figure 8(c)).

Finally, we investigated the effects of the dynein inhibitor EHNA on junctional SR in adult ventricular myocytes (Figure 8(d)). We focused on the junctional SR and not on SR boutons because, as noted above, the latter are less frequently observed in adult than in neonatal myocytes. For this analysis, we calculated the percent of junctional SR sites throughout the cell that, over time, underwent fluorescence fluctuations that exceeded 3 standard deviations above or below the mean local tRFP-SR fluorescence. Junctional SR sites were identified automatically with the use of a 5 × 5 top-hat detection filter. Using this analysis, we found that, under control conditions, 4.7 ± 0.2% (n = 20,000 sites from 6 cells) of isolated sites experienced change in tRFP-SR fluorescence in the junctional SR that exceeded the detection threshold. Consistent with the neonatal data above, application of 30 μM EHNA decreased the number of fluctuating junctional SR sites by 45 ± 0.1% (P < 0.05). Collectively, these data suggest that the microtubule network and the molecular motors dynein and Kif5b play a critical role in SR motility of ventricular myocytes.

4. Discussion

This study provides the first characterization of SR structure in living neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes. The main findings of this study were fourfold. First, the SR forms a vast network that is structurally diverse and dynamic. Second, we discovered that corbular SR boutons move throughout
Figure 6: Expression of functional ryanodine receptors in motile corbular SR boutons. (a) Confocal image of a neonatal ventricular myocyte expressing tRFP-SR (left), labeled with BODIPY FL-X Ryanodine (center) and merged image (right). (b) Time-lapse confocal images of neonatal ventricular myocyte from panel A expressing tRFP-SR and labeled with BODIPY FL-X Ryanodine. Images shown were obtained 0, 150, and 300 seconds after the initiation of the experiment. Motile corbular SR boutons are labeled with colored circles. (c) Confocal image of adult ventricular myocyte expressing tRFP-SR (left), labeled with BODIPY FL-X Ryanodine (center) and merged image (right). (d) TIRF image (left) of a representative neonatal myocyte expressing tRFP-SR loaded with fluo-4. Green dot represents corbular SR bouton of interest. The plot in the center shows the time course of Ca2+ spark activity in this corbular SR bouton. The plot to the left shows the velocity of the corbular SR bouton marked by the green dot as a function of time. (e) Confocal image (left) of a representative adult ventricular myocyte expressing tRFP-SR loaded with fluo-4 AM. Colored dots mark corbular SR boutons in this cell. The two plots in this panel show the time-course of spontaneous Ca2+ sparks in corbular SR boutons i and ii.

The cell and express functional RyR. Third, by simultaneously imaging [Ca2+]i and tRFP-SR, we discovered that the amplitude of the evoked whole-cell [Ca2+]i transient remains unchanged even though the SR is undergoing significant remodeling. These data suggest that a static SR network is not required for stable EC coupling in ventricular myocytes. Fourth, SR structure and motility are dependent on an intact microtubule network and the retrograde and anterograde microtubule-associated motors dynein and Kif5b.

Electron microscopy and immunofluorescence approaches have been extensively employed to study SR structure in cardiac muscle [1, 24–26]. These studies have led to the formulation of a model of the SR and its involvement in EC coupling. In this model, the SR is comprised of interconnected longitudinal tubules that terminate in dilated sacs that come into close apposition (≈15 nm) to the sarcolemma. RyRs are expressed in this junctional SR. Together, the junctional SR, RyRs, and nearby sarcosomal L-type Ca2+ channel form a signaling unit called a “coupion”. The formation of SR-sarcosomal junctions that underlies the coupion is proposed to be a multistep process [27, 28]. The first event in development of the junctional SR is the “docking” of the SR membrane to the sarcolemma via the protein junctophilin 2. Following the establishment of the SR-sarcosomal junctions in embryonic myocytes, the proteins calsequestrin, junction, and triadin are targeted and organized within the SR. The arrival of the RyRs and L-type Ca2+ channels and final organization of the macromolecular complex that comprises a Ca2+ release unit within the junctional SR lead to a coupion.
Our data suggest that these SR structures are highly dynamic. This is analogous to what has been described for the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in nonmuscle cells [20, 29]. The SR is considered to be a specialized derivation of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) that is dedicated to Ca\(^{2+}\) storage and release for the regulation of muscle contraction and EC coupling. The ER of nonmuscle cells is known to have a convoluted structure that is continually reorganizing its structure and moving toward and away from the plasma membrane over time in a variety of living nonmuscle cell models [20, 29]. Our data suggest that like the ER, the SR has the capacity to remodel.

Our results demonstrate that the mean \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\), transient amplitude achieves high fidelity yet also displays beat-to-beat variation in \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\). Interestingly, the variance of the \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) attributable to SR \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release was nearly 4-fold larger than adult myocytes. This coincides with a higher degree of SR motility in neonatal than in adult myocytes. Although the exact sources for \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\) variance during EC coupling are unclear, it is intriguing to speculate that variations in SR motility of neonatal and adult ventricular myocytes could be a contributing factor.

Similar to studies of the regulation of ER motility [19–22, 29], we demonstrate that the microtubule network regulates SR motility. Although a direct interaction between the microtubule network and the SR has not been shown, it has been postulated to be necessary to mechanically regulate the SR and T-tubule sarcolemma for proper regulation of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) spark activation and termination [30]. Indeed, perturbation of the microtubule network has been shown to alter L-type \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) current, \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\), transients [30], \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) sparks [31], and action potential waveform [32]. Our results suggest intact microtubules are necessary for maintenance of SR ultrastructure.

Kif5b has been implicated in ER motility in nonmuscle cells [29] and in the trafficking of Kv1.5 channels in heterologous cells and rat ventricular myocytes [12]. Likewise, the retrograde motor protein, dynein, has been previously shown to affect the trafficking of Kv1.5 channels in heterologous cells and rat cardiac myocytes [33, 34] and ClC-2 chloride channel in hippocampus [35]. Interestingly, we found that expression of a dominant-negative Kif5b and inhibition of dynein decreased. At present, however, the specific role of Kif5b and dynein in SR motility, couplon formation, and EC coupling is unknown. Future studies should examine the role of microtubules and molecular motor proteins in these important issues.

On the basis of these findings, we propose a new model for the role and regulation of SR structure and motility in EC coupling in ventricular myocytes (Figure 8(e)). In this model, the SR forms a vast interconnected network with distinct microdomains (i.e., junctional domains, corbular domains) throughout the ventricular myocyte. The position of SR structures likely depends on the relative activities of microtubule-associated Kif5b (anterograde motor), and dynein (retrograde motor) regulate SR structure and motility. We propose that the function of these structural rearrangements would include formation of new interconnections with neighboring SR network, formation of new junctions between SR and sarcolemma (i.e., couplons), and...
possibly regulation of trafficking of important EC coupling proteins through the SR bouton. An important implication of this model is that the exquisite fidelity of the $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i$ transient in ventricular myocytes is not likely produced by the activation of Ca$^{2+}$ release from a permanently static SR structure. Rather, it may result from the activation of a temporally averaged number of SR Ca$^{2+}$ release units from the formation and dissolution of SR-sarcolemmal junctions that are sensitive to perturbations in the microtubule network such as those observed in cardiac pathology.

5. Limitations

All studies that use cultured ventricular myocytes and pharmacological agents should be interpreted cautiously. For example, cultured adult ventricular myocytes undergo deterioration of their T-tubules and experience electrophysiological changes [36, 37]. Furthermore, it is important to note that although EHNA is known to disrupt the ATPase activity of dynein [23, 35, 38], it also inhibits phosphodiesterases in cardiac myocytes [39]. Thus, we cannot rule
out the possibility that a nondynein molecular motor that is modulated by cAMP levels is involved in SR motility. In spite of these limitations, we contend that novel insights into the bases of SR structure in ventricular myocytes have been obtained in the present experiments. These insights should form the bases of new hypotheses that can be best tested in appropriate animal models.

6. Summary and Conclusions

The present study suggests that normal cardiovascular function is accomplished via complex regulation of SR ultrastructure, [Ca²⁺], and contraction. Our study offers a novel conceptual model on the regulation of SR dynamics in ventricular myocytes. Based on this model, we propose that the fidelity of the [Ca²⁺] transient is not likely produced by the activation of Ca²⁺ release from a permanently static SR but rather may result from the activation of temporally averaged number of SR Ca²⁺ release units forming and dissolving SR-sarcoplasmic junctions that are sensitive to perturbations of the microtubule network. Our results and proposal merit further investigation.
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Congenital heart disease (CHD) is a common cardiac disorder in humans. Despite many advances in the understanding of CHD and the identification of many associated genes, the fundamental etiology for the majority of cases remains unclear. The planar cell polarity (PCP) signaling pathway, responsible for tissue polarity in Drosophila and gastrulation movements and cardiogenesis in vertebrates, has been shown to play multiple roles during cardiac differentiation and development. The disrupted function of PCP signaling is connected to some CHDs. Here, we summarize our current understanding of how PCP factors affect the pathogenesis of CHD.

1. Introduction

Congenital heart disease (CHD), the most common disorder of congenital disease in humans, occurs in approximately 1% of live births [1, 2]. Among many types of CHDs, septation and alignment defects make up the largest group of CHDs, including ventricular and atrial septal defects, tetralogy of Fallot, and double-outlet right ventricle defects [3]. In particular, congenital defects that involve the outflow tract are especially prevalent, including defects of the transposition of the great arteries (TGA), double outlet right ventricle (DORV), and persistent truncus arteriosus (PTA), where a single outflow tract vessel is observed in place of the normal aorta and pulmonary artery [4].

The prognosis, morbidity, and mortality are dependent on the type, size, location, number of defects, and the associated anomalies [5]. CHD represents the cause of one-tenth of all infant deaths worldwide and is the leading noninfectious cause of death in the first year of life [6]. Of great concern to pediatricians and cardiac surgeons are outflow tract defects, because babies that suffer from these problems typically require urgent and complex surgeries shortly after birth.

In recent years, a correlation has been made between dysregulation of the planar cell polarity signaling pathway and CHD.

2. Cardiac Development

2.1. Early Heart Development. In vertebrates, the heart is the first organ to form and has a vital role in the distribution of nutrients and oxygen in the embryo [7]. Formation of the vertebrate heart can be subdivided into distinct but partially overlapping phases, such as specification of cardiac progenitors and the formation of the linear heart tube by cell migration and morphogenetic movements, followed by cardiac looping, chamber formation, septation, and maturation [8].

Myocardial cells are derived from the mesoderm, which emerge from the primitive streak during gastrulation. Later, these cells migrate from the streak in an anterior-lateral direction to positions under the headfolds forming two groups of cells on either side of the midline [9]. The cells then extend across the midline to develop a crescent-shaped epithelium called the cardiac crescent, which fuses at the midline to form the early heart tube [7] called the primary heart field or the first heart field (FHF). These cells will form the left ventricle.

During the formation of a mature heart, the linear heart tube subsequently expands. This is achieved by two mechanisms: cell proliferation and recruitment of additional cells. The latter cells originate in the second heart field (SHF) a cardiac precursor cell population distinct from the first heart.
ment. Two branches of the Wnt pathway exist: a crucial cell changes and morphogenetic events in development, proliferation and patterning, is important for a variety of

β-dependent canonical pathway and noncanonical pathways [22, 23]. Noncanonical Wnt signaling has been shown to be inhibitory for canonical Wnt signaling through multiple mechanisms [24]. In zebrafish, Wnt genes that activate the noncanonical Wnt pathway are pipetail/Wnt5 [25] and silberblick/Wnt11 [26].

Noncanonical Wnt pathways, also called the planar cell polarity (PCP) signaling pathway, work on planar cell polarity in Drosophila and gastrulation movements and cardio-genes in vertebrates [27–29].

PCP signaling involves a multiprotein complex that associates at the cell membrane. This complex involves the core proteins Frizzled (Fz), Dishevelled (Dvl), Prickle (Pk), Vangl/Strabismus (Vangl), Celsr/Flamingo (Celsr), and Diego (Dgo). In addition, Scribble (Scrib) [30, 31] and Ptk7 [32] are also regarded as the PCP proteins. Formation of the multiprotein complex is thought to modulate the pathway, rather than the components being members of a linear pathway. Vang/Pk are thought to antagonize Fz/Dvl signaling [20]. PCP pathways are important in polarized cell migration and organ morphogenesis through activation of cytoskeletal pathways, such as those involving the small GTPases RhoA and cdc42, Rho kinase (ROCK), protein kinase C (PKC), and Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) [4, 22].

Molecules involved in the PCP pathway commonly fall into 1 of these 3 categories: (1) the “upstream” factors in charge of the coordination of the planar polarity across the whole tissue (i.e., some atypical cadherins like Dachsous and Fat [33]); (2) the so-called “core polarity genes” that provide intrinsic polarization cues within single cells through their uneven subcellular localization; and (3) the tissue-specific factors needed for the emergence of the polarized structures characteristic of each cell type [34, 35].

4. Planar Cell Polarity Signaling Pathway in CHD

Normal cardiac development is dependent on PCP signaling [3, 20, 36, 37], which contributes to correct cardiac specification in the mesodermal germ layer [8]. If the correct expression of proteins in PCP signaling is disrupted, then defects may be seen in the heart.

4.1. Vang-Like 2. Vertebrates have two Vang-like (Vangl) genes, Vangl1 and Vangl2, which are homologs of the Drosophila gene Van Gogh/Strabismus (Vang/Stbm). Vang mutations disrupt the organization of various epithelial structures, causing characteristic swirled patterns of hairs on wing cells and disorientation of eye ommatidia [38]. Vangl1 and Vangl2 proteins share ~70% sequence similarity, which underlies their conserved functions; Vangl1 and Vangl2 proteins bind to three mammalian Dvl proteins, and Lp mutations engineered in Vangl1 or Vangl2 abrogate interaction with Dvl [39]. The Vangl2 gene encodes a membrane protein comprising four transmembrane domains and a large intracellular domain with a PDZ-domain-binding motif at its carboxy terminus [40]. Mutations in Vangl2 can cause neural tube defects and cardiac abnormalities [41]. Loop-tail (Lp), a naturally occurring mouse mutant, develops severe cardiovascular defects in association with abnormal midline development [40, 42], and is often used when studying of Vangl2.

4.2. Outflow Tract. Vangl2 plays an important role in the development of the outflow tract for the following reasons: Vangl2 is strongly expressed in the outflow tract myocardium, including the cells that migrate into the outflow tract cushions [36]. Conspicuous abnormalities are found in the outflow trace of Lp mutants [3], and similarities exist between myocardialization of the OFT and the CE movement during gastrulation, in which Vangl2 is generally thought to be correlated [20].

Complex cardiovascular defects can be found in Lp homozygotes, including double-outlet right ventricle defects, with obligatory peri-membrane ventricular septal defects, and double-sided aortic arch defects, with associated abnormalities in the aortic arch arteries [3]. During the myocardialization of the Lp mice, both the extension of polarized membrane protrusions and the reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton are inhibited in myocardial cells at the muscle-cushion tissue, strongly suggesting that this is a defect in...
cell polarity and/or cell movement, rather than some other aspect of cell behavior [20]. RhoA and ROCK1 [43], the downstream mediators of the PCP signaling pathway, are required as well for Vangl2 function [36]. However, the Tetralogy of Fallot (ToF) abnormality, resulting from disturbances of morphogenetic processes in OFT development [44], does not show any specific mutations in Vangl2 gene that are responsible for the ToF phenotype [45]. Further research could include the possible role of other PCP components expressed in the development of the outflow tract [45]. Furthermore, a typical PCP phenotype in a mouse mutant for the Sec24b gene has been reported, including abnormally small ventricles and abnormally arranged OFT vessels [46]. Sec24b is a component of the coat protein complex II (COPII) that is essential for intracellular endoplasmic-reticulum- (ER-) to-Golgi protein transport [47]. In Sec24b mutation mice, both abnormal Vangl2 expression or localization were detected; however, this abnormal expression or localization of Vangl2 may only be partially responsible for the Sec24b mutation caused cardiac defects [46].

As for Vangl1, its role in OFT is much smaller than Vangl2. No cardiac outflow abnormalities were detected in Vangl1<sup>−/−</sup>, Vangl2<sup>+/−</sup> double heterozygotes, or in Vangl<sup>−/−</sup> homozygotes, only an aberrant right subclavian artery was found in the former, suggesting that the two genes genetically interact to regulate the proper development of the extracardiac structures [41].

4.3. Coronary Circulation. The coronary arteries that channel oxygen rich blood throughout the ventricular myocardium are formed from cells that originally derive from a region of the splanchnic mesoderm known as the proepicardium [48, 49]. Vangl2-PCP signaling can play a noncell autonomous role in coronary artery formation [50]. For example, in the animals with Lp/Lp hearts, the coronary vessels fail to develop a normal smooth muscle cell layer and instead develop enlarged ectopic vessels in the subepicardium. Reduced fibronectin deposition, because of loss of functional vangl2 in the subepicardial space, is associated with limited migration of epicardially derived cells (EPDCs) into the ventricular myocardium and likely contributes to those defects [50]. Fibronectin deposition has also been shown to be deficient at tissue boundaries in Xenopus embryos in which Vangl2 is disrupted and PCP signaling is abnormal [51, 52]. These defects were associated with defects in the polarized cell movements during the process of CE, which resembles the Lp/Lp heart, where fibronectin deposition is reduced at the epicardial-myocardial boundary and cell migration is impaired [50].

Similarly, mice deficient in connexin 43 also have defects in epicardial cell polarization, migration, and early remodeling of the coronary vascular plexus [53, 54]. However, aberrant expression of planar cell polarity pathway components was not detected in the connexin 43 knockout hearts, so it is currently unclear whether and how connexin 43 interacts with the planar cell polarity pathway [55].

4.4. Diversin/Inversin. The vertebrate ankyrin repeat protein, Diversin, is related to the Drosophila protein Diego, which controls PCP during fly development [56]. Diversin also acts in the canonical Wnt signaling pathway, where its centrosomal localization is crucial for its function in Wnt signaling [57]. Diversin is a modular protein containing N-terminal ankyrin repeats, a central casein kinase-binding domain, and a C-terminal domain that binds axin-conductin [58].

Early zebrafish embryos injected with Diversin mRNA that encodes a protein lacking the ankyrin repeat domain, Div-DANK, were found to develop cardiac bifida [59]; however, those cardiac bifida can be rescued by coinjection of an activated form of RhoA (RhoA-V14), suggesting that Diversin controls heart formation through RhoA [59]. Cardiac bifida in fish is generated when the bilateral heart anlagen fail to fuse because of defective migration of myocardial precursors to the dorsal midline [60, 61], which is regulated by PCP signaling [28]. These results suggest that Diversin can play a role in heart through PCP in the downstream of RhoA.

Meanwhile, Diversin and Dishevelled are accepted as mutually dependent players within the PCP signaling pathway. The Diversin orthologue of Drosophila, Diego, genetically interacts with and physically binds to Dishevelled [62]. However, during cardiogenesis, coinjection of both dominant-negative molecules, Div-DANK and Dvl-DDEP, did not synergize, suggesting that both Diversin and Dishevelled control heart formation and PCP signaling in zebrafish embryogenesis by similar mechanisms [59].

In the inv/inv mouse, carrying an insertional mutation in the inversin gene, some cardiopulmonary malformations were found, which are not rare in the mutant mice. The inv/inv mice have a propensity for defects in the development of the right ventricular OFT and the interventricular septum.

4.5. Dishevelled. Dishevelled (dsh in Drosophila or Dvl in mice) proteins, of which three have been identified in humans and mice, are highly conserved components of both the canonical Wnt pathway [63], and the PCP pathway [64]. They function as essential scaffolding proteins that interact with diverse proteins, including kinases, phosphatases, and adaptor proteins [65, 66].

In zebrafish, it is reported that injection of the dominant-negative Dishevelled lacking the DEP domain (Dvl-DDEP) into zebrafish embryos induced cardiac bifida phenotypes and CE defects. Dishevelled regulates heart formation via the activation of RhoA. Meanwhile, during cardiogenesis, Div-DANK and Dvl-DDEP, the frequency of cardiac bifida was not increased [28].

In mice, mutations in the Dvl2 gene, one of three vertebrate homologues of Drosophila Dishevelled, developed OFT defects similar to those seen in Lp mice, including double-outlet right ventricle and ventricular septal defects [37]. Dvl1/Dvl2 double mutants develop the neural tube defect craniorachischisis [37], which is associated with disruption of PCP signaling in mice [40]. Since both Vangl2 and Dvl2 are expressed in the OFT myocardium [36], Dvl2 is suggested to act in PCP pathway in OFT. The PCP signaling pathway can regulate cell migration processes during gastrulation and neural crest cell migration in vertebrates [22, 67]. Dvl2 is a core PCP member in canonical Wnt signaling. But Dvl2 is
also suggested to influence OFT formation through neural crest cell migration in PCP signaling since a defect is found in cardiac neural crest development during OFT formation in Dvl2 null mutants [37].

Dvl3−/− mice died perinatally with cardiac OFT abnormalities, and the mutants displayed a misoriented stereocilia in the organ of Corti, suggesting that Dvl3 is required for cardiac OFT development in the PCP pathway [64]. However, OFT in Dvl3−/− mice were not due to an absence of CNC or SHF Cells. Moreover, Dvl2+/−; Dvl3−/− mice can survive to adulthood and are fertile. In an inbred background, conotruncal abnormalities were seen, while Dvl2−/−; Dvl3−/− hearts had similar morphologies to Dvl3−/− hearts, suggesting Dvl's are functionally redundant [64].

4.6. Wnt5a and Wnt11. In vertebrates, Wnt5a and Wnt11 can activate the Wnt/JNK pathway, which resembles the PCP pathway in Drosophila [68]. Wnt5a [69, 70] and Wnt11 [4, 29, 69–72] represent the PCP pathway that have been implicated in cardiogenesis.

4.6.1. Wnt5a. Wnt5a primarily signals through the PCP signaling pathway, although it also has the potential to activate the canonical Wnt signaling pathway [73], by functioning as an antagonist of the canonical Wnts [74]. A mutation in Wnt5a in mice can lead to PTA. In the model, Wnt5a produced in the OFT, by cells originating from the pharyngeal mesoderm, signals adjacent CNC cells during the formation of the aortopulmonary septum through a PCP pathway via localized intracellular increases in Ca2+ [16].

Wnt5a is thought to be supportive but not required for cardiogenesis [8] because in discussing Notch signaling in cardiac progenitors, Wnt5a synergizes with BMP6 and Sfrp1 to promote formation of troponin-positive cells, likely through noncanonical Wnt signaling activities. However, adding individually sFRP1, Wnt5a, and BMP6 does not significantly increase cardiac development [75].

4.6.2. Wnt11. Wnt11 is a secreted protein that signals through the PCP pathway and is a potent modulator of cell behavior and movement. In human, mouse, and chicken, there is a single Wnt11 gene, and in Xenopus and zebrafish, there are two, Wnt-11 and Wnt-11R [71]. Wnt11 can activate PCP signaling and at the same time inhibit Wnt signaling [24]. Wnt-11 shows a spatiotemporal pattern of expression that correlates with cardiac specification [76, 77] and loss-of-function experiments also demonstrated that Wnt11 is required for normal heart development and cardiac marker gene expression [29, 78]. Wnt11 leads to cardiac specification in the PCP pathway [68] and is conserved [29].

The mouse Wnt11 gene is expressed within or in close proximity to the precardiac mesoderm, and later in the myocardium of the primitive heart tube [79]. Thus, the Wnt-11 expression domain overlaps with the first and secondary heart fields that contribute to the majority of the tissues establishing the heart [69–71, 79]. At later stages, Wnt11 is expressed in OFT, where both Wnt5a and Wnt11 signaling have morphogenetic roles [4, 16]. Interestingly, human Wnt11 has been reported to be expressed in the adult heart [80].

In cell culture models, Wnt11 signaling determines the fate of the cardiomyocytes and promotes differentiation of the already committed cardiomyocytes, a conclusion based in part on its capacity to induce the expression of certain cardiac transcription factor genes [29, 81–85], suggesting that Wnt11 signaling may have a broader role in the control of mammalian heart development [86].

5. Heart Morphogenesis

In Xenopus, Wnt11-R is expressed in neural tissue, dorsal mesenchyme derived from the dermatome region of the somites, the brachial arches, and the muscle layer of the heart, similar to the expression patterns reported for mouse and chicken Wnt11 [72]. Inhibition of Wnt11-R function using morpholino oligomers causes defects in heart morphogenesis, in fact, 10% of the hearts exhibit a pronounced cardiac bifoetal phenotype, suggesting Wnt11-R functions in regulation of cardiac morphogenesis [72].

In cardiocytes of Xenopus, Wnt11 is required for heart formation and is sufficient to induce a contractile tissue in embryonic explants by PCP signaling which involves protein kinase C and Jun amino-terminal kinase [29].

When embryos injected with Wnt11-R MO on one side only were examined in section, it was clear that the myocardial layer on the injected side was thicker than on the control side. This is also visible in double-sided MO1-injected embryos. Quantitation of differentiated myocardium showed that the area of the Wnt11-R-depleted side was 26% larger than the control side [72].

However, in a mouse model in which Wnt-11 function has been inactivated, Wnt-11 signaling serves as a critical cell adhesion cue for the organization of the cardiomyocytes in the developing ventricular wall. In the absence of Wnt-11, the coordinated organization, intercellular contacts, colocalized expression of the cell adhesion components N-cadherin and b-catenin, and the cytoskeleton of the differentiating ventricular cardiomyocytes are all disturbed. Moreover, the ventricular wall lacking Wnt-11 signaling is thinner [86].

5.1. Outflow Tract. Wnt11 signaling can affect extracellular matrix composition, cytoskeletal rearrangements and polarized cell movement required for morphogenesis of the cardiac OFT [4]. In fact, Wnt11 plays this role in the integration and crosstalk between three major signaling pathways: Wnt pathway, PCP pathway, and TGFβ signaling. In Wnt11 mutants, penetrance of the outflow tract phenotype was 100% accompanied by ventricular septal defects (VSD) [4].

5.2. Ptk7. Protein tyrosine kinase 7 (Ptk7) is a transmembrane protein containing seven extracellular immunoglobulin domains and a kinase homology domain [87]. Ptk7 is regarded as a regulator of PCP signaling that could modulate the dsh localization as well as the interaction with pathway-specific effector proteins [87], while someone regarded it as an essential component of PCP pathway [32]. In Xenopus, Ptk7 is required for neural convergent extension [88] and
can regulate neural crest migration by recruiting dishevelled (dsh) to the plasma membrane [89].

In chick, disruption of off-track (the chick Ptk7 homologue) causes abnormal heart development [90]. In mouse, *chuzhoi* (chz) mutants, carrying a splice site mutation in *Ptk7*, exhibit several defects in cardiovascular development, including OFT defects with VSD, while they exhibit minor defects in neural crest cell distribution [89]. A genetic interaction between *chuzhoi* mutants and both *Vangl2<sup>−/−</sup>* and *Celsr1<sup>Cre−/−</sup>* mutants was demonstrated, strengthening the hypothesis that *chuzhoi* is involved in regulating the PCP pathway [89].

5.3. Scribble. Scrib (also known as Scrb1) is orthologous to the Drosophila *scribble* gene, which regulates apical-basal polarity and functions as a tumor suppressor, regulating cell growth; *scribble* mutants exhibit disrupted cellular architecture [91–93]. Scrib is a putative cytoplasmic protein and is a member of the LAP protein family that is characterized by the presence of four PDZ domains. Scrib plays essential roles in cell-cell adhesion [94]. In human, hScrib protein displays highly polarized localization in mammalian epithelial cells and could play an important role in the suppression of human tumors [93]. Scrib has not been implicated in planar cell polarity [95], although some scholars identify it as PCP protein [30, 31].

In mutations in mouse Scrib (circle tail mutant, Crc), cardiac looping and chamber expansion are disrupted and abnormal development of the arterial wall and early abnormalities in myocardial organization are found. Finally, spectrum of congenital heart defects are developed, such as smaller and abnormally shaped ventricular chambers, cardiovascular defects, and atroventricular septal defects [96], suggesting that Crc can develop heart malformations and cardiomyopathy attributable to abnormalities in cardiomyocyte organization within the early heart tube [96].

The mechanism of Scrib involved in heart development may refer to N-cadherin. The integrity of the heart tube is dependent on N-cadherin, which is tightly localized to the lateral membranes of cardiomyocytes from the earliest time of heart tube formation [97]. The N-cadherin zebrafish mutant can develop a disorganized myocardium with abnormally shaped and loosely-aggregated cardiomyocytes [98], which is very similar to Crc. Scrib is required for the correct localization of N-cadherin and β-catenin at the lateral cell membrane in the primitive myocardium [96].

Moreover, Scrib and Vangl2 can interact in heart development. Scrib is required for the correct localization of Vangl2 within the membrane compartments of cardiomyocytes and that Scrib is acting to direct the PCP pathway in the developing myocardium. Double heterozygosity for mutations in both Scrib and Vangl2 can cause cardiac defects similar to those found in homozygous mutants for each gene but without other major defects. Those are in accord with the fact [31] that proteins interact physically through discrete PDZ-binding domains, observed in yeast 2 hybrid and coimmunoprecipitation studies [99], in addition, heterozygotes (Lp<sup>+/−</sup>,Crc<sup>+/−</sup>) also exhibit craniorachischisis, which is equal in severity to either Crc/Crc or Lp/Lp mice [100], suggesting the overlapping expression of Scrb1 with Vangl2.

6. Conclusions

The planar cell polarity (PCP) pathway is a highly conserved signaling pathway that mediates changes in cell polarity and cell motility during cardiogenesis, through activation of cytoskeletal pathways, such as RhoA and Rho kinase (ROCK). Several components of the pathway are expressed within the developing heart, and the disrupted function of pathway members in chick, Xenopus, zebrafish, and mouse are associated with some heart defect, which leads to congenital heart disease (CHD). The interaction of proteins within the PCP pathway and the intercross of the PCP pathway with the other pathways such as the Wnt signaling pathway are also demonstrated. No genes within the PCP pathway that cause cardiovascular defects in humans have been described thus far.
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Background. Theophylline was shown to induce contracture development in porcine malignant hyperthermia (MH) susceptible (MHS) skeletal muscles in vitro. The purpose of the current study was to investigate the in vivo effects of theophylline in MHS and MH normal (MHN) swine.

Methods. MH-trigger-free general anesthesia was performed in MHS and MHN swine. Theophylline was administered intravenously in cumulative doses up to 93.5 mg·kg⁻¹. The clinical occurrence of MH was defined by changes of central-venous pCO₂, central-venous pH, and body core temperature.

Results. Theophylline induced comparable clinical alterations in the anesthetized MHS and MHN swine, especially in regard to hemodynamic data. No pig developed hypermetabolism and/or MH according to defined criteria. All animals died with tachycardia followed by ventricular fibrillation.

Conclusions. The cumulative theophylline doses used in this study were much higher than doses used therapeutically in humans, as demonstrated by measured blood concentrations. Theophylline is thus not a trigger of MH in genetically determined swine.

1. Introduction

Malignant hyperthermia (MH) is an autosomally inherited, potentially lethal myopathy with a heterogeneous etiology that is usually triggered by volatile anesthetics and depolarizing muscle relaxants [1]. It is widely accepted that susceptibility to MH is caused by abnormal Ca²⁺ metabolism within the skeletal-muscle fiber. The site of the defect in MH appears to lie in the Ca²⁺ release mechanism of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) in skeletal muscle, namely, in the complex of the dihydropyridine (DHPR) and ryanodine receptors (RyR).

Ca²⁺ homeostasis in skeletal muscle is regulated by a variety of intracellular second-messenger systems. Alterations in some second-messenger systems have been found to be associated with MH [2, 3]; the cyclic AMP (cAMP) system also seems to be affected in MH. In skeletal-muscle cells from MH-susceptible (MHS) patients and animals, higher cAMP levels were measured compared to normal (MHN) subjects [4–7].

The mode of action of methylxanthines such as caffeine and theophylline is concentration dependent [8]. While they act by adenosine-receptor antagonism at lower concentrations, at higher concentrations they are also unspecific phosphodiesterase (PDE) inhibitors. PDE inhibitors produce a receptor-independent increase in Ca²⁺ release from the SR via the RyR in cardiac muscle by decreasing the rate of cAMP degradation. This effect could also be demonstrated in skeletal muscle as an increase in isometric contraction after application of PDE inhibitors [9, 10].

Theophylline (1,3-dimethylxanthine) was shown to induce contracture development in porcine skeletal muscle in vitro [11]. Furthermore, clear differences could be demonstrated between MHN and MHS muscle: MHS muscle developed significantly greater contractures compared to MHN specimens after bolus administration of 3 mmol·L⁻¹ or 5 mmol·L⁻¹ theophylline. These results were comparable with in vitro contracture tests (IVCTs) with caffeine and could be explained by the chemical analogies of both substances. In contrast to caffeine, however, theophylline is a widely used pharmaceutical substance. The purpose of the current study was to investigate the in vivo effects of theophylline in MHS and MHN swine.
2. Methods

After approval by the animal research committee of the University Hospital Hamburg-Eppendorf, 6 MHN German Landrace pigs weighing 39–48 kg, aged 3–5 months, and 6 MHS Pietrain pigs weighing 26–33 kg, aged 3–5 months, from a special breeding farm (Research Station Thalhausen, Technical University Munich, Germany) were investigated. Prior to the study, in all animals genomic DNA was isolated from blood preserved in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid to check for the presence of the Arg615-Cys point mutation on chromosome 6, indicating MH susceptibility [12].

Swine were fasted overnight with free access to water. General anesthesia was induced by administration of ketamine 10 mg·kg⁻¹ intramuscularly (Ketavet, Pharmacia & Upjohn, Erlangen, Germany). After insertion of a venous cannula into an ear vein, anesthesia was deepened with propofol 10 mg·kg⁻¹ (Diprivan 2%, Astra-Zeneca, Plankstadt, Germany) and fentanyl 10 µg·kg⁻¹ (Fentanyl-Janssen, Janssen-Cilag, Neuss, Germany) intravenously (i.v.). After tracheotomy and intubation, the lungs were mechanically ventilated with an air/oxygen mixture (fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO₂) 0.4). Anesthesia was maintained with propofol 10 mg·kg⁻¹·h⁻¹ and fentanyl 50 µg·kg⁻¹·h⁻¹. Neuromuscular blocking drugs were not administered. A multilumen central-venous line was inserted into the right internal-jugular vein. One lumen was used for withdrawal of blood samples and measurement of central-venous pressure (CVP), the second for administration of theophylline and fluid infusion (5–10 mL·kg⁻¹·h⁻¹ Ringer’s solution), and the third for administration of anesthetics. Cannulas were inserted into both femoral arteries: one was used for withdrawal of blood samples, the other for continuous measurement of arterial pressure and body core temperature (PicCO, Pulsion Medical Systems, Munich, Germany). Normothermia was maintained by forced-air warming, and rectal and intravascular body temperatures were measured continuously.

A blood-gas analyzer (ABL625, Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark) was used for monitoring arterial and venous oxygen saturation, oxygen partial pressure (pO₂), carbon dioxide partial pressure (pCO₂), pH, and potassium and lactate levels. Mechanical ventilation was adjusted to maintain venous pCO₂ at 46 ± 4 mmHg; the body core temperature was adjusted to 37.5 ± 0.2°C before the experiment started. Once a steady state was achieved for at least 30 minutes, baseline values were recorded for all variables.

Theophylline (Bronchoparat, Klinge Pharma, Munich, Germany) 1.0 mg·kg⁻¹ was administered as an i.v. bolus. Subsequent doses were given every 10 minutes to reach cumulative doses of 3.5, 8.5, 18.5, 33.5, and 53.5 mg·kg⁻¹. The clinical occurrence of MH was defined by the development of two of three conditions: central-venous pCO₂ ≥75 mmHg, central-venous pH ≤ 7.20, and an increase of intravascular body core temperature by ≥2.0°C as measured using the PiCCO system.

During the experiments, hemodynamic variables (heart rate (HR), mean arterial pressure (MAP), CVP, cardiac output), end-tidal CO₂ concentration (etCO₂), rectal and intravascular body temperature (°C), blood-gas concentrations (O₂ saturation (SaO₂), pCO₂, pH), and lactate levels were measured every 5 minutes. Every 10 minutes, blood samples were taken for gas-chromatographic measurement of theophylline concentrations. After all experiments were completed, the pigs were killed using 10% magnesium chloride solution i.v.

Statistical evaluation was performed using a computer-based program (StatView 4.57, Abacus Concepts, Berkeley, CA). All data are presented as median and range. Inter-group variations were calculated with the Mann-Whitney test; intragroup differences were calculated with analysis of variance for repeated measures. If appropriate, sub-sequent comparisons were performed using Scheffe’s posthoc method. Results were considered significant if P values were less than 0.05.

3. Results

Theophylline induced comparable clinical alterations in the anesthetized MHS and MHN swine, especially in regard to hemodynamic data. However, significant differences could not be found between MHS and MHN swine. Moreover, no pig developed hypermetabolism and/or MH according to the defined criteria. Furthermore, clinical signs of muscular alterations, for example, general muscle rigidity, were not observed in any swine. After cumulative administration of 93.5 mg·kg⁻¹, all animals died with tachycardia and hypotension followed by ventricular fibrillation. The main results are summarized in Figure 1.

The pCO₂ and venous pH did not change after administration of theophylline (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)). The baseline body temperatures of the MHS (37.5°C (36.6–38.6°C)) and MHN swine (37.4°C (35.8–37.8°C)) as well as lactate levels of 1.8 mmol·L⁻¹ (0.4–3.4 mmol·L⁻¹) in MHS and 1.8 mmol·L⁻¹ (0.8–6.5 mmol·L⁻¹) in MHN animals remained unchanged. The HR of all swine increased at cumulative doses of 93.5 mg·kg⁻¹ theophylline (Figure 1(c)), while the MAP decreased. In MHS swine MAP decreased from 84.5 mmHg (60–104 mmHg) to 65.5 mmHg (48–67 mmHg) after administration of 93.5 mg·kg⁻¹ theophylline. In MHN swine the decrease was more marked, from 84 mmHg (67–98 mmHg) to 53.5 mmHg (50–68 mmHg).

There were no differences in blood theophylline concentrations between MHS and MHN swine. A mean blood concentration of 13.9 mg·mL⁻¹ (12.3–16.2 mg·mL⁻¹) theophylline was found after 30 minutes and a cumulative dose of 8.5 mg·kg⁻¹ (Figure 1(d)). These concentrations lie within the therapeutic range for humans (8–20 mg·kg⁻¹). Ten minutes after the last dose (93.5 mg·kg⁻¹) the mean blood concentration was 122.4 mg·mL⁻¹ (99.3–154.4 mg·mL⁻¹).

4. Discussion

The cytoplasmatic Ca²⁺ concentration is regulated by a variety of intracellular second-messenger systems. Alterations in second-messenger systems, for example, the serotonin system or inositol polyphosphates, have been found to be associated with MH [2, 3]. The cAMP system also appears
to be altered in MH [4–7]. Higher cytoplasmic cAMP content and adenyl-cyclase activity have been found in MHS compared to MHN patients. Additionally, serum cAMP concentrations during and after physical exercise increased more and for longer time periods in MHS compared to MHN patients [6]. One mode of action of methylxanthines is the unspecific inhibition of PDEs, which leads to enhancement of cytoplasmic cAMP. Furthermore, a MH-specific effect of the methylxanthine caffeine is well known and is used as a gold standard in the IVCTs for the diagnosis of MH [10, 13]. There are several case reports describing patients who developed MH-like symptoms without receiving the classic trigger substances such as succinylcholine or volatile anesthetics [1]. However, MH symptoms are largely unspecific. The clinical presentation of theophylline intoxication can be very similar to MH, for example, with tachycardia, hyperthermia, dehydration, convulsions, and coma as well as skeletal-muscle cramps and rhabdomyolysis. In individual cases, hypermetabolic theophylline overdoses have been treated successfully with dantrolene [14]. Therefore, a possible trigger mechanism of theophylline for MH was suggested [15].

The MH trigger potential of methylxanthines has been tested in several animal studies. Aminophylline induced MH-like symptoms in anesthetized rabbits, but a genetic basis of MH susceptibility in these animals was not examined in this study [16]. In MHS swine, i.v. and oral administration of caffeine potentiated the development of MH crises induced by halothane and succinylcholine [17]. It was therefore suggested that caffeine may reduce the threshold of MH trigger agents. Furthermore, the detection of specific in vitro effects of theophylline in porcine skeletal-muscle preparations supported the hypothesis of an MH trigger potential for methylxanthines [11].

In this study, theophylline was not a trigger of MH in susceptible swine. No significant differences between MHS and MHN swine or symptoms of hypermetabolism could be found during cumulative administration of theophylline. The therapeutic blood level of theophylline in humans is estimated at between 8.0 and 20.0 mg·mL⁻¹. After cumulative administration of 93.5 mg theophylline, the swine in our study died in hemodynamic decompensation. The mean blood level measured at this time was 122.4 mg·mL⁻¹ (99.3–154.4 mg·mL⁻¹) or 0.68 mmol·L⁻¹ (0.55–0.86 mmol·L⁻¹) theophylline. A direct comparison between in vivo blood concentrations and concentrations in IVCTs is impossible. However, in vitro contracture development in isolated porcine MHS muscle specimens started at concentrations of 3.0 mmol·L⁻¹ theophylline. Therefore, it could be speculated that the in vivo theophylline concentrations in this study...
were high enough to kill the animals, but too low to trigger MH.

Theophylline induces a sympathoadrenergic response comparable with a strong stress reaction. Stress is a well-known trigger of MH in swine, whereas the role of stress in human MH is still unclear [9, 18]. Considering the results of this study, theophylline might be a cofactor in the induction of MH in humans, but does not appear to be a primary trigger of MH.
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Myosin-Binding protein-C (MyBP-C) comprises a family of accessory proteins of the thick myosin filaments that contributes to the assembly and stabilization of thick filaments, and regulates the formation of actomyosin cross-bridges, via direct interactions with both thick myosin and thin actin filaments. Three distinct MyBP-C isoforms have been characterized; cardiac, slow skeletal, and fast skeletal. Numerous mutations in the gene for cardiac MyBP-C (cMyBP-C) have been associated with familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (FHC) and have led to increased interest in the regulation and roles of the cardiac isoform. This review will summarize our current knowledge on MyBP-C and its role in modulating contractility, focusing on its interactions with both myosin and actin filaments in cardiac and skeletal muscles.

1. Introduction

Striated muscle cells contain a complex, highly ordered cytoskeleton, mainly composed of interdigitating thick myosin and thin actin filaments [1]. Muscle contraction and relaxation occurs by the sliding of myosin filaments past actin filaments under the strict regulation of their accessory proteins, which are responsible for their assembly and maintenance as well as the regulation of contractile activity [1].

Myosin-Binding protein-C (MyBP-C) comprises a family of accessory proteins of the thick myosin filaments that encompasses ~2% of the total myofibrillar protein [2]. To date, two major roles have been attributed to MyBP-C; it contributes to the regular organization and stabilization of thick filaments and modulates the formation of cross-bridges between myosin and actin, via direct interactions with both filamentous systems (as reviewed in [3, 4]). Within the sarcomere, MyBP-C localizes to the C-zone, the cross-bridges containing region of the A-band, in 7–9 transverse stripes that are ~43 nm apart [5–7].

Three MyBP-C isoforms have been identified; cardiac, slow skeletal, and fast skeletal (cMyBP-C, sMyBP-C, and fMyBP-C), encoded by different genes localizing to human chromosomes 11, 12, and 19, respectively [8, 9]. The core structure of MyBP-C is composed of seven immunoglobulin (Ig) domains and three fibronectin type III (Fn-III) repeats, numbered from the NH$_2$-terminus as C1–C10 (Figure 1; [10]). A proline/alanine- (pro/ala-) rich motif and a conserved linker region, termed MyBP-C or M-motif, flank the first Ig domain, C1. Notably, both the cardiac and slow isoforms differ slightly from the core structure. cMyBP-C possesses three unique features, including an additional Ig domain at the extreme NH$_2$-terminus that encompasses ~2% of the total myofibrillar protein [2].

Within the sarcomere, MyBP-C localizes to the C-zone, the cross-bridges containing region of the A-band, in 7–9 transverse stripes that are ~43 nm apart [5–7].

Myosin-Binding protein-C (MyBP-C) comprises a family of accessory proteins of the thick myosin filaments that encompasses ~2% of the total myofibrillar protein [2]. To date, two major roles have been attributed to MyBP-C; it contributes to the regular organization and stabilization of thick filaments and modulates the formation of cross-bridges between myosin and actin, via direct interactions with both filamentous systems (as reviewed in [3, 4]). Within the sarcomere, MyBP-C localizes to the C-zone, the cross-bridges containing region of the A-band, in 7–9 transverse stripes that are ~43 nm apart [5–7].

Three MyBP-C isoforms have been identified; cardiac, slow skeletal, and fast skeletal (cMyBP-C, sMyBP-C, and fMyBP-C), encoded by different genes localizing to human chromosomes 11, 12, and 19, respectively [8, 9]. The core structure of MyBP-C is composed of seven immunoglobulin (Ig) domains and three fibronectin type III (Fn-III) repeats, numbered from the NH$_2$-terminus as C1–C10 (Figure 1; [10]). A proline/alanine- (pro/ala-) rich motif and a conserved linker region, termed MyBP-C or M-motif, flank the first Ig domain, C1. Notably, both the cardiac and slow isoforms differ slightly from the core structure. cMyBP-C possesses three unique features, including an additional Ig domain at the extreme NH$_2$-terminus (termed C0), a 9-residue long insertion within the M-motif containing consensus phosphorylation sites and a 28-amino acid long loop in the middle of domain C5 [8, 11]. Conversely, sMyBP-C comprises a subfamily of four alternatively spliced variants (v), v1–v4, differing from one another due to the retention or exclusion of select exons encoding three novel insertions [12]. These are located at the very NH$_2$-terminus within the pro/ala- rich motif, the middle of domain C7, and the very COOH-terminus of the molecule, following the C10 domain (Figure 1; [12]). The presence of these insertions may result in different topographies and possibly functions of the sMyBP-C variants that contain them [12, 13]. Consistent with this, v1, which carries the COOH-terminal insertion preferentially localizes to the periphery of the M-band,
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2. Interactions of cMyBP-C with the Myosin Filament

Myosin is a hexameric protein consisting of two heavy chains (MHC) and two light chains (regulatory and essential, RLC and ELC, resp.). A dimer of heavy chains forms a coiled-coil helix that constitutes the rod or light meromyosin (LMM) segment of myosin [20]. Toward its NH2-terminus, the helix unwinds and each MHC gives rise to a catalytic head, referred to as subfragment 1 (S1) that has ATPase activity and participates in the formation of cross-bridges with filamentous actin [21, 22]. The lever arm, referred to as subfragment 2 (S2), separates the S1 segment from the rod portion, and transduces the chemical energy from the hydrolysis of ATP into mechanical movement along the thin filament [23]. A pair of RLC and ELC binds in tandem to each head of the S1 segment modulating the speed and force of contraction [24, 25].

In addition to myosin light chains and actin, myosin is intimately associated with MyBP-C (Table 1 and Figure 2; [26]). The COOH-terminal C10 domain of all three MyBP-C isoforms harbors binding sites for the LMM portion of myosin [27]. Charged residues R1064, E1079, N1083, R1100, and R1101 present on the surface of the C10 domain of MyBP-C support an electrostatic interaction with residues 1554–1581 of the rod domain of myosin that has a modest affinity of \( \sim 3.5 \mu M \) [28, 29]. Moreover, through domains C8–C10, MyBP-C interacts with titin, a giant sarcomeric protein spanning half a sarcomere, which is also tightly bound to the thick myosin filament [30]. Specifically, MyBP-C binds to the first Ig domain of an 11-domain superrepeat present in the A-band portion of titin [31]. Thus, it has been speculated...
Table 1: Ligands of the cardiac isoform of MyBP-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MyBP-C Domain</th>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Affinity</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C0</td>
<td>Myosin RLC</td>
<td>NMR, ITC</td>
<td>3.2 μM</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Myosin S1–S2 hinge region</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-motif</td>
<td>Myosin S2</td>
<td>Cosedimentation assay, ITC</td>
<td>4.3 μM</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Myosin S2</td>
<td>ITC, NMR</td>
<td>1.1 mM</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>Myosin LMM</td>
<td>Cosedimentation</td>
<td>3.5 μM</td>
<td>[28, 29, 36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C0</td>
<td>F-actin</td>
<td>Co-IP, cosedimentation</td>
<td></td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C0 and C1</td>
<td>F-actin</td>
<td>Small angle neutron scattering</td>
<td></td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C0–C2</td>
<td>F-actin</td>
<td>Negative staining electron microscopy</td>
<td></td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-C2</td>
<td>F-actin</td>
<td>Cosedimentation</td>
<td>10 μM</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-motif</td>
<td>F-actin</td>
<td>Cosedimentation</td>
<td></td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5–C10</td>
<td>F-actin</td>
<td>Cosedimentation</td>
<td>4.3 μM</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>MyBP-C C8</td>
<td>Y2H, SPR</td>
<td>10 μM</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>MyBP-C C10</td>
<td>Y2H</td>
<td></td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8–C10</td>
<td>Titin C-Zone 11-repeat super repeat</td>
<td>Dot-blot</td>
<td></td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations used: RLC, regulatory light chain; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; ITC, isothermal calorimetry; LMM, light meromyosin; Co-IP, coimmunoprecipitation; Y2H, yeast 2 hybrid; SPR, surface plasmon resonance.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of cardiac MyBP-C, illustrating its domain architecture and known binding partners. Immunoglobulin and fibronectin type III domains are shown as white and grey ovals, respectively. The M-motif is denoted as a dark black line flanked by domains C1 and C2. The cardiac specific insertion within domain C5 is shown as a grey rectangle. Ligands for cMyBP-C are indicated at their sites of interaction.

that the repetitive binding of MyBP-C to the A-band portion of titin likely contributes to its periodicity within the C-zone [31]. Consistent with these findings, a number of studies have further shown that the COOH-terminal C8–C10 domains are necessary and sufficient to target MyBP-C to the A-band [44, 45].

While binding of the COOH-terminus of MyBP-C to the rod domain of myosin may contribute to the maintenance and stability of the thick filament, (reviewed in [3, 4]), binding of the NH₂-terminus of MyBP-C to myosin may mediate contractile regulation [3, 4]. Accordingly, a number of biochemical and structural studies have implicated the NH₂-terminal portion of cMyBP-C, containing domains C0–C2, in binding to the S2 region of myosin. Specifically, the M-motif located between the C1 and C2 Ig domains has been shown to bind directly to the NH₂-terminal 126 residues of the S2 fragment with an affinity of ∼4.3 μM [34]; this interaction is abolished by phosphorylation of specific Ser residues within the M-motif of cMyBP-C via cAMP-dependent protein kinase [46–49]. Similarly, the C2 domain has been also shown to interact with the same 126 residues of the NH₂-terminus of the S2 fragment, albeit with considerably lower affinity (∼1.1 mM), compared to the M-motif [35]. Interestingly, molecular modeling has suggested that the interaction between the S2 portion of myosin and the C2 domain of cMyBP-C is mediated by polar residues [35]. On the other hand, the C1 domain of cMyBP-C has been reported to interact with the hinge region between the S1 heads and the S2 fragment [33], in close proximity to the myosin light chains, while a recent study reported that the first Ig domain of cMyBP-C, C0, binds to the RLCs with an affinity of ∼3.2 μM [32]. In support of this, overexpressed C0 targets to the A-band independently of the rest of the molecule, likely through its interaction with the RLCs [32].

Taken together, these findings strongly suggest that cMyBP-C may regulate the position and thus proximity of
the myosin S1 heads relative to the actin filament, through its interaction with the S2 region and the RLCs, therefore affecting the formation of actomyosin cross-bridges.

3. Interactions of cMyBP-C with the Actin Filament

In addition to the mounting experimental support indicating the intimate association of the NH2-terminus of cMyBP-C with the S2 region of myosin, there is also significant evidence supporting its direct interaction with actin thin filaments. Early studies have shown that purified full-length cMyBP-C binds to filamentous actin (F-actin) [36, 50]. However, reconstituted thin filaments (i.e. preincubated with troponin and tropomyosin) fail to bind purified full length cMyBP-C in the presence of EDTA, a Ca2+ chelating agent, but binding is restored upon addition of Ca2+ [36, 50].

Further studies have recently begun to identify the actin-binding domain(s) of cMyBP-C through biochemical and structural approaches. Neutron scattering experiments have indicated that recombinant C0–C2 binds to F-actin in a repetitive manner, stabilizing it [38], while biochemical studies have shown that recombinant C0 is capable of directly interacting with F-actin [37]. Moreover, bacterially expressed C1–C2 associates with naked F-actin as well as reconstituted thin filaments, likely through the M-motif, exhibiting a binding affinity of ~10 μM to naked F-actin [40, 41]. This finding has been also substantiated by a recent study that used negative stain electron microscopy and three-dimensional reconstruction to show that bacterially expressed C0–C3 is well ordered on actin filaments near subdomain 1 [51].

Noticeably, some of the above studies report linear, nonsaturating binding, suggesting the presence of weak electrostatic interactions, as exemplified by the calculated micromolar affinity [41]. Consistent with this, these binding reactions depend largely on pH and ionic strength and are regulated by phosphorylation of cMyBP-C [42]. Thus, an increase in pH or ionic strength significantly decreases the capacity of the aforementioned cMyBP-C peptides to bind to F-actin [40–42]. Similarly, pretreatment of these recombinant peptides with PKA results in a dramatic reduction of their ability to associate with F-actin [41].

Importantly, a recent study by Rybakova and colleagues investigated the actin-binding capabilities of cMyBP-C across its entire length [42]. In support of previously published studies discussed above, the authors found that the NH2-terminal domains of cMyBP-C bind to F-actin in a linear, nonsaturating manner, likely mediated by weak electrostatic interactions. However, recombinant full-length cMyBP-C, expressed in the baculovirus system, supported a direct and saturating interaction with F-actin with a calculated Kd of ~4.3 μM. Moreover, constructs lacking domains C0–C5 exhibited similar binding properties as full-length cMyBP-C [42]; this observation prompted the authors to conclude that the weak actin binding mediated by the NH2-terminus of the molecule does not contribute significantly to the overall affinity of cMyBP-C for F-actin. Moreover, the authors further showed that the actin binding supported by the COOH-terminal C6–C10 domains, unlike the NH2-terminal C0–C2 domains, is independent of the regulatory elements, troponin and tropomyosin, of thin filaments, the levels of Ca2+, and the phosphorylation status of the M-motif [42]. Although the COOH-terminus of cMyBP-C exhibits a higher affinity for F-actin, the minimal binding region and its physiological relevance are still elusive. These open questions are especially important because the COOH-terminal domains C6–C10 also harbor binding sites for myosin and titin filaments (discussed above). Indeed, space constraints would favor dynamic rather than simultaneous interactions of the COOH-terminus of cMyBP-C with the actin, myosin, and titin filaments. However, three-dimensional reconstruction of thick filaments demonstrated that domains C7–C10 of cMyBP-C run along the length of the myosin rod [52], suggesting that its interaction with the LMM portion of myosin is not of dynamic nature.

Collectively these studies suggest the presence of various but weak binding sites for F-actin in the NH2-terminus of cMyBP-C as well as the presence of a high affinity, saturating binding site in the COOH-terminus of the molecule. Obviously, more work is required before we can obtain a clear understanding of the physiological relevance of these interactions during muscle contraction and relaxation.

4. Interactions of Myosin and Actin Filaments with Skeletal Muscle MyBP-C

Early work has shown that the skeletal isoforms of MyBP-C also interact directly with both thick and thin filaments; however, their binding is much less characterized (Figure 3 and Table 2). Similar to cMyBP-C, the skeletal isoforms bind to the rod portion of sarcomeric myosin through their C10 domain and to the S2 region through their NH2-terminus [27]. Further characterization of the NH2-terminal binding has shown that the first two Ig domains of sMyBP-C (C1–C2) bind to the S2 region with an affinity of ~2.2 μM [26, 34]. In addition, native skeletal MyBP-C (presumably containing a mixture of the slow and fast isoforms) coaggregates with F-actin in a Ca2+ sensitive manner [50].

It becomes apparent from the above studies that our knowledge on the interaction of slow or fast MyBP-C with myosin and actin filaments is limited. There are several reasons for this. The identification of multiple mutations in the cardiac isoform that have been causally linked to the development of FHC is a major contributing factor that has shifted the interest of researchers towards cMyBP-C; however, this has recently changed, as mutations in sMyBP-C were identified in patients suffering from distal arthrogryposis type 1 (DA1), a disorder characterized by congenital contractures of the hands and feet ([53]; please see below). More importantly, the molecular diversity of the skeletal isoforms further complicates the relevant studies as there are at least five different skeletal forms of MyBP-C (one fast and four slow variants) that share homologous or common sequences, contain novel insertions in the NH2- and COOH-termini, and may coexist in the same muscle,
Table 2: Ligands of the skeletal isoforms of MyBP-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MyBP-C Domain</th>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Affinity</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1-C2</td>
<td>Myosin S2</td>
<td>Cosedimentation assay, ITC</td>
<td>2.2 μM</td>
<td>[26, 34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast C10</td>
<td>Myosin filaments</td>
<td>Cosedimentation assay</td>
<td>0.5 μM</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full length</td>
<td>F-actin</td>
<td>Cosedimentation</td>
<td></td>
<td>[36, 50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full length</td>
<td>Titin 11-domain super repeat</td>
<td>Dot-blot</td>
<td></td>
<td>[31, 54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow variant 1</td>
<td>Obscurin Ig2</td>
<td>Y2H, pull down, overlay</td>
<td></td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10 + insert</td>
<td>FHL1</td>
<td>Y2H, pull down, Co-IP</td>
<td></td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations used: RLC, regulatory light chain; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; ITC, isothermal calorimetry; LMM, light meromyosin; Co-IP, coimmunoprecipitation; Y2H, yeast 2 hybrid; SPR, surface plasmon resonance.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the core structure of the skeletal isoforms of MyBP-C, depicting their identified binding partners. For ease of representation, the three novel insertions present in MyBP-C slow are not included in the schematic (for detailed description, please see Figure 1 and [12]). Immunoglobulin and fibronectin type III domains are presented as white and grey ovals, respectively. The M-motif is shown as a dark black line flanked by domains C1 and C2. Ligands for skeletal MyBP-C are denoted at their sites of interaction. Notably, obscurin and FHL1 are specific binding partners of v1, since their interactions depend on the presence of the novel COOH-terminal insertion, which is exclusively carried by v1, in addition to the C10 domain.

5. MyBP-C in Disease

During the last decade, an overwhelming number of mutations (~200) have been identified in the MYBPC3 gene, which encodes the human cardiac MyBP-C protein. These include missense, nonsense, deletion/insertion, and frame-shift mutations and have been causally linked to the development of modest and late onset familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (FCH) [56–58]. The majority of the nonsense and frame-shift mutations result in truncated forms of the protein, that lack the COOH-terminus harboring binding sites for LMM, actin, and titin, and thus negate the ability of cMyBP-C to associate with these filaments and regulate contractile activity [59]. Interestingly, these truncated peptides are often undetectable in patient biopsies, possibly due to transcriptional misregulation or rapid degradation [60]. Contrary to non-sense and frame shift mutations, missense mutations are generally associated with a less severe cardiomyopathic phenotype [58] and do not affect the structure or stability of the protein although some of them have been suggested to weaken myosin binding [33].

Moreover, recent genome wide linkage analysis revealed that mutations in the MYBPC1 gene that encodes the human skeletal MyBP-C slow protein lead to the development of distal arthrogryposis type I, an autosomal dominant disorder characterized by congenital contractures of the hands and feet [53]. Two missense mutations have been identified to date, W236R and Y856H, which are present in the M-motif and C8 domain, respectively [53]. Evaluation of skeletal muscle biopsies obtained from affected individuals revealed that slow twitch fibers were significantly smaller than fast twitch fibers. Importantly, the locations of these two mutations indicate possible alterations in the ability of sMyBP-C to interact with myosin or actin via its NH2-terminus and to associate with the thick and titin filaments through its COOH-terminus.

The causal involvement of the MyBP-C family of proteins in the development of cardiac and skeletal myopathies, as exemplified by the aforementioned studies, clearly indicates that the members of this multifaceted and complex family are essential components and key regulators of muscle structure and function.

6. The Regulatory Activities of MyBP-C-Models and Perspectives

Through its dynamic interactions with myosin and actin filaments, MyBP-C affects the formation and cycling of cross-bridges in three distinct ways: (i) by maintaining the normal structure of myosin and actin filaments, (ii) by regulating the rate at which myosin and actin interact, and (iii) by...
modulating the ATPase activity of myosin. Consistent with this, the addition of skeletal MyBP-C reduces the critical concentration necessary for myosin polymerization in vitro and results in the formation of longer and more uniform thick filaments [61, 62]. In addition, the NH$_2$-terminal region C0–C2 of cMyBP-C supports actin bundling in vitro, as evidenced by the increased turbidity of F-actin in the solution and the formation of significantly thicker actin filaments, as visualized by electron microscopy [41]. Notably, the effect of cMyBP-C on actin bundling is dependent on pH and regulated by phosphorylation events mediated by PKA [41]. Moreover, in vitro motility assays, examining the sliding of actin filaments over myosin heads in the presence of full-length or truncated forms of cMyBP-C revealed a significant reduction in their sliding velocity [40, 63, 64]. Notably, the degree of reduction was also dependent on the presence of the actin regulatory proteins, troponin, and tropomyosin; in their presence, there was a lesser effect on the decrease of actin motility over full-length myosin [63, 65], HMM [40] or S1 heads [64]. MyBP-C also modulates the ATPase activity of myosin, though in an indirect way, via interactions with both myosin and actin filaments supported by its NH$_2$-terminus. In agreement with this, purified sMyBP-C inhibited the ATPase activity of actin-activated myosin; however, native cMyBP-C moderately enhanced the actin-activated ATPase activity of myosin [66, 67]. Surprisingly though, recombinant cMyBP-C containing the C0–C2 region inhibited the ATPase activity of myosin in the presence of actin [40].

The majority of the aforementioned studies have been performed with native proteins obtained from different species or types of muscles, presumably due to ease of purification. However, Alyonycheva et al. have convincingly shown that the strength of the interaction between myosin and MyBP-C is considerably increased when both proteins are purified from the same source [68]. As such, cMyBP-C and skeletal MyBP-C bound with higher affinity to cardiac and skeletal myosin, respectively [68].

As our knowledge about the molecular and functional properties of MyBP-C broadens, it becomes apparent that through interactions supported by its COOH and NH$_2$ termini, MyBP-C contributes to the maintenance of the normal structure of thick filaments, and the regulation of cross-bridges formation and cycling. It has, therefore, been suggested that MyBP-C may serve as a linker, whereby its COOH-terminus is necessary for anchoring it to LMM in the A-band, leaving the NH$_2$-terminus available to modulate contractility through dynamic interactions with the head region of myosin and actin [4]. Consequently, Calaghan and colleagues proposed the "tether model" to explain how MyBP-C modulates the formation of actomyosin cross-bridges [69]. This model suggests that both myosin binding sites on MyBP-C act together by limiting the movement of the S1 heads relative to LMM and actin, thereby restricting the formation of actomyosin cross-bridges [69]. Phosphorylation of select Ser residues within the M-motif of cMyBP-C, mediated mainly by PKA, regulates the interaction between cMyBP-C and myosin by acting as an "on-off" switch. Consequently, when in the "on" or dephosphorylated state, the NH$_2$-terminus of cMyBP-C binds to myosin and limits its interaction with actin, when in the "off" or phosphorylated state, myosin is free to interact with actin and form cross-bridges [70].

The tether model is centered on the dynamic and highly regulated interaction of MyBP-C with myosin and actin filaments. However, it is necessary to understand the orientation of MyBP-C within the sarcomere, as well. Two proposed models for the topology of MyBP-C have been suggested: a "collar model" in which a trimer of MyBP-C molecules wraps around the rod domain of myosin [43], and an "axial model", where the COOH-terminus of MyBP-C runs along the length of the rod domain [71]. A stipulation of the collar model is that MyBP-C is required to dimerize [43]. In support of this, it has been shown that MyBP-C dimerizes through interactions mediated by domains C5 and C7 with C8 and C10, respectively [43, 72]. On the other hand, X-ray diffraction in combination with molecular and computational modeling studies support the axial model, suggesting that the last three domains of MyBP-C lay along the length of the myosin rod [71, 73]. Recently, a study using electron microscopy and three-dimensional reconstructions of cardiac thick filaments further demonstrated that the COOH-terminus of cMyBP-C runs along the rod domain surface of thick filaments [52]. Although MyBP-C dimerization is not essential for the arrangement of MyBP-C along the length of the myosin rod, the axial model does not negate its dimerization. Nevertheless, in both models the NH$_2$-terminus of MyBP-C extends into the interfibril space where it is accessible to bind to the S2 portion of myosin and actin. Physiological dynamic interactions of MyBP-C with myosin and actin are possible as the distance between thick and thin filaments is ∼9–16 nm [74] and the length of extended MyBP-C is ∼40 nm [75]. Therefore, MyBP-C is capable to span the interfibril space, enabling interactions with both actin and myosin filaments.

It is not without precedence that regulation of contractility occurs through dynamic interactions with both actin and myosin filaments, as the essential and regulatory light chains bind tightly to myosin, but also interact with actin [25, 76, 77]. Additionally, twitchin, a protein similar to titin, characterized in C. elegans as a thick filament regulatory protein, interacts with both myosin and actin in a phosphorylation-dependent manner to modulate cross-bridges formation [78, 79]. However, current models (as described above) to explain the mechanism of contractile regulation through dynamic binding to myosin and actin are lacking. Undoubtedly, more work is necessary in order to understand the precise mechanisms by which MyBP-C modulates contractility.
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High-load isometric exercise is considered an effective countermeasure against muscle atrophy, but therapeutic electrical stimulation for muscle atrophy is often performed without loading. In the present study, we investigated the combined effectiveness of electrical stimulation and high-load isometric contraction in preventing muscle atrophy induced by hindlimb unloading. Electrical stimulation without loading resulted in slight attenuation of muscle atrophy. Moreover, combining electrical stimulation with high-load isometric contraction enhanced this effect. In electrical stimulation without loading, inhibition of the overexpression of calpain 1, calpain 2, and MuRF-1 mRNA was confirmed. On the other hand, in electrical stimulation with high-load isometric contraction, inhibition of the overexpression of cathepsin L and atrogin-1 mRNA in addition to calpain 1, calpain 2, and MuRF-1 mRNA was confirmed. These findings suggest that the combination of electrical stimulation and high-load isometric contraction is effective as a countermeasure against muscle atrophy.

1. Introduction

Skeletal muscle atrophy results from a variety of conditions such as hindlimb unloading [1, 2], joint immobilization [3, 4], denervation [5, 6], and spinal cord injury [7–9]. Generally, resistance exercise training is performed as an effective therapeutic intervention to prevent muscle atrophy induced by these diverse conditions. The effect of resistance exercise is known to be dependent on the intensity of muscle loading [10]. Isometric contraction exercise confers greater protection against muscle atrophy because isometric contraction is a higher-intensity activity than isotonic contraction [11, 12]. Additionally, muscle contraction using electrical stimulation has also been performed in cases in which it was impossible to perform voluntary limb movement such as denervation and spinal cord injury. Similarly to resistance exercise, the effectiveness of electrically stimulated muscle contraction is influenced by the intensity, including frequency [13, 14], number of contractions [5, 15], and chronaxie [6]. In performing different types of muscle contraction, it is reported that electrical stimulation in isometric contraction is more effective in preventing muscle atrophy than that in isotonic contraction [7, 16].

We have investigated the effect of electrical stimulation on muscle atrophy and confirmed that electrical stimulation in isometric contraction can attenuate the decreases in muscle mass and muscle fiber cross-sectional area compared with electrical stimulation in isotonic contraction [17]. Although electrical stimulation in isometric contraction was effective in preventing muscle atrophy, it is still unclear what mechanisms underlie the beneficial effects of electrical stimulation. Three major protein degradation pathways are known to be implicated in muscle atrophy [18]: (1) the lysosomal protease pathway involving cathepsins, which were found to have increased activity in atrophied muscle [19]; (2) the calpain pathway involving calpain 1 and calpain 2, which are cytosolic calcium-dependent protease that are known to be increased in atrophied muscle [19]; (3) the ubiquitin–proteasome pathway, which involves 2 steps: conjugation of multiubiquitin moieties to the substrate and
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Groups. Twenty-one adult male Wistar rats (Japan SLC, Shizuoka, Japan), weighing 282–301 g, were used in the present study. The animals were randomly divided into 4 groups: (1) control (Cont, \( n = 7 \)), (2) hindlimb unloading (HU, \( n = 7 \)), (3) hindlimb unloading plus electrical stimulation (ES, \( n = 7 \)), and (4) hindlimb unloading plus the combination of electrical stimulation and high-load isometric contraction (ES + IM, \( n = 7 \)) groups. This study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and carried out according to the Kobe University Animal Experimentation Regulation. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the National Institute of Health (NIH) Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Research Council, 1996).

2.2. Hindlimb Unloading. Hindlimb unloading was induced in animals by suspending their tails for 14 days, according to the method described by Morey et al. [21]. Briefly, each animal in the HU, ES, and ES + IM groups was fitted with a tail harness and was suspended by a string just high enough to prevent the hindlimbs from bearing weight on the floor or sides of the cage. The forelimbs were allowed to maintain contact with the floor of the cage, and the animals had full access to food and water. The animals in each group were housed in an isolated and environmental controlled room at \( 22 \pm 2^\circ\text{C} \) in a 12 h:12 h light-dark cycle.

2.3. Electrical Stimulation Protocol. Electrical stimulation began the day after hindlimb unloading and continued for 13 consecutive days. The animals in the ES and ES + IM groups were anesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital sodium, 40 mg/kg body weight, during electrical stimulation. The animals in the Cont and HU groups were anesthetized at the same frequency as the ES and ES + IM groups to exclude the influence of the anesthetic. Electrical stimulation equipment (SEN-3301; Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan) that permitted changes in the electrical parameters was used to treat the tibialis anterior muscle. Two surface electrodes were used to stimulate the tibialis anterior muscle. One electrode (5 cm in diameter) was positioned on the animal’s back, and the other active electrode (3 mm in diameter) was adhered on the motor point of the tibialis anterior muscle. During the electrical stimulation, the active electrode was maintained in contact with the skin overlying the tibialis anterior muscle perpendicular to the muscle fibers. The stimulation was a positive square wave with a pulse width of 0.1 ms, and the stimulation pulse amplitude was maintained at 4 mA. Each pulse was delivered at a frequency of 100 Hz. During the electrical stimulation, 1 s pulses were delivered every 3 s (time on: 1 s; time off: 2 s) for 1 min, followed by 5 min of rest. Six consecutive stimulation sessions were performed twice in a day, separated by a 9 h interval. This resulted in a total stimulation duration of 240 s in a day. In animals that underwent electrical stimulation, that is, ES group, the right tibialis anterior muscle was stimulated without ankle joint fixation to cause an isotonic contraction. Conversely, in the ES + IM group, the left ankle joint was fixed at 90° in a removable plaster cast during the electrical stimulation to cause high-load isometric contraction. In the rest time between sessions, the plaster cast was removed from the limb.

2.4. Sample Preparation and Histological Analysis. Twelve hours after the last stimulation, all animals were deeply anesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital, 50 mg/kg body weight, and then the tibialis anterior muscle was removed and weighed. Thereafter, the animals were sacrificed by an overdose of sodium pentobarbital. Isolated parts from the muscle sample (\( \sim 15 \) mg) were kept in RNAlater solution (Ambion, Austin, Texas, USA) for total RNA isolation. The remaining muscle samples were immediately frozen in acetone, cooled in dry ice, and stored at \( \sim 80^\circ\text{C} \) until histological and western blot analysis.

Serial transverse sections of 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) thickness were cut on a cryostat (CM-1510S; Leica Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany) from the middle part of the muscle belly in the tibialis anterior muscle at \( -25^\circ\text{C} \) and mounted on glass slides. The sections were then stained for myofibrillar adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) at pH 4.4 preincubation to categorize the muscle fiber as type I, IIA, or IIB on the basis of a previous study [22]. The sections stained by ATPase were used to determine the composition of muscle fiber types and to measure cross-sectional areas of each muscle fiber type. The sections were also stained for succinate dehydrogenase (SDH). Each muscle fiber was matched for ATPase and SDH stains, and fibers found to be lightly stained with ATPase and those darkly stained with SDH were omitted from the measurement of muscle fiber cross-sectional area. A measuring field was set over the entire muscle cross-section for the determination of muscle fiber type composition. At least 100 randomly selected cross-sectional areas of each muscle fiber type were investigated. The sections were measured using the ImageJ software program (NIH, Maryland, USA).

2.5. Western Blot Analysis. The frozen muscle samples were homogenized in ice-cold homogenizing buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 25 mM KCl, 5 mM EDTA, 5 mM EGTA, 1 mM Dithiothreitol, and protease inhibitor cocktail (Nacalai tesque, Kyoto, Japan). The homogenates were centrifuged at 15,000 g for 25 min at 4°C. Total protein
concentration was determined by the use of a protein
determination kit (BioRad, Calif, USA). The homogenates
were solubilized in sample loading buffer containing 50 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 10% glycerol,
5% β-mercaptoethanol, and 0.005% bromophenol blue. The
samples were boiled for 5 min at 60°C. Twenty micrograms
of sample protein was subjected to SDS-PAGE and then
transferred to PVDF membrane. Following overnight block-
ing step in 0.3% skimmed milk in PBST, the membranes were
incubated with anticathepsin L (Abcam, Tokyo, Japan), anti-
calpain 1 (Cell Signaling, Danvers, Mass, USA), anticalpain
2 (Cell Signaling, Danvers, Mass, USA), and antiubiquitin
(Stressgen, Plymouth Meeting, Pa, USA) at 4°C. Following
overnight incubation, the membranes were incubated for
60 min at room temperature with anti-rabbit or anti-mouse
IgG conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (GE Healthcare,
Amersham, NJ, USA). The signals were detected using a
chemiluminescent (ECL plus, GE Healthcare, Amersham,
NJ, USA) and analyzed with an image reader (LAS-1000,
Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan).

### 2.6. Real-Time Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction
(qPCR) Analysis

Total RNA was extracted from ~10 mg of each muscle using an extraction kit (QuickGene RNA
tissue kit SII; Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan). Reverse transcription
was carried out using the High Capacity cDNA Archive
Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, Calif, USA), and then
cDNA samples were stored at −20°C.

Expression levels of cathepsin L (Rn00565793_m1), cal-
pain 1 (Rn00569689_m1), calpain 2 (Rn00567422_m1), atro-
gin-1 (Rn00591730_m1), and MuRF-1 (Rn00590197_m1)
mRNA were quantified by TaqMan Gene Expression Assays
(Applied Biosystems). Each TaqMan probe and primer
set was validated by performing qPCR with a series of
cDNA template dilutions to obtain standard curves of
threshold cycle time against relative concentration using
the normalization gene 18S. qPCR was performed using
PCR Fast Universal Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) in a
MicroAmp 96-well reaction plate. Each well contained 1 μL
cDNA template, 10 μL PCR Fast Master Mix, 8 μL RNase-
free water, and 1 μL TaqMan Gene Expression Assays in a
reaction volume of 20 μL. All samples and nontemplate
control reactions were performed in a 7500 Fast Sequence
Detection System (Applied Biosystems) at 50°C for 2 min,
95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles at 95°C for 15 s and
60°C for 1 min.

### 2.7. Statistical Analysis

The data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Significant differences between the 4 experimental
groups were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance
followed by Tukey HSD post hoc test. Statistical significance
was set at P < 0.05.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Muscle Wet Weight

Body weight, muscle wet weight, and ratio of muscle wet weight to body weight are shown in
Table 1. The values of body weight in the HU, ES, and
HU+IM groups were significantly lower than that in the Cont
group. The values of muscle wet weight in the HU, ES, and
ES+IM groups were significantly lower than that in the Cont
group. The value of muscle wet weight in the ES + IM group
was significantly larger than that in the HU group, whereas
there was no significant difference between the ES and HU
groups. The value of muscle wet weight in the ES + IM group
was significantly larger than that in the ES group. For the
ratio of muscle wet weight to body weight, the value in the
ES + IM group was significantly larger than that in the HU
and ES groups.

#### 3.2. Muscle Fiber Cross-Sectional Area

ATPase staining revealed that the tibialis anterior muscles were composed of type I (0.3–2.2%), type IIA (3.4–5.8%), and type IIB (92.4–96.2%) fibers (Figure 1), and there were no significant
differences between the 4 groups. The sections in the ES and
ES + IM groups did not have any histological signs of skeletal
muscle injury.

The mean values of the cross-sectional area of the
type I fibers in the HU and ES groups were significantly
less than that in the Cont group, whereas there were no significant differences between the Cont and ES + IM groups
(Figure 2(a)). The values in the ES and ES + IM groups
were significantly larger than that in the HU group. The
value in the ES + IM group was significantly larger than that in the ES group. In both the type IIA (Figure 2(b)) and
IIB (Figure 2(c)) fibers, the mean fiber cross-sectional area
values in the HU, ES, and ES + IM groups were significantly
less than that in the Cont group. The mean values in the ES
and ES + IM groups were significantly larger than that in the HU
group, and the mean value in the ES + IM group was significantly larger than in the ES group.

#### 3.3. Lysosomal Protease Pathway

For the expression level of cathepsin L protein, there were no significant differences between the 4 groups (Figure 3(a)). However, the expres-
sion level of cathepsin L mRNA in the HU group was
increased by 2.25 ± 0.19-fold compared with the Cont group.

### Table 1: Body weight (g), wet weight (mg) of the tibialis anterior muscle, and ratio of wet weight to body weight (mg/g).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cont</th>
<th>HU</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>ES + IM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body weight, g</td>
<td>308 ± 3</td>
<td>246 ± 5*</td>
<td>238 ± 3*</td>
<td>238 ± 3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle wet weight, mg</td>
<td>539 ± 6</td>
<td>418 ± 4*</td>
<td>429 ± 12*</td>
<td>478 ± 12†‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle wet weight to body ratio, mg/g</td>
<td>1.74 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.70 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.79 ± 0.03</td>
<td>2.00 ± 0.02†‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are the mean ± SEM. Cont: control group (n = 14); HU: hindlimb unloading for 14 days group (n = 14); ES: hindlimb unloading plus electrical stimulation group (n = 7); ES + IM: hindlimb unloading plus the combination of electrical stimulation and isometric contraction group (n = 7). *, †, and ‡ are significantly different from the Cont, HU, and ES groups, respectively, at P < 0.05.
Figure 1: Transverse sections of the tibialis anterior muscle pretreated at pH 4.4 were assayed for myofibrillar ATPase staining. (a) Cont group; (b) HU group; (c) ES group; (d) ES + IM group. 1: type I; 2: type IIA; 3: type IIB. Bar = 50 μm.

Figure 2: Cross-sectional area (μm²) of type I (a), type IIA (b), and type IIB (c) fibers in the tibialis anterior muscle. Values are presented as the mean ± SEM. *, †, and ‡ are significantly different from the Cont, HU, and ES groups, respectively, at P < 0.05. In each muscle fiber type, over 100 muscle fibers were measured.

(Figure 4(a)). There were no significant differences between the ES and HU groups. In contrast, the value in the ES + IM group was significantly less than that in the HU and ES groups and was maintained at the control group level.

3.4. Calpain Pathway. For the expression level of calpain 1 (Figure 3(b)) and calpain 2 (Figure 3(c)) proteins, the values in the HU group were significantly higher than that in the Cont group. The values in the ES and ES + IM groups were significantly less than that in the HU group. However, there were no significant differences between the ES and ES + IM groups.

The expression levels of calpain 1 (Figure 4(b)) and calpain 2 (Figure 4(c)) mRNA in the HU group increased by
Figure 3: Expression levels of cathepsin L (a), calpain 1 (b), calpain 2 (c), and ubiquitinated proteins (d) in the tibialis anterior muscle and representative western blot. Values were calculated as the fold changes relative to the Cont and presented as the mean ± SEM. * and † are significantly different from the Cont and HU groups, respectively, at \( P < 0.05 \). \( N = 14 \) in the Cont and HU groups, \( n = 7 \) in the ES and ES + IM groups.

1.28 ± 0.09-fold and 2.5 ± 0.21-fold compared with the Cont group, respectively. The levels of both calpain 1 and calpain 2 mRNA in the ES and ES + IM groups were significantly less than that in the HU. There were no significant differences between the ES and ES + IM groups.

3.5. Ubiquitin-Proteasome Pathway. For the expression level of ubiquitinated proteins, the value in the HU group was significantly higher than that in the Cont group (Figure 3(d)). Although there were no significant differences between the ES and HU groups, the value in the ES + IM group was significantly less than that in the HU group. The expression level of atrogin-1 mRNA in the HU group increased by 2.71 ± 0.37-fold compared with the Cont group (Figure 4(d)). Although there were no significant differences between the ES and HU groups, the value in the ES + IM group was significantly less than that in the HU group. The value in the ES + IM group appeared to be less than that in the HU group (\( P = 0.0514 \)) and was maintained at the control group level. The expression level of MuRF-1 (Figure 4(e)) mRNA in the HU group increased by 1.83 ± 0.29-fold compared with the Cont group. The values in the ES and ES + IM groups were significantly less than that in the HU group. There were no significant differences among the Cont, ES, and ES + IM groups.
Figure 4: Expression levels of cathepsin L (a), calpain 1 (b), calpain 2 (c), atrogin-1/MAFbx (atrogin-1; d), and muscle RING finger-1 (MuRF-1; e) mRNA in the tibialis anterior muscle. Values were calculated as the fold changes relative to the Cont and presented as the mean ± SEM. *, †, and ‡ are significantly different from the Cont, HU, and ES groups, respectively, at P < 0.05. N = 14 in the Cont and HU groups, n = 7 in the ES and ES + IM groups.

4. Discussion

In the present study, hindlimb unloading resulted in muscle atrophy of the tibialis anterior. Skeletal muscle atrophy is characterized by decreased protein synthesis and increased protein degradation. The decrease in protein synthesis reaches a peak within a few days after the start of unloading, whereas the increase in protein degradation reaches a peak 14 days after unloading [23]. Because hindlimb unloading was applied for 14 days in the present study, it was hypothesized that the increase in protein degradation was related closely rather than the decrease in protein synthesis to the atrophied tibialis anterior muscle. Three major protein degradation pathways are implicated in skeletal muscle atrophy resulting from a variety of disuse conditions (e.g., hindlimb unloading, immobilization, denervation, and spinal cord injury): the lysosomal protease pathway, the cytosolic calcium-dependent calpain pathway, and the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway [18]. In the present study, the expression level of cathepsin L mRNA, one of the lysosomal proteases induced by hindlimb unloading [19], was increased by 2.25-fold in the HU group. Furthermore, hindlimb unloading evoked the overexpression of calpain 1 (1.28-fold) and calpain 2 (2.5-fold) mRNA. As for skeletal muscle atrophy-related ubiquitin ligases, the levels of atrogin-1 and MuRF-1 mRNA were increased by 2.71-fold and 1.83-fold, respectively, with hindlimb unloading. Therefore, it can be postulated that the decreases in muscle mass and muscle fiber cross-sectional areas in all types in the HU group were due to the activation of the 3 major protein degradation pathways.

Electrical stimulation in isotonic contraction in the ES group attenuated the decrease in the cross-sectional areas in all muscle fiber types induced by hindlimb unloading. Almost all results in the present study were consistent with those of Boonyarom et al. [14]. In the present study, the electrical stimulation in isotonic contraction was performed percutaneously during hindlimb unloading for 14 days. The inhibition of overexpression of calpain 1, calpain 2, and
MuRF-1 mRNA in the ES group may have contributed to the attenuation of muscle atrophy observed. However, the preventive effect of electrical stimulation on muscle atrophy in the ES group was not enough compared with the ES + IM group. Taillandier et al. [19] have reported that the inhibition of the calpain pathway failed to suppress protein degradation in atrophied muscle by unloading. In addition, the assembly and scaffolding of myofibrillar proteins such as nebulin, titin, and vinculin is known as calpains substrates [24], and the calpains are unable to degrade actin and myosin [25].

Because the most abundant proteins in muscle fiber are actin and myosin [18], the inhibition of calpains in atrophied muscle may have only a very little effect on the cross-sectional area of muscle fiber. Therefore, though this is just our speculation, the effect of electrical stimulation on muscle atrophy in the ES group was likely not based on the diminished expression of calpains mRNA, but that of MuRF-1.

The combination of electrical stimulation and high-load isometric contraction in the ES + IM group was more effective in preventing muscle atrophy than electrical stimulation in isotonic contraction in the ES group. Although the expression of ubiquitinated proteins in the ES group was of the same level as the HU group, the value in the ES + IM group was significantly less than that in the HU group. In the ES + IM group, there was inhibition of overexpression of cathepsin L and atrogin-1 mRNA in addition to calpain 1, calpain 2, and MuRF-1. Collectively, these results were contributive to the enhanced effect of electrical stimulation on muscle atrophy. However, it is reported that cathepsins are unable to degrade myofibrillar proteins; their major substrates are membrane proteins such as receptors, ligands, channels, and transporters [26]. Additionally, some studies have reported that, when lysosomal activity is inhibited, myofibrillar protein degradation rates are only slightly reduced [27, 28]. Therefore, the major factor underlying the enhanced preventive effect on muscle atrophy in the ES + IM group might not be diminished cathepsin L mRNA expression. Many previous studies have indicated that protein degradation during unloading occurs principally through the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway [18, 29, 30]; with respect to the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway in the ES + IM group, not only overexpression of MuRF-1 mRNA but also that of atrogin-1 was inhibited. Previous studies with MuRF-1 knockout mice have shown that the decrease in the muscle fiber cross-sectional area induced by hindlimb unloading [31] and denervation [32] were unable to prevent completely. Furthermore, Bodine et al. [33] compared atrogin-1 knockout and MuRF-1 knockout mice to show that the preventive effect on muscle atrophy is prominent in atrogin-1 knockout rather than in MuRF-1 knockout [33]. Therefore, there is a possibility that the differences between the ES and ES + IM groups are due to whether overexpression of both atrogin-1 and MuRF-1 mRNA was inhibited. However, this is just speculation, so there is a need for further study to show the evidence supporting this speculation.

5. Conclusion

Although electrical stimulation in isotonic contraction slightly attenuated muscle atrophy induced by hindlimb unloading, the combination of electrical stimulation and high-load isometric contraction inhibited increases in all 3 protein degradation pathways linked to muscle atrophy and enhanced the effect of electrical stimulation to prevent muscle atrophy. Electrical stimulation in isotonic contraction attenuated only MuRF-1 mRNA overexpression, whereas the combination of electrical stimulation and high-load isometric contraction inhibited both atrogin-1 and MuRF-1 mRNA overexpression. The result of the electrical stimulation in isotonic contraction in this study is consistent with that of a previous study [34]. Macpherson et al. [34] investigated the effect of electrical stimulation in isotonic contraction on expression of the ubiquitin ligases in denervated muscle and showed that overexpression of MuRF-1 mRNA is relatively more inhibited than that of atrogin-1. Therefore, the findings of the present study suggest that when high-load isometric contraction is added to electrical stimulation, overexpression of not only MuRF-1 mRNA but also atrogin-1 is inhibited during unloading. It is still unknown what the differences are between the roles of atrogin-1 and MuRF-1 in the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway, and this requires further study. However, the combination of electrical stimulation and high-load isometric contraction is promising as an effective therapeutic intervention.
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1. Introduction

Skeletal muscle is a dynamic tissue that routinely undergoes a significant degree of mechanical strain and cellular deformation with each contraction. In order to preserve normal skeletal muscle function throughout the lifetime of an individual, this complex tissue must be able to routinely undergo cell shortening and generate forces required for movement while at the same time limiting mechanical cellular injury and adapting to changing workloads. In muscular dystrophy, an imbalance between muscle damage or degeneration and muscle repair through stem-cell mediated regeneration is thought to contribute to the disease pathology and consequently results in a progressive decline in muscle function [1]. Mutations in a number of distinct genes can cause muscular dystrophy with varying degrees of severity, but precisely how each can negatively affect normal muscle function is unclear [2]. A significant number of muscular dystrophies result from mutations that affect the normal assembly of the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex at the sarcolemma in muscle. A longstanding hypothesis to explain the high degree of muscle damage and degeneration observed in dystrophic muscle is that mutations affect the function of critical structural proteins in muscle and in some way compromises the mechanical stability of the muscle fiber and/or its sarcolemma. This exacerbates the damage that occurs during normal muscle contractions and initiates a lethal cascade of events that can cause death of the myofiber [3–5]. In support of this, early studies demonstrated an increase in the number of necrotic fibers in muscles from muscular dystrophy patients that likely resulted from irreparable membrane damage as a consequence of normal muscle activity [6]. However, rather than dystrophic muscle suffering from an increased susceptibility to external damage, alternative hypotheses exist that could account for increased cell death. For example, that causative mutations may affect either the resting homeostasis of muscle cells or alter the ability of the muscle to adapt and repair following a normal “dose” of muscle injury. Although the importance of the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex in maintaining sarcolemma integrity is well supported, alternative functions...
for this complex have been proposed through the years and are now gaining significant experimental support [7, 8].

2. The Dystrophin-Glycoprotein Complex

The dystrophin-glycoprotein complex (DGC) is composed of several transmembrane and peripheral components and is highly expressed in the sarcolemma of skeletal muscle [9–11]. Mutations in genes that encode DGC components lead to the loss of either expression and/or function of the DGC in muscle. Dystroglycan is a protein central to this complex that spans the sarcolemma and binds to ligands in the surrounding basal lamina through α-dystroglycan and to dystrophin inside the cell through β-dystroglycan [12]. Dystrophin in turn binds to the submembrane actin and intermediate filament cytoskeleton within fibers, thereby completing a link between the cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix [13, 14]. Costameres are concentrations of extracellular matrix receptor complexes that reside at the membrane in register with the Z-lines of sarcomeres within muscle fibers. The location of the DGC at costameres and the identification of its function as a link between the matrix and the cytoskeleton has led to the hypothesis that the DGC might be critical in mechanically stabilizing muscle or the sarcolemma during muscle contraction [12, 15].

In addition to dystroglycan and dystrophin, the core of this complex in skeletal muscle is also formed by four sarcoglycans (α, β, γ, and δ) and sarcospan, which are thought to contribute to stabilization of the complex within the sarcolemma. Mutations in either dystrophin or the sarcoglycans are associated with reduced expression or incomplete formation of the DGC [16–18] and are hypothesized to result in muscular dystrophy through a common mechanism which includes a reduction in dystroglycan function. Therefore, reduction in the connections between the cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix appears critical to muscular dystrophies associated with the DGC.

In addition to primary mutations in DGC components, several causative mutations have also been identified in a group of glycosyltransferases, which have been shown to function in a common pathway to glycosylate α-dystroglycan. This O-linked glycosylation of α-dystroglycan is essential for enabling α-dystroglycan to function as an extracellular matrix receptor [19]. In these glycosylation-deficient muscular dystrophies, dystroglycan and the DGC are expressed and intact at the sarcolemma, but the loss of the ability of dystroglycan to bind laminin is sufficient to cause muscular dystrophy [20, 21]. These findings highlight specifically the interaction of the DGC with extracellular matrix as a critical function of the DGC in preventing muscular dystrophy.

In the dystroglycan glycosylation-deficient mice (LARGEmyd) electron microscopic analysis showed that the interaction of dystroglycan with laminin in the extracellular matrix appeared to tightly anchor the basal lamina to the sarcolemma [21]. This tight and regular interaction of dystroglycan with the basal lamina is proposed to protect the sarcolemma from expansion of small ruptures during mechanical activity. Mutations in dystroglycan itself appear to be quite rare in humans, perhaps related to an essential role of dystroglycan in early development [22]. Only recently has a mutation in the dystroglycan gene been identified in muscular dystrophy patients and like previous glycosyltransferase mutations, the mutation appears to impair dystroglycan glycosylation and causes loss of function without impacting dystroglycan expression [23].

The heterotrimERIC protein laminin-211 is a major component of the basal lamina surrounding adult muscle fibers that is bound by glycosylated α-dystroglycan (α-DG). Mutations in the LAMA2 gene result in loss of laminin α2 expression and the most common form of congenital muscular dystrophy [24–26]. The identification of laminin α2 mutations only further reinforces the notion that any disruption of the connection between the muscle fiber cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix through the DGC, whether it be reduced expression of the DGC, reduced ability of dystroglycan to interact with laminin, or loss of laminin itself from the basal lamina, is sufficient to cause muscular dystrophy.

Despite the first genetic identification of dystrophin as a causal gene in Duchenne muscular dystrophy more than two decades ago [27] and the identification of the DGC in years following [16], whether the DGC contributes purely a mechanical role in stabilizing the sarcolemma during normal contractions or imparts other significant functions in muscle still remains an area of active investigation. The identification of additional components of the DGC, such as sarcospan, dystrobrevins, and syntrophins, that do not appear to have a direct or essential role in the mechanical function of the DGC but instead appear to be docking sites for other intracellular signaling proteins [28], has fueled considerable interest in what other intracellular pathways may be affected in DGC-associated muscular dystrophies.

3. The DGC, Sarcolemma Integrity, and Contraction-Induced Muscle Injury

Even normal skeletal muscle is susceptible to mechanical damage, particularly during shortening contractions, and immediate defects at the level of the sarcolemma [29], the t-tubules [30], or the contractile machinery [31] contribute to a transient decrease in the isometric force. Following repetitive shortening contractions, there can also be considerable, prolonged injury and muscle dysfunction that results from muscle degeneration, swelling, and infiltration of inflammatory cells [32]. In most cases, muscle dysfunction caused by prolonged injury can be fully repaired over time by active muscle fiber regeneration from resident stem cells, known as satellite cells. This suggests that occasional sarcolemmal injuries, muscle damage, and their repair might be a critical component of the homeostasis of normal muscle.

Many of the early experiments that sought to identify the mechanism by which mutations affecting the DGC cause muscular dystrophy have utilized the mdx mouse model [33]. These mice harbor a null mutation in the dystrophin gene and although they do exhibit the clinical features observed in human patients, the severity is milder [34]. A role for
the function of dystrophin in maintaining the integrity of the sarcolemma during muscle contraction was supported by studies showing that mdx muscle was highly susceptible to lengthening contraction-induced injury performed in vitro, as compared to healthy control muscle. Muscle from mdx animals demonstrated an increased tendency to take up Procion orange dye from the bathing medium, which suggested an increase in sarcolemma permeability following contraction [4, 35]. When injected into mdx animals, the membrane-impermeant Evans blue dye was also selectively taken up by muscle fibers that appeared necrotic and were hypercontracted, which suggested that increased membrane permeability eventually resulted in cell death [36]. This further supported the hypothesis that muscle contractions produce membrane tears, which lead to an increase in permeability of the sarcolemma to calcium and small molecules and results in a greater degree of cell death in dystrophic muscle. Muscle from mdx mice also demonstrated a measurable deficit in force generation following an in vivo lengthening contraction protocol [37, 38]. These data support a function for dystrophin and the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex, at least partially, in protecting the sarcolemma during muscle contraction and suggest that, in its absence, the sarcolemma is more susceptible to damage by contractile forces, resulting in increased permeability of ions and small molecules, and eventual cell necrosis and muscle degeneration.

Further support for a critical role of membrane integrity in muscular dystrophies was gained from a different class of muscular dystrophies associated with mutations in the dysferlin gene. Mutations in dysferlin are associated with Miyoshi myopathy and limb girdle muscular dystrophy 2B in humans [39, 40]. Dysferlin is not associated with the DGC but appears to have homology to the vesicle protein, synaptotagmin, and therefore has been predicted to be important for mediating vesicle-mediated membrane repair. While the complete functions of dysferlin are still under investigation, dysferlin has been shown to be required for rapid resealing of the sarcolemma in a calcium-dependent manner following focal membrane damage [41]. Although muscle from dysferlin-null animals is not particularly susceptible to contraction-induced damage any more so than healthy muscle [42], a recent study demonstrated that recovery of muscle following damage required an immediate and transient membrane resealing event and that dysferlin-deficient muscle consequently took longer to recover [42, 43]. The identification of dysferlin as a potential mediator of membrane repair in muscle underlies the importance of sarcolemmal integrity and its maintenance by repair pathways as important mechanisms in which defects may result in muscle degeneration.

4. Does Contraction-Induced Injury Play a Causal Role in DGC-Associated Muscular Degeneration and Dystrophy?

While the generally accepted dogma is that mutations affecting the DGC render muscle more susceptible to contraction-induced damage during mechanical stress [44], recent evidence from our laboratory suggests that not all muscles of dystrophic animals are equally affected. We reported that, in the LARGEemd animal model of glycosyltransferase-deficient muscular dystrophy, typical fast-twitch muscles such as the EDL were weaker than control WT EDL muscles. Additionally, LARGEemd EDL muscles demonstrated the increased susceptibility to contraction-induced injury typical of EDL muscles of mdx mice, as indicated by a dramatic loss of force following lengthening contraction that was significantly greater than controls [45]. However, a remarkably different phenotype was measured in soleus muscles, which are composed of mixtures of fast and slow fibers [45]. Although the contraction protocol resulted in a 26% force deficit in WT soleus muscle, there was no greater increase in force deficit observed in the soleus of LARGEemd mice. Force deficits measured in WT soleus muscle were also higher than those measured in EDL muscle after two lengthening contractions, which suggested that the observed defect was not due to inherent differences in susceptibility to injury between the two muscle groups, nor to differences in dystroglycan glycosylation or laminin binding activity. However, the soleus of LARGEemd animals was still weaker than WT muscle and dystrophic, as evidenced by an increase in degenerating fibers, accumulation of inflammatory cells, and the presence of centrally nucleated fibers. An explanation that accounts for the dystrophic features and fiber degeneration in the soleus muscle in the absence of any detectable increased susceptibility to contraction-induced injury has not been addressed.

A similar lack of increased susceptibility of muscle to contraction-induced muscle damage was previously demonstrated in the soleus of mdx mice, and the authors speculated that dystrophin was not essential for maintaining structural stability in the soleus muscle [37]. Utrophin, a homologue of dystrophin, has been shown to be upregulated in the absence of dystrophin [46] and is also more highly expressed in slow-twitch fibers [47] which may therefore confer a degree of stability in the soleus muscle of mdx mice that might explain this lack of susceptibility to contraction-induced injury. However, upregulation of utrophin cannot explain the results in LARGEemd mice because, other than the loss of dystroglycan glycosylation, the DGC is assembled normally in LARGEemd muscle [20, 21]. We found that another important laminin receptor in muscle, α7β1 integrin, is expressed at much higher levels in the sarcolemma of soleus muscle as compared to other fast muscles [45]. Several reports have demonstrated that when the DGC is impaired, α7 or β1 integrin is upregulated, which suggests that the two receptors may have at least some overlapping functions in muscle [48]. Susceptibility to contraction-induced injury was directly compared between α7 integrin-null and LARGEemd mice using EDL muscle and only LARGEemd muscle was shown to be more susceptible to injury [21]. This might suggest that interactions with laminin and dystroglycan are more important for mechanical stability than are the interactions between α7β1 integrin and laminin. However, α7β1 integrin expression in fast muscle is very low, and the comparison was only shown
in fast-twitch muscle, and not in the soleus muscle, which remains to be studied. Transgenic overexpression of α7 integrin in dystrophin/utrophin double knockout mice can significantly improve muscle disease [49], but whether this beneficial effect is due to prevention of mechanical damage or effects on cell signaling has not been fully addressed. The potential role of integrins and the DGC in laminin-independent signaling in muscle is discussed in greater detail in Section 6.

Muscle physiological studies have also been performed in an animal model of congenital muscular dystrophy, the dy/dy mouse, that harbors a null mutation in the LAMA2 gene [24]. In contrast to the results demonstrated in mdx mice, laminin-deficient muscle does not exhibit a defect in sarcolemmal stability [50]. Both the EDL and soleus muscles were isolated from laminin-deficient mice and subjected to a moderate lengthening contraction protocol in vitro and neither demonstrated an increased susceptibility to injury over that observed in control muscle. As a means to amplify potentially subtle defects in these mice, the anesthetic halothane was used to increase fluidity of the lipid bilayer. Although this did cause an increase in force deficit following a lengthening contraction protocol, this deficit was still not any greater in laminin-deficient muscle [50]. Because contraction protocols can vary, sarcolemmal permeability was directly compared between three different mouse models of DGC-related muscular dystrophy, mdx [33] and two deficient in laminin, dy/dy [24] and dy^2/dy^2 [25]. Animals were injected intravenously with Evans blue dye and muscles were analyzed several hours after injection. Muscles from mdx demonstrated an increase in dye uptake while dye uptake in laminin-deficient muscle was not different than control animals [51]. Additionally, positively stained fibers in mdx mice often appeared in groups of neighboring fibers, in contrast to the few individual fibers stained in laminin-deficient muscle, which appeared necrotic. However, laminin-deficient muscle still had dystrophic pathological features, which further supports the notion that, although disruption of the sarcolemma may contribute to the pathology of muscle disease, it is not essential.

Together, these studies demonstrate that membrane damage is not required for muscle degeneration and muscular dystrophy. Although mutations that compromise DGC function can leave muscle vulnerable to membrane damage, this is not true for all muscle groups, since the soleus muscle, despite demonstrating a susceptibility to injury in healthy muscle, does not show increased susceptibility in the absence of a functional DGC. Additionally, the number of fibers that may be damaged, as evidenced by dye uptake in mdx fast muscles, is not sufficient to explain the dramatic loss in force generation following injury [37]. Therefore, the DGC likely possesses other cellular functions in skeletal muscle that, when impaired, contribute to muscle degeneration and the dystrophic pathology. Potential alternative pathways and their experimental support are reviewed below.

5. Role of the DGC in Altered Calcium Homeostasis

Intracellular calcium is a critical mediator of several regulatory processes in skeletal muscle [52]. In dystrophic muscle, the concentration of intracellular calcium is elevated, and several potential sources for calcium entry have now been identified (Figure 1). Early studies of mdx muscle demonstrated that individual fibers that showed an elevation in intracellular calcium were also necrotic, which suggested that calcium entered through membrane tears as a direct result of dystrophin loss [53, 54]. Increased intracellular calcium in mdx muscle was later explained by an increase in sarcolemmal permeability attributed to calcium leak and stretched-activated channels [55, 56]. Stretch-activated channels can be blocked in mdx mice via oral delivery of streptomycin and results in a reduction in intracellular calcium and an improvement in force production [57]. In the same study, a decrease in intracellular calcium was not observed in streptomycin-treated control animals, which suggested that the activity of these channels was somehow enhanced in the absence of dystrophin.

The transient receptor potential (TRP) channels are a diverse family of ion channels composed of multiple subunits, that have also been identified as potential mediators of altered calcium homeostasis in dystrophic muscle [58]. Several TRP channels in the canonical subfamily (TRPC) are expressed in mouse skeletal muscle and TRPC1, TRPC4, and TRPC6 were initially identified as being potentially impaired in mdx muscle [59]. In a later study, expression of TRPC1 was shown to be increased in mdx muscle and the authors speculated that its activity may be increased due to additional upregulation of caveolin-3 and src, which contribute to the translocation of this channel to the sarcolemma [60]. Similarly, a stretch-activated TRP channel in the vanilloid receptor subfamily, TRPV2, has also been shown to be more highly expressed at the sarcolemma in mdx muscle. Inhibition of TRPV2 using a dominant negative genetic approach resulted in a restoration of normal intracellular calcium levels and an amelioration of dystrophic pathology in mdx mice [61].

Although the increased resting calcium concentration observed in the cytoplasm of dystrophic muscle may be the result of increased expression or activity of calcium channels at the sarcolemma, a recent study has demonstrated that an additional source of calcium entry may be due to defects at the level of the sarcoplasmic reticulum [62]. RyR1 channels isolated from mdx muscle were shown to be hypernitrosylated as a potential consequence of altered nitric oxide signaling downstream of dystrophin loss. This resulted in an increased leak of calcium ions from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, and pharmacological inhibition of RyR1 was shown to reduce muscle damage in mdx muscle.

While several of these studies noted an improvement in muscle health following inhibition of calcium entry in animal models of muscular dystrophy, an important study recently demonstrated that elevated calcium was sufficient to cause muscle damage in the absence of a genetic basis for muscular dystrophy [63]. The overexpression of TRPC3
in skeletal muscle resulted in a muscle wasting phenotype with defects similar to those observed in laminin-deficient muscle. Using gene expression profiling, this phenotype was also shown to be associated with altered expression of many genes, in a pattern that was strikingly similar to gene expression changes in δ-sarcoglycan deficient muscle. However, the muscle did not demonstrate any changes in expression of the DGC at the sarcolemma, which suggests that much of the muscle damage observed in DGC-related muscular dystrophies may be attributed to downstream defects in calcium homeostasis.

Elevated intracellular calcium can result in cellular damage in a number of ways that may underlie many of the defects observed in dystrophic muscle. When sustained, abnormal elevations in intracellular calcium can cause mitochondrial dysfunction to undergo permeability transition which can eventually lead to mitochondrial mediated apoptosis, involving swelling of the mitochondria, release of cytochrome c, and the activation of caspases [64]. Cyclophilin D is a mitochondrial enzyme that is important for regulating the mitochondrial permeability transition and genetic strategies have demonstrated that its absence renders mitochondria insensitive to calcium-induced cell death [65, 66]. Both δ-sarcoglycan-null and laminin-null mice have abnormally swollen mitochondria and the muscular dystrophy seen in both models can be partially alleviated by altering the pores mediating the mitochondrial permeability transition [67].

Another important downstream consequence of mitochondrial dysfunction is an increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can further exacerbate cellular damage [68]. Several studies have identified ROS as a potential mediator of muscle damage in the muscular dystrophies [69–71]. Antioxidant treatment of mdx mice has demonstrated mixed results but in some cases has lessened the symptoms of muscular dystrophy [71, 72]. In a model of muscular dystrophy not associated with DGC defects but instead caused by defective collagen IV, a component of the extracellular matrix, mitochondrial dysfunction was shown to be a major source of ROS. Additionally, when ROS production was suppressed, oxidation of myofibrillar proteins was reduced and improved contractile performance [73]. Therefore, cellular mechanisms downstream of mitochondrial defects may be an important step in the process by which DGC mutations eventually result in myofibers damage and cause muscle disease.

Normal excitation-contraction coupling has been suggested to be affected by an increase in cellular calcium concentration and may also be an important contributor to muscle weakness in these diseases [74, 75]. Elevated calcium can also directly impair muscle function by increasing the activity of calcium-dependent proteases like calpains which can cleave myofibrillar proteins [76–78]. While the genetic and pharmacological inhibition of calpains may alleviate several pathological features in mdx muscle [79–81], such experiments have yielded inconsistent results and may be in part due to compensatory increases in calpain activity and/or a lack of efficacy of the proposed inhibitors [82].

Several of these studies have demonstrated that intracellular calcium is elevated in dystrophic muscle, and that this can lead to a number of deleterious effects to the cell and contribute to a decline in contractile function. More importantly, these studies have provided several alternatives by which calcium permeability and/or intracellular calcium may be increasing that are independent from direct entry of calcium through sarcolemma tears. However, it is still unclear just how distinct genetic mutations that affect the function of the DGC can alter activity of the various calcium channels that have been proposed. While inhibition of calcium entry has been shown to be beneficial in the animal models addressed, it is important to note that muscle disease was still present in these animals, albeit it to a lesser degree. This suggests that altered calcium homeostasis, whether it is through membrane tears or from altered activity of calcium channels, may not be the only mechanism downstream of genetic mutations that results in muscle damage.

6. Laminin-Dependent Intracellular Signaling through the DGC

Laminins exist as heterotrimeric proteins composed of specific combinations of α, β, and γ subunits and are differentially expressed in multiple cell types. Laminin-211 (α2/β1/γ1) is expressed in the extracellular matrix of adult skeletal muscle and is bound with high affinity by α-DG

---

**Figure 1:** Sources of calcium entry in dystrophic muscle. (1) Disruptions to the DGC can result in instability of the sarcolemma that permits calcium entry through membrane tears when the sarcolemma is stretched during lengthening muscle contractions. (2) Activity of calcium leak, stretch-activated, and various TRP channels has been shown to be increased in dystrophin-deficient muscle and their inhibition *in vivo* can improve dystrophic pathology. (3) The ryanodine receptor has recently been shown to be hypernitrosylated in *mdx* muscle which may result in an increased leak of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum.
and α7β1 integrin. Mutations that affect α2 laminin, as is the case in the dy/dy mouse and in congenital muscular dystrophy 1A, result in muscular dystrophy as a result of lost interactions with either or both laminin receptors [24–26]. Although laminin is the major ligand of dystroglycan by which a connection is forged between the DGC and the extracellular matrix in skeletal muscle, laminin-211 deficient muscle is not susceptible to contraction-induced damage and does not typically show increased uptake of cell impermeant dye (reviewed in Section 4). Despite the lack of evidence for increased muscle damage, many fibers of laminin-deficient muscle are apoptotic [83], which is thought to significantly contribute to muscle disease. Both pharmacological and genetic inhibition of apoptosis (e.g., Bcl-2 overexpression, Bax inactivation) have been shown to ameliorate dystrophy in laminin-α2-deficient animal models [84–87]. Because there appears to be a lack of sarcolemmal damage, the mechanism by which apoptosis occurs in this disease may be independent of elevations in intracellular calcium. Alternatively, increases in apoptosis may be due to disruptions in downstream cell survival signaling as a result of lost interactions between laminin and its two major receptors in skeletal muscle.

Potential increases in survival signaling though laminin receptors in muscle could be the basis for results of a recent study that demonstrated an improvement of dystrophy in mdx mice upon injection of soluble laminin-111, a laminin isoform not normally expressed in skeletal muscle [88]. While the mechanism of this effect is unclear, the benefit of laminin-111 injections may be due to either upregulation of α7-integrin-mediated signaling or integrin-mediated stabilization of the sarcolemma [88]. However, a transgenic approach to deliver laminin-111 to skeletal muscle failed to benefit mdx mice [89] despite its rescue of muscular dystrophy in laminin-α2-deficient muscle [90, 91]. So while laminin α1 and α2 are normally expressed in different tissues, they appear to be functionally similar in promoting muscle cell survival. Whether this important function of laminin in muscle can be targeted therapeutically in all forms of DGC-deficient muscular dystrophy is still debatable.

Integrins are formed as heterodimers of α and β subunits and the predominant alpha isoform expressed in differentiated skeletal muscle, α7 integrin, forms dimers with β1 to form a laminin receptor. Mutations in α7 integrin result in muscular dystrophy in patients and in animal models, and a loss of α7 integrin in muscle has been shown to predominantly affect the structure and function of the myotendinous junction, where α7β1 integrin is highly expressed [92–94]. α7β1 integrin is also expressed at costameres and, similar to α-dystroglycan, can associate intracellularly with cytoskeletal proteins and may contribute to mechanical stability of the sarcolemma [48]. Animals lacking both dystrophin and α7 integrin display a much more severe form of muscular dystrophy than animals lacking either protein alone, which suggests that both laminin receptors may be required at the sarcolemma and can potentially compensate for one another [95]. Transgenic overexpression of α7 integrin can partially alleviate muscle disease in dystrophin/utrophin double knock-out mice independently of any change in expression of DGC components [49, 96]. However, integrins are associated with a number of signaling pathways and can alter AKT and MAP kinase activity in a contraction-dependent manner [97]. Therefore, some of the improvement observed when integrins are overexpressed in dystrophic muscle may be in part due to changes in cell signaling rather than direct prevention of sarcolemma damage.

While the integrins may function as laminin-dependent signaling receptors in skeletal muscle [98], whether dystroglycan and the DGC may similarly participate in downstream signal transduction cascades is less clear. Rather than simply serving as a membrane “stabilizer”, dystrophin has also been proposed to serve as a sensor for membrane tension and function early in the development of skeletal muscle [99]. The authors of this early study proposed that this function of the DGC may be achieved through either interactions with stretch-activated cation channels or through regulation of a downstream signaling mechanism analogous to integrin signaling. Such signaling would likely be important for either growth of differentiated fibers or for mediating proliferation or fusion of satellite cells with regenerating fibers. Interestingly, when the dystroglycan gene was specifically targeted in differentiated skeletal muscle using cre-loxP-mediated recombination, the phenotype was surprisingly mild compared to other models of DGC-related muscular dystrophy [100]. The residual expression of dystroglycan in satellite cells suggested that dystroglycan might have an unappreciated role in this cell type, which could be important for either cell signaling within satellite cells or for interactions with the basal lamina [100]. However, how the DGC may be functioning in muscle regeneration is not known.

Given the critical role of laminin in promoting cell survival signaling in muscle and the existence of two possible receptors that might mediate its effects, dissecting the molecular mechanisms of each would certainly be a key advance towards understanding how disruptions can result in muscle disease. A truncated form of laminin-α1 was recently generated that lacks LG domains 4-5 and can prevent dystroglycan binding while retaining the LG domains necessary for laminin interactions with integrins. In contrast to full length laminin-α1, when this truncated laminin-α1 was transgenically expressed in laminin-α2-deficient muscle, several fibers in select muscle groups were still apoptotic [101]. Because transgenic expression of full length laminin-α1 can fully rescue the dy/dy phenotype, this suggests that interactions between dystroglycan and laminin are also likely important for cell survival signaling. This is the first study to our knowledge that directly implicates dystroglycan in laminin dependent survival signaling in muscle in vivo and suggests that disruption of dystroglycan-dependent signaling may also contribute to the pathology of muscular dystrophy.

Several studies using primarily cell culture systems have shown that the DGC may be capable of participating as a scaffold for various signal transduction cascades (Figure 2). β-Dystroglycan is capable of binding multiple signaling and adaptor proteins known to be important for myoblast differentiation and cell survival signaling [102–105]. The c-terminus of β-dystroglycan contains a proline-rich region
that can bind Grb2, a well known adaptor protein [102, 106] and may be important for recruiting additional components of the MAP kinase pathway [104]. Dystroglycan can also be phosphorylated at tyrosine892 near the c-terminus of β-DG [103, 107] and may function to regulate interactions between dystrophin and caveolin-3 [107, 108]. This phosphorylation has also been shown to be adhesion dependent and enables dystroglycan to recruit several SH2-domain containing proteins, including c-Src and Fyn, to the sarcolemma [109]. In an unrelated study, these two kinases were also shown to be associated with the DGC and functioned to phosphorylate the DGC protein syntrophin [105]. In the presence of laminin, syntrophin was shown to associate with the DGC and mediate downstream Rac1 signaling that led to increased activity of c-jun. This result was suggested to explain how increased doses of laminin in vitro led to a dose-dependent increase in cell proliferation in C2C12 myoblasts [110]. An increase in Rac1 signaling was also observed following muscle contraction, which suggested that interactions between laminin and dystroglycan are important for enabling the DGC to function as a laminin-dependent mechanoreceptor [105].

The PI3K/akt pathway is an important signaling pathway essential for muscle cell survival, growth, and hypertrophy that has been suspected to function downstream of the DGC. Disruption of laminin/dystroglycan binding in vitro by antibody blockade results in a decrease in PI3K-mediated phosphorylation of AKT and is associated with an increase in apoptosis [111]. This result may be mediated in part through interactions of the DGC with heterotrimeric G-proteins, which has also been shown to be laminin-dependent. In the presence of laminin, dystroglycan can be immunoprecipitated in a complex with Gβy and PI3K and leads to an increase in AKT activation [112]. Therefore, the authors of this study concluded that, in muscular dystrophies where the DGC is disrupted, loss of an interaction with Gβy can impair PI3K signaling and may contribute to disease pathology. Several studies have demonstrated perturbations in AKT signaling in mdx muscle but generally have demonstrated an increase in AKT activity rather than a decrease that would be predicted by these cell culture studies [112, 113]. This potentially could be due to increased AKT signaling downstream of a7β1 integrin, which is upregulated in mdx muscle [114] and has been shown to be beneficial when overexpressed in dystrophic muscle either directly [115] or downstream of IGF-1 [116–118].

While the potential loss of PI3K/AKT signaling downstream of laminin binding may impact muscle function through its effect on cell survival or growth, skeletal muscle function may also be compromised due to increases in activity of the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) [119]. MuRF1 and MAFbx/atrogen-1 are important mediators of skeletal muscle atrophy that function to ubiquitinate target proteins which subsequently results in their destruction by the proteasome [119]. In a recent study, decreased phosphorylation of AKT was demonstrated in laminin-deficient muscle and was associated with an increase in total amount of ubiquitinated protein [120]. Additionally, pharmacological inhibition of the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway in laminin-deficient animals resulted in an amelioration of several pathological features of the disease. This led the authors to conclude that impaired laminin-dependent signaling in dystrophic muscle may also be impacting the UPS and contributing to muscle disease. Although a number of signaling pathways are known to be important for skeletal muscle growth, the exact contributions of disrupted dystroglycan-dependent or integrin-dependent signaling in dystrophic muscle still needs to be formally addressed.
7. Direct Role of the Dystrophin-Glycoprotein Complex in Force Transmission

While muscle damage is hypothesized to be important in the pathogenesis and progression of DGC-associated muscular dystrophy, dystrophic muscle displays considerable muscle weakness even in very early stages of the disease. This weakness, expressed as a reduction in specific force normalized to the cross sectional area of the muscle, occurs prior to muscular atrophy and can even be measured in the presence of pseudohypertrophy in early phases of the disease [121, 122]. Our studies and the studies of others, in soleus muscle of DGC-deficient muscular dystrophies, demonstrate that the soleus muscle is also weak and this weakness is completely independent of an increased susceptibility of the muscle to damage [38, 45]. Therefore, muscle damage that results as a consequence of contraction-induced injury cannot fully explain the muscle weakness in DGC-associated muscular dystrophy.

Given the location of the DGC at costameres in muscle, several investigators have hypothesized that the DGC might contribute to “lateral transmission of force” from the sarcomere to the lateral extracellular matrix [123–126]. While the concept of longitudinal force generated in sarcomeres and transmitted down myofibrils in muscle to the tendon is well studied, the concept of lateral force transmission is less well appreciated. This concept of lateral transmission of force in muscle was first described in frog muscle by Street in the early 1980’s [127]. In these studies, force was shown to be transmitted laterally from a single dissected fiber to the fibers flanking it in a muscle fiber bundle, with little or no decrement. Formal proof that the DGC was important in lateral transmission of force in muscle was lacking. Recently, we developed a novel yoke apparatus to directly measure the transmission of force from the muscle laterally to the extracellular matrix and the epimysium [128]. Applying this approach to mdx muscle, we showed for the first time that loss of DGC function in tibialis anterior muscles of mdx mice was sufficient to cause an approximately 40% loss in lateral force transmission in the muscles. While the precise contribution of each of the other components of the cytoskeleton, the costamere, and the extracellular matrix to the lateral transmission of force in muscle remains to be elucidated, the loss of lateral transmission of force may help explain how loss of the DGC at the lateral membrane contributes muscle weakness and fragility. Furthermore, the lateral transmission of force might be critical in transmitting force around the sites of focal myofiber injury in whole muscle and may help explain the markedly enhanced force deficits caused by lengthening contractions observed in fast muscles of DGC deficient animals (Figure 3).

8. Conclusions

Several studies have suggested that mutations affecting the DGC result in muscular dystrophy due to the importance of this complex in preserving sarcolemmal integrity. This role of the sarcolemma in muscular dystrophy is further supported by the observation that mutations that affect membrane repair can also result in muscle disease [40]. While several reports have demonstrated deficits in force production in dystrophic muscle in response to contraction-induced damage, it is not clear whether these defects are directly due to changes in sarcolemma integrity [37]. Additionally, mutations that affect the DGC have been shown to result in a muscle disease that variably affects the diaphragm, EDL, and soleus muscles. Therefore, an increased susceptibility to mechanical injury does not appear to be an essential step in the dystrophic process that leads to muscle weakness and the progressive decline in muscle function, and incidentally, cannot always account for other observed cellular disruptions such as differences in apoptosis.

An important downstream event that has been attributed to increased sarcolemma permeability through membrane tears is an increase in intracellular calcium. This rise in calcium is capable of negatively impacting skeletal muscle in a multitude of ways and may in fact be an important contributor to the pathology in these diseases. The
mechanism by which DGC mutations can alter the activity of calcium channels is not clear but would support a hypothesis that membrane damage is not an essential event that precedes changes in calcium permeability. Although changes in calcium permeability alone can result in muscle disease, it is unlikely that this is the sole mechanism by which DGC mutations result in muscular dystrophy since interventions that have restored calcium homeostasis have not completely eliminated the disease.

Another consequence of gene mutations that have been shown to be relevant to disease pathology in muscular dystrophy are disruptions in signaling pathways that may be essential to enable skeletal muscle to adapt and respond to ongoing cycles of contraction and relaxation. Laminin mutations result in muscle disease concomitant with increases in apoptosis and a recent study suggests that this defect may be mediated in part through the DGC. In light of emerging evidence that membrane damage is not essential, this gives credence to several in vitro studies that have suggested that dystroglycan and the DGC may be participating in cell survival signaling. Therefore, dystroglycan in combination with other components in the DGC may be serving a function similar to that of α7β1 integrin, which has been more extensively demonstrated in mechano-related signaling [48, 49].

Many recent studies have demonstrated pharmacological and genetic interventions that have resulted in a dramatic improvement of the dystrophic pathology without any obvious protection of the sarcolemma from mechanical damage [129–131]. Discovery of additional signaling pathways directly downstream of the DGC, either those important for survival signaling or related to altered calcium homeostasis, may also serve as potential targets for pharmacological interventions to reduce disease pathology.
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Triglyceride storage is altered across various chronic health conditions necessitating various techniques to visualize and quantify lipid droplets (LDs). Here, we describe the utilization of the BODIPY (493/503) dye in skeletal muscle as a means to analyze LDs. We found that the dye was a convenient and simple approach to visualize LDs in both sectioned skeletal muscle and cultured adult single fibers. Furthermore, the dye was effective in both fixed and nonfixed cells, and the staining seemed unaffected by permeabilization. We believe that the use of the BODIPY (493/503) dye is an acceptable alternative and, under certain conditions, a simpler method for visualizing LDs stored within skeletal muscle.

1. Introduction

Triacylglycerol (aka triglyceride, or TAG) storage is typically at its highest appreciable amounts in white adipose tissue. TAGs are stored within the organelles termed neutral lipid droplets (LDs). Previous studies have shown that under various conditions, appreciable LD accumulation can also occur in other tissues, such as skeletal muscle. The appearance of LDs in nonadipose depots is often referred to as “ectopic fat”. Increasing amounts of ectopic fat are associated with a number of clinical conditions, such as peripheral insulin resistance and muscular dystrophies [1–3]. Thus, the ability to measure or visualize the accumulation of stored TAG in the form of LDs in skeletal muscle is important.

Measurement of lipid accumulation within skeletal muscle has been performed using numerous different methodologies, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Total TAG concentration can be quantified through biochemical extraction, magnetic spectroscopy, or visually analyzed with Oil Red O (ORO) or Nile Red histochemical staining of tissue sections [4]. Each approach has unique advantages and disadvantages. The use of ORO has become the most commonly used approach to visualize LDs within a section of skeletal muscle [4–7]. Since LD frequency is correlated with the oxidative potential of the muscle fiber, there often is an uneven distribution of fibers that contain a significant amount of LDs within a whole muscle. Specifically, Van Loon et al. demonstrated that LD frequency is significantly higher in type I fibers compared to type II fibers, albeit there was no distinction between the subtypes of the type II fibers in this study [8]. Thus, it is often necessary to consider the amount of LDs in a fiber-by-fiber approach. Staining of the fibers allows the investigator to consider multiple labeling approaches for colocalization studies. This approach precludes experimental bias from extracellular TAG that is often found in skeletal muscle, but not within the muscle fiber itself.

The use of ORO as a means to measure LDs in a fiber-specific manner is a very powerful and useful technique for muscle biologists. However, the use of ORO is not without experimental disadvantages. For example, the tissue of interest requires fixation, preventing its use on live cells. In addition, completely dissolving ORO into solution can be challenging. It is typically dissolved in isopropanol, may require heating to encourage the process, and must be filtered afterwards, which often reduces the final concentration of
A variety of skeletal muscles were removed from male Sprague-Dawley rats (∼275 g) and male C57BL/10ScSn mice (∼32 g) while under inhalation anesthesia (∼3–5% isoflurane via a nosecone using a precision vaporizer, cat # 91103, Vet Equip, Inc, Pleasanton, Calif, USA) just prior to sacrifice. All animal procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Maryland.

2. Methods

2.1. Animals. A variety of skeletal muscles were removed from male Sprague-Dawley rats (∼275 g) and male C57BL/10ScSn mice (∼32 g) while under inhalation anesthesia (∼3–5% isoflurane via a nosecone using a precision vaporizer, cat # 91103, Vet Equip, Inc, Pleasanton, Calif, USA) just prior to sacrifice. All animal procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Maryland.

2.2. Muscle Fiber Sections. Rat tibialis anterior (TA) muscles were isolated and frozen in liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane. They were stored at −80°C, and transverse sections were cut on a cryostat (10 μm thick) and collected onto glass slides (Superfrost Plus; VWR, Westchester, Pa, USA).

2.3. Single Fiber Isolation. Intact single muscle fibers were isolated from the flexor digitorium brevis (FDB) muscle of adult mice according to previously described techniques [10]. Briefly, surgically excised FDB muscles were incubated in dissociation media (DM) containing DMEM, 1 μL/mL gentamycin, 0.2% BSA, and 4 mg/mL of collagenase A (Sigma, C0130). FDB muscles were placed in a 35 mm dish with 4 mLs DM and then in an incubator (37°C, 5% CO2) for 2 hours. Following the dissociation, muscles were placed in a new 35 mm plate with fresh media and triturated with a small bore (∼1 mm) fire polished glass transfer pipette to yield single FDB myofibers. Following the trituration process, fibers were plated onto extracellular matrix- (ECM, Sigma E1270) coated dishes (Matek, P35G-1.0-14-C). Fibers were allowed to incubate overnight before staining and/or immunolabeling. Some dishes were incubated overnight in a high-fat media containing equal molar concentrations of palmitate (PA) and oleate (OA) (0.5 mM of each thus a final concentration 1.0 mM) to induce LD formation in the fibers. The palmitate and oleate were conjugated to 2% fatty acid-free bovine serum albumin which would be expected to result in a final ratio of NEFA to BSA of 2.5:1.0, as previously described [11]. We have found no evidence of toxicity when cells are treated with both palmitate and oleate, although we have found evidence of toxicity if cells are treated with palmitate alone.

2.4. BODIPY (493/503) Staining and Visualization. BODIPY (D3922, Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, Calif, USA) (excitation wavelength 480 nm, emission maximum 515 nm), was diluted in PBS or DMSO at a concentration of 1 mg/mL and applied to cross sections or FDB fibers, respectively, for 30 mins. We assessed both fixed (4% paraformaldehyde for 5 mins) and unfixed sections, as well as fixed (4% paraformaldehyde for 5 mins) and live FDB fibers; 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was used to identify nuclei. Following fixation, samples were washed 3 times in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 10 mins. Some cross sections were stained with 5 μg/mL rhodamine-labeled succinylated wheat germ agglutinin (WGA, RL1022S; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, Calif, USA), and some were labeled with antibodies (monoclonal slow myosin, M4276, Sigma, St Louis, Mo, USA) to identify slow (Type I) muscle fibers. For immunolabeling, sections were washed for 10 minutes in 100 mmol glycine phosphate-buffered saline (glycine PBS), blocked for 1 hour in 1% bovine serum albumin PBS (BSA-PBS), and then incubated for 2 hours with primary antibodies diluted to 2 μg/mL in PBS. The tissue sections were then washed 3 times with 1% BSA/PBS for 10 minutes before incubation with species-specific secondary antibodies coupled to Alexa dye 568 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Calif, USA) (dilution of 1:100). All samples were mounted in VECTASHIELD (Vector Laboratories) and covered with glass cover slips (No. 1, VWR). We examined samples under epifluorescent optics, and digital images were obtained with a Zeiss 510 confocal laser scanning microscope.

2.5. Oil Red O Staining. Serial sections (10 μM) from frozen rat TA muscle were used. The first half of the serial sections were stained with BODIPY as described above. The remaining samples were air dried onto a glass slide and then fixed in formalin for 5 minutes, followed by a 1 minute wash with tap water. Next, slides were rinsed with 60% isopropanol then stained with a filtered 5% Oil Red O solution for 30 minutes. After Oil Red O staining, slides were rinsed with 60% isopropanol. All samples were mounted in VECTASHIELD (Vector Laboratories), covered with glass cover slips (No. 1, VWR), and mounted with Permount (Biomedica, Burlingame, Calif, USA).

3. Results

BODIPY (493/503) has become the standard dye utilized by scientists to study LDs within adipocytes. In this study, we sought to demonstrate that this compound can be used to visualize LDs in skeletal muscle tissue. Using the BODIPY (493/503), we were able to detect visible LDs through standard epifluorescence and confocal microscopy in sections of whole rat muscle and live cultured mouse single fibers. Using cross sections of a soleus muscle taken
Figure 1: Staining of neutral lipid droplets (LDs) with BODIPY (493/503) in cross section of rat soleus muscle demonstrates staining within the fiber, but especially under the surrounding sarcolemma. (a) Fibers stained with BODIPY (green) demonstrate the appearance of spherical LDs within the muscle fibers as previously described with Oil Red O staining procedures. (b) To provide anatomical localization, the membrane is labeled with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)-Alexa Fluor 594 (red). (c) Nuclei were stained with DAPI (Blue). (d) Merged triple label image of the muscle section. All images were taken at 63x, and a scale bar is provided for reference.

Figure 2: Comparison of serial cross sections from rat tibialis anterior (TA) muscle demonstrates that ORO and BODIPY staining are the strongest in the same fibers. (a) Fibers stained with ORO (red) demonstrate the appearance of spherical LDs within the muscle fibers. (b) Fibers stained with BODIPY (green) demonstrate the appearance of spherical LDs within the muscle fibers.
Figure 3: Staining of LDs with BODIPY (493/503) in cross section of rat tibialis anterior (TA) muscle demonstrates that LDs are not limited to muscle fibers expressing slow MHC. (a) Fibers stained with BODIPY (green) demonstrate the appearance of spherical LDs within the muscle fibers as previously described with Oil Red O staining procedures. (b) Slow fibers were labeled using an antibody specific for the slow form of MHC (red). (c) Nuclei were stained with DAPI (Blue). (d) Merged triple label image of the muscle section demonstrates fibers presenting with substantial BODIPY signal that do not label for slow MHC. All images were taken at 10x, and a scale bar is provided for reference.

from a rat, we found visible LDs (green, Figure 1(a)) situated within the muscle and along the sarcolemma, identified by wheat germ agglutinin staining (red). These staining patterns are very similar to our ORO images (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)) and also to previously published ORO images taken from muscle cross sections [6, 7].

Previous publications have suggested that LDs are typically more abundant in the type I MHC-positive fibers [2, 12]. Thus, we attempted to determine if LDs stained by BODIPY (493/503, green) were selectively found in only type I muscle fibers (red, Figures 3 and 4). Surprisingly, we found with regular frequency that a number of fibers that contained substantial LD stain (bright fibers in Figures 3 and 4) were not necessarily type I (Figure 3). To explore this in greater detail, we examined additional sections at increased magnification. We found that LDs are clearly not restricted to type I fibers, but are also abundant in fast fibers (presumably type IIa) (Figure 4).

To assess the use of BODIPY in live cells, we isolated and cultured single muscle fibers from the FDB of adult mice. Fibers were either placed in standard culture condition media (Figures 5(a) and 5(c)) or placed in media supplemented with equimolar concentrations of fatty acids (Figures 5(b) and 5(d)). The fibers were stained with BODIPY (493/503) and DAPI (blue). In the fibers maintained under standard culture conditions, we found a heterogeneous mix of fibers with easily detectable LDs (Figure 5(a)) and fibers with virtually no detectable LDs (Figure 5(c)). However, when the fibers were treated overnight with the 1.0 mM FA mixture, the majority of the fibers exhibited an obvious increase in the amount of visible LDs that were found throughout the entire length of all fibers (Figures 5(b) and 5(d)). We have detected increases in LD frequency across a range of 0.5–1.0 mM FA in cultured cells (data not shown). Furthermore, using 3D confocal reconstruction of the treated fibers, it was clear that LDs were located throughout the volume of the FA-treated fibers. In agreement with previous publications, the presented Z-stack images (1 μM thick, Figure 6) allow for the appreciation of the size of the LD within the muscle fiber. The LDs in muscle are quite small (<2 μM), particularly when compared to what is found in cultured adipocytes (>10 μM) or even LDs within hepatic tissue (~10 μM).

4. Discussion

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the use of BODIPY (493/503) as an alternative approach to image LDs within skeletal muscle fibers. Currently, the most common approach to visualize LDs in skeletal muscle is through ORO staining, which requires tissue fixation and is a more time-consuming process. From an experimental point of view, BODIPY is a more flexible approach when compared to
Figure 4: High-magnification image demonstrates the presence of LDs within nonslow muscle fibers in the cross section of the rat TA. (a) Fibers stained with BODIPY (green) demonstrate the appearance of spherical lipid droplets within the muscle fibers. (b) Slow fibers were identified using an antibody specific for the slow form of MHC (red). (c) Nuclei were stained with DAPI (Blue). (d) Merged triple label image of the muscle section demonstrates fibers presenting with substantial BODIPY signal that do not label for slow MHC. All images were taken at 63x, and a scale bar is provided for reference.

Specifically, we were able to use BODIPY on live cells and fixed cells with no appreciable differences. We also found that permeabilization did not affect staining, although others have noted that saponin treatment can reduce the number of LDs [13]. We also used BODIPY on fixed and unfixed frozen muscle sections with equal success. We found that ORO and BODIPY (493/503) resulted in comparable results between serial cross sections of the same muscle, indicating that BODIPY (493/503) is an effective alternative for LD staining in muscle. To date, only a few studies have used BODIPY as a means for visualizing LDs in muscle. Prats et al. used BODIPY (493/503) to show very clear staining of LDs in the soleus muscle [13], and, in a more recent paper, Kostominova used BODIPY to identify LDs in extraocular and peripheral muscle [14, 15]. Unfortunately, these papers have not resulted in increased utilization of this approach in skeletal muscle. Thus, for whatever reason, we believe muscle biologists may not be aware of BODIPY (493/503) as a means for examining LD presence in skeletal muscle. To the best of our knowledge, our current work represents the first use of BODIPY to identify LDs in fast-twitch skeletal muscle isolated myofibers and whole-muscle cross sections. Our images clearly demonstrate the ease with which LDs can be visualized using the BODIPY stain in various experimental approaches in skeletal muscle.

A number of fluorescent dyes can be employed to visualize LD within skeletal muscle. ORO and Nile Red have both been successfully used in skeletal muscle [5–7]; however, each has limitations that reduce their functionality in a laboratory setting. For example, Nile Red is difficult to use in experiments that require multiple labeling, because it emits a powerful signal spanning a large wavelength [9]. ORO has been used with more regularity; however, since ORO is dependent on the use of isopropanol, it can cause the artificial fusion of LDs, making it inappropriate for analysis of LD size or number [9]. Furthermore, ORO must be filtered; tissue requires fixation and can be difficult to dissolve. Scientists that study LD function in nonmuscle cells have adopted the use of BODIPY (493/503) as a means to visualize LDs within cells. BODIPY (493/503) contains a nonpolar structure that, upon binding to neutral lipid, emits a green fluorescence signal with a narrow wavelength range, making it an ideal approach for using in multilabeling (or dye) experiments [9]. The hydrophobic nature of these dye molecules promotes rapid entry into the nonpolar environment of LDs [9]. Gocze and Freeman showed that the
Figure 5: Exposure of single fibers to a palmitate-oleate mixture substantially increases the size and frequency of LDs within cultured mouse single muscle fibers. (a, c) Single muscle fibers isolated from the FDB were doubly stained with BODIPY (493/503-green) and DAPI (blue). The fibers were cultured overnight in standard media conditions. A heterogeneous mix of fibers presenting with LDs was found, in which some fibers presented with a visible number of LDs (a), while others presented with virtually no LDs (c). (b, d) Single muscle fibers isolated from the FDB were cultured overnight in standard media conditions supplemented with albumin-conjugated palmitate-oleate mixture (0.5 mM : 0.5 mM ratio). A substantially higher number and larger LDs were found consistently across all fibers that were imaged. All images were taken at 63x, and a scale bar is provided for reference.

Lipid fluorescent variability is significantly lower when using BODIPY (493/503) compared to Nile Red, suggesting that it may be more specific for the LD [16].

Here, we visually detected the appearance of spherical LDs within individual skeletal muscle fibers consistent with previous descriptions [6]. In muscle cross sections, the LDs were often in close proximity to the sarcolemma, which suggests that sarcolemmal identification may be critical to determine if the LDs are located in intramuscular or intermuscular regions. This would be particularly critical if the goal is quantification of LDs within muscle fibers. LDs were found scattered throughout the individual fibers (in some, but not all) in a punctuate fashion. The punctuate pattern and the inability to find LDs in all fibers agree with previous descriptions and our findings of LD distribution based on ORO staining of muscle cross sections [6]. We also found that when staining isolated fibers in standard cell culture media, LDs were not consistently visible in all of the fibers within the culture dish. These data suggest that LDs are not found in great frequency across all fibers. However, when we treated the isolated single fibers with media containing high concentrations of fatty acids, we found a substantial increase in the frequency of LDs and found LD present within all fibers. As expected, we found that BODIPY (493/503) works remarkably well in multiple-labeling approaches using both sectioned muscle and cultured single fibers. For example, we found that muscle fibers that contained a higher frequency of LDs were not always positive for type I MHC. Previously, van Loon et al. demonstrated a high correlation of ORO staining with human type I muscle fibers compared to lower staining in type II fibers [8]. Our data suggest at least a subpopulation of likely type II (e.g., perhaps IIA) fibers can contain a visible amount of LD in skeletal muscle taken from rodents. Overall, our data indicate that BODIPY (493/503) can be successfully used to image LDs within skeletal muscle using multiple different approaches. In addition, in much the same fashion as it is currently done for ORO staining, it would be possible to quantify LD in sections [4, 12] or as it was previously done in single fibers [13].

In summary, we found that BODIPY (493/503) works well as a means to visualize LD in skeletal muscle. This versatile dye works well in sectioned muscle and live culture under
different types of conditions. BODIPY (493/503) offers a valuable and simple alternative for investigators interested in LD function in skeletal muscle.
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The aim of the work was to analyze the structural changes in different parts of the sarcolemma and contractile apparatus of muscle fibers by measuring their transversal stiffness by atomic force microscopy in a three-day reloading after a 14-day gravity disuse, which was carried out by hind-limbs suspension. The object of the study was the soleus muscle of the Wistar rat. It was shown that after 14 days of disuse, there was a reduction of transversal stiffness of all points of the sarcolemma and contractile apparatus. Readaptation for 3 days leads to complete recovery of the values of the transversal stiffness of the sarcolemma and to partial value recovery of the contractile apparatus. The changes in transversal stiffness of sarcolemma correlate with beta-actin and alpha-actinin-4 in membrane protein fractions.

1. Introduction

Results of a large number of studies in terms of real and simulated gravitational unloading suggest that in different organs and tissues negative changes are formed as a result of microgravity. Skeletal muscle is particularly exposed to weightlessness as a specialized organ that performs postural and motor functions. The subject of many studies is the soleus muscle, for which it was shown that prolonged exposure to microgravity conditions leads to a significant reduction of its mass, atrophic changes of the fibers [1–3]. Under the conditions of gravitational unloading, synthesis of myosin heavy chain of fast type is increased in the muscle fibers [3–6]. Atrophic changes and reduction of the number of slow fibers lead to a rapid transformation [7]. As a result, contraction time decreases, and soleus muscle becomes less resistant to prolonged stress [8, 9], and there is a decrease in functionality both of the whole muscle [10, 11] and single fibers [12].

But equally significant problem facing the human exploration of outer space, including missions to Mars, is the early period of readaptation to gravity. Particularly important is to restore the functionality of the muscles, the acceleration of which is not possible without understanding the mechanism of readaptation changes.

It was shown that the readaptation to gravity of atrophied muscles leads to more pronounced negative changes than in microgravity. It became clear after SLS-2 mission (1993), during which tissues were taken in conditions of weightlessness. Serious damage to the fibers of m. soleus and m. adductor longus in these samples was absent, as well as after 3 hours of readaptation, and became prominent after 4.5 hours of stay [13]. Analyzing the results of this experiment, Riley et al. [13] concluded that the contractile activity in the early period of readaptation of atrophied muscle is perceived as an eccentric load, as sarcomere structure damages, observed after 4.5 hours of reloading, are similar to those after eccentric contractions [14–17].

After 8–11 hours in conditions of Earth’s gravity after a 14-day space flight of the biosatellite “Kosmos 2044,” Riley et al. [14] showed that there were extensive damages to the sarcomere of m. adductor longus fibers, minimal necrosis in the tissue, and a slight activation of macrophages...
and satellite cells. However, a 2-day reloading after 12.5-day stay in weightless conditions on board the biosatellite “Kosmos 1887” leads to more extensive necrosis, a significant activation of macrophages and satellite cells [15].

At the same time, after 3 days of reloading after a 10-day antio (51x290) thostatic weighing of the rats, the levels of phosphorylated PKB/Akt and p70S6K were significantly increased (by 56% and 26%, resp.) in relation to control, to which they returned after 10 days of readaptation [18]. This may indicate an intensification of protein synthesis in muscle fibers during the period of 3–10 days of readaptation to gravity in 1 G. Perhaps due to the intensification of protein synthesis after 7 days of reloading after 7- and 14-day antio (51x290) thostatic weighing of the rats, an increase in cross-sectional area of soleus fibers to the level of control was observed [19].

After 14 days of readaptation after 21-day weighing of the rat, the maximum force of contraction of the soleus muscle was increased compared to that immediately after gravitational unloading [11], whereas after 9 days of stay in 1 G after a 15-day antio (51x290) thostatic weighing of the rat, it was not improved [10]. However, according to Litvinova et al. [20], the maximum force of contraction of single fibers of the soleus muscle after 3- and 7-day reloading after a 14-day gravity discharge did not differ from the level immediately after the weighing. Nonetheless, after 14 days of readaptation after a 21-day discharge, almost complete restoration of the structure of the sarcomere was observed [11].

At the same time, the muscle fiber is a three-dimensional structure in which the tension transmission occurs not only longitudinally, but also in the transverse direction [21]. Changes in the structure of muscle fibers, observed in a gravity disuse and follow-up readaptation period, naturally lead to a change in mechanical properties that depend on the integrity of the structure, such as stiffness. In turn, changes in the longitudinal and transversal stiffness are directly related to the changes in contractile properties of muscle fibers [12, 22, 23]. The results of the study of transversal stiffness of contractile apparatus suggest that gravitational unloading caused different changes in slow and fast muscles. It was shown that hindlimb suspension led to decrease of transversal stiffness of soleus fibers and increase of transversal stiffness of tibialis anterior fibers [23]. At the same time, visual observations of the structure of individual compartments of muscle fibers, such as sarcolemma, are virtually impossible, and to assess its structural changes, transversal stiffness may be useful. Structural basis of the transversal stiffness of the sarcolemma with cortical cytoskeleton is a network of filaments formed by nonmuscle actin-beta-actin. To form such a network, a host of capping proteins is needed, one of which is alpha-actinin-4, attention to which in a gravity disuse is due primarily to the fact that its bind-ing to beta-actin depends on the content of calcium ions, the increase of which in these conditions has been shown previously [22, 24, 25].

Thus, in spite of some data on the dynamics of reloading of the various parameters characterizing the structural and functional properties of the soleus muscle, the changes at the cellular level have hardly been studied. However, the implementa (51x17) tion of readaptation process, as a special case of the reaction to changes in external mechanical conditions, at the cellular level is a key element in restoring the health of the muscles after a long stay in weightlessness.

Previously proposed method [26] of determination of the structure condition, based on measuring the mechanical characteristics of the different compartments of muscle fibers by atomic force microscopy, can assist in assessing the changes being implemented not only at the level of the contractile apparatus, but also at the level of the sarcolemma in readaptation to gravity after being in microgravity conditions.

2. Materials and Methods

Experiments were performed on the soleus muscle fibers (Sol) of a Wistar rat weighing 225–255 g. In order to simulate the conditions of gravitational unloading in rodents, antio (51x290) thostatic weighing of their hind limbs was conducted by the method of Ilyin-Novikov in the modification by Morey-Holton [27]. The duration of gravitational unloading in rats was 14 days. Reloading within 3 days was performed in the same conditions as Vivary control. The choice of this period of recovery was due, on the one hand, to the data [15] on even more significant damage to the sarcomere compared with the state immediately after unloading, and on the other hand, the data [18] on the beginning of the intensification of protein synthesis. Thus, reloading within 3 days after 14-day gravity disuse is of fundamental importance for understanding the cellular mechanisms of the acute period of readaptation. The following groups were formed: “Control,” “14-HS,” and “14-HS + 3-R” of 7 animals each.

All procedures with animals were approved by the Commission on Biomedical Ethics SSC RF Institute for Biomedical Problems, RAS.

2.1. Atomic Force Microscopy. To determine the transversal stiffness of the different compartments of muscle fibers, atomic force microscopy was used. The method of obtaining preparations for research and images of the surface of muscle fibers that allow for local measurements of the transversal stiffness we described in detail earlier [23, 26].

The muscle was excised from tendon to tendon and, in order to carry out a partial destruction of the cell membrane, it was treated according to the method of chemical skinning, which was previously described by Stevens et al. [28]. Before the time of the experiments, the samples were stored at –20°C in a buffer-containing relaxing solution in equal parts by volume of R (20 mM MOPS, 170 mM potassium propionate, and 2.5 mM magnesium acetate, 5 mM K2EGTA, 2.5 mM ATP) and glycerol.

On the day of the experiment, the samples were transferred into solution R, in which single-permeabilized muscle fibers were isolated.

To obtain demembranated fibers, single-permeabilized muscle fibers, which were in solution R, were incubated with detergent Triton X-100, the final concentration of which was 2% by volume for 12 hours at a temperature of +4°C. After
treatment with detergent, the obtained fibers were washed in the solution R.

To measure the transversal stiffness, the isolated fibers were attached to the bottom of the liquid cell of an atomic force microscope, fixing their ends with a special glue Fluka shellac wax-free (Sigma, Germany). Depending on the series of experiments, a cell was filled either with a relaxing solution R or an activating solution A (20 mM MOPS, 172 mM potassium propionate, 2.38 mM magnesium acetate, 5 mM CaEGTA, and 2.5 mM ATP), or rigor solution Rg (20 mM MOPS, 170 mM potassium propionate, 2.5 mM magnesium acetate, and 5 mM K2EGTA).

The measurements of transversal stiffness of both permeabilized and Triton-treated fibers were performed using the platform Solver-P47-Pro (NT-MDT, Russia). A preliminary scan of the surface allowed determining the length of the sarcomere as described previously [26], which was 2.48 ± 0.03 μm. The indentation depth was 150 nm. To obtain each average value, at least 35 measurements were conducted.

Processing of the results was carried out in a specially designed program in MatLab 6.5 environment.

2.2. Western Blotting. To determine protein content, the muscle was frozen at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Preparation of tissue extracts and generation membrane and cytoplasmic fraction were carried out by the method of Vitorino et al. [29]. Denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was carried out by the method of Laemmli on Bio-Rad system (USA), as previously mentioned in [23]. Based on the measurements of concentration, each well was applied the same amount of protein. Transfer to nitrocellulose membrane was carried out by the method of Towbin et al. [30]. In order to determine each protein, the specific primary monoclonal antibodies based on mouse immunoglobulin (Sigma, Germany) were used in the dilutions recommended by the manufacturer: for beta-actin—in a dilution of 1 : 500, for alpha-actinin-4—1 : 400. As secondary antibodies, biotinylated goat antibodies were used against mice IgG (Sigma, Germany) in a dilution of 1 : 6000. Next, the membranes were treated with a solution of streptavidin conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (Sigma, Germany) in a dilution of 1 : 10000. Protein bands were detected using 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (Merck, USA).

2.3. Statistical Analysis. The results obtained in the experiments results were statistically processed using ANOVA, using for the validation of the differences between the groups post hoc t-test with a significance level of P < 0.05. The data were presented as M ± SE, where M is the mean value of the estimated values, and SE is the standard error of mean value.

3. Results

3.1. Transversal Stiffness of Various Regions of the Contractile Apparatus and the Sarcolemma of Sol Single Fibers. In the “Control” group, the transversal stiffness of Triton-treated fibers (Figure 1(a)) in semisarcomere area, that is, between the Z-disk and M-line, significantly increases from the relaxed state to the activated and from activated to rigor. After a 14-day gravitational unloading, transversal stiffness of all Triton-treated fibers (Figure 1(b)) is significantly reduced, relative to similar measurement points in the “Control” group, especially in the Z-disk area; however, a significant increase in stiffness, typical of all sections of the fibers at contraction activation and transition to the rigor, is preserved. After a 3-day reloading (Figure 1(c)), values of the transversal stiffness of Triton-treated fibers in semisarcomere area in all the states are still significantly below the level of control, but higher than those in the “14-HS” group. In addition, the transversal stiffness of Z-disk of fibers in the

![Figure 1](image-url)
Figure 2: Protein content in the rat’s Sol after 14-day gravitational unloading and 3-day reloading; (a) beta-actin, (b) alpha-actinin-4; $^*P<0.05$ as compared to the group “Control,” $^\#P<0.05$ as compared to the group “14-HS.”

“14-HS + 3-R” group in the relaxed state is also reduced with respect to “Control” group.

Other trends in gravity disuse and subsequent reloading were observed in the study of permeabilized fibers (Table 1). Transversal stiffness of the sarcolemma between the projections of Z-disk and M-line in an activated state in the “Control” group did not increase compared to the relaxed state. At the same time, the stiffness in the projection of Z-disk and M-lines increased with contraction activation and transition to the rigor. After a 14-day of antioorthostatic weighing, transversal stiffness of all sections of permeabilized fibers was reduced, but the increase of this parameter in the membrane projections of Z-disk and M-line in activated and rigor state remained. After a 3-day reloading, the sarcolemma stiffness was not different from the values in similar measurement points and conditions in the “Control” group.

3.2. Protein Content. The content of beta-actin (Figure 2(a)) in cytoplasmic protein fractions did not change after the 14-day gravity disuse and subsequent three-day reloading. In the “14-HS” group, there was a reduction of beta-actin in the membrane fraction by 68% and reloading to the level of control in the “14-HS + 3-R” group.

The content of alpha-actinin-4 (Figure 2(b)), as well as beta-actin, in the cytoplasmic fraction was not changed. In the membrane fraction in the “14-HS” group, there was a decrease of alpha-actinin-4 by 82% compared with the “Control” group, and in the “14-HS + 3-R” group, its content significantly increased compared with the group “14-HS,” but did not reach the level of control and was reduced by 30%.

4. Discussion

Previously, it was shown that the transversal stiffness of various sections of muscle fibers during the gravity disuse varies in different ways [23]. Thus, the transversal stiffness of various sections of the sarcolemma has been reducing through the day of gravity disuse, while changes in the contractile apparatus are observed after three days. The results, obtained in this paper, indicate that the reloading of the transversal stiffness also occurs in many ways.

After 14 days of hind-limbs suspension, the transversal stiffness of various sections of the sarcolemma and contractile apparatus is significantly reduced, apparently due to disassembly of the cortical cytoskeleton and calcium-dependent proteolysis of the contractile apparatus proteins,
Table 1: Transversal stiffness (pN/nm) of isolated permeabilized Sol muscle fibers in liquid in relaxed, calcium-activated (pCa = 4.2), and rigor states under 14-day gravitational unloading and 3-day reloading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State group</th>
<th>Relaxed</th>
<th>Activated (pCa = 4.2)</th>
<th>Rigor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transversal stiffness of sarcolemma between the M-band and Z-disk projections (k_{\perp})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2.94 ± 0.14</td>
<td>3.09 ± 0.17</td>
<td>3.72 ± 0.15/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-HS</td>
<td>1.11 ± 0.06*</td>
<td>1.28 ± 0.09*</td>
<td>1.42 ± 0.11*/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-HS + 3-R</td>
<td>2.92 ± 0.10*</td>
<td>2.82 ± 0.19*</td>
<td>3.13 ± 0.12*/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transversal stiffness of sarcolemma at the M-band projection (k_{\perp,Mb})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2.15 ± 0.14</td>
<td>2.73 ± 0.13*/6</td>
<td>3.25 ± 0.19*/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-HS</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.11*</td>
<td>1.36 ± 0.12*/7</td>
<td>1.81 ± 0.14*/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-HS + 3-R</td>
<td>2.11 ± 0.12*</td>
<td>2.76 ± 0.22*/7</td>
<td>3.36 ± 0.21*/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transversal stiffness of sarcolemma at the Z-disk projection (k_{\perp,Zd})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>3.25 ± 0.18</td>
<td>3.58 ± 0.16*/7</td>
<td>4.15 ± 0.17*/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-HS</td>
<td>1.32 ± 0.12*</td>
<td>1.83 ± 0.13*/7</td>
<td>2.01 ± 0.12*/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-HS + 3-R</td>
<td>3.01 ± 0.13*</td>
<td>3.33 ± 0.11*/5</td>
<td>3.96 ± 0.17*/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(P < 0.05\) as compared to the analogous state of the group "Control," \(5P < 0.05\) as compared to the analogous state of the group "14-HS," \(6P < 0.05\) as compared to the relaxed state at the same group, \(7P < 0.05\) as compared to the activated state at the same group.

which was discussed earlier [22, 23]. Decrease of stiffness Z-disk is especially pronounced, as shown directly by Akiyama et al. [31], may be due to the action of calpain. In addition, to the first time by Riley et al. [15], may also lead to a decrease in stiffness in semisarcomere area and reduced transversal stiffness. At the same time, in conditions of gravitational unloading, an increase in the proportion of type II fibers is observed [3]. It seems that gravitational unloading caused different changes in transversal stiffness of type I and type II muscle fibers. In the study of m. soleus, which predominantly consists of slow fibers, we observed the decrease of the transversal stiffness of contractile apparatus under conditions of hindlimb suspension, possibly due to sarcomere damage [15]. At the same time, the hindlimb suspension led to increase of the contractile apparatus’s transversal stiffness of tibialis anterior fibers, among which predominate fast fibers [23]. Different responses of the transversal stiffness of the contractile apparatus of type I and type II fibers on gravity disuse could be dependent on the level of EMG activity. However, the performance of single-fiber electrophoresis, which is necessary for determination of fiber phenotype, connects with experimental problems due to insufficient dimension of fiber fragments used for stiffness measurements.

Stiffness of the contractile apparatus after 3-day reloading, though significantly increased in comparison with values immediately after the unloading, does not reach the level of control. Riley et al. [13, 17] showed that the contractile activity in the early period of readaptation (after 4.5 hours) is perceived by an atrophied muscle as eccentric load, which leads to a marked destruction of the structure of the sarcomere. At the same time after 3-day reloading after 10-day unloading of the rats, the levels of phosphorylated PKB/Akt and p70S6K significantly increased relative to control, which may be indicative of an intensification of protein synthesis [18]. Taking these data into account, we can assume that in the first few hours after unloading, there is an even greater reduction of transversal stiffness of the contractile apparatus compared to the state immediately after unloading. Next, the intensification of protein synthesis leads to the repair of the sarcomere structure, but after 3 days of readaptation, this process is not completed, and that is reflected in the partial recovery of the values of the transversal stiffness of contractile apparatus.

At the same time, the transversal stiffness of different parts of the sarcolemma does not differ from the control level after 3 days of reloading after a 14-day antiothostatic suspension. At the same time in the early stages of gravitational unloading, reduced transversal stiffness of the sarcolemma was seen in a day after gravity disuse, while changes in stiffness of the contractile apparatus took place just in three days [23]. Therefore, we can assume that change in the transversal stiffness of sarcolemma is more sensitive to changes in external mechanical conditions, which is of interest in connection with the ongoing search for mechanosensitive cell structures.

By analogy with the results of Costa et al. [32], obtained on human aorta cells, we can assume that changes in transversal stiffness of permeabilized fibers are associated with changes in the submembrane actin cytoskeleton, which is consistent with the data of Collinsworth et al. [33]. Reduction of the transversal stiffness of permeabilized fibers can be connected with the destruction of filaments formed by non-sarcomeric actin (beta-actin) and changes in the content of the actin-binding proteins, including alpha-actinin-4.

To test this hypothesis, we have analyzed the relative content of beta-actin in the cytoplasmic and membrane fraction of the total protein. The data indicate that the content of beta-actin in the cytoplasmic fraction did not change either as a result of a 14-day unloading, or in the subsequent three-day reloading. However, the content of beta-actin protein in the membrane fraction after disuse was reduced by more than 3 times compared to the control, but after 3 days of reloading did not differ from control, which correlated with changes in transversal stiffness of the sarcolemma.
The destruction of the cortical cytoskeleton naturally leads to a transient increase in the content of G-actin, which in its turn can trigger several signaling pathways, such as SRF dependent [34].

However, the cause of the destruction of the cortical cytoskeleton can be dissociation from the actin of actin-binding proteins, including alpha-actinin-4. Our data suggest that the content of alpha-actinin-4 in the protein cytoplasmic fraction does not change. The dynamics of change of the content of alpha-actinin-4 in the membrane fraction is similar to that for beta-actin although full reloading of its relative content after 3-day readaptation does not occur. Alpha-actinin-4 is a nonmuscle isoform of alpha-actinin, a protein belonging to the family of spectrin [35]. It functions as an antiparallel homodimer, binding the ends of actin filaments with each other [36]. In addition, alpha-actinin-4 connects the actin cytoskeleton to the membrane, and cortical cytoskeleton interacts with the cytoplasmic signaling proteins [37]. Alpha-actinin-4 can bind calcium ions at micromolar concentrations, and calcium concentration greater than $10^{-7}$ M completely inhibits its binding to actin [38], as well as tyrosine phosphorylation of focal adhesive kinase within actin-binding domain [39]. We have previously shown that within a one day of gravitational unloading, the basal content of calcium ions increases in the fibers of soleus muscle of a rat [22]. In addition, we know that already by the 2nd day of gravitational unloading, accumulation of calcium ions in the fibers of mouse soleus muscle occurs [24, 25].

5. Conclusion

We can assume that as a result of gravitational unloading due to changes in tension, there is deformation of the cortical cytoskeleton, which leads to the dissociation of alpha-actinin-4 from subsarcolemmal actin and, consequently, to the cortical cytoskeleton destruction and reduction of the stiffness of the membrane. However, on the other hand, changes in membrane tension can modulate ion channels work and lead to an accumulation of calcium ions. The increase of calcium ions may contribute to the binding of alpha-actinin-4, the dissociation of the latter from cortical actin, and subsequent degradation of submembrane cytoskeleton. And in fact, in both cases, the accumulation of calcium and G-actin as a result of the cortical cytoskeleton destruction and reduction of the cortical cytoskeleton can be dissociation from the actin of actin-binding proteins, including alpha-actinin-4. Our data suggest that the content of alpha-actinin-4 in the protein cytoplasmic fraction does not change. The dynamics of change of the content of alpha-actinin-4 in the membrane fraction is similar to that for beta-actin although full reloading of its relative content after 3-day readaptation does not occur.
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At least two laboratories have independently reported the synthesis of benzofuroindole compounds having potential therapeutic implications in many disease states including those that involve smooth muscle hyperactivity. Through a series of in vitro screenings, they demonstrated the efficacy (and selectivity) of these compounds to potentiate large conductance calcium-(Ca2+-) activated K+ (BKCa) channels, by far, the most characterized of all Ca2+-dependent K+ channels. Interestingly, promising benzofuroindole derivatives such as compound 7 (10H-benzo[4,5]furo[3,2-b]indole) and compound 22 (4-chloro-7-trifluoromethyl-10H-benzo[4,5]furo[3,2-b]indole-1-carboxylic acid) both exhibited high bladder (versus aorta) selectivity, making them attractive alternative treatments for bladder overactivity. In recent reports, compound 22 (LDD175 or TBIC) also showed inhibition of ileum and uterine contractions, indicating multiple target tissues, which is not surprising as BKCa channels are ubiquitously expressed in the animal and human tissues. In this paper, the authors discuss the value of benzofuroindole compounds and the challenges that need to be overcome if they were considered as smooth muscle relaxants.

1. Introduction

Smooth muscle contraction plays a fundamental role in regulating the functions of the hollow organs in the body such as the blood vessels, intestines, bladder, airways, and uterus. Dysfunctional contraction of the smooth muscles is a key pathological feature of many diseases including hypertension, bladder overactivity (OAB), irritable bowel syndrome, erectile dysfunction, and asthma. Abnormal uterine contractions may also lead to preterm labor, the latter being responsible for prenatal mortality, neonatal morbidity, and childhood developmental disorders [1]. By and large, smooth muscle hyperactivity disorders involve immense social cost and financial burden to the health services, thus, a considerable effort has been made to understand their etiologies and also to develop drugs with potent smooth muscle relaxant activities.

Contractions of all smooth muscles absolutely depend on the presence of Ca2+ which activates the contractile machineries [2, 3]. Elevating intracellular Ca2+, which can be achieved by agonists (e.g., acetylcholine, oxytocin, and prostaglandin F2α), causes smooth muscle contractions. Acetylcholine (ACh), the main contractile transmitter in many smooth muscle tissues (e.g., the urinary bladder and gastrointestinal tract), activates muscarinic (M3) receptors and raises intracellular Ca2+ levels by activating the Gq-phospholipase C- (PLC-) inositol triphosphate (IP3) pathway [4]. It is also believed that extracellular Ca2+ facilitates an increase in intracellular Ca2+ via opening of the voltage-gated Ca2+ channels [5]. M2 receptor binding of ACh also elevates intracellular Ca2+ through a number of controversial mechanisms including inhibition of the production of cyclic AMP (cAMP) [6]. In the bladder smooth muscles, where muscarinic receptor is the primary effenter receptor, agonist-induced contraction is largely dependent on Ca2+ entry through nifedipine-sensitive channels and activation of the Rho-kinase pathway [7]. On the other hand, oxytocin and prostaglandin F2α act on oxytocin and prostaglandin receptors, respectively, and release Ca2+ from intracellular stores through stimulation of the Gq-PLC-IP3 system [8–10]. They may also propagate the influx of extracellular Ca2+ through voltage-gated L-channels [11]. In addition, oxytocin may activate nonselective cation channels and Ca2+-activated Cl− channels leading to depolarization of myometrial cells and, eventually, the opening of voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels [2, 11]. In light of these
observations, drugs that could block the effects of these agonists induce smooth muscle relaxation through some mechanisms that could block or interfere with Ca\(^{2+}\) entry. Antimuscarinic agents, those that oppose the effects of ACh, are effective bladder and intestinal smooth muscle relaxants and are well-known standard therapies for OAB and in some forms of gastrointestinal motility disorders. In addition, Ca\(^{2+}\) channel blockers (CCBs) are effective OAB interventions although they are more commonly used for hypertension and other cardiovascular diseases. CCBs block Ca\(^{2+}\) entry by binding to the L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) channels in the heart and smooth muscles of the peripheral vasculature, thereby generating vasodilation and eventually lowering blood pressure [12]. Oxytocin antagonists, CCBs, prostaglandin synthase inhibitors, and β-adrenergic agonists are used as tocolytics (medications to suppress premature labor) by virtue of their influence on lowering intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) levels. β-adrenergic agonists, unlike some nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, increase the level of cAMP which results in the decrease in intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) by stimulating efflux of Ca\(^{2+}\) from the cell and also uptake by the sarcoplasmic reticulum [13].

However impressive the above-named agents are in managing abnormal smooth muscle contractions, their efficacy and application are limited due to some reported drug-induced side effects. In fact, the application of these compounds may exacerbate the diseases albeit only in extreme cases [14]. Antimuscarinic drugs, although effective in inhibiting bladder and intestinal contractility, also influence normal contractility thus affecting normal voiding and excretion functions. Moreover, muscarinic M\(_3\) receptors are found in the salivary glands thus severe dry mouth is expected with the use of antimuscarinic agents [14]. The standard tocolytics, although efficacious in arresting preterm labor, also produce serious maternal and cardiovascular or adverse fetal side effects [15, 16]. Altogether, these findings indicate that there is a necessity to develop other smooth muscle relaxants, preferably those that act on a different mechanism.

Another way to counteract defective smooth muscle contractility is to enhance repolarizing (potassium [K\(^{+}\)]1) currents [17]. K\(^{+}\) channels are abundantly expressed in smooth muscles where they play an important role in determining and regulating the excitability of the cell by acting as an excitability “brake.” A number of K\(^{+}\) channel openers have been developed, and they showed promise in preclinical and clinical studies for a variety of smooth muscle hyperactivity disorders. Among them are the openers of the ATP sensitive K\(^{+}\) (K\(_{ATP}\)) channels and Ca\(^{2+}\)-activated K\(^{+}\) (K\(_{Ca}\)) channels. However, as K\(^{+}\) channels are ubiquitously expressed in virtually all cell types, it has been thought that K\(^{+}\) channel openers may not show tissue selectivity. Indeed, the most investigated K\(_{ATP}\) channel openers pinacidil and cromakalim effectively abolished unwanted bladder contractions without affecting normal voiding [18]. However, they also exhibited limited bladder selectivity and influenced cardiovascular functions [19–23].

At least two noncollaborating laboratories have reported the synthesis of novel K\(^{+}\) channel openers which they thought as effective interventions for smooth muscle hyperactivity disorders, particularly in OAB. Butera and colleagues [24] first reported the production of benzofuroindole analogues in their continued effort to develop potent bladder relaxants with minimal hemodynamic effects. These benzofuroindole compounds were produced by manipulating the structure of the benzopyran-based antihypertensive and prototype K\(_{ATP}\) channel opener celikalim. Initial structural modifications of celikalim accidentally led to the production of the Fisher-indole product 10H-benzo[4,5]furo[3,2-b]indole (compound 7) (Figure 1), a derivative which displayed not only potent bladder relaxant effects in \textit{in vitro} screenings, but also high bladder (versus aorta) selectivity. On the other hand, another group produced benzofuroindole compounds by overlaying compound 7 (see above), with BMS-204352, a prototypical opener of one type of K\(_{Ca}\) channels, the large conductance Ca\(^{2+}\)-activated K\(^{+}\) (BK\(_{Ca}\)) channel [25]. One of the derivatives, compound 22, (4-chloro-7-trifluoromethyl-10H-benzo[4,5]furo[3,2-b]indole-1-carboxylic acid) (Figure 1) demonstrated \textit{in vitro} inhibition of bladder contractions without influencing contractility of the blood vessels [26]. Multiple analyses showed that the above-mentioned benzofuroindole compounds were potent activators of the BK\(_{Ca}\) channels [24–26]. BK\(_{Ca}\) channels, relative to other K\(^{+}\) channel types, have more superior biophysical, molecular, and pharmacological properties making them more appealing targets to achieve smooth muscle relaxation (see below). In the succeeding sections, the attractive features of benzofuroindole compounds as smooth muscle relaxants are described, as well as some of the concerns that need to be addressed if they were used clinically as antispasmodics or tocolytics.

2. Benzofuroindole Compounds, BK\(_{Ca}\) Channels, and Their Activators

As stated above, the first ever synthesized benzofuroindole analogue (compound 7) was derived from a K\(_{ATP}\) channel opener. Thus, it came as a surprise when the compound potently activated the BK\(_{Ca}\) channels. Accordingly, the effects of compound 7 were readily reversed by the specific BK\(_{Ca}\) channel blocker iberiotoxin, but not by glyburide (a selective K\(_{ATP}\) channel blocker). Furthermore, voltage clamp studies on isolated rat bladder myocytes showed that the compound caused an iberiotoxin-sensitive increase in hyperpolarizing current, further intensifying its BK Ca channel-potentiating properties [24]. On the other hand, Gormemis et al. [25] reported another set of benzofuroindole compounds that are also potent BK\(_{Ca}\) channel openers. Compound 22, along with other novel benzofuroindole derivatives, was shown to effectively potentiate cloned BK\(_{Ca}\) channels expressed in \textit{Xenopus laevis} oocytes. The ionic currents caused by compound 22 were blocked by the peptide BK\(_{Ca}\) channel blocker charybotoxin indicating selective activation of the BK\(_{Ca}\) channels [25]. Further electrophysiological characterizations of one of the potent derivatives, compound 8 (7-(trifluoromethyl)-10H-benzo[4,5]furo[3,2-b]indole-1-carboxylic acid), showed that it highly activated cloned BK\(_{Ca}\) channels from the extracellular side independent of β subunits and regardless of the presence of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) (for a review on BK\(_{Ca}\) channel structure, see Figure 2). In addition, it activated native BK\(_{Ca}\)
channels from rat hippocampus pyramidal neurons [28], a finding which might have important clinical roles. But just how remarkable is it when a compound is an opener of the BKCa channels?

Some excellent reviews on the structure, pharmacology, functions (Figure 2), and the potentiality of BKCa channels as novel therapeutic targets have been made [29, 30]. Structurally, BKCa channels are composed of two different subunits: the pore-forming α subunit and the auxiliary β subunits. Although channels formed only by four α subunits can be functional, β subunits alter the biophysical and pharmacological properties of homomeric channels, including Ca2+ and voltage sensitivity and gating kinetics [28, 31–34]. These characteristics of BKCa channels make them appealing targets, and their activators potent therapies for many diseases: (1) abundant distribution like other K+ channel types, (2) high conductance (~200 pS) even at low probability of opening, thus facilitating more efficient K+ efflux and membrane hyperpolarization (relaxation), (3) high sensitivity to both intracellular Ca2+ concentrations and voltage, (4) Ca2+ independence, that is, BKCa channels can open even in the absence of Ca2+ and the Ca2+ and membrane potential dependence of the channels are independent of each other [29, 30].

A number of BKCa channel openers, derived from natural products and from synthetic chemistry, have been developed and reported (e.g., dehydrosoyasaponin-I, maxikidiol, NS1619, BMS-204352, 17β-estradiol, ethylbromidetamoxifen, pimaric acid, and epoxyeicosatrienoic acids [35–38]. These substances, however, differ in properties and
in some respects, mechanisms of action. For instance, dehydrosoyasaponin-I and 17β-estradiol may require β sub-units for optimum channel potentiation [31, 39], while some compounds (e.g., dehydrosoyasaponin-I and 17β-estradiol) may act only on the intracellular side of the channel by being highly impermeable [40]. Unexpectedly, given the potentiality of BKCa channel openers as future interventions in many disease states, it is surprising that only four BKCa channel openers have entered clinical development (NS-8, TA-1702, BMS-223131, and BMS-204352) [27]. To the best of our knowledge, clinical trials for the BKCa channel openers NS8, BMS204352, and TA-1702 have been discontinued, while only one drug candidate, andolast (for the treatment of asthma), remains in the early phase of clinical development [41]. In the view of Garcia et al. [27], there is still much validation required for BKCa channel openers to progress as future smooth muscle relaxants. Novel BKCa channel openers must show appropriate potency and selectivity, efficacy in preclinical disease models, and, most of all, lesser toxicity [27].

3. Benzofuroindole Compounds, BKCa Channel Openers with Bladder (versus Aorta) Selectivity

Aside from remarkably potentiating BKCa channels from rat bladder myocytes, benzofuroindole compounds developed by Butera and colleagues were also shown to be highly bladder selective with aorta/bladder IC50 ratios ranging from 8- to 46-fold. This was ascertained through organ bath studies with isolated rat bladder and aortic rings. In their studies, compound 15 showed to be the most bladder selective (IC50 ratio aorta/bladder = 46). The structure-activity relationships for these compounds have been reported and reviewed [14, 24]. By looking at the structures of compounds 7, 14, 15 and those of the other highly bladder selective derivatives (compounds 22, 23, and 24), bladder specificity could be attributed to the imbedded 5,5 ring system that is fairly tolerant of structural modifications [14] (Figure 3). Meanwhile, dela Peña et al. [26] also disclosed the bladder (versus aorta) selectivity profile of compound 22, the benzofuroindole analogue synthesized by Gormemis and colleagues. In their multiple screenings, compound 22 or LDD175 displayed 20-fold selectivity for the rat bladder compared with the aorta (when Emax values are compared) [26]. What is more, compound 22 did not have any significant vasorelaxant activity. In vivo screenings in the Spontaneously Hypertensive rat (SHR), an animal model of hypertension also showed that compound 22 did not alter the rat’s hemodynamic activities. In addition, the same group demonstrated that oral administration of compound 22 reduced voiding frequency and lengthened void intervals in SHR, a putative animal model of OAB [42]. It is noteworthy that these effects were seen only in the SHR and not in the normotensive strain, the Wistar Kyoto rats, a finding that might have significant clinical implications.

In certain disease states such as OAB, a major drawback of current pharmacotherapies as well as those drugs in development, is their ability to affect cardiovascular activities. KATP channel openers, compounds first developed for OAB, also activated KATP channels in the heart and peripheral blood vessels and brought hemodynamic side effects. For this reason, the development of KATP drugs for OAB has been abandoned in recent years [14]. The focus has been shifted to other K+ channel openers, such as BKCa and the recently identified KCNQ channels openers [14]. Compared with KATP channels, BKCa channels are less expressed in the heart tissue [29, 30] but are abundant in the bladder smooth muscles and also in neuronal tissues. With regard to their expression in neuronal tissues, BKCa activators could then impact OAB whether the underlying etiology is either neurogenic or myogenic in nature [14]. In fact, it is proposed that targeting the neuronal channels could minimize cardiovascular side effects, although it might also lead to the emergence of unwanted neuronal side effects [14].

Figure 3: Structures of the highly bladder (versus aorta) selective benzofuroindole compounds synthesized by Butera et al. [24].
Table 1: EC50 values (concentration producing 50% of maximum inhibition of spontaneous or agonist-induced contractions) of compound 22 in the isolated bladder, ileum and uterus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects of compound 22 in</th>
<th>EC50 values (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bladder [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous contractions</td>
<td>n.e.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agonist-induced contractions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACh (1 µM)</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFS</td>
<td>n.e.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High k+ (20 mM KCl)</td>
<td>2.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n.e.: no effect, n.t.: not tested.

4. Compound 22 and Its Effects in Other Smooth Muscles

BKCa channels are abundantly distributed in many smooth muscle types such as gastrointestinal smooth muscles [41] and the uterus [45–47]. As not much is known about the effects of benzofuroindole compounds in other tissues, an ongoing effort has been made to investigate this matter. Compound 22 also displayed potent inhibition of both spontaneous and agonist-induced contractions of the ileum [43] and uterus [44]. EC50 values of the relaxant effects of compound 22 are shown in Table 1. While compound 22 did not have any intrinsic relaxant activity in the bladder (suggesting its lack of effect on myogenic contractions), it significantly inhibited spontaneous contractions of the ileum and the uterus. However, the effect of compound 22 was more demonstrated in ACh-induced contractions of the bladder versus ileum and uterus. The detrusor was not responsive to the effects of compound 22 in electric field stimulation- (EFS-) induced contractions. Conversely, the relaxative effect of compound 22 in EFS-induced ileal contraction was comparable to that induced by ACh. In bladder and ileum strips, however, compound 22 was not as potent as atropine, an antimuscarinic drug, in inhibiting ACh-induced contractions [26, 43]. In the uterus, although compound 22 relaxed oxytocin, prostaglandin F2α, and ACh-induced contractions, its effects were not as potent as those of standard tocolytics (note, however, the similarity in the degree of potency between diclofenac and compound 22 in inhibiting PGF2α-induced contractions) [44]. Nevertheless, the effects of compound 22 were all consistent with the activation of BKCa channels, as evidenced by the counter effects of BKCa channel blockers iberiotoxin or penitrem A [26, 43, 44] on the relaxative effects of compound 22 in high K+ (20 mM KCl)- induced contractions (Table 1). Other ion channels or contractile machineries may also be at play considering the effects of compound 22 in high-K+ (60–80 mM KCl)- induced contractions [26, 43, 44, 48, 49]. Taken together, these findings indicate that in addition to bladder-relaxant activities, compound 22 also influences intestinal and uterine contractions.

5. Concluding Remarks

Although K+ channel openers hold promise as effective and safer alternatives to many smooth muscle relaxants that are used today, most K+ channel openers in development have not lived up to our expectation [14]. A majority of KATP channel openers lacked selectivity and brought unwanted side effects (e.g., cardiovascular) considered worse than those wrought by standard antispasmodics or tocolytics. Thus, the development of KATP channel openers has been discontinued, and the interest was shifted to developing other K+ channel openers that are as efficacious as standard smooth muscle relaxants, but with significantly better side effect profile. Recent years have seen great advances in our understanding of the structure and function of existing K+ channels. Due to unmet expectations with KATP channel openers, newer channels or associated channel proteins have been characterized as potential drug targets. As stated above, among those explored were the BKCa channels. While the role of BKCa channels in the CNS is complex and still an area of active academic research, there appears to be a consensus on the contribution of these channels to the regulation of smooth muscle tone [41]. In this paper, we reviewed the contribution of benzofuroindole derivatives in the field that searches for ideal compounds for OAB (or for other pathophysiological conditions). We have stated the remarkable profiles of these compounds if considered as future OAB drug treatment. Some investigators, however, showed the potency of a certain benzofuroindole analogue (compound 22) to relax ileum and uterine contractions, indicating that like other K+ channel openers, selectivity is still an area of concern with benzofuroindole compounds. However, it is still too early to conclude that benzofuroindole analogues have no place in the roll of alternative or safer smooth muscle relaxants. More investigations are required to better understand their mechanics and characteristics and ultimately to address their lack of selectivity. The potency of various benzofuroindole compounds in smooth muscle types can be compared [48] and from there we may discover the drugs’ most appropriate clinical application.

Finally, the worth of BKCa channel openers as “better” smooth muscle relaxants is just proven theoretically but not in clinical practice. Not much is known about the physiology of BKCa channels and their activators in the disease state, thus, whether or not a BKCa channel opener will be found to have therapeutic utility will depend on the appropriate counterbalance of BKCa channel activation versus other excitatory inputs [14]. Moreover, some reported BKCa channel openers do not satisfy some of the criteria set in clinical tests to prove their worth as effective smooth muscle relaxants (for review see [41]). This explains, in part, the slow pace in the development of BKCa channel openers as smooth muscle hyperactivity interventions. However, as molecular biology and drug development techniques are getting more and more advanced, it is plausible that, in the next few years, concerns that limit the potential use of BKCa channel openers (especially those that are recently characterized) will be resolved. Therefore, the road ahead may be tedious for...
benzofuroindole compounds, but there is still optimism with regard to their potential use as effective smooth muscle relaxants.
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Dysferlin plays an important role in repairing membrane damage elicited by laser irradiation, and dysferlin deficiency causes muscular dystrophy and associated cardiomyopathy. Proteins such as perforin, complement component C9, and bacteria-derived cytolysins, as well as the natural detergent saponin, can form large pores on the cell membrane via complexation with cholesterol. However, it is not clear whether dysferlin plays a role in repairing membrane damage induced by pore-forming reagents. In this study, we observed that dysferlin-deficient muscles recovered the tetanic force production to the same extent as their WT counterparts following a 5-min saponin exposure (50 μg/mL). Interestingly, the slow soleus muscles recovered significantly better than the fast extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles. Our data suggest that dysferlin is unlikely involved in repairing saponin-induced membrane damage and that the slow muscle is more efficient than the fast muscle in repairing such damage.

1. Introduction

Mutations in the dysferlin gene lead to the development of several types of muscle wasting diseases including limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 2B (LGMD2B) [1, 2], Miyoshi myopathy (MM) [2], and a distal anterior compartment myopathy (DACM) [3], together termed dysferlinopathy. Dysferlinopathy has also been shown to develop a late-onset cardiomyopathy [4, 5]. Dysferlin is a 230 kDa protein containing multiple-tandem C2 domains, and it is widely expressed in different tissues and cells including skeletal and cardiac muscle [6]. Previous work has established a role for dysferlin in muscle membrane repair since the dysferlin-deficient skeletal [7] and cardiac [5] muscle cells fail to efficiently reseal the membrane disruptions elicited by laser irradiation. Although the exact action of dysferlin in the membrane repair system of striated muscle remains poorly understood, it has been suggested that dysferlin may play a role in the membrane vesicle fusion step based on its primary structure properties [8, 9].

It is not very clear how laser irradiation induces membrane damage, but there is evidence showing that peroxidation of the plasma membrane lipids may be involved in the photo-induced cell lysis [10, 11]. Such membrane damage may be similar to mechanical membrane tears as both require dysferlin and MG53 for repair at least in muscle cells [5, 7, 12]. Interestingly, in addition to oxidation-induced membrane damage, various pore-forming reagents can also cause a loss of membrane integrity and cell death in vivo. For example, perforin is released upon degranulation of cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) and forms transmembrane pores that promote transloction of granzymes into the cytoplasm of pathogen-infected cells, leading to their apoptotic death [13]. Previous studies have shown that cytotoxic T cells contribute to muscle pathology in dystrophin-deficient muscular dystrophy through perforin-dependent as well as perforin-independent mechanisms [14]. Cytotoxic T cells were also found in other inflammatory myopathies where they secreted perforin and invaded muscle fibers [15]. In addition, the 5th to 9th components (C5 to C9) of the complement system is involved in terminal activation of complement that leads to the formation of a large membrane lytic pore complex—the membrane attack complex (MAC) on the target cell membrane [16–18]. Interestingly, the membrane inserting part of both perforin and C9 is
mediated by the MACPF domain [19] which surprisingly shares structural similarity to the bacterial cholesterol-dependent cytotoxins (CDCs) [20, 21]. Our recent study has shown that the complement activation contributes to muscle pathology in dysferlinopathy [22]. Moreover, the beta-amyloid can also form ring-shaped structures reminiscent of bacterial pore-forming toxins (PFTs) [23], which have membrane-perforating activity [24]. Interestingly, increased sarcosomnal and interstitial amyloid deposits were observed in dysferlinopathy patient muscles, and mutant dysferlin was found to be present in the amyloid deposits [25]. All the above-mentioned pore-forming proteins (PFPs) induce pore formation with diameters up to 50 nm through a very similar cholesterol-dependent mechanism [26]. Such a mechanism, through complexation with cholesterol, also applies to saponins which are natural detergents found in many plants [27, 28].

Despite the devastating consequences of membrane perforation, mammalian cells can recover the plasma membrane integrity depending on the severity and duration of the membrane damage. For example, it has been shown that striated myocytes can recover within seconds following membrane damage induced by laser irradiation and microelectrode penetration in the presence of Ca$^{2+}$, dysferlin, and MG53 [5, 7, 12]. In addition, cells can restore plasma membrane integrity at the minute time scale (<1 h) following the formation of pores (30–50 nm in diameter) by CDCs or perforin [13, 29, 30]. Removal of the pores from the cell surface by calcium-dependent endocytosis and/or shedding of vesicles appears to be a critical step to repair membrane damage induced by PFPs. In the present study, we designed experiments to address this question and provided evidence to show that dysferlin appears to be dispensable for membrane repair following saponin-induced membrane damage.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Mice. All animal studies were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Loyola University Chicago (LU no. 202288 and LU no. 202769). The wild-type C57BL/6J (stock number: 000664), A/J (stock number: 000646), and C57BL/6J-Chr6V1/Nal (stock number: 004384) mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory. Mice were maintained at Loyola University Medical Center Animal Facility in accordance with animal usage guidelines. The A/J and C57BL/6J-Chr6V1/Nal were genotyped by tail PCR using the following primers: WT-F, 5′-CACAACATTTCCAGTCCCTCT-3′; AJ-R, 5′-AAGAGAACAGCGTTCAGTACA-3′; AJ-F, 5′-CAGACTTCCACGCCCTACT-3′. The WT allele will produce a 449-bp band, and the mutant allele will produce a 1-kb band. The 20 μL PCR reaction contained 4 pmol WT-F, 4 pmol AJ-F, 8 pmol AJ-R primers, and 50 ng of DNA extracted from mouse tails. PCR amplification was conducted for 40 cycles under standard conditions (denaturation at 95°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 58°C for 30 seconds, and elongation at 72°C for 1 minute). The male and female mice at 12 to 24 weeks of age were used unless otherwise specified in the text.

2.2. Antibodies. The mouse monoclonal anti-dysferlin antibody Hamlet (Novocastra) was used for the western blotting and immunofluorescence analyses. A monoclonal antibody against caveolin-3 (Transduction Laboratories) and an antilaminin α2-chain antibody (Alexis Biochemicals) were used for immunofluorescence analysis. DAPI was used to stain the nuclei. Peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies were obtained from Roche. Alexa Fluor 488- or 555-conjugated secondary antibodies were obtained from Invitrogen.

2.3. Serum Creatine Kinase Analysis. Serum samples from mice were obtained by tail bleeding, using a Sarstedt microvette CB 300, from nonanesthetized restrained mice according to institutional guidelines. Red cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 4 minutes, and serum was separated, collected, and analyzed immediately without freezing. Serum creatine kinase assays were performed with an enzyme-coupled assay reagent kit (Stanbio Laboratory) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Absorbance at 340 nm was measured every 30 sec for 2 min at 37°C so that changes in enzyme activity could be calculated.

2.4. Western Blotting. Muscle protein samples were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred onto PVDF membranes. Membranes were blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk in TBS-T buffer (Tris-HCl 50 mM, NaCl 150 mM, pH 7.4, Tween-20, 0.1%) and incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. Blots were washed three times with TBS-T for 10 minutes each and incubated with Alexa Fluor 488- or 555-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:500 dilution in TBS-T; Invitrogen) for 1 hour at room temperature. After washing 3 × 10 minutes with TBS-T buffer, the membranes were directly imaged for fluorescence using the Typhoon Trio plus imager (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Inc.).

2.5. HE Staining, Immunofluorescence Analysis, and Central Nucleated Fiber Counting. Histopathology studies were performed as described previously [33, 34]. Several hematoxylin and eosin stained sections (7 μm) at the belly of the quadriceps, iliopsoas, EDL, and soleus muscles were prepared to characterize skeletal muscle pathology. Immunofluorescence staining was performed as described previously [33, 34]. Anti-dysferlin antibody Hamlet was used at 1:40 dilution. Anti-caveolin-3 antibody was used at 1:1000 dilution. Anti-laminin α2 antibody was used at 1:400 dilution. All the secondary antibodies were used at 1:400 dilution. The numbers of central nucleated muscle fibers and the total muscle fibers were counted on muscle sections co-stained with caveolin-3 and DAPI or laminin α2 and DAPI using Image Pro Plus 6.

2.6. Contractile Force Measurement. Contractile force was measured in vitro on extensor digitorum longus (EDL) and soleus muscles from C57BL/6J and dysferlin-deficient mice as described previously [35]. Mice were anesthetized by...
an intraperitoneal (I.P.) injection of a mixture of ketamine (87.5 mg/kg) and xylazine (12.5 mg/kg). Intact muscles were removed from each mouse after the mice were euthanized by cervical dislocation after deep anesthesia. Muscles were immersed in an oxygenated bath (95% O₂, 5% CO₂) that contained Tyrode solution (pH 7.4) at room temperature. For each muscle, one tendon was tied securely with a 6-0 suture (Surgical Specialties Corporation) to a force transducer/servo motor (Aurora Scientific Inc., Model: 300C-LR), and the other tendon to a fixed pin. Using Twitches with pulse duration of 0.2 ms, the voltage of stimulation was increased to achieve a maximum Twitch. Twitches were then used to adjust the muscle length to the optimum length for force development (Lₒ). The muscle length was set at Lₒ, and muscles were stimulated for 300 ms. Stimulation frequency was increased until the force reached a plateau at maximum isometric tetanic force (Pₒ).

2.7. Saponin Treatment. After three consecutive tetanic contractions with 3 minutes intervals in between, the muscle was incubated with saponin (Sigma) at 50 μg/mL in Tyrode solution for 5 minutes. To assess the force recovery following saponin-induced membrane injury, tetanic contractions were recorded starting at 10 minutes following saponin washout, once every 10 minutes for one hour in total. The data were digitized, collected, and analyzed using the ASI Dynamic Muscle Control software (DMC V5.294).

2.8. Statistical Analysis. Data were presented as mean ± SEM, and statistical significance (P < 0.05) was determined by the Student’s t-test for two groups or two-way ANOVA for multiple groups using Prism 5.02 (GraphPad). When the overall F-ratio for the ANOVA was significant, the differences between individual group means were determined by a single Student’s t-test.

3. Results

3.1. Characterization of C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J Mice. In this study, we employed a new dysferlin-deficient mouse strain (C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J[Nal]) from Jackson Laboratory. This strain is an inbred C57BL/6J strain with its chromosome 6 replaced with another inbred A/J strain, originally developed by Nadeau et al. from the Case Western Reserve University [36]. Since the mouse dysferlin gene is located on the chromosome 6, the C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J[Nal] mice carry the retrotransposon insertion in the dysferlin gene that is present in the parental A/J strain [37]. This strain is very similar to the B6.A/J-Dysp<sup>frmd</sup> strain used by Lostal et al. [38] except that the entire chromosome 6 in our strain is from A/J mice while the B6.A/J-Dysp<sup>frmd</sup> strain was derived by backcrossing the A/J mice with C57BL/6J mice for 4 generations. The C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J[Nal] mice were genotyped by a PCR method of the tail snips as described in Section 2. A single band of 449 bp and ~1.0 kb were produced in the WT and the homozygous mutant samples, respectively, while the heterozygous mice yielded two major bands (449 bp and 1.0 kb) with additional faint nonspecific bands (Figure 1(a)).

Both western blotting and immunofluorescence staining analyses confirmed that the dysferlin protein is completely absent in the skeletal muscle of the homozygous mutant mice (Figures 1(b) and 1(c)). H&E staining showed that the mice developed dystrophic features (Figure 2(a)) similar to other dysferlin-deficient mice [7, 37, 38], but the dystrophic phenotype progressed earlier and faster than the parental A/J strain. We observed that the quadriceps muscles had sparsely distributed necrotic muscle fibers and centrally nucleated muscle fibers starting from 2 months of age and that the numbers of such muscle fibers progressively increased. The quadriceps muscle from the male C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J mice at 4 months of age showed a slightly increased percentage of central nucleated muscle fibers compared to age- and sex-matched A/J mice (7.3 ± 0.9% versus 4.5 ± 0.3%; N = 14 and 16; resp., P = 0.009). Compared to the quadriceps muscle, the iliopsoas muscle from either A/J or C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J mice had more central nucleated muscle fibers (11.9 ± 3.2% and 27.4 ± 4.8%, resp.) (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). The serum creatine kinase level in the C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J mice at 4 months of age was significantly elevated compared to that in the WT controls (157 ± 42 versus 541 ± 65 IU/l; N = 6 and 10 for WT and mutant; resp., P < 0.001) (Figure 2(c)). Thus, the C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J[Nal] strain is a true dysferlin mutant mouse model in the C57BL/6J background (except the chromosome 6) and was used in the following studies (referred to as “dysferlin-deficient”).

3.2. Muscle Force Recovery Following Saponin Exposure. Saponins are a diverse class of natural detergents found in many plants. Through complexation with cholesterol, saponin perforates the cell membrane. We used saponin to induce membrane pore formation in WT or dysferlin-deficient extensor digitorum longus (EDL) and soleus muscles and examined force recovery following saponin treatment. Both dysferlin-deficient EDL and soleus muscles displayed a limited overt pathology with a few centrally nucleated fibers (Figure 3), which allowed us to study the consequence of dysferlin deficiency on force recovery following saponin exposure without much preexisting dystrophic alterations. We performed preliminary experiments to test several doses of saponin (from 10 to 500 μg/mL) and treated the WT EDL muscle for either 1 min or 5 min at room temperature (RT). We then selected 50 μg/mL of saponin for 5-min incubation, as this treatment resulted in a tetanic force loss of ~85% in WT EDL muscle at 10 minutes after the treatment (Figures 4(a)–4(d)). We also tested a tetanic contraction at one minute after saponin washout; however, this tetanic contraction greatly decreased the final force recovery (data not shown). This data indicates that, by one minute after saponin exposure, a tetanic contraction stimulus would cause further muscle force loss. Thus, in our standard protocol, we started the tetanic force measurement 10 minutes after saponin washout unless otherwise specified.

Upon application of saponin, the baseline tension gradually increased and reached the maximum level at around 1.5 minutes after that it slowly returned to near the pre-exposure baseline (Figure 4(b)). The increase in the baseline
Figure 1: Disrupted expression of dysferlin in skeletal muscle of C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J/Naj mice. (a) PCR genotyping of WT (w), C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J/Naj (n), and heterozygous (h) mice. (b) Western blotting analysis of the quadriceps muscles from WT and C57BL/6J-Chr6A/J/Naj (B6.Chr6A/J) mice using the monoclonal anti-dysferlin antibody (Dysf). The bottom panel is the same blot stained with Ponceau-S (P.S). (c) Immunofluorescence labeling of muscle sections from WT and dysferlin-deficient mice with anti-dysferlin antibody.

These data suggest that, unlike the laser-induced membrane damage, saponin-induced membrane damage does not seem to require dysferlin for repair.

Next, we examined the effect of saponin exposure on the tetanic force recovery in the soleus muscle, which are composed of predominantly slow-fiber type. The baseline tension developed in soleus muscles during saponin exposure was similar to that in EDL muscles (data not shown). Surprisingly, the tetanic force recovered to ~80% at 10 minutes after the 5-minute saponin exposure regardless of dysferlin genotype (Figure 4(e) and Table 2). We observed only a small but significant increase in the tetanic force at 20 minutes compared to that at 10 minutes, and there was no further force recovery in the following 40 minutes (Figure 4(e) and Table 2). To further confirm that the tetanic force was indeed rapidly recovering within the first 10
Figure 2: Characterization of C57BL/6J-Chr6<sup>A/J</sup>/NaJ mice. (a) H&E-stained quadriceps (or iliopsoas) muscle sections of A/J, B6.Chr6A/J mice. Scale bar: 200 μm. (b) Central nucleated muscle fiber percentage (CNF) from the quadriceps or iliopsoas muscles of WT, A/J, and B6.Chr6A/J mice at 16 weeks of age. (c) Serum creatine kinase (CK) levels from WT (N = 6) and B6.Chr6A/J (KO) (N = 10) mice at 16 weeks of age. ** indicates P < 0.05, and *** indicates P < 0.001.

Table 1: Tetanic forces (kN/m²) of WT and dysferlin-null EDL muscles at room temperature before and after saponin exposure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>10 min</th>
<th>20 min</th>
<th>30 min</th>
<th>40 min</th>
<th>50 min</th>
<th>60 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT, N = 5</td>
<td>273.6 ± 4.9</td>
<td>41.9 ± 6.1</td>
<td>75.7 ± 10.2</td>
<td>101.7 ± 11.5</td>
<td>114.5 ± 11.8</td>
<td>117.1 ± 11.8</td>
<td>117.0 ± 11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO, N = 5</td>
<td>251.3 ± 13.5</td>
<td>47.5 ± 15.0</td>
<td>77.4 ± 14.8</td>
<td>97.1 ± 18.3</td>
<td>102.1 ± 19.0</td>
<td>102.2 ± 18.7</td>
<td>102.4 ± 18.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) P = 0.002, (b) P = 0.016

Note: (a) the P values under the force data are the paired t-test of the forces at the specific time point compared to that measured at the prior time point (e.g., WT force at 20 min compared to that at 10 min); (b) the P values in the last row are the unpaired t-test of forces between WT and dysferlin-null groups at each time point.

Table 2: Tetanic forces (kN/m²) of WT and dysferlin-null soleus muscles at room temperature before and after saponin exposure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>10 min</th>
<th>20 min</th>
<th>30 min</th>
<th>40 min</th>
<th>50 min</th>
<th>60 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT, N = 5</td>
<td>166.5 ± 6.7</td>
<td>130.8 ± 4.1</td>
<td>139.8 ± 3.6</td>
<td>137.7 ± 3.1</td>
<td>135.0 ± 2.8</td>
<td>133.4 ± 2.9</td>
<td>132.2 ± 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO, N = 7</td>
<td>171.0 ± 11.9</td>
<td>138.3 ± 8.4</td>
<td>145.6 ± 8.3</td>
<td>142.6 ± 7.8</td>
<td>139.7 ± 7.6</td>
<td>138.5 ± 7.6</td>
<td>136.9 ± 7.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) P = 0.002, (b) P = 0.003

Note: (a) the P values under the force data are the paired t-test of the forces at the specific time point compared to that measured at the prior time point (e.g., WT force at 20 min compared to that at 10 min); (b) the P values in the last row are the unpaired t-test of forces between WT and dysferlin-null groups at each time point.
minutes, we measured tetanic force at 5 minutes following saponin washout in four soleus muscles (two WT and two mutants). As shown in Figure 4(e), the soleus muscles developed 69% of maximum force at 5 minutes. By fitting the data with a one-phase association equation, we estimated the maximum recovery percentage to be 45.9 ± 4.4% in EDL and 84.4 ± 1.2%, and the rate of recovery to be 0.057 ± 0.025 (min⁻¹) in EDL and 0.268 ± 0.097 (min⁻¹) in soleus. This data suggests that the soleus muscles recovered much faster than the EDL muscles after saponin washout.

4. Discussion

The plasma membrane defines the boundary of every single living cell, and its integrity is essential for life. However, the plasma membrane may be challenged by mechanical stress during normal physiological activities or PFPs produced by the organism itself and invading pathogens. For example, pore formation by perforin is involved in counteracting infection by microorganisms [19], while pore formation by the Bcl2 family member Bax triggers apoptosis [39]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the causative agents of Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease are proteins capable of adopting pore-forming configurations [23, 40], and pore-forming amyloid deposits are also found in muscle diseases [25]. Pore formation through complexation with cholesterol and subsequent oligomerization leads to permeabilization of ions and small molecules such as ATP and, in the case of CDCs, leakage of proteins [26]. Repairing the membrane damage induced by PFPs is thus a critical step for the inflicted cell to survive.

Mammalian cells have been shown to be capable of repairing breaches in their plasma membrane. Dysferlin and MG53 were two previously identified proteins that play critical roles in repairing laser irradiation- and microneedle-induced membrane damage in striated muscles [5, 7, 12, 41]. Our present study demonstrated that skeletal muscle is also capable of repairing (at least partially) saponin-induced membrane damage. In the case of EDL muscles, the maximum recovery of tetanic force was around 44.6% after a 5-min exposure to 50 μg/mL saponin. The force deficit indicates “permanent” damage had occurred by saponin exposure. It is likely that the muscle fibers in the outer layers were more severely damaged because they were more accessible to saponin. However, there were no differences in the maximum recovery levels in the WT and dysferlin-deficient groups, suggesting that the levels of “permanent” damage in the two groups were the same. Thus, the same recovery rate in both WT and dysferlin-deficient EDL
muscles suggests that dysferlin may not be involved in this process. We do not think this data is against previous reports showing dysferlin is required to repair laser-induced injury. Repairing laser-induced membrane damage is dysferlin-dependent, and this has been independently confirmed by several groups [12, 38, 42, 43]. Interestingly, the laser-induced membrane damage is around 5 µm in diameter at only a single spot of the muscle fiber [5, 7, 22]. However, the membrane pores induced by pore-forming reagents are up to 50 nm in diameter, but spread along the entire surface of the cells in contact with the reagents. Repairing these two different types of membrane injuries may use different mechanisms [26]. Consistent with this notion, repairing laser-induced membrane damage takes seconds (e.g., within 1-2 minutes) [5, 7, 9], but repairing the pores induced by streptolysin O and perforin takes minutes (<1 hour) [13, 29], and it takes even longer (>6 hours) to recover from pore formation induced by toxins such as Staphylococcal α-toxin [31, 44]. In our experiments, it took up to 30–40 minutes for the EDL muscles to recover from saponin-induced membrane damage. We, thus, interpret this data to mean that skeletal muscle cells may use different mechanisms to repair membrane damage induced by PFPs as compared to laser irradiation. The detailed mechanisms leading to

Figure 4: Tetanic force recovery in WT and C57BL/6J-Chr6A/NaJ EDL and soleus muscles following saponin exposure. (a) Representative tetanic force measurement in a WT EDL muscle before saponin exposure. (b) Representative tension trace during saponin (50 μg/mL) exposure at room temperature (RT). (c) Representative tetanic force measurements within one hour after saponin washout at RT. Double slash: 10 min. (d) Quantitative analysis of the muscle force recovery in EDL muscles of WT and dysferlin-deficient mice at RT. (e) Tetanic force recovery in soleus muscles and EDL muscles (N = 10 and 13 for EDL and soleus, resp.) after saponin (50 μg/mL) exposure at room temperature. Note: we pooled the WT and mutant muscle data in panel (e) since there was no significant difference between the two groups (see Tables 1-2).
recovery of membrane integrity following pore formation remain to be explored. But it has been shown that this process involves a Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent and dynamin-mediated endocytosis coupled with exocytosis which rapidly removes the PFPs from the cell membrane [13, 31, 32, 45].

Another interesting observation in our study is that the slow soleus muscle recovers significantly greater force compared to fast EDL muscle suggesting that the slow muscle has a more efficient way to recover from saponin-induced membrane injury. Compared to the fast EDL muscle, the slow soleus muscle has many different properties in addition to the difference in their contraction velocity. For example, it was shown that the soleus muscle from a glycosylation-deficient muscular dystrophy mouse model—Large\(^{myd}\)—exhibits no greater force deficit compared with WT soleus muscle [46] although the EDL muscle from the same mouse model is highly susceptible to contraction-induced injury [35]. This difference was attributed to the increased expression of sarcolemmal β1-integrin in the soleus muscle than the EDL muscle [46]. The difference in the force recovery rate upon saponin-induced membrane injury between soleus and EDL muscles remains unclear and warrants further investigation.

In summary, we demonstrated that the skeletal muscle possesses the ability to repair membrane damages induced by pore-forming reagents such as saponin. This repair process takes 30–40 minutes for EDL muscles and up to 20 minutes for soleus muscles. Finally, dysferlin deficiency has little effect on the recovery.
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We compared structure and function of EDL and Soleus muscles in adult (4–6 m) mice lacking both Calsequestrin (CASQ) isoforms, the main SR Ca2+-binding proteins. Lack of CASQ induced ultrastructural alterations in ∼30% of Soleus fibers, but not in EDL. Twitch time parameters were prolonged in both muscles, although tension was not reduced. However, when stimulated for 2 sec at 100 hz, Soleus was able to sustain contraction, while in EDL active tension declined by 70–80%. The results presented in this paper unmask a differential effect of CASQ1&2 ablation in fast versus slow fibers. CASQ is essential in EDL to provide large amount of Ca2+ released from the SR during tetanic stimulation. In contrast, Soleus deals much better with lack of CASQ because slow fibers require lower Ca2+ amounts and slower cycling to function properly. Nevertheless, Soleus suffers more severe structural damage, possibly because SR Ca2+ leak is more pronounced.

1. Introduction

Skeletal muscles are composed of a variety of fibers which are traditionally classified as fast and slow depending on their contractile parameters, such as time to peak in the isometric twitch or maximum shortening velocity, or as glycolytic and oxidative depending on their metabolic properties [1]. The current nomenclature, based on myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoform composition, includes 4 major fiber types, called type 1 or slow and type 2A, 2X, and 2B or fast, respectively, each of them with specific contractile properties [2].

The differences between fast and slow fibers, however, are not restricted only to myofibrillar proteins (myosin isoforms) and to metabolic enzymes (predominance of glycolitic versus oxidative activities), but also involves other subcellular systems [3]. Importantly the kinetics of Ca2+ mobilization are profoundly different in slow versus fast twitch fibers [4–7]. Intracellular Ca2+ concentrations ([Ca2+]i) and Ca2+ release/reuptake from intracellular stores (i.e., the sarcoplasmic reticulum, SR) are controlled by the sarcotubular system, a highly organized system of membranes formed by the association of invaginations of the sarcolemma, i.e., the transverse (T)-tubules, with the terminal cisternae of the SR [8, 9]. T-tubules contain voltage-gated L-type Ca2+ channel (or dihydropyridine receptors, DHPRs) which are mechanically coupled to Ca2+ release channels of the SR, the ryanodine receptors type-1 (RYR1) [10, 11]. Interaction between DHPR and RYR1 occurs at intracellular junctions called Ca2+ release units (CRUs) or triads, which mediate excitation-contraction (EC) coupling [12, 13]. CRUs contain several other proteins beside DHPRs and RYR1s: among them Calsequestrin (CASQ), the main intraluminal Ca2+ binding protein of the SR [14, 15], which is located in terminal cisternae of the junctional SR in close proximity to RYRs [16, 17]. In skeletal muscles, CASQ exists in two isoforms known as CASQ1 (or skeletal) and CASQ2 (or cardiac). Both isoforms can be found in slow fibers, whereas only CASQ1 is expressed in fast
fibers [18, 19]. It has been reported that the total CASQ content is greater in fast than in slow fibers [20]. A recent quantitative analysis on single fibers from rat paws to a concentration of 36 μM in fast fibers (only CASQ1) versus 10 μM in slow fibers (CASQ1 and CASQ2) [21]. Owing to its properties (medium-low affinity, but high capacity), CASQ provides a large SR pool of releasable Ca²⁺, while maintaining SR intraluminal concentrations of free Ca²⁺ low enough to facilitate the work of sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca²⁺ ATP-ase (SERCA) pumps. CASQ in skeletal muscle fibers plays an important dual role: (i) to buffer Ca²⁺ inside the SR thanks to the large number of acidic residues which allows each CASQ molecule to bind up to 60–80 Ca²⁺ ions [22]; (ii) to modulate Ca²⁺ release from the SR via a ‘tradin/junctin-mediated interaction with RYR1 [23–25]. There is evidence that CASQ1 has different polymerization rate and Ca²⁺ buffering properties than CASQ2 [22], suggesting the possibility that RYR1 is modulated differently by CASQ1 and 2 in fast- and slow-twitch fibers [26]. Murphy and colleagues [21] recently suggested that CASQ2 is more efficient than CASQ1 in reducing SR Ca²⁺ leak, a property also shown in cardiac muscle [27].

Mice lacking CASQ1 were viable and fertile [28]. Nevertheless, lack of CASQ1 induced significant functional and structural modifications in skeletal fibers: CASQ1 ablation reduced dramatically the total SR Ca²⁺ content (of about 70%) in fast twitch from flexor digitorum brevis (FDB) muscles. However, Ca²⁺ transients evoked by a single stimulus was surprisingly not dramatically reduced so that twitch peak force was preserved [28]. This apparent minor functional impairment can be in part explained by morphological adaptations taking place in fast fibers, that is, profound remodelling of CRUs which forms multiple layers of junctional SR and T-tubules bearing an approximately doubled number of RyRs [28].

Both functional and structural changes were more evident in extensor digitorum longus (EDL) and in FDB, containing predominantly fast twitch fibers, than in Soleus muscle, a predominantly slow twitch muscle. There are reasons to believe that the impact of CASQ1 ablation is more evident in EDL and in FDB than in Soleus, because CASQ2 is expressed in CASQ1-null mice and quite abundant in slow twitch fibers. To explain the differential impact of CASQ1 ablation in fast versus slow fibers, we may also have to consider important functional differences: in fast fibers greater amounts of Ca²⁺ are released after each action potential [5], SR volume is greater, and SR is filled only to 35% of its maximal capacity [21]. In contrast SR of slow fibers is filled to its maximal capacity [21]. In view of the possible diversity in Ca²⁺ handling between slow and fast muscles and to investigate how complete ablation of CASQ will affect the different muscle types we studied EDL and Soleus muscle in mice lacking both CASQ isoforms [29, 30], generated by cross-breeding preexisting CASQ1-null and CASQ2-null mice [28, 31].

Interestingly, our results show that EDL and Soleus are differently affected by complete ablation of CASQ, as EDL, but not Soleus, becomes unable to maintain tension during prolonged tetanic contractions, while Soleus, but not EDL, displays the early onset of a myopathic phenotype.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. CASQ-Null Mice. CASQ1-null and CASQ2-null mice were generated as previously described [28, 31]. Double (d)CASQ-null mice lacking both CASQ isoforms were generated by cross-breeding the preexisting CASQ1-null and CASQ2-null mice. C57BL/6J mice were used as wild-type (WT) controls and obtained from Charles River Italia. Mice were housed in microisolator cages, temperature 22 °C, 12 hr light/dark cycle, with free access to water and food. Mice were killed by an overdose of the anaesthetic ethyllic ether, and muscles were rapidly dissected. All experiments were conducted according to the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the ethical committee of the University of Chieti and of the Department of Anatomy and Physiology, University of Padova.

2.2. Preparation of Homogenates, Electrophoresis, Western Blot Analysis (Figure 1). Preparation of total homogenates from WT, CASQ1-null and dCASQ-null muscles (hind limb, EDL, and Soleus), and western blot analysis were performed as previously described in 4–6-month-old mice [28]. The antibody used was a rabbit polyclonal antibody reactive with both isoforms of CASQ (Affinity Bioreagents, USA).

2.3. Spontaneous Mortality Rate (Figure 2). The rate of spontaneous mortality under standard housing conditions was assessed during the entire life span using the Kaplan-Meier method in a subpopulation of mice which were not utilized for other experiments. Age- and sex-dependent probability of survival is shown in Figure 2.

2.4. Grip Strength Test (Figure 3). Strength developed by WT, CASQ1-null, and dCASQ-null male mice of 6 months of age was measured during instinctive grasp with a grip-strength-test protocol [33]. The mouse was held by the tail in proximity to a trapeze bar connected with the shaft of a Shimpo Fgv 0.5x force transducer (Metrotec Group, San Sebastián Spain). Once the mouse had firmly grabbed the trapeze, a gentle pull was exerted on the tail. The measurement of the peak force generated by each mouse with fore and hind limbs was repeated three times with appropriate intervals to avoid fatigue, and the average of the highest peak force values was normalized to the body mass [33].

2.5. Preparation and Analysis of Samples by Light and Electron Microscopy (EM) (Figure 4 and Table 1). EDL and Soleus muscles were carefully dissected from WT, CASQ1-null, and dCASQ-null at 4–6 months of age. Muscles were fixed at RT in 3.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2 for 2 h and kept in fixative before further use. Small bundles of fixed fibers were postfixed in 2% OsO₄ in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer for 2 h and block stained.
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Figure 1: dCASQ-null mice did not express any of the two CASQ isoforms. Western blot analysis of total homogenates prepared from hind limb (a), EDL, and Soleus (b and c) muscles showed that (i) in CASQ1-null muscles CASQ1 was missing, whereas CASQ2 was still present, more in Soleus (slow twitch) and less in EDL (fast twitch); (ii) in dCASQ-null muscles both isoforms were absent.

Figure 2: dCASQ-null male mice displayed a rate of spontaneous mortality even higher than that of CASQ1-null mice (see also [32]). Age-dependent survival analysis of male and female WT, CASQ1-null, and dCASQ-null mice housed under standard conditions evaluated using the Kaplan-Meier method. Number of animals included in the study: WT: male n = 321, female n = 318; CASQ1-null: male n = 649, female n = 632; dCASQ-null: male n = 200, female n = 222. As shown in Dainese et al. [32] male CASQ1-null mice were affected by a significantly increased rate of spontaneous mortality, particularly after 3 months of age: the additional ablation of CASQ2 worsened the phenotype.

2.6. Force and Contraction Kinetics of Isolated Intact Muscles (Figures 5 and 6). EDL and Soleus muscles were dissected from the hind limbs of WT and knock-out male mice (4 months old) in warm oxygenated Krebs solution and mounted between a force transducer (SI-H Force Transducer World Precision Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, FL, USA) and a micromanipulator-controlled shaft in a small chamber where oxygenated Krebs solution was continuously circulated. The temperature was kept constant at 25°C. The stimulation conditions were optimized, and muscle length was increased until force development during tetanus was maximal. The responses to a single stimulus (twitch) or to a series of stimuli at various rates producing unfused or fused tetani were recorded. Time-to-peak tension, time-to-half relaxation, time-to-base tension, and peak-tension were measured in single twitches. Tension was measured in completely fused maximal tetani of different duration (0.5–2 s) at the peak and just after the last stimulus.

2.7. Statistical Analysis. Data were expressed as mean ± standard errors. For analysis of force and contraction kinetics comparison between the three groups (WT, CASQ1-null, and dCASQ-null mice) was carried out using ANOVA followed by a post hoc test (Newman-keuls test), while for weight and grip test the statistical significance was assessed using the unpaired Student’s t-test.

3. Results

3.1. Phenotype of dCASQ-Null Mice. The expression of the two CASQ isoforms in WT, CASQ1-null, and dCASQ-null mice was assessed by western blots of homogenates prepared from either all hind limb muscles (Figure 1(a)) or separately from EDL and Soleus (Figures 1(b) and 1(c), resp.). Analysis showed that: (a) in CASQ1-null muscles CASQ1 is missing, whereas CASQ2 is still present, more in Soleus (slow twitch) and less in EDL (fast twitch); (b) in dCASQ-null muscles both isoforms are absent. dCASQ-null mice were viable and fertile, appeared to develop and breed normally, and did not present a clear overt phenotype. However, male mice carrying the double-null mutation displayed a greatly increased mortality rate compared to WT animals, even more pronounced than that of CASQ1-null male mice (Figure 2; see also [32, 34] for more detail): more than 50% of
Figure 3: Ablation of CASQ1 and of both CASQ isoforms resulted in a significant reduction in body weight and grip strength test. (a) Ablation of CASQ1 and/or of both CASQ isoforms resulted in a significant reduction of body weight, which was more pronounced in dCASQ-null than in CASQ1-null mice \( (n = 86, 65, \text{and} 33 \text{animals for WT, CASQ1-null, and dCASQ-null, resp.}) \). (b) The evaluation of the maximal force that mice produced while grasping a bar (grip strength test, [33]) showed that the force output of CASQ1-null and dCASQ-null mice was significantly lower than that of WT animals, but not different from each other \( (n = 26, 39, \text{and} 33 \text{animals for WT, CASQ1-null, and dCASQ-null, resp.}) \). Both body weight and grip strength test were measured in male mice. *Significantly different from WT.

Table 1: Histological examination of adult Soleus fibers: fibers presenting structural damage were absent in WT, rare in CASQ1-null, but quite frequent in dCASQ-null. We classified abnormal fibers in two main classes: (a) fibers presenting large areas losing cross striation, or unstructured cores, but no contractures (see Figure 4(f)); (b) fibers containing (also) contracture cores (see Figure 4(e), asterisk). (c) About 35% of Soleus fibers from dCASQ-null mice present severe structural alterations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soleus</th>
<th>Age (months)</th>
<th>Total no. of fibers analyzed</th>
<th>No. of fiber with alterations</th>
<th>(a) Unstructured cores</th>
<th>(b) Contracture cores</th>
<th>(c) Total % of altered fiber</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASQ1-null</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1 (4%)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average: 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dCASQ-null</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7 (28%)</td>
<td>5 (20%)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3 (13%)</td>
<td>4 (17%)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2 (4%)</td>
<td>6 (13%)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4 (13%)</td>
<td>9 (28%)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average: 34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 continued...

Male mice died before reaching the age of 6 months. Rate of spontaneous mortality of CASQ1-null and dCASQ-null females was not significantly different from that of male and female WT (Figure 2).

3.2. dCASQ-Null Mice Presented a Reduced Body Weight and Produced Less Grip-Strength Force Than WT Mice. We measured the average body weight of WT, CASQ1-null, and dCASQ-null adult male mice (4–6 months of age): dCASQ-null mice were on the average significantly smaller than WT and slightly smaller than CASQ1-null mice (Figure 3(a)). To assess basic neuromuscular function of living mice, we used the grip strength test, which provides a simple way to test the global muscle performance during maximal isometric contraction of short duration [33]. Figure 3(b) shows that mice lacking either CASQ1 or both CASQ isoforms developed a significantly lower force output than WT. No significant difference was detectable between mice lacking only CASQ1 and both CASQ isoforms using this method.

3.3. In dCASQ-Null Soleus Muscle 30% of Soleus Fibers Displayed Severe Ultrastructural Damage. We performed structural analysis of EDL and Soleus muscles from adult
male (4–6 months of age) WT, CASQ1-null, and dCASQ-null mice using a combination of sectioning for histology and EM (Figure 4). This examination revealed that a significant percentage of fibers in dCASQ-null Soleus exhibit severe morphological alterations (Table 1). This structural damage, which was not found in EDL at this age (4–6 months), disrupts the regular cross-striation of skeletal fibers and affects large portions of the fiber interior (Figure 4(e), asterisk). Whereas structural alterations are quite variable in appearance, we classified abnormal fibers in two main classes (Table 1): (a) those presenting large areas loosing cross-striation, or unstructured cores, but no contractures (Figure 4(f)); (b) those containing also areas of contracture (Figure 4(e), asterisk). Fibers containing unstructured cores were frequent in Soleus from dCASQ-null mice, but rare in CASQ1-null Soleus and totally absent in WT (Table 1, Column (a)). Fiber presenting contracture cores, on the other hand, were never found in Soleus muscles from WT and CASQ1-null mice, whereas again they were quite frequent in Soleus fibers from dCASQ-null (Table 1, Column (b)). Overall, ∼35% of Soleus fibers from dCASQ-null mice showed structural alterations (Table 1, Column (c)).

3.4. Ablation of Both CASQ Isoforms Results in an Alteration of Twitch Contractile Kinetics in Both EDL and Soleus. In order to assess the effects of the complete removal of CASQ on the contractile performance of fast- and slow-twitch muscles, we dissected EDL and Soleus muscles from WT, CASQ1-null, and dCASQ-null mice and studied their function ex vivo. The altered kinetics profile of the contractile cycle previously described in CASQ1-null muscle [28] was also evident in dCASQ-null muscles. The changes included a significant prolongation of time-to-peak tension (i.e. from the stimulus to the tension peak) in EDL compared to WT, but also to CASQ1-null (Figure 5(a)). No prolongation of time-to-peak tension was seen in Soleus (Figure 5(b)). In addition, time to base (i.e., time elapsing from stimulus to the return to base line at the end of relaxation) was significantly prolonged in both EDL and Soleus muscles of knock-out mice compared to WT. The latter effect was more pronounced in dCASQ-null than in CASQ1-null mice (Figures 5(c) and 5(d)).

Figure 4: In dCASQ-null animals (4–6 months of age) ∼30% of Soleus fibers presented severe structural damage. (a), (c), and (e): histology; (b), (d), and (f): EM. (a) and (b) WT Soleus fibers from adult mice (4–6 months of age) always showed a well-defined cross-striation and well-organized EC coupling (not shown) and mitochondrial apparatus. (c)–(f) At 4–6 months of age, ∼30% of Soleus fibers (see Table 1) from dCASQ-null mice were affected by severe structural alterations, which were clearly visible both at the histological examination (e) and in EM (f). In (e) arrowheads point to three contracture cores within the same severely damaged fiber (asterisk), while in (f) is shown a small portion of a fiber presenting degeneration of the contractile elements and initial Z line streaming (arrow). Fibers with similar alterations are very rare in CASQ1-null fibers ((c) and (d)) and never seen in WT. See Table 1 for quantitative analysis.
3.5. Ablation of CASQ Impaired the Ability of EDL, But Not of Soleus, to Maintain Tension during Tetanic Contraction. Isometric tension was determined in short fused isometric tetani with a duration just sufficient to reach peak tension (500 ms in EDL and 1 s in Soleus) and found significantly reduced in EDL, but not in Soleus muscles of CASQ1-null and dCASQ-null mice (not shown). However, the most interesting result was obtained when the duration of the tetanus was prolonged up to 2 seconds (Figure 6): in both CASQ1- and dCASQ-null EDL the residual tension declined dramatically (by about 80%) (Figures 6(a) and 6(b)), while in Soleus only a minor decline of developed tension occurred in the absence of CASQ (Figures 6(c) and 6(d)). Specifically, the tension decline of Soleus during a 2 s tetanus was approximately 15% in CASQ1-null and 25% in dCASQ-null. A careful inspection of the traces showed in Figures 6(a) and 6(c) revealed that the kinetics of the rising phase of the isometric tetani were faster when CASQ is missing both in EDL and in Soleus. An increased early phase of Ca\(^{2+}\) release has been previously reported in fibers lacking CASQ isolated from dCASQ-null mice [29]. This effect can be related to the alterations of the twitch response. In agreement with the above observations, the amplitude of the twitch (measured as peak tension, not shown) was preserved, and the duration of the twitch (measured as time-to-peak and time-to-base line, Figure 5) was prolonged, thus allowing a faster tension development during repeated high frequency stimulation.

4. Discussion

Two isoforms, CASQ1 and CASQ2, are expressed in skeletal muscle fibers [18, 19], with CASQ1 and CASQ2 being more abundant in fast- and slow-twitch fibers, respectively [21]. The impact of their removal in different fiber types has not been investigated yet. In view of the possible diversity in Ca\(^{2+}\) handling between slow and fast muscles and to investigate how complete ablation of CASQ will affect the two different muscle types, we studied EDL and
Soleus muscle in mice lacking both CASQ isoforms. The comparison of the structural and functional effect of the complete ablation of CASQ revealed two main distinctive features: (1) Soleus, but not EDL, shows a number of fibers with signs of structural degeneration (Figure 4); (2) EDL is unable to maintain active tension during a prolonged tetanus, while Soleus is only marginally affected (Figure 6). Both aspects require careful consideration.

4.1. Phenotype of dCASQ-Null Mice. Previous studies have shown that CASQ1-null mice are susceptible to spontaneous mortality and trigger MH-like episodes when exposed to either heat or anesthesia [32, 34]. CASQ2-null mice display frequent episodes of catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT), which can be triggered by a catecholamine challenge with the β-adrenergic agonist isoproterenol [31]. dCASQ-null mice are viable, but present high frequency of spontaneous death in male mice, even higher than that previously registered in CASQ1-null animals [32] (Figure 2). The specific reason for the increased spontaneous mortality rate of dCASQ-null mice is still under investigation, since CPVT in mice lacking CASQ2 is not lethal [31]. Grip strength test confirmed a significant impairment of the overall neuromuscular function (Figure 3(b)), similar to that of CASQ1-null mice. The lack of a significant difference in grip strength between CASQ1- and dCASQ-null mice probably reflects the fact that murine muscles show a great predominance of fast fibers expressing exclusively CASQ1 [2]. Finally, dCASQ-null mice show a reduced body weight which can be likely ascribed to a decrease in skeletal muscle mass due to a myopathic phenotype [35].

Figure 6: Tension decline and residual tension after 2 seconds of high-frequency stimulation in EDL and Soleus of CASQ1-null and dCASQ-null mice. (a) and (b) When stimulated at high frequency (2 s, 140 Hz) EDL muscles of both CASQ1-null and dCASQ-null displayed a strong drop in tension (by about 80%) compared to WT. (c) and (d) Conversely, in Soleus muscle (stimulated at 90 Hz for 2 s) this effect was considerably less: compared to WT, tension was decreased by ∼15% in CASQ1-null and 25% in dCASQ-null (EDL: WT n = 8, CASQ1-null n = 10, dCASQ null n = 9, Soleus: WT n = 8, CASQ1-null n = 10, dCASQ null n = 10). *Significantly different from WT; #significantly different from CASQ1-null.


4.2. Early Onset of a Myopathy in Soleus Fibers: A Possible Explanation. We have recently reported that isolated muscles (EDL), muscle fibers (from FDBs), and myotubes lacking CASQ1 present elevated basal cytosolic Ca^{2+} at body temperature [30, 32]. This abnormally high resting cytosolic Ca^{2+} causes abnormal development of muscle tension (contracture) when body temperature is raised above physiological values (39–41°C) [32]. This reaction to heat explains why CASQ1-null mice are susceptible to trigger lethal malignant hyperthermia (MH) like episodes when exposed to either high environmental temperatures or halogenated anesthetics [34]. In the present study we show that ~30% of Soleus fibers from dCASQ-null mice present clear evidence of the early onset of a myopathic phenotype, which is not as evident in EDL fibers at the same age (4–6 months, Figure 4). These alterations, which resemble those described in other murine models of MH and central core disease (CCD) [36, 37], were not seen in Soleus fibers of CASQ1-null mice, suggesting that the abundant expression of CASQ2 in slow fibers (Figure 1) prevents the onset of the pathology. Preliminary data from our laboratory shows that also EDL of CASQ1-null mice (where a minor amount of CASQ2 is expressed) will eventually develop a similar myopathy with increasing age [38]. This considered, the difference between the two muscles is that Soleus develops a myopathy at an earlier stage. The reason can be tentatively found in the different capabilities of EDL and Soleus to deal with removal of Ca^{2+} from cytosol and with SR Ca^{2+} leak. In support to this view, it has been recently suggested that CASQ2 in slow muscle fibers may be important to prevent Ca^{2+} leakage [21]. The SR of slow fibers is saturated with Ca^{2+} at resting myoplasmic Ca^{2+} concentration, while the SR of fast fibers is only about one-third saturated with Ca^{2+} under equivalent conditions [21, 39]. Such difference implies that the rate of SR Ca^{2+} uptake in fast fibers is predominantly controlled by myoplasmic Ca^{2+}, while in slow fibers is more likely limited by the Ca^{2+} concentration within the SR lumen [39]. The intraluminal Ca^{2+} concentration is likely increased when the buffering action of CASQ is missing in the Soleus of dCASQ-null mice, causing serious challenge to reuptake. This would in turn result in excessive SR Ca^{2+} leak and [Ca^{2+}], which will ultimately lead to the structural decay. The dramatic prolongation of the time to base (i.e., relaxation duration) of Soleus lacking both CASQ isoforms is in agreement with the impaired Ca^{2+} reuptake.

4.3. The Capability to Sustain Tetanic Tension Is Impaired in EDL, But Not in Soleus. The complete removal of CASQ in double-null mice decreases the ability of the SR to store Ca^{2+} both in fast and in slow muscle fibers. Slow Soleus fibers, but not fast EDL fibers, are able to sustain tension during a prolonged contractions (Figure 6), due to specific feature of the Ca^{2+} kinetics as discussed here below. The RYR-mediated Ca^{2+} release from the SR is approximately two times greater in fast compared to slow fibers. The larger size of CRUs and the higher density of RYR1 and DHPR in fast fibers is instrumental to this [40, 41]. A greater Ca^{2+} release is needed in EDL fast fibers compared to Soleus slow fibers as the number of cytosolic Ca^{2+} binding sites is greater. In the first place, the troponin-C (TnC) isoform expressed in fast-twitch fibers presents two low affinity Ca^{2+} binding sites, whereas there is only one in the slow-twitch TnC isoform and, in addition, other cytosolic Ca^{2+} binding proteins must be saturated during the contractile cycle. Among them, there are parvalbumin, present at a concentration of 400–500 μmol/liter in fast fibers but not in slow fibers [42] and containing two Ca^{2+} binding sites, and SERCA1, with a concentration of 120 μmol/liter and two Ca^{2+} binding sites [40]. During a twitch (or the initial phase of a tetanus) the Ca^{2+} released can efficiently saturate TnC and SERCA and other minor Ca^{2+} buffers like Calmodulin, and the amount of 300–400 μmoles is likely to be sufficient, in agreement with published evidence [40, 43]. In order to sustain tension for more than one second, it is necessary to saturate also parvalbumin, a process occurring with a slower kinetics related to calcium replacement for magnesium [44]: fast fibers deprived of CASQ fails to maintain a prolonged tetanic tension, probably because the Ca^{2+} released is not sufficient to saturate all cytosolic calcium-binding proteins, parvalbumin among them, with the result of reducing the Ca^{2+} available for TnC, and therefore for tension generation. Conversely, a quite different scenario takes place in a typical slow fibers of Soleus where the lower SERCA density, the single low binding site of slow TnC, and, above all, the absence of parvalbumin [42] would prevent the tension decline observed in EDL. In this contest, very likely the minor reduction (~25%) in tetanic tension recorded in dCASQ-null Soleus (Figures 6c and 6d) could be almost completely ascribed to the presence of damaged fibers, which likely have compromised contractile function, and not to an insufficient amount of Ca^{2+} to activate contraction.

4.4. Conclusion Remarks. CASQ ablation has a differential effect in fast versus slow skeletal muscle fibers. Whereas in EDL CASQ is necessary to provide the large amount of Ca^{2+} required for a maximal sustained contraction, slow-twitch fibers are only moderately affected by the absence of CASQ during prolonged tetani. However, CASQ presence in Soleus seems necessary to help Ca^{2+} reuptake, reduce Ca^{2+} leakage, and control myoplasmic Ca^{2+}, which otherwise will eventually lead to the early onset of a myopathy. In this aspect, slow fibers are reminiscent of cardiac myocytes where CASQ role is essential to control diastolic Ca^{2+} leakage [31]. These findings add novel information, which may help to better understand the differences in Ca^{2+} handling of fast and slow fibers and also offer new insights to unlock mechanisms leading to myopathies such as MH and CCD.
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EM: Electron microscopy
MH: Malignant hyperthermia
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SERCA: Sarcoendoplasmic reticulum Ca^{2+} ATP-ase
SR: Sarcoplasmic reticulum
TnC: Troponin-C
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We hypothesized that the extent of frequency-dependent acceleration of relaxation (FDAR) would be less than that of isoproterenol-(ISO-)dependent acceleration of relaxation (IDAR) at the same increment of heart rates, and ISO may improve FDAR. Cardiac function and phosphorylation of PLB and cTnI were compared in pacing, ISO treatment, and combined pacing and ISO treatment in isolated working heart. The increase in cardiac output and the degree of relaxation was less in pacing than in ISO treatment at the same increment of heart rates. The increasing stimulation frequency induced more significant relaxant effect in ISO perfusion than that in physiological salt perfusion. The pacing only phosphorylated PLB at Thr17, but ISO induced phosphorylation of cTnI and PLB at Ser16 and Thr17. Those results suggest that the synergistic effects of PLB and cTnI induce higher degree of relaxation which makes a sufficient diastolic filling of the ventricle at higher heart rate.

1. Introduction

Heart rate is a fundamental physiological modulator of cardiac function in all mammalian hearts. Regardless of whether the force-frequency relationship is positive or negative, an increase in heart rate is always associated with an acceleration of relaxation, named as frequency-dependent acceleration of relaxation (FDAR) [1]. This FDAR ensures the proper relaxation and diastolic filling of the ventricle at higher heart rates. Previous studies indicate that Ca^{2+}/Calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CaMKII) is a prime candidate in sensing and mediating frequency-dependent effects [2]. The CaMKII has at least four substrates involved in excitation-contraction coupling in the heart [3]. Published studies demonstrate that CaMKII can phosphorylate ryanodine receptor (RyR) [4], sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca^{2+}-ATPase (SERCA) [5], phospholamban (PLB) [6], and the L-type Ca^{2+} channels (LTCC) [7]. The phosphorylation of LTCC and RyR is related to modulation to systolic function. It has been reported that LTCC activation by CaMKII is involved in the development of early afterdepolarizations and arrhythmias in vitro and in vivo [8]. Huke and Bers found that FDAR did not rely on phosphorylation of RyR [1]. Valverde et al. reported that SERCA phosphorylation by CaMKII was not involved in FDAR [9]. Thus, a very likely target of FDAR is PLB, an inhibitor of SERCA [10]. When PLB becomes phosphorylated at Thr-17 by CaMKII, the inhibition is relieved, and Ca^{2+} uptake of SR is accelerated [10]. However, increasing stimulation frequency still induces FDAR in PLB knock-out mouse hearts [11]. Therefore, the molecular mechanism of FDAR is still controversial.

Activation of the sympathetic nervous system leads to the secretion of catecholamines, which stimulate β-adrenergic receptors in the heart. Isoproterenol-(ISO-)dependent acceleration of relaxation (IDAR) is another important intrinsic regulator to cardiac function. Stimulation of β-adrenergic receptor (β-AR) by ISO activates Gs, which in turn activates adenylate cyclase and increases the formation of cAMP within cardiomyocytes. Elevated levels of cAMP increases the activation of protein kinase A (PKA) which phosphorylates intracellular targets such as LTCC, RyR, PLB, cardiac troponin I (cTnI), and myosin binding protein C (MyBPC). Phosphorylation of LTCCs enhances Ca^{2+} influx which increases shortening amplitude or force of contraction.
[7]. Recently, MacDonnell et al. reported that adrenergic regulation of cardiac contractility did not involve phosphorylation of the cardiac RyR at serine-2808 residue [12]. Phosphorylation of MyBPC does not appear to have any effect on myofibrillar Ca\(^{2+}\) sensitivity which modulates relaxation but accelerated the kinetics of force development [13]. Phosphorylated MyBPC may link to myocardial protection in ischemia [14, 15]. The elevated intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration increases the activity of SERCA which indirectly accelerates relaxation of cardiomyocytes. The phosphorylated PLB at Ser-16 and Thr-17 by PKA also enhanced the activity of SERCA. The phosphorylation of cTnI reduced the Ca\(^{2+}\) sensitivity of myofibrils which facilitates Ca\(^{2+}\) dissociation from myofilaments [16]. Therefore, phosphorylation of PLB and cTnI may be two synergistic modulators to accelerate relaxation in ISO stimulation.

The increasing frequency of stimulation only phosphorylates one site of PLB, but not cTnI. Due to lack of the synergistic effect between PLB and cTnI, we hypothesized that the extent of FDAR would be less than that of IDAR at the same increment of heart rate, the less extent of FDAR may have a limitation on the sufficient diastolic filling of the ventricle with increasing frequency of stimulation, and ISO may improve FDAR. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to compare the cardiac function and extent of relaxation between FDAR and IDAR at the same increment of heart rate and further to observe the extent of FDAR during ISO stimulation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Preparation of Isolated Working Heart. Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 220 ± 10 g were used. The animal procedure described here has been approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the Fourth Military Medical University.

The isolated crystalloid-perfused rat heart has previously been described [17]. Rats were heparinized (500 U i.p.) and anesthetized (sodium pentobarbital, 40 mg/kg i.p.). Hearts were excised, immediately mounted, and perfused on a Langendorff apparatus (Radnoti, USA) at a constant pressure of 60 mmHg with Krebs-Henseleit solution (in mM: 118 NaCl, 4.7 KCl, 2.25 MgSO\(_4\), 2.25 CaCl\(_2\), 23.8 NaCO\(_3\), 1.2 NaH\(_2\)PO\(_4\), 0.32 EDTA, and 11.5 D-glucose) in a nonrecirculating retrograde mode. The time from excision to perfusion was less than 60 seconds. The perfusate was oxygenated with a gas mixture of 95% O\(_2\)-5% CO\(_2\), achieving pH of 7.39 to 7.41. Left atrium was cannulated through the pulmonary vein with a steel cannula (inside diameter: 1.8 mm; outside diameter: 2.0 mm). In order to detect the intraventricular pressure, an ultraminiature pressure catheter transducer (model SPR-671; Millar Instruments, Houston, USA) was put into the left ventricle through the left atrium. The preload was set at 10 mmHg. The heart was then switched from the left ventricle to the Langendorff to a working mode. The aortic and coronary flow was recorded at the 1st, 5th, 10th, and 15th min at the working heart mode. Electrodes placed on the aortic cannula and the apex of the ventricle were connected to a square wave stimulator (Aurora Scientific Inc., Canada, 5 ms pulse duration, 20 V pulse amplitude). Hearts were paced at 300, 360, and 420 beats/min in the absence and the presence of isoproterenol (ISO, Sigma Chemical Co.). The hearts were superfused with 1.0, 10.0, and 20.0 nM of ISO for at least 5 min. The aortic flow, coronary flow, heart rate, left ventricular end-systolic (LVESP) and end-diastolic (LVEDP) pressure, and maximal rates of left ventricular pressure development (+dP/dt\(_{max}\)) and relaxation (−dP/dt\(_{max}\)) were measured to evaluate the contractile function of isolated working heart. Cardiac output is equal to aortic flow plus coronary flow. Data was acquired and analyzed using a PowerLab system and Chart software (ADInstruments Inc., Sydney, Australia).

2.2. Intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) Measurement of the Single Cardiomyocyte. The ventricular myocyte isolation was the same as that described previously [18]. The cannulated hearts were mounted on a Langendorff perfusion apparatus and perfused with Ca\(^{2+}\)-free Joklik’s modified minimum essential medium (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Mo, USA) containing 10 mM HEPES, 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA). After 5 min, the perfusate was switched to a circulating enzyme solution containing 0.08% collagenase I (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min. All the perfusion procedure was performed at 37°C in a constant flow, and the perfusion pressure was monitored. Then the ventricular tissues were chopped, and the cardiomyocytes were dispersed gently by a wide tipped pipette. The cell suspension was filtered through 200-μm nylon mesh. After 30 min, the cells were resuspended in Joklik’s medium containing 1% BSA and slowly recovered Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration to 1.25 mM.

The intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration of cardiomyocytes was measured within 6 hours after isolation. Ventricular myocytes were loaded with fura-2 AM (5 μM) for 30 min in the dark at room temperature. Cells were then transferred into a 0.2 mL chamber which was on the stage of an inverted microscope (OlympusX71, Tokyo, Japan). Cells were superfused with Tyrode solution (in mM: 132 NaCl, 4.8 KCl, 1.2 MgCl\(_2\), 1.8 CaCl\(_2\), 5.0 sodium pyruvate, 10 HEPES, and 10 D-glucose, pH 7.40) at a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min at 37°C. Electric field stimulus (rectangle wave, 15 V, 5 ms, 1.0 Hz) was given by the stimulator. Then the stimulation frequency increased to 2 Hz, 5 Hz, and 10 Hz with or without ISO perfusion (1, 10, and 20 nM).

Intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration was measured by whole cell photometry (DeltaRam, Photon Technology International, USA). The emission ratio at 510 nm, during alternate excitation at 340 nm and 380 nm was used to determine intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration. Fluorescence emission was measured at 240 points/s for each of the excitation wavelengths. Background fluorescence values were determined at each excitation wavelength. These background values were subtracted from the recordings made at each wavelength during each experiment. Data were acquired and analyzed by Felix software (Version 1.4, Photon Technology International). Ca\(^{2+}\) transient amplitudes were the difference between systolic and diastolic Ca\(^{2+}\).

2.3. Western Blotting. The expressions of cTnl, total and Ser-16-phosphorylated and Thr-17-phosphorylated PLB were
detected by Western blotting. Left ventricular myocardium was homogenized in a buffer containing 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 0.5 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 0.3 mM PMSF, and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (1 : 100, Sigma-Aldrich). Samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE in polyacrylamide gels (12% or 14% depending on protein molecular weight). After electrophoresis, protein was electrically transferred to nitrocellulose membrane (0.45 μm pore size) using a Bio-Rad semidry transfer apparatus. The blotted nitrocellulose membranes were blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin in Tris-buffered saline (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris–HCl, and pH 7.5) and incubated with mouse monoclonal anti-TnI (TnI-1, 1 : 4,000; Courtesy of Dr. J.-P. Jin), mouse monoclonal anti-PLB (1 : 1000; Cell Signaling Technology, Inc. (CST), Danvers, Mass, USA), rabbit polyclonal anti-Ser-16-phosphorylated phospholamban (Phospho16-PLB, 1 : 1000; CST) and rabbit polyclonal anti-Thr-17-phosphorylated phospholamban (Phospho17-PLB, 1 : 1000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, Calif, USA) in TBS containing 0.1% BSA at 4°C overnight. The membranes were visualized with IRDye 680CW goat antimouse or IRDye 800CW goat antirabbit secondary antibodies (1 : 10,000, for 90 min at room temperature) using an Odyssey scanner (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, Neb, USA). Quantification analysis of blots was performed with the Scion Image software.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Differences between groups were evaluated using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). When ANOVA indicated significance, a Dunnett post-hoc test was performed. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Figure 2: Left ventricular end-systolic pressure (LVESP) and end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP) of working hearts in the pacing and ISO treatment. (a) and (c) LVESP and LVEDP during the pacing. (b) and (d) LVESP and LVEDP in ISO treatment. Data are mean ± SEM, n = 6 hearts for each ISO concentration in each group. *P < 0.05 versus baseline.

3. Results

3.1. Systolic and Diastolic Function of Isolated Working Hearts during the Pacing and ISO Treatment. At the preload of 10 mmHg and afterload of 60 mmHg, the intrinsic heart rate of working heart was 236.4 ± 6.4 beats/min in the baseline group. Heart rates increased to 259.9 ± 7.3, 288.1 ± 4.1, and 316.7 ± 6.3 beat/min in 1, 10, and 20 nM ISO stimulation, respectively. At baseline, cardiac output was 27.3 ± 0.5 mL/min. Cardiac output decreased to 24.7 ± 0.9 mL/min at the pacing of 300 beats/min, then increased to 27.5 ± 0.7 mL/min and 29.3 ± 0.9 mL/min at the pacing of 360 and 420 beats/min (Figure 1(a)). Cardiac output increased to 28.7 ± 0.9, 32.2 ± 0.4, and 33.5 ± 0.3 mL/min in 1, 10, and 20 nM ISO treatment, respectively, (Figure 1(b)). While the increment of heart rate was similar at 60 beats/min, the percentage increase in cardiac output was higher in ISO-treated group than in the pacing group (Figure 1(c)). Cardiac output had about 7%, 10%, 15%, and 24% increases, respectively, at the pacing of 420 beats/min without and with 1, 10, and 20 nM ISO treatment compared to the baseline at the intrinsic heart rate (Figure 1(d)).

LVESP decreased with the increasing pacing rate (Figure 2(a)). In the opposite, LVESP increased with the increasing concentrations of ISO at the intrinsic heart rate (Figure 2(b)). LVEDP showed a significant increase at 300 beats/min but decreased progressively at 360 and 420 beats/min (Figure 2(c)). LVEDP decreased progressively with the increasing concentrations of ISO at the intrinsic heart rate (Figure 2(d)).

The ±dP/dt\text{max} decreased significantly at the pacing of 300 beats/min and increased at the pacing of 360 and 420 beats/min (Figure 3(a)). In contrast, ±dP/dt\text{max} elevated progressively with the increasing concentrations of ISO (Figure 3(b)). TR\text{75}, time from peak to 75% relaxation of left ventricular pressure, is another index of cardiac diastolic function. Both the pacing and ISO stimulation reduced TR\text{75} (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)).
The percentage increases in ±dP/dt_max between the pacing of 420 beats/min and intrinsic heart rate groups without ISO stimulation were 7.1 ± 1.0% and 9.7 ± 1.1%, respectively, (the baseline values in Figure 4(a)). Under ISO stimulation, the pacing of 420 beats/min induced an additional enhancement. The percentage increases in ±dP/dt_max between the pacing of 420 beats/min and intrinsic heart rate groups increased progressively with the increasing concentrations of ISO (Figure 4(a)). The pacing of 420 beats/min led about 13% shortening in TR75 without ISO stimulation. Under ISO treatment, the pacing of 420 beats/min showed stronger relaxant effects than that of the baseline group (Figure 4(b)).

3.2. Intracellular Ca^{2+} Concentrations of the Cardiomyocyte in the Pacing and ISO Treatment. The resting intracellular calcium concentration ([Ca^{2+}]_{i}) increased with the increasing frequency of stimulation; higher frequency of stimulation (i.e., >5 Hz) induced a significant elevation in resting [Ca^{2+}]_{i} of cardiomyocytes (Figure 5(a)). The peak [Ca^{2+}]_{i} increased to a maximal level at 5 Hz, then decreased slightly at 10 Hz. In contrast, the resting [Ca^{2+}]_{i} decreased slightly, but the peak [Ca^{2+}]_{i} kept elevating with the increasing concentrations of ISO (Figure 5(b)). Under ISO perfusion, the increasing degrees of resting [Ca^{2+}]_{i} were less compared with non ISO-treated group while the frequency of stimulation increased from 300 to 420 beats/min (Figure 5(a)). The peak [Ca^{2+}]_{i} still elevated with the increasing frequency of stimulation during different concentrations of ISO treatment. The peak [Ca^{2+}]_{i} reached the maximal level at 10 Hz under 20 nM ISO treatment (Figure 5(a)).

TD75, the time from peak to 75% decay in calcium transient, reduced both under increasing frequency of stimulation and ISO perfusion. The degrees of reduction in TD75 were lower in stimulation group than in ISO-treated group (Figures 5(c) and 5(d)).

3.3. The Phosphorylation of cTnI at Ser23/24 and PLB at Ser16 and Thr17 in the Pacing and ISO Treatment. Figure 6(a)
shows the representative Western blots of cTnI and phosphorylated cTnI at Ser23/24. There were no differences in expression of cTnI in the pacing, ISO treatment, and pacing plus ISO treatment groups (Figure 6(b)). Phosphorylation of cTnI at Ser23/24 showed a dodependent increase in ISO perfusion. But the pacing had no effect on phosphorylation of cTnI at Ser23/24 in basic and ISO-treated condition (Figure 6(c)).

Figure 7(a) shows the representative Western blots of PLB, phosphorylated PLB at Ser16, and Thr17 in isolated working hearts under the pacing and different concentrations of ISO perfusion. Total PLB, which is the sum of pentameric and monomeric PLB, did not change under the pacing and ISO perfusion (Figure 7(b)). The phosphorylation of PLB at Ser16 and Thr17 also showed a dose-dependent increase in ISO perfusion. The degrees of phosphorylated PLB at Ser16 elevated from 39.3 ± 1.4% in baseline to 50.2 ± 1.7% in 20 nM ISO treatment, and the degrees of phosphorylated PLB at Thr17 increased from 13.9 ± 0.6% in baseline to 22.5 ± 0.6% in 20 nM ISO treatments (Figures 7(c) and 7(d)). The phosphorylation of PLB at Thr17 increased with the increasing pacing rate, but the pacing did not alter the phosphorylation of PLB at Ser16. During 10 nM and 20 nM ISO perfusion, the pacing induced an additional increase in the phosphorylation of PLB at Ser16 in a frequency-dependent manner (Figure 7(d)).

4. Discussion

4.1. Coordinated Activation of Ca$^{2+}$ Handling Proteins in Excitation-Contraction Coupling Is Important to Considerably Accelerate Relaxation in ISO Stimulation. In the present study, the increase in maximal rate of relaxation and the shortening in TR75 were lower in the pacing than in ISO stimulation (Figure 4(a)). It indicates that the extent of FDAR is less than that of IDAR. FDAR is an important intrinsic regulator to cardiac function in physiological condition. However, the mechanism of FDAR is still controversial. Some studies reported that FDAR may be related to the activation of CaMKII, phosphorylation of PLB, and the increase of SERCA activity. There are evidences to indicate that inhibition of CaMKII by KN-93 [9], CaMKII and PLB knock-out [11, 19], or inhibition of SERCA also shows an acceleration of relaxation in the increasing stimulation frequency [11]. We observed that the pacing only increased the phosphorylation of PLB at Thr-17 site (Figure 7). The increase in Thr-17 phosphorylation of PLB was associated with FDAR, but the relaxation effect was weak. The Thr-17 phosphorylation of PLB can relieve the inhibition to SERCA. Since the activation of SERCA by Thr-17 phosphorylation of PLB is low, the resting intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ concentration slightly elevated with an increasing stimulation frequency (Figure 5(a)). In contrast, ISO treatment showed not only the phosphorylation of PLB at Ser-16 and Thr-17 sites, but also the cTnI phosphorylation (Figure 7(a)). Several researches have indicated that PLB phosphorylation by ISO stimulation is a dominant mediator to the acceleration of relaxation in PLB knock-out mouse [20]. But it should not be ignored that the effect of cTnI phosphorylation was induced by ISO treatment on the acceleration of relaxation.

Early investigations indicate that phosphorylation of cTnI may not be important in the relaxant effect of ISO stimulation, Johns et al. found no effect of cTnI phosphorylation by PKA on the relaxation in skinned guinea pig ventricular trabeculae [21], and the precise experimental conditions may be important in this regard. Recently, many studies
indicate that phosphorylation of cTnI by PKA may be particularly important in modulating diastolic function of hearts. Fentzke et al. constructed transgenic mice (TG-ssTnI); the myocardium expressed slow skeletal TnI (ssTnI) which lacks N-terminal extension containing two PKA phosphorylation sites. They reported that in situ relaxation of left ventricular pressure was significantly slowed in TG-ssTnI hearts compared with the wild-type mice [22]. Kentish et al. also studied transgenic mice with ssTnI replacing cTnI and used flash photolysis of diazo-2 to rapidly remove Ca^{2+} from skinned cardiac muscle fibers. Myocardium expressing ssTnI had no acceleration of relaxation in β-adrenergic stimulation, suggesting that cTnI phosphorylation played an important role in intrinsic relaxation [23]. Li et al. reported the first quantitative estimates of the relative contributions of PLB and TnI phosphorylation to the ISO induced acceleration of relaxation in mouse hearts. The TnI phosphorylation may contribute up to 14–18% of the acceleration of relaxation in response to ISO during isometric contractions in mouse myocardium [20]. Wolska et al. observed four lines of mice expressed PLB/cTnI, PLB/ssTnI, PLBKO (PLB knock-out)/cTnI, and PLBKO/ssTnI in the heart, respectively. They demonstrated that expression of ssTnI in hearts of PLB knock-out mice altered the relaxant effect of β-adrenergic stimulation [24]. The underlying mechanisms of phosphorylation of cTnI by PKA regulating relaxation of hearts may be involved in myofibril Ca^{2+} sensitivity [16], an increase in crossbridge cycling [23], and increased binding of cTnI...
4.2. The Phosphorylation of cTnI Causes a Synergistic Effect between PLB and cTnI and Further Enhances the Relaxation in Increasing Frequency of Stimulation. Although PKA phosphorylates many sites in the cardiomyocyte, only phosphorylated PLB and cTnI are directly related to the acceleration of relaxation in ISO stimulation. Due to the synergistic effect of PLB and cTnI, the degree of relaxation in IDAR is higher than that in FDAR. In this study, the degrees of relaxation in increasing rate of pacing showed the additional increases during ISO perfusion. Varian and Janssen reported that FDAR involved decreased myofilament calcium sensitivity [25]. Phosphorylation of cTnI can reduce myofilament calcium sensitivity. It suggests that phosphorylation of cTnI would be helpful to FDAR. Takimoto et al. generated transgenic mice that overexpress cTnI in which the serine residues normally targeted by PKA were mutated to aspartic acid to mimic constitutive phosphorylation (cTnI-P22P23). The cTnI-P22P23 hearts showed a frequency-dependent enhancement of systolic and diastolic in vivo and afterload sensitivity of relaxation [26]. Using similar transgenic mice, Sakthivel et al. also demonstrated that the cTnI-P22P23 hearts showed augmented relaxation and contraction at higher heart rates compared with the nontransgenic controls [16]. The 10 nM of ISO induced about 50% phosphorylation of cTnI, 45% phosphorylation of PLB at Ser-16 site, and 14% phosphorylation of PLB at Thr-17 site in the present study. These results are in agreement with the experiments of Kuschel and colleagues [27]. The phosphorylation of cTnI by ISO stimulation showed an enhancement in the extent of FDAR compared with that in the absence of ISO. While 90% of the cTnI was phosphorylated in
20 nM of ISO treatment, the PLB Ser-16 and Thr-17 had 50% and 22% phosphorylation, respectively. The extent of FDAR in the presence of 20 nM ISO further increased. The additional enhancement in phosphorylation of PLB Thr-17 may form a synergistic effect with phosphorylation of cTnI by PKA with increasing stimulation frequency, and hence, the extent of FDAR increased. Finally, cardiac output increased in the presence of ISO rather than decreased in the absence of ISO.

In summary, this study provides evidence supporting an important role for cardiac TnI phosphorylation by PKA in the enhancement of diastolic function. And the synergistic effects between the PLB and cTnI are necessary in promoting relaxation, especially at higher heart rate.
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Primary culture models of single adult skeletal muscle fibers dissociated from locomotor muscles adhered to glass coverslips are routine and allow monitoring of functional processes in living cultured fibers. To date, such isolated fiber cultures have not been established for respiratory muscles, despite the fact that dysfunction of core respiratory muscles leading to respiratory arrest is the most common cause of death in many muscular diseases. Here we present the first description of an adherent culture system for single adult intercostal muscle fibers from the adult mouse. This system allows for monitoring functional properties of these living muscle fibers in culture with or without electrical field stimulation to drive muscle fiber contraction at physiological or pathological respiratory firing patterns. We also provide initial characterization of these fibers, demonstrating several common techniques in this new model system in the context of the established Flexor Digitorum Brevis muscle primary culture model.

1. Introduction

The bodies of vertebrates include hundreds of skeletal muscles, each involved in performing different motor tasks at specific anatomical locations. This variety in skeletal muscles and their functions implies genotypic and phenotypic diversity among skeletal muscle fibers. In fact, the preferential expression of different muscular protein isoforms and therefore the existence of distinct muscle fiber phenotypes is one of the main determinants of the muscle performance [1, 2]. Not only does this diversity manifest in multiple muscle groups but also a single muscle expresses heterogeneous populations of slow and fast-type muscle fibers [1, 3]. Excitation-contraction coupling properties, the sensitivity of the contractile apparatus to Ca$^{2+}$, mechanical power output, shortening velocity, and rate of ATP hydrolysis are also known to vary greatly from fiber to fiber [1, 4–7]. The intercostal muscles are an exemplary case of such a heterogeneous muscle population, making them an attractive model for comparative studies.

The mechanical functions of the intercostal muscles during ventilation are highly complex. There are two major division criteria for intercostal fibers: anatomical and functional. Anatomical divisions are based on location on the internal or external side of the ribs; functional divisions are based on participation in expiratory or inspiratory respiration [8]. The external intercostals and the parasternal intercostals function in inspiratory breathing, whereas the internal intercostals have an expiratory function [9]. Although the function of the diaphragm appears to dominate breathing at rest [10], the intercostal muscles may contribute c.a. 40% of the volume shift by movement of the thoracic wall [11]. During intensified breathing, the contribution of the intercostals becomes more prominent [12, 13]. The lateral internal intercostals are also recruited for a variety of nonventilatory functions including the cough reflex and speech as well as for postural support [10].

Previous work estimates that about 60% of the intercostal fibers are slow-type and 40% fast-type fibers [14, 15]. As a result of this diversity, the same preparation can be used to address many aspects of muscle fiber-type physiology. Also, due to their involvement in the mechanics of ventilation and the fact that respiratory pathology is common in several diseases (e.g., muscular dystrophy, chronic obstructive...
pulmonary disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, hereditary polyneuropathies, autoimmune conditions like myasthenia gravis, muscular paralysis, etc.), intercostal muscles represent a model of high clinical relevance.

Indeed, in cases where diagnosis and treatment for muscular dystrophy is available, respiratory arrest has become the critical factor in the majority of fatalities arising from muscular dystrophy [16, 17]. While the vast majority of studies evaluating the function of the respiratory muscles have used the diaphragm muscle as model of study, information on the intercostal muscles, in particular at cellular level, is more fragmented [8].

These muscles are also of relevance in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disorder (COPD), given their critical role in manipulating the configuration of the ribs [9] and therefore the overall morphology of the thorax. In addition to the mechanical reorganization of the intercostal muscles that results from the inflated thorax common to COPD patients, clear changes in the expression of myosin heavy chain isoforms have been documented [18].

Here we describe in detail the isolation and preliminary characterization of isolated adherent intercostals muscle fibers in the common laboratory mouse based on techniques and methods previously developed by our laboratory for use on other muscles [19–25]. The loading of fluorescent Ca$^{2+}$ indicators combined with electrophysiological approaches, including electrical field stimulation of the cultured muscle fibers using any stimulation pattern desired, and the transfection and overexpression of fluorescent fusion proteins permit the study of spatiotemporal aspects of excitation-contraction coupling and biological processes such as excitation-contraction coupling. Due to the difficulty encountered in achieving consistent adhesion of the intercostal fibers to commercial glass-bottom culture dishes, we also include detailed methods for the construction and preparation of glass-bottom dishes optimized for such muscle fiber studies. These dishes have improved the reliability and yield of attached fibers in our preparations several fold. The methods presented here can be modified to allow culture of intercostal fibers from animal at various ages or from animal models with specific genetic background. The protocol described here is intended more generally to provide a flexible new primary cell culture of the as yet poorly characterized, but clinically relevant muscular group, the intercostals.

2. Methods

2.1. Animal Use. All animals were euthanized by CO₂ exposure followed by cervical dislocation before removal of the muscles according to protocols approved by the University of Maryland Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

2.2. Dish Construction. Dishes are constructed from plastic Petri dishes with glass coverslips and sealed using parafilm. Wells are drilled with an 11/32” bit, cleaned with a razor, and washed with 70% ethanol (Supplemental Figures 1(a)–1(e)) available online at doi:10.1155/2011/393740). Multiple wells may be cut per dish to increase plating area (Supplemental Figure 1(f)); drilling larger holes is not recommended as we have observed that small wells improve adhesion of the fibers. Parafilm folded to double thickness is cut using the coverslip as a template (Supplemental Figure 2). An unused pencil eraser is useful to hold the coverslip in place, but should be covered with a piece of scotch tape to minimize transfer of oils to the glass. Coverglass is then heated lightly on a hotplate with the parafilm facing up until the parafilm becomes transparent but not liquid. Dishes are pressed firmly over coverslips to seal each well and then parafilm is allowed to cool (Supplemental Figures 2(e)–2(g)). Parafilm from the center of the well is cut out with a scalpel and removed. The seal should be tested with water or media prior to use.

Prior to use, dishes are sterilized by UV irradiation and spotted with approximately 6 µL of cold mouse laminin (1 mg/mL). Laminin is immediately covered with 100 µL MEM and the bottom of each well is lightly scratched with the pipette tip to ensure full coverage (Supplemental Figures 2(k) and 2(l)). After at least 1 hour incubation, liquid is removed from the wells and dishes are rinsed twice with MEM and covered with 1 mL MEM plus 100 µL MEM per well.

2.3. Dissection. Following cervical dislocation (see animal use), 70% ethanol is used to clean the mouse and dissection is carried out in a sterile laminar flow hood to prevent contamination of the culture. Hindfeet are pinned at maximal posterior extension, and forepaws are pinned at maximum lateral extension with the ventral face of the mouse up (Figure 1(b)). Skin is cut, posterior to anterior, from the lower abdomen to the throat (Figure 1(c)), and a lateral incision is made with a scalpel at the posterior end of the cut to pin back the skin (Figure 1(d)). Skin is removed by gently raking the scalpel against the interface between skin and subcutaneous tissue (Figures 1(e) and 1(f)) until the vertebral column is nearly exposed. An incision is made at the anterior end of the abdominal cavity, exposing the liver (Figure 1(g)). When the liver is pulled back, the diaphragm is exposed, although difficult to visualize. The thoracic cavity may be punctured by following the dorsal face of the sternum with a scalpel, causing the thoracic cavity to inflate (Figure 1(h)). This makes the diaphragm easier to see and remove by cutting along the posterior internal edge of the rib cage (Figure 1(i)). Once the diaphragm is free, an incision is made along the ventral face of the sternum and the superficial muscles of the thorax are removed in a similar fashion to the skin (Figures 1(j)–1(l)). This exposes the intercostal muscles which are then immediately bathed in MEM to prevent drying. One half of the rib cage is then excised by using scissors to cut along the sternum (Figure 1(m)) and thoracic vertebrae (Figure 1(n)). The half rib cage is then placed in MEM to rinse away excess debris (Figure 1(o)).

2.4. Digestion and Fiber Isolation. The media used to rinse the ribs is removed and replaced with MEM containing 2 mg/mL collagenase and 5 mg/mL dispase which has been passed through a 0.2 µm filter. The ribs are then incubated at 37°C and 5% CO₂ for 3 hours (older mice may require
Figure 1: Critical Steps in Gross Dissection of Intercostal Muscles. (a) Cervical dislocation following CO$_2$ asphyxiation and 70% ethanol wash. (b) Pinning mouse, ventral face up. (c) First incision from posterior abdomen to throat. (d) Skinning: pinning back initial flap. (e) Skinning: cutting subcutaneous connective tissue. (f) Skinning: continue removal to vertebral column. (g) Opening incision at anterior end of abdominal cavity. (h) Exposed posterior face of thoracic cavity (after puncture). (i) Removal of diaphragm. (j) Incision along ventral face of sternum. (k) Removal of pectoral and other muscle groups. (l) Full exposure of ribs. (m) Severing ribs (ventral face). (n) Severing ribs (dorsal face). (o) Isolated ribs transferred to HBSS for imaging. Scale is centimeter ruler.

longer incubation). Following digestion, the ribs are transferred into MEM supplemented with 10% FBS and the procedure is continued under a dissection microscope. Excess vasculature and fragments of nonintercostal muscle fragments are removed with forceps. A single band of intercostal muscle is isolated with its flanking ribs (Figure 2(a), white arrows) by pulling the flanking ribs away from the next nearest (Figure 2(a), black arrows).

The isolated rib pair and the intercostal band are transferred to a clean 60 mm dish containing 7 mL of MEM supplemented with 10% FBS (Figure 2(b)). Fibers are triturated using a large bore flame polished pipette (Figure 2(c), Supplemental Figure 3) until a significant population of isolated fibers is obtained (Figure 2(d)). If muscle tissue detaches completely from ribs, a smaller bore pipette may be used. The dish is gently swirled to aggregate fibers (Figure 2(e)). If large amounts of debris are floating on the surface of the media, it may be removed. A wide bore micropipette tip is used to gather 8–12 healthy fibers per well from the periphery of the fiber cluster. Fibers are plated directly onto the glass surface in each well of the dishes prepared earlier. Fibers may be damaged or stick to the interior of the tip. These are removed and replaced; however, overplating can cause fibers to mutually interfere with attachment and is to be avoided. Large pieces of debris or dying fibers are removed with forceps if it is possible to do so without disturbing healthy fibers. After several minutes to allow initial attachment, dishes are transferred to the incubator overnight to complete attachment. We note that fibers often attach near the periphery of the dish even when plated initially in the center.

In all cases, fibers are maintained in media without serum following dissociation. The removal of serum from the media following dissociation of the fibers mitigates gross morphological changes, proliferation of secondary cells, and some changes in calcium signaling [26, 27].

2.5. Digestion Conditions of Nonintercostal Fibers. Dispase is omitted from the digestion of both soleus and FDB muscles. FDBs (but not soleus) may be fully digested in as little as 2.5 hours, particularly if the mouse is young. Apart from removal of bone (not required for either soleus or FDB), plating may proceed exactly as with the intercostal fibers, although a smaller bore pipette may be used for trituration if desired.
2.6. Indo1 Ratiometric Recordings. Cultured FDB or intercostal fibers were loaded with Indo-1 AM (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) at a bath concentration of 2 μM for 30 min at 22°C. Then, the fibers were washed thoroughly with L-15 media to remove residual Indo-1 AM and incubated at 22°C for another 30 min to allow dye conversion. The culture dish was mounted on an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope and viewed with an Olympus 60x/1.20 NA water immersion objective. Fibers were illuminated at 360 nm, and the fluorescence emitted at 405 and 485 nm was detected simultaneously. The emission signals were digitized and sampled at 10 Hz using a built-in AD/DA converter of a EPC10 amplifier and the acquisition software Patchmaster (HEKA, Instruments). Field stimulation (square pulse, 14 V × 1 ms) was produced by a custom pulse generator through a pair of platinum electrodes. The electrodes were closely spaced (0.5 mm) and positioned directly above the center of the objective lens, to achieve semilocal stimulation. Only fibers exhibiting reproducible and consistent responses to field stimulation of alternate polarity were used for the analysis.

2.7. Fluo-4 AM Ca²⁺ Recordings. Fluo-4 AM (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) loading, high speed line scan x-t imaging on a Zeiss LSM 5 Live confocal system, and image analysis were all performed as previously described [25]. Fibers were stimulated using parallel platinum field electrodes, with acquisition of the Fluo4 confocal line scan image synchronized to the field stimulus to generate a temporal profile.

2.8. Exogenous Protein Expression and Imaging. The recombinant adenovirus of Glut4-GFP was kindly provided to our laboratory by Dr. Jeffrey Pessin. The expression plasmid of NFATc1 cDNA was a gift from Dr. Gerald R. Crabtree. The construction of recombinant adenoviruses of NFATc1-GFP as well as the procedures for infection with recombinant adenoviruses of single muscle fibers has been previously described [24]. Cultures were maintained in MEM in a 37°C, 5% CO₂ incubator until expression levels were appropriate for imaging, then transferred into Liebovitz L-15 (GIBCO) for microscope work. Images were taken using an Olympus IX70 inverted microscope equipped with an Olympus Fluoview 500 laser scanning confocal imaging system using an Olympus 60x/1.2 NA water immersion objective. A 488 nm excitation wavelength and 505 nm long-pass emission filter were used to visualize GFP.

2.9. Data Analysis. Line-scan Fluo4 images were processed using LSM examiner (Carl Zeiss, Jena). GFP and Glut4-GFP confocal images were processed using ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA; http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). Indo1 and fluo4 Ca²⁺ signals and statistical analysis were conducted using Origin pro 8 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA). Summary data were reported as mean ± SEM. Statistical significance was assessed using parametric unpaired two sample t-test. Differences were considered significant when P value < 0.05.

Indo1 data was reported as the ratio of fluorescence emission at 405 nm to emission at 485 nm (indo1 ratio) which correspond to the peak values of the calcium bound and unbound forms, respectively, or the difference in indo1 ratio between peak and resting values (Δindo1 ratio). Fluo4 data was reported as the difference between fluorescence intensity and an average value of fluorescence taken when the fiber was at rest, normalized to the resting value (ΔF/F₀).
Figure 3: Intercostal fibers exhibit decreased peak amplitude of the Indo-1 Ca$^{2+}$ transient following a single action potential. (a) Average Indo-1 ratio Ca$^{2+}$ transients from FDB (red trace; $n = 9$) and Intercostal (ITC; green trace; $n = 11$) fibers. Isolated fibers were stimulated with field electrodes at time zero and emission ratio was examined. (b) Bar plot summarizing resting Indo-1 ratio averages of FDB and ITC fibers. No significant differences in resting Indo1 ratio were detected between groups ($P = 0.12$). (c) Traces from panel (a), expressed as ΔIndo-1 ratio (Indo1 ratio—Indo1 ratio at rest). (d) Bar plot representation of peak ΔIndo-1 ratio shown in (c), FDB = 0.61 ± 0.04, $n = 9$; ITC = 0.40 ± 0.04, $n = 11$; ∗$P = 0.0015$. Error bars in (d) are the SE values. ITC fibers displayed significantly reduced Ca$^{2+}$ transients when compared with FDB fibers.

Data from the NFATc1-GFP fusion protein was reported as the ratio of fluorescence intensity in the nucleus to the intensity in the cytoplasm (N/C) in order to correct for variations in expression level between fibers. Raw data for both Fluo4 and NFATc1 was corrected for background before analysis by subtracting the intensity measured in a region outside the muscle fiber.

3. Results

3.1. Gross Morphology. The intercostal muscles are composed of two overlapping sheets (inner and outer) of muscle fibers with roughly perpendicular orientations. Each muscle spans diagonally between two ribs from the vertebral column to the sternum. Following dissection connective tissues between
Figure 4: Fluo4 Ca$^{2+}$ transients elicited by field stimulation in intercostal and FDB fibers. Representative line-scan images of Ca$^{2+}$ transient responses in FDB (a) and intercostal (b) fibers to a 5 sec 10 Hz train of field stimulation applied at time zero, performed with non-ratiometric fluo-4 AM loaded fibers and assayed with high-speed confocal line scan microscopy (100 μs/line). Images in top of panels (a) and (b) show xy images of FDB and intercostals fibers to indicate the location of the scan line, scale bar is 20 μm. Note that fluo-4 signal at rest in these fibers is very low. Traces under the images are the time courses of the fluo4 Ca$^{2+}$ transients. The white lines in the time domain images indicate the region of interest drawn at the center of the fiber and used to calculate the change in fluorescence in response to field stimulation. Data presented as ΔF/F₀. Fluorescence was detected with a Zeiss LSM 5 Live ultrafast confocal system based on an Axiovert 200M inverted microscope. Fibers were imaged with a 63x/NA 1.2 water immersion objective lens. Excitation for fluo-4 was provided by the 488 nm line of a 100 mW diode laser, and emitted light was collected at >510 nm.

3.2. Isolating Intercostal Fibers. The initial attempt to isolate and culture intercostal muscle fibers was based on our existing protocols for isolating and culturing mouse Flexor Digitorum Brevis (FDB) fibers [21–25], which are maintained in commercially available glass-bottomed dishes. After an initial development and optimization of dissection and enzymatic treatment methods, we achieved a high fraction of viable isolated intercostal fibers. These fibers maintained clear striations and twitch response for several days, but did not reliably form adherent cultures, even after extensive experimentation with a variety of substrates derived from extracellular matrix. During the course of unrelated work, we noted that customized glass-bottomed dishes which we had designed with smaller diameter wells using a different glass substrate seemed to facilitate attachment in our FDB model (see Supplemental Figures 1 and 2). Plating intercostal fibers in these dishes dramatically improved the attachment rate and reliability of the culture.

After fiber isolation, our procedure yields a heterogeneous mix of internal and external intercostal fibers with a successful attachment rate around 50%. Isolated intercostal fibers (Figure 2) are similar to FDBs in width, but 4-5 times the length. This additional length makes the fibers...
Figure 5: Comparison of electrically evoked Ca$^{2+}$ transients between intercostal and FDB fibers. Average fluo4 Ca$^{2+}$ transient from FDB ((a), red trace; $n=9$) or intercostals fibers ((b), ITC, green trace; $n=9$) in response to 5 sec 10 Hz train field stimulation. Traces in (c) were normalized to the amplitude of the initial response. At the end of the 5 sec train, ITC fibers demonstrated significantly smaller relative decrease of Ca$^{2+}$ transient amplitude compared to FDB counterparts ($P<0.05$). ITC muscle fibers exhibit decreased peak amplitude of the fluo-4 Ca$^{2+}$ transients in response to a single field stimulus; however, the intercostals are able to maintain consistent levels of calcium during repetitive stimulation. Fluorescence was detected as in Figure 4.

susceptible to bends when they are fully attached (see Figure 1(g)). Almost all of the whole fibers that attach to the glass display clear striations (Figure 6) and respond to external electrical field stimulation administered either as single pulses or repetitive trains with twitching similar to that of FDBs (see supplemental videos 1 and 2).

In order to examine the general applicability of these dishes, we also used them to plate fibers from the slow-type soleus muscle, which also displays poor adherence characteristics [22]. Although we used a less stringent digestion procedure, plating was carried out exactly as for intercostals.

The exceptional length of the soleus fibers causes them to interfere with each other and permits the formation of many bends and kinks which prevent complete attachment. Nonetheless, the fibers were responsive to electrical stimulation and adhered securely enough to withstand repeated twitching (see supplemental video 3) more than 24 hours after plating. Successful attachment rate was variable between the wells plated, but overall comparable to the intercostals.

3.3. Ca$^{2+}$ Homeostasis and Electrically Evoked Ca$^{2+}$ Transients in Intercostal Fibers. Primary cultured intercostal fibers
Figure 6: Overexpression of foreign proteins in intercostal fibers in culture. FDB (a, b, e, f) and intercostal (c, d, g, h) muscle fibers expressing either GFP (a–d) or a Glut4-GFP fusion construct (e–h). Scale bars are 50 μm (b, d) or 25 μm (f, h). Images were acquired as in Figure 4 for panels (a–d) or with an Olympus FluoView 500 confocal system, built on an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope for panels (e–h). Fibers were imaged viewed with a UPlan Apo 60x/NA 1.20 water-immersion objective lens using 488 nm excitation (Multiline Argon laser) for GFP with emission detected with 505 nm long-pass filter. Photobleaching and photodamage were reduced by operating the lasers at the lowest possible power that still provided images with satisfactory signal to noise ratio. Brightfield images in panels (b, d, f, h) were adjusted for improved contrast using ImageJ.

retain many properties of native fibers, including contractions and Ca\(^{2+}\) transients in response to electrical field stimuli (Figures 3, 4, and 5; see Supplemental Video 1). A brief comparative study between intercostal fibers and the established FDB isolated fiber model was also conducted (Figures 3, 4, and 5). First, we sought to evaluate Ca\(^{2+}\) handling properties in single, intact indo1-loaded intercostal (n = 8) and FDB (n = 16) muscle fibers stimulated by an action potential (AP) elicited by a 1 ms electric field stimulus (Figure 3). While resting indo1 ratio prior to stimulation was not significantly different between intercostal (0.45 ± 0.02; n = 11) and FDB fibers (0.49 ± 0.01; Figures 3(a) and 3(b); n = 9, P = 0.12), the peak of the indo1 Ca\(^{2+}\) transient following a single AP (Δindo1 ratio) was significantly smaller in intercostal fibers than in the FDB fibers (intercostal = 0.40 ± 0.04, FDB = 0.61 ± 0.04, P = 0.0015, Figures 3(c) and 3(d)). These results suggest that intercostal fibers exhibit a decreased AP-evoked Ca\(^{2+}\) release.

To allow better temporal resolution of the Ca\(^{2+}\) transients, we next monitored fluo-4 transients during repetitive stimulation of intercostal and FDB fibers using an ultra high-speed (100 μs/line) confocal microscope in line scan mode. Figure 4 illustrates representative x-t confocal images and corresponding fluo4 Ca\(^{2+}\) transients, expressed as ΔF/ΔF₀, from an FDB (Figure 4(a)) and an intercostal (Figure 4(b)) fiber during a 5-second 10 Hz train. Line-scan fluorescence images were obtained along a line perpendicular to the long axis of the fiber (Figures 4(a) and 4(b), top panels). Successive vertical lines in each image reveal the time course (left to right; middle panels) at 100 μs resolution of the fluorescence signal along the scanned line before and during the repetitive stimulation. Bottom panels in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the time course of the fluo4 fluorescence. Figure 5 shows average responses from FDB (red trace; Figure 5(a)) and intercostal (green trace; Figure 5(b)) fibers stimulated by a 5-second 10 Hz train. Consistent with the Indo-1 data (Figure 3), fluo4 Ca\(^{2+}\) transients appear suppressed in intercostal fibers (Figure 5(b)) in comparison to those observed in FDB fibers (Figure 5(a)). However, the intercostals are able to maintain a more consistent level of calcium release during repetitive stimulation (Figure 5(b)). By normalizing the traces elicited by the 10 Hz trains to the amplitude of the first fluo4 transient in their respective train, the relative differences in Ca\(^{2+}\) transient summation as well as the properties of decaying phase during the train can be appreciated (Figure 5(c)). Both intercostal and FDB fibers showed an initial increase in the peak amplitude during the 10 Hz train protocol, exceeding the peak value of the initial stimulation until 2 and 0.5 seconds, respectively (Figure 5(c)). Additionally, the relative amplitude of the Ca\(^{2+}\) transients during the 10 Hz train declines more slowly in intercostal fibers (Figure 5(c)).

Unexpectedly, subpopulations reflecting an anticipated difference between fiber types were not observed in the intercostal fibers. However, we suspect that this is not due to genuine homogeneity, but rather a limitation of the calcium ion equilibration kinetics of fluo-4 in distinguishing such sub-populations, which may be quite similar.
Figure 7: NFATc1-GFP distribution in intercostal and FDB fibers. FDB (a–c) and intercostal (d–f) fibers expressing NFATc1-GFP imaged at rest after 3 days in culture. Scale bar, 5 μm. Nuclei in intercostal fibers exhibit significantly elevated levels of NFATc1 when compared to FDBs cultured under the same conditions (g), N/C ratio of NFATc1-GFP in ITC = 1.38 ± 0.05, n = 102 nuclei versus 0.51 ± 0.01, n = 42 nuclei, in FDB fibers, *P < 0.05). Fluorescence was detected as in Figure 6.

These results lead us to conclude that adherent cultures of intercostal fibers are a new and unique model for the study of Ca²⁺-signaling pathways at the cellular and subcellular levels by using ultrafast confocal imaging combined with Ca²⁺-sensitive fluorescent probes.

3.4. Expression of Exogenous Proteins. In order to assess the viability of the intercostal cultures for imaging studies utilizing fluorescent proteins, fibers in culture were exposed to crude lysates of recombinant adenoviral vectors expressing GFP. Exposure to virus was carried out overnight, beginning immediately after plating. Vector dosage was calibrated by expression levels in similarly treated FDB fibers. Cultures were maintained in an incubator to allow expression prior to imaging. Expression of GFP was robust after 48 hours and did not appear to damage the fibers, which maintained clear striations (Figures 6(b) and 6(d)).

We also exposed other cultures to a viral vector expressing a Glut4-GFP fusion protein. Expression continued through 96 hours (Figure 6(g)). Glut4-GFP was expressed in intercostal fibers in puncta both around the nucleus and in lines parallel to the axis of the fiber (Figures 6(e) and 6(g)). This distribution is similar to what we observe in FDB fibers infected with the same construct, as well as the distribution of the native transporter characterized by immunofluorescence [28], although we observe weaker striations, presumably due to lack of exposure to insulin during the culture period reducing the Glut4 present in the transverse tubule system.

Finally, we exposed the fibers to a viral construct expressing a NFATc1-GFP fusion construct. NFATc1 is a transcription factor canonically regulated by the calcium-dependent phosphatase calcineurin [29, 30]. Typically resting FDB fibers exhibit low translocation of NFATc1 into
the nucleus (Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c)) [24]. Unexpectedly, ITC fibers exhibited a higher nuclear distribution of NFATc1-GFP at rest (Figures 7(d), 7(e), and 7(f)) when compared to FDB fibers (Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c)). The resting nuclear/cytosolic (N/C) ratio of NFATc1 was significantly elevated in intercostal fibers (Figure 7(g)) compared to FDB (1.38 ± 0.05, n = 102 nuclei versus 0.51 ± 0.01, n = 42 nuclei, resp.; P < 0.05).

4. Discussion

Adult skeletal muscle fiber culture currently focuses on only a handful of the myriad available muscles in the body, extrapolating from the few established culture systems like the FDB to the body as a whole. While it is generally true that various skeletal muscles resemble one another, there is significant divergence among them with respect to their physiology and the expression levels and isoforms of many muscle specific and metabolic proteins [1, 5–7]. This is dramatically illustrated by the high specificity of pathology in many skeletal muscle disease states resulting from defects in specific genes (e.g., the disproportionate targeting of facial, shoulder, and limb muscles in facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy or the extremities in distal muscular dystrophy [17]).

The intercostal fiber cultures introduced here themselves appear to be nearly as versatile as the more established FDB cultures. While we have not yet used intercostal cultures in applications requiring large numbers of adherent fibers, they have proven viable for a wide variety of single fiber experiments, even after several days in culture. Previous work related to the physiology of intercostal muscles comes from studies utilizing organ culture of intact muscle fiber bundles [31–35]. Whereas intercostal muscle fiber bundles offer the advantage of preserving nerve-muscle interactions, as with many organ culture systems it may not be well suited for single cell electrophysiology and high spatial resolution imaging. Furthermore, the ability to mimic stimulation patterns that may be experienced by the muscle during stressed states in vivo (such as hyperventilation or coughing) at the single muscle fiber level offers the opportunity to isolate the response of the muscle from that of the surrounding tissue in a manner not possible with organ culture methods. A variant of the single intercostal fiber isolation was described previously and was used to study satellite cell differentiation cocultured with nonadherent intercostal fibers derived from goats [36]. While these methods are valuable, the availability of adherent single fiber models for imaging and electrophysiology substantially expands our ability to study these muscle types.

The value of studying each skeletal muscle as a separate tissue is demonstrated by our unexpected observation of spontaneous accumulation of NFATc1 in the nuclei of resting fibers. It is clear that studies using only a few particular skeletal muscles risk overlooking interesting phenomena. Given the complexity of transcriptional regulation, the heterogeneous nature of the physiology and molecular biology of various skeletal muscles and the diverse tissues which surround them, we suspect that examining a wider variety of muscles specifically relevant to individual diseases in controlled in-vitro settings will prove fruitful.

Our culturing of intercostal muscles aims to do this not only by providing a particular model system specifically relevant to the pathology of COPD and the respiratory complications of the muscular dystrophies [16, 17], but also by improving the general techniques of adherent isolated muscle fiber culture. If these techniques are optimized for poorly adhering muscle types, generating cultures from any muscle in the body may become substantially easier, and using the most relevant tissue in a given disease model may become routine.
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